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Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Dissertation befasst sich mit italienischen Partikelverben (PV), d.h. Konstruktionen die aus einem Verb und einer (meist räumlicher) Partikel, wie andare fuori
‘hinaus-gehen’ oder buttare via ‘weg-schmeißen’. Solche komplexe Ausdrücke sind in
manchen Hinsichten interessant, erstmal sprachvergleichend, denn sie instantiieren eine
morpho-syntaktische Struktur, die in germanischen Sprachen (wie Deutsch, Englisch,
Schwedisch und Holländisch) pervasiv ist, aber in den romanischen Sprachen nicht dermaßen ausgebaut ist. Da germanische Partikelverben Eingenschaften aufweisen, die zum
Teil für die Morphologie, zum teil für die Syntax typisch sind, ist ihr Status in formalen
Grammatiktheorien bestritten: werden PV im Lexikon oder in der Syntax gebaut? Dieselbe
Frage stellt sich natürlich auch in Bezug auf die italienischen Partikelverben, und anhand
der Ergebnisse meiner Forschung komme ich zum Schluss, dass sie syntaktisch, und nicht
morphologisch, zusammengestellt werden.
Die Forschungsfragen aber die in Bezug auf das grammatische Verhalten italienischer
Partikelverben von besonderem Interesse sind, betreffen auch Probleme der italienischen
Syntax. In meiner Arbeit habe ich folgende Forschungsfragen betrachtet: (i) Kategorie
und Klassifikation Italienischer Partikeln, (ii) deren Interaktion mit Verben auf argumentstruktureller Ebene, (iii) strukturelle Kohäsion zwischen Verb und Partikel und deren
Repräsentation. Nach zwei einleitenden Kapiteln (zu allgemeinen Aspekten der germanischen bzw. italienischen Partikelverben), präsentiere ich in den Kapiteln 3, 4 und 5 die
Ergebnisse meiner Forschung, sowie eine ausführliche Analyse der in Frage kommenden
Aspekte der Grammatik dieser Konstruktionen. Solche Analyse formuliere ich im Rahmen der Lexikalisch-Funktionalen Grammatik, eine nicht derivationelle formale Theorie
der grammatischen Architektur von natürlichen Sprachen.
In Bezug auf Forschungsfrage (i) (Kapitel 3) komme ich zum Schluss, dass italienische Partikeln der lexikalischen Klasse von Präpositionen gehören. Dies dient als unentbehrliche Basis der weiteren Aspekte meiner Analyse (indem man dadurch syntaktische,
semantische und argument-strukturelle Eigenschaften der Partikeln besser auffassen kann),
und ermöglicht mir, zwei Partikel-Klassen anzunehmen, die sich voneinander sowohl syntaktisch als auch semantisch unterscheiden. Bezüglich der Forschungsfrage in (ii) (Kap.
4) argumentiere ich anhand von syntaktischen Tests, dass die F(unktionale)-Struktur von
Partikelverb-Konstruktionen sich von der F-Struktur von kanonischen Kombinationen von
Verb und PP nicht unterscheiden (dabei ist entscheidend, dass Verb und Partikel in der
F-Struktur separaten pred’s entsprechen). Zur Kohäsion zwischen Verb und Partikel (5)
verteidige ich die Hypothese, dass Verb und Partikel auf der K(onstituenten)-Struktur und
auf der P(rosodischen)-Struktur eine engere Einheit mit dem Verb bilden können, jedoch
auf eine in Bezug auf mehrere syntaktische Phänomene flexiblere Weise, als die der germanischen PV. Als Folgerung meiner Analyse lassen sich Hypothesen zu allgemeineren
grammatischen Prozessen und Problemen formulieren (wie Bedingungen für Theorien der
komplexen Prädikation und Aspekte von Optionalität in der Syntax).
Im abschließenden Kapitel (6) präsentiere ich die Konklusionen, zu denen ich gekommen bin, sowie eine gesamte formale Repräsentation der italienischen PV, und ich weise auf
interessante Anschlusspunkte zu weiteren Gebieten der sprachwissenschaftlichen Forschung
hin (romanische Sprachwissenschaft, historische Sprachwissenschaft, Typologie). Beispielhaft zeige ich die für Talmys (1985; 1991; 2000) Typologie der Fortbewegungskonstruktionen
relevanten Konklusionen meiner Forschung.
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Chapter 1

Introducing Particle Verbs
1.1 What are particle verbs?
Particle Verbs (henceforth, PVs), also referred to as Phrasal Verbs, VerbParticle Constructions, Particle-Verb Constructions, trennbare Verben ‘separable verbs’, can be defined as combinations of a verb and an uninflected
element, usually called “particle”. Two legitimate questions might now be
raised by the reader: (i) are PVs a coherent sub-class of verbs, just like e.g.
Manner verbs, motion verbs, or perhaps unaccusative or transitive verbs,
underived or morphologically complex verbs? (ii) what kind of element
are particles exactly? Both questions are quite difficult to answer, especially in a concise way and without a proper discussion. As to the first, it
could be said that not every linguist who has studied PVs would put them
on a par with well-established, (nearly) universally accepted sub-classes of
the category V. This is because PVs exhibit both word-like and phrase-like
properties, a dilemma which brought about a kind of ‘schism‘ within the
linguistic community: scholars who maintain that PVs are generated (or
built) in the lexicon −just like other verb sub-classes− versus scholars who
are convinced that PVs are structures generated (or built) in syntax. With
respect to the second question, a descriptive answer could be a sufficient
(though perhaps not satisfying) first approximation. In most languages
with PVs, the particle could be either (i) an element bearing both formal
and functional similarity to spatial prepositions (e.g. push out in (1a)), or (ii)
an element that alters the verb’s temporal constitution (usually Aktionsart,
less frequently aspect) in quite a predictable way (e.g. eat up in (1b)), or (iii)
an item devoid of autonomous meaning, comparable to idiom-chunks (e.g.
turn down in (1c)):
(English)
(1)

a.
b.

Sam pushed out the kitten.
Mark ate up his sandwich.
9
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c.

Victoria turned down the job.

PVs do not exist in every language, and among languages with PVs,
differences can be easily seen: with respect to productivity, semantics,
but especially with respect to distributional properties. Germanic languages are well-known for this construction-type (cf. Dehé 2015 and references therein), but also Hungarian features verb-particle constructions (cf.
Ladányi 2015 and references therein). On the other hand, languages that do
not know the category “particle’‘ as I presented it, e.g. Slavic languages, can
be analysed as compensating for this absence by means of certain classes
of prefixes (as e.g. argued in den Dikken 1995:235-236; cf. also Svenonius
2004). PVs exist in Italian as well − contrary to what is usally taken for
granted in the linguistic community −, as Gsell (1982), Schwarze (1985)
and Simone (1996) have demonstrated in seminal papers. To determine to
what extent Italian PVs like sbattere fuori ‘to throw out’, fare fuori ‘to kill’
are functionally comparable and structurally similar to the more renowned
Germanic ones is one of the main goals of this thesis, and I will tackle these
issues in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. In Chapter 2, the state of the art will be
presented and the research questions will be laid out in detail. Chapter 6
summarizes the main results and points out connections to related research
fields.
The purpose of this introductory chapter is twofold. On the one hand,
I present data from Germanic that should make the reader familiar with
both grammatical phenomena and issues that I will address with respect to
Italian in the following chapters. Although the main empirical domain of
the present chapter will consist of verb-particle constructions in Germanic
languages (English, German, Dutch, Swedish, Danish, Norwegian and Icelandic), I will offer a brief comparative look at verb-particle constructions
in Italian whenever the latter feature interesting similarities and differences
from the former. In particular, the following major issues regardind PVs
will be of crucial relevance in my dissertation: the lexical category of the
particle (cf. Chapter 3) and the phrase-structural aspects of verb-particle
constructions (cf. Chapter 5). On the other hand, the phenomena illustrated in this chapter bear on an more general, central question regarding
verb-particle constructions: are they generated (or built) in syntax or in the
lexicon? I will return to this issue in Chapter 6, arguing on the basis of my
results that Italian PVs are built in syntax.
The present chapter is structured as follows. Section surveys four important problems that have been at the heart of the theoretical debate on
Germanic PVs: (i) the separability of verb and particle (cf. 1.2.1), (ii) the
differential behaviour between particles and XPs with the same function
(cf. 1.2.2), (iii) the participation of particles in morphological processes (cf.
1.2.3) and (iv) the category “particle” itself (cf. 1.2.4). Section 1.3 concludes.
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1.2 Long-standing issues
Over the decades since the beginning of the generative enterprise, PVs have
remained a challenging subject of inquiry for a number of theories of grammar. Arguably, this is because PVs present the linguist with conflicting
grammatical properties, that pose problems for theories assuming a strictly
modular architecture of grammar. More precisely, it is not straightforward
to decide whether verb-particle constructions are generated in the lexical
component or in syntax (cf. Dehé et al. 2002: 1-20; McIntyre 2001: 39-53;
Zeller 2001:1-3, among many others). The rich literature devoted to the
topic counts both morphological (e.g. McIntyre 2001, 2013; Neeleman &
Weerman 1993, Stiebels & Wunderlich 1994) and syntactic (e.g. Den Dikken
1995, Lüdeling 1999, Müller 2003, Ramchand & Svenonius 2002) analyses,
with some authors arguing that PVs can be morphological structures in one
language and syntactic structures in another (e.g. Toivonen 2001 for English
and Swedish respectively; Neeleman 1994 for Dutch and English respectively). Conversely, supporters of theories that refuse a modular make-up
of grammar consider PVs a major piece of evidence for their theoretical
stance. To name an influential proposal, Booij (2002a, b) couches his analysis of Dutch PVs in a framework compatible with Construction Grammar,
where no sharp division of labour between morphology and syntax is advocated (cf. Goldberg 1995). The author argues that Dutch particle verbs
are “constructional idioms”, i.e. constructions exhibiting varying degrees
of compositionality. A similar account is proposed by Iacobini & Masini
(2006) for Italian PVs in a by now well-known contribution, whose empirical and theoretical results will be discussed in Chapter 2. In what follows,
I shall offer a survey of the grammatical properties of PVs that have been
pointed out and discussed in the literature.

1.2.1 Syntactic separability
In almost every language displaying PVs, the particle can under certain
conditions be separated from the verb by intervening syntactic material.
This property, which I label syntactic separability, is a major problem faced
by every morphological analysis of PVs (McIntyre 2001:39-40; Neeleman &
Weerman 1993; Stiebels & Wunderlich 1994). I will present the data first,
and two examples of how proponents of a morphological analysis cope
with it subsequently. As Dehé (2002: 3) notes:
“the perhaps most striking property of transitive PV’s in English
is their appearance in two alternating orders”
This phenomenon, which has come to be known as “Particle Shift” (cf.
Svenonius 1996, 2003; Zeller 2002), consists in the possibility of having two
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word order options: the particle is placed either to the left (“continuous
order”, cf. (2a)) or to the right of the object-NP/DP (“discontinuous order”,
cf. (2b)):
(2)

a.
b.

V − Prt − NP/DP
V − NP/DP − Prt

Notably, both options are available for every sub-class of PVs: compositional ((3a) vs. (4a)), idiomatic ((3b) vs. (4b)) and aspectual ones ((3c) vs.
(4c))1 :
(3)

(English)
a. Mike took off his jacket.
b. The cowboy breaks in his horse.
c. The school kid ate up his lunch.

(4)

(English)
a. Mike took his jacket off.
b. The cowboy breaks his horse in.
c. The school kid ate his lunch up.

It has been demonstrated by Dehé (2002) that the choice between the two
orders corresponds to a choice between information-structural configurations. More precisely, the continuous order can be associated with either
maximal focus or focus on the object, whereas the discontinuous order correlates with focus on the particle, or on the whole PV.
Norwegian and Icelandic pattern like English (cf. (5), (6)), whereas Swedish
and Danish allow only the continuous and the discontinuous word order
respectively (cf. Svenonius 1996, from which the Norwegian, Icelandic and
Danish examples are taken, and Toivonen 2001, from which the Swedish
examples are taken), as the reader may see in (7) and (8):
(5)

(6)

(Norwegian)
a. Vi kastet {ut}
hunden {ut}.
we threw prt(out) dog-the prt(out)
‘We threw {out} the dog {out}.’
b. Mannen har drukket {opp} vinen
{opp}.
man.the has drunk prt(up) wine.the prt(up)
‘The man has drunk {up} the wine {up}.’

(Icelandic)
a. Vid hentum {út}
hundinum {út}.
we threw prt(out) dog-the prt(out)
‘We threw {out} the dog {out}.’

1
This tripartite classification of PVs is the one adopted by Dehé et alii (2002) and by Dehé
(2002), who also provides a thorough discussion thereof (2002: 5-11).
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MaDurinn har drukkiD {upp} viniD
{upp}.
man.the has drunk prt(up) wine.the prt(up)
‘The man has drunk {up} the wine {up}.’

(7)

(Swedish)
a. Matts kastade {in}
soporna {*in}.
M. threw prt(in) trash.the prt(in)
‘Matts threw in the trash.’
b. Hon drack {upp} mjölken {*upp}.
she drank prt(up) milk.the prt(up)
‘She drank up the milk.’
c. Flickan höll {av}
barnet
{*av}.
girl.the held prt(off) child.the prt(off)
‘The girl liked the child.’

(8)

(Danish)
a. Boris skruede {*ned}
musikken {ned}.
B. screwed prt(down) music.the prt(down)
‘Boris turned the music down.’
b. Boris flyttet {*rundt}
møblene
{rundt}.
B. moved prt(around) furniture.the prt(around)
‘Boris moved the furniture around.’
c. Boris skrev {*under}
kontrakten {under}.
B. wrote prt(under) contract.the prt(under)
‘Boris signed the contract.’

Whereas in English, Norwegian and Icelandic separability depends on the
interplay between syntax and information structure, German and Dutch
provide one case in which particles are separated from the verb in order
to comply with a purely syntactic requirement: Verb-Second (henceforth
referred to as “V2”). In matrix declarative clauses, where −according to
meanwhile standard assumptions− the verb form bearing inflectional features must occupy the second position (identified with a head within the
C(omplementizer)-domain), verb and particle must be separated ((9a) vs.
(9b), (10a) vs. (10b)). On the other hand, in embedded sentences −where
the V2-requirement must not be met− particles appear to the immediate left
of the verb ((9c), (10c)):
(9)

(German)
a. Jochen trinkt sein Bier aus.
J.
drinks his beer prt(out)
‘Jochen drinks up his beer.’
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b. *Jochen austrinkt
sein Bier
J.
prt(out)drinks his beer
c. ...dass Jochen sein Bier austrinkt.
that J.
his beer prt(out)drinks
‘...that Henk drinks up his beer.’
(10)

(Dutch)
a. Henk drinkt zijn bier op.
H. drinks his beer prt(up)
‘Henk drinks up his beer.’
b. *Henk opdrinkt
zijn bier.
H. prt(up)drinks his beer
c. ...dat Henk zijn bier opdrinkt.
that H. his beer prt(up)drinks
‘...that Henk drinks up his beer.’

Something comparable to the English, Norwegian and Icelandic Particle
shift occurs in Dutch “V−to−V Raising” (cf. e.g. Neeleman 1994: 21-5 and
van Riemsdijk 1978:53-54). In these constructions, an embedded non-finite
V appears to the right of the matrix verb (usually, a modal). If the embedded
predicate is a PV, then two options are available: either the embedded verb
alone ((11a)) or the whole PV ((11b)) is raised to the left of the matrix verb2 :
(11)

(Dutch)
a. ...dat Bart [zijn moeder [op
ti ]] wil
belleni
that B. his mother prt(up)
wants phone
‘...that Bart wants to call his mother up.’

2

den Dikken (1995:29-30) points out that V-to-V Raising could be used as a test to distinguish between “particles proper” and adverb-like elements such as boven ‘upstairs’, an
issue to which I will return in 1.2.4:
(i)

(Dutch)
a.
b.

...dat Jan boven ti wil
woneni .
that Jan upstairs wants live
‘...that Jan wants to live upstairs.’
*...dat Jan t j ti
wil
boven j woneni
that Jan wants upstairs live
(intended)‘...that Jan wants to live upstairs.’

Nonetheless, as the author precises himself, lexical aspect seems to play a decisive role in
these constructions. As a matter of fact, if a verb adding a result state is used, boven can
surprisingly be raised:
(ii)

...dat Jan {boven} wil
{boven} komen.
that Jan upstairs wants upstairs come
‘...that Jan wants to come upstairs.’

1.2. LONG-STANDING ISSUES
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dat Bart [zijn moeder ti ] wil
[op
bellen]i
that B. his mother wants prt(up) phone
‘that Bart wants to call up his mother.’ [adapted from Neeleman
(1994:23)]

As I mentioned before, Swedish and Danish do not comform to the patterns
otherwise found in Germanic languages (cf. Svenonius 1996). In Swedish,
particles must appear immediately after the verb and before an Object-XP3
(cf. (12) − adapted from Toivonen (2001:159)), whereas in Danish they must
follow the Object-XP (cf. (13) − adapted again from Toivonen (2001:160)):
(12)

(Swedish)
hunden.
a. Vi har släppt ut
prt(out) dog.the
we have let
‘We let the dog out.’
b. *Vi har släppt hunden ut.
dog.the prt(out)
we have let

(13)

(Danish)
a. Vi har sluppet hunden ud.
we have let
dog.the prt(out)
‘We let the dog out.’
b. *Vi har sluppet ud
hunden.
we have let
prt(out) dog.the

Couching her analysis in Lexical-Functional Grammar (LFG), Toivonen
(2001, 2003) accounts for the difference between the two languages by
capitalizing on the different properties exhibited by Swedish vs. Danish
particles at c(onstituent)-structure, the level of the LFG architecture where
phrase-structurural relations are dealt with. The author develops a theory
of projection where syntactic words (more precisely, c-structure nodes) are
in principle allowed (i) to project or (ii) not to project. These two options
3

A qualification is in order with respect to Swedish. The precise generalisation is that
particles must precede every XP contained in the VP. Thus, if the verb form appears under
the V0 node in the VP, the resulting word order is V − Prt − XPObj. Nonetheless, if the verb
form appears under a higher node (which is the case if it bears inflectional features), say I0 ,
other material can intervene between verb and particle, such as the negation inte (cf. (ia),
from Svenonius 1996:18) or an adverb (cf. (ib), again from Svenonius 1996:18):
(i)

(Swedish)
a.
b.

Han lämnade inte {in}
uppgiften
{*in}.
H. handed neg prt(in) assignment-the prt(in)
‘He didn’t hand in the assignment.’
Nyström spelade helt enkelt {ut}
honom {*ut}
N.
played quite simply prt(out) him prt(out)
‘Nyström quite simply outplyed him.’
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yield the (abstract) c-structures in (14) and (15) respectively:
(14)

XP
X′
X0

(15)

YP
Y′
Y0
Y0

X

The representation in (14) involves a projecting head of category X, comprising both a zero (X0 ), an intermediate (X′ ) and a maximal level of projection
(XP). Conversely, in (15) a head of the same category X does not project
and must be adjoined to a projecting c-structure node Y0 in order to enter
c-structure. The assumption (substantiated by independent facts) is then
made that Swedish particles are lexically specified as optionally projecting
nodes (“Prt(0) ”), whereas Danish particles are lexically specified as obligatorily projecting nodes (“Prt0 ” with a zero bar-level specification). By way of
example, consider the (underspecified) lexical entries for Swedish ut ‘out’
and Danish ud ‘out’:
(16)

(Swedish)
ut(0) P (↑ pred) = ‘out’

(17)

(Danish)
ud P0

(↑ pred) = ‘out’

This suffices to account for the observed difference between the two northern Germanic languages: Swedish particles are predicted to adjoin to V0 and
hence necessarily appear before any other VP-internal constituent, whereas
Danish particles project their own phrase and must be linearized at the
right end of the VP, like other XPs bearing the same g(rammatical)f(unction)
(oblgoal: an obl(ique) linked to a Goal-like thematic role).
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The two relevant c-structure trees are given in (18) and (19) respectively:
(18)

(Swedish)

IP
DP
Vi

I′
I0
har

VP
V′
V0
V0
släppt

(19)

(Danish)

NP
Prt
ut

hunden

IP
DP
Vi

I′
I0
har

VP
V′
V0
sluppet

NP

PrtP

hunden

Prt′
Prt0
ud

This analysis nicely factors apart different pieces of grammatical information pertaining to different levels of grammar, in the very spirit of LFG.
One advantage of such an approach consists in its explicitness: precisely
formulated syntactic rules and lexical entries allow for precise predictions,
which can be readily confirmed or falsified by the data. In Chapter 5, I will
return both to the Swedish pattern (and to some systematic exceptions) and
to Toivonen’s account. I will argue that an account along the same lines
(albeit with important qualifications) can be profitably applied to the Italian
data.
In light of the syntactic separability of particles, syntactic analyses of PVs
might be regarded as the default hypothesis (cf. McIntyre 2001:40). This,
at least, follows under the assumption of a Principle of Lexical Integrity (cf.
Anderson 1992; Bresnan 2001:92 among others), which states that syntactic
operations may have no access to the internal structure of words.
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In (20), the formulation of this principle by Bresnan & Mchombo (1995) is
provided:
(20)

The Lexical Integrity Principle
Words are built of different structural elements and by different
principles of composition than syntactic phrases.

Authors arguing for a morphological analysis of PVs of course have to cope
with this problem, and different reactions can be seen in the literature. In
the following, I will give an overview of two different approaches: the one
proposed by Stiebels & Wunderlich (1994) and Stiebels (1996), and the one
proposed by Neeleman & Weerman (1993) and Neeleman (1994).
Stiebels & Wunderlich (1994) and Stiebels (1996) defend a traditionally
lexicalist stance. The authors maintain that “the null hypothesis should
[...] be that morphological structure is not visible in the syntax” (Stiebels &
Wunderlich (1994: 918)), the behaviour of PVs being rather an exceptional
−and hence a typologically marked− one. The explanation of syntactic separability involves two steps. First, the morphological features [±min(imal)]
and [±max(imal)] are introduced. These allow for a twofold distinction: on
the one hand, between elements able to occupy a syntactic head position
alone ([+max]) and elements that cannot project autonomously ([−max]);
on the other hand, between elements that are bound ([+min]) and those that
are not necessarily bound ([−min]). Accordingly, one gets a classification
like the following:
(21)

a.
b.
c.
d.

[+min] : bound morphemes (e.g. German -bar ‘-ble’)
[+max] : inflected forms (e.g. German Tagen ‘day-pl-dat’)
[P+min V] : uninflected prefix verb (e.g. German besteig- ‘applclimb-’)
[Y−max X] : uninflected compound (e.g. German Backkunst‘bake-art-’)

A visibility condition is introduced, which states that items classified as
[+max] must be available for syntactic operations:
(22)

Visibility (Stiebels & Wunderlich 1994: 919)
Y+max must be visible in syntax.

Then, the assumption is made that particles are classified as [+max]. Accordingly, an uninflected occurrence of a PV like an-sprechen ‘to address
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(lit. at-speak)’ would be represented as follows:
(23)

[Y+max V] : uninflected particle verb (e.g. ansprech- ‘at-speak-’ )

Notably, elements occurring as particles in particle verbs are not already
specified as [+max] in their lexical entries4 . The feature is assigned upon
their insertion into a “particle template” (Stiebels 1996:36-7):
(24)

[Y+max X]

This is basically what ensures their syntactic separability: particles are
potentially autonomous syntactic units, just like inflected verbs and nouns.
Accordingly, an inflected particle verb like ansprichst in (25a) contains two
morphologically maximal objects, i.e. two syntactic atoms, as in (25b):
(25)

a.
b.

ansprichst
prt(at)-speak-2sg
‘(you) address (sbd.)’
[Y+max V+max ]

Since it is assumed that the feature [+max] does not percolate to the whole
PV, it follows that under V2 only one of the two units in (25b), namely V+max
− which bears inflectional agreement features − will have to be moved to
(or realised in) the CP. Within this analysis, the principle of Lexical Integrity
can be reformulated as in (26):
(26)

Lexical Integrity (Stiebels 1996:51)
No syntactic rule has access to a part of X+max .

One merit of this account is that both (non-separable) prefixes and (separable) particles are treated as Verbzusätze, i.e. ‘verb annexes’ that build
complex verbs out of simple ones. The difference between the former and
the latter lies in the values they exhibit with respect to independently needed
morphological features. Nonetheless, since a template like the one in (24)
would overgenerate (beyond particle verbs, it would allow also “particle
nouns” and “particle adjectives”), the authors have to assume an additional
constraint (which they show to be typologically valid, though):
(27)

Particle Constraint (Stiebels & Wunderlich 1994: 919)
The structure [Y+max X] is only available for X = V

A different position is taken by Neeleman & Weerman (1993) and Neeleman (1994). According to these authors, the syntactic separability featured
4

This, at least, holds for the lexical category P(reposition), which is argued to be the
only productive source of particles in German. Lexical items belonging to the categories
N(oun), A(djective) and V(erb), if able to be inserted in the template in (24), must be lexically
specified as such (cf. Stiebels (1996:36), Stiebels & Wunderlich (1994:921).)
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by PVs should be seen as “a direct falsification of the principle of lexical integrity” (Neeleman 1994:294). This, however, does not automatically
translate in a rejection of morphology as an autonomous component of
grammar5 . Quite the contrary, it is argued that only the assumption of a separate morphological module allows for an account that properly captures
both similarities and differences between verb-particle (28a) and resultative
(28b) constructions in Dutch:
(28)

(Dutch)
a. ...dat Jan de deur op
merkte.
that J. the door prt(up) noticed
‘...that Jan noticed the door.’
b. ...dat Jan de deur groen verfde.
...that J. the door green paints
‘...that Jan painted the door green.’

In particular, both PVs and resultatives are built through structural adjunction to V0 , the difference lying in the component where this adjunction
obtains: the former are generated in morphology (29), the latter in syntax
(30):
(29)

V0 morph
V0

Prt
V0 syn

(30)
XP

V0

Under this analysis, certain adjacency effects involving both constructions
can be explained. Neeleman & Weerman (1993:436) note that in Dutch,
particles and resultative phrases must be placed to the immediate left of the
verb, which is at first sight surprising given the otherwise great word-order
variability displayed by the Dutch Mittelfeld:
(31)

5

(Dutch)
a. ...dat Jan het meisje vaak op-merkte.
that J. the girl often prt(up) noticed
b. *...dat Jan het meisje op
vaak merkte.
that J. the girl prt(up) often noticed
(intended) ‘that Jan often noticed the girl.’

cf. McIntyre (2001:36-39) for a similar view on morphology and lexical integrity.
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(Dutch)
a. ...dat Jan de deur vaak groen verfde.
that J. the door often green painted
b. *...dat Jan de deur groen vaak verfde.
that J. the door green often painted
(intended) ‘that Jan often painted the door green.’

Since both particles, like op ‘up’, and resultative XPs, like the AP groen
‘green’, are licensed through adjunction to V0 , the intervention of an adverbial like vaak ‘often’ would destroy the locality conditions that such an
adjunction has to meet. Another welcome prediction this analysis makes
concern the structural complexity of particles vs. resultatives. Since the
former are produced before lexical insertion, they cannot take specifiers of
complements (cf. school-gaan in (33c)); on the other hand, resultatives are
adjoined in syntax, and are able to build their own XP, whose specifier and
complement position can be eventually filled (cf. (33d)):
(33)

(Dutch)
a. dat Jan naar een goede school gaat in Engeland.
that J. to a good school goes in E.
‘that John goes to a good school in England.’
b. dat Jan school-gaat in Engeland.
that J. school-goes in E.
‘that John goes to school in England’
c. *dat Jan [een goede school]-gaat in Engeland.
that J. a good school-goes in E.
d. dat Jan de deur [prachtig groen med rode stippen] verfde.
that J. the door beautifully green with red dots
painted
‘that John painted the door beautifully green with red dots.’

The two analyses just presented share certain aspects. Both (i) opt for a
morphological account of PVs and (ii) recognise that the main problem of
such an account lies in its contradicting some principle of lexical integrity.
Different conclusions follow, though: whereas Stiebels & Wunderlich (1994)
and Stiebels (1996) maintain that impenetrability of morphological structures by syntactic rules should be regarded as the default option in natural
language, Neeleman & Weerman (1993) and Neeleman (1994) argue that
syntax has access to morphological objects in principle, but a conspiracy of
a number of independent locality constraints (cf. Neeleman 1994:321-29) in
fact renders this access very difficult to obtain.
Now briefly turning to Italian, we see that syntactic separation of verb
and particle obtains in this language, too. Certain adverb classes can be
interposed between verb and particle (cf. (34)), and the Germanic “Particle
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Shift” is attested in Italian, too (cf. (35)):
(34)

(35)

(Italian)
Questo bambino tira {ancora // già
// sempre} fuori
la
this
kid
pulls still
already always prt(outside) the
lingua.
tongue
‘This kid {still // already // always} stretches out his tongue.’

(Italian)

Franco ha
mandato {fuori}
i cani {fuori}.
F.
aux.3sg send-ptcp prt(outside) the dogs prt(outside)
‘Franco let {out} the dogs {out}.’
Interestingly enough, though, only the continuous word order (i.e., V − Prt
− NP/DP) is grammatical with idiomatic PVs like fare fuori ‘to kill’:
(36)

(Italian)
{fuori}
il boss {*fuori}.
fatto
Il killer ha
the killer aux.3sg do-ptcp prt(outside) the boss prt(outside)
‘The killer did in the boss.’

I will return to the Italian patterns in more lenght in Chapter 2, Section
2.4. In what follows, I address the issue concerning the differences between
particles and run-of-the-mill XPs with the same function.

1.2.2 Particles vs. XPs with the same function
As I have showed, particles seem to exhibit a certain degree of (syntactic)
mobility in most languages. Since phrases are mobile, too, being able to
appear in different positions within the clause, the question may rise as
to which extent particles are similar to XPs with the same (syntactic and
semantic) function. By way of example, it has often been noted in the
literature (McIntyre 2007; Neeleman & Weerman 1993:436-442; Svenonius
1996: 3-6) that verb-particle constructions (37a) bear a strong similarity to
resultative constructions (37b):
(37)

(English)
a. The old man worked his debts off.
b. The old man washed his dish clean.

Accordingly, it may be assumed that (37a) and (37b) share an abstract meaning structure, informally represented in predicate-logic notation in what
follows:
(38)

cause(x, become(predicate(z)))
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Nonetheless, it is by now common knowledge in the literature that this
similarity is just partial. Consider the following contrast6 :
(39)

(English)
a. This man hardly worked his debts off.
b. The cook washed the dish clean.

(40)

(English)
a. This man hardly worked off his debts.
b. *The cook washed clean the dishes.

The same partial symmetry can be seen by comparing PVs to sequences of
verb plus spatial PP-complement7 :
(41)

(English)
a. The Underground employee pushes the passengers in.
b. The Underground employee pushes the passengers into the train.

(42)

(English)
a. The Underground employee pushes in the passengers.
b. *The Underground employee pushes into the train the passengers.

In this respect, topicalisation and modification are among the most frequently tested properties in works devoted to PVs (cf. e.g. Dehé 2002:10;
43-45 and Svenonius 2010:142-143 for English; Lüdeling 1999: 48-51; 52-54,
McIntyre 2001: 44-45, Müller 2002:263-280 and Stiebels 1996:160-1 for German; Toivonen 2001: 18-19 for Swedish). In what follows, I am going to
discuss these two properties in turn.
Topicalisation
Alternatively referred to as “fronting” (e.g. Dehé 2015, Müller 2003:263280), topicalisation is a syntactically marked structure where a constituent
which is usually realised inside the VP appears in a position within the
6
Svenonius (1996:5) notes however that certain lexicalized resultative constructions in
English are acceptable in the continuous order in (40b) as well. Two examples are make clear
and set free:

(i)

a.
b.

I tried to make {clear} the problem {clear}.
The activists set {free} the lab rats {free}.

7
A remark is in order here. The restriction on the word order V−PP−DP in English is
lifted if a structurally complex and prosodically heavy NP/DP is selected, i.e. in instances
of so-called “Heavy-NP-Shift”:

(i)

The Underground employee pushes into the train [the incredibly loud passengers come out
from the office at noon]DP.
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clausal left periphery. I deliberately provide a quite broad characterisation
of the phenomenon, because in the literature the label “topicalisation” is often applied to a rather heterogeneous class of structures, both semantically
and syntactically. I will keep to the tradition of referring to such constructions as “topicalisations” (as is done in the semantic-oriented literature, too,
cf. Büring 1996), although each construction-type I am going to consider in
the following will receive a more detailed description.
The most studied language with respect to the topicalisation of particles
is German. Syntactically, topicalisation features the preverbal realisation of
an XP that is usually contained within the VP: since German is V2 in main
clauses, this results in the following linear order:
(43)

XP − V/Aux/Modal − [ ... ]VP

From an information-structural point of view, the fronted phrase in “Topicalisation”constructions can be either a (contrastive) Focus (as in (44a)) or a contrastive
Topic (as in (44b)), cf. Büring (1996)8 . The examples below are borrowed
from Zeller (2001:93, fn23):
(44)

(German)
a. [Eine pinke PeRÜcke]DP hat er an!
(, nicht einen Hut)
a
pink wig
has he prt(on) not a
hat
‘He wears a pink wig (, and not a hat)!’
b. [Eine pinke Perücke]DP hatten nur MÄnner an.
a
pink wig
had only men
prt(on)
‘A pink wig was weared only by men.’

Stiebels (1996:160-1) discusses the claim made by Webelhuth & Ackerman
(1999) that non-topicalisable particles cannot show up as predicate phrases
in copular constructions. The author agrees that a correlation indeed exists,
but only in implicational fashion: if a given particle can be topicalised, then
it can be used as predicate, too; the contrary does not hold, witness the
contrast between (45a) and (45b)-(45c):
(45)

(German)
a. Das Schloss ist auf.
the lock is prt(open)
‘The lock is open.’

8
The system worked out by Büring 1996 distinguishes not only between Focus and Topic,
but also among different types of Topic. In the examples to be discussed in what follows, the
constituents appearing in the left periphery correspond to Büring’s category of “S(entence)Topic”, i.e. sentence-internal Topics, and not to “D(iscourse)-Topic”, i.e. Topics established
by a given piece of discourse preceding an utterance, as in questions preceding an answer
(cf. Büring 1996:46-79).
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b. *Auf
hat er das Schloss gebrochen.
prt(open) has he the lock broken
(intended) ‘He brake the lock open (not closed).’
hat er den Brief gerissen.
c. *Auf
prt(open) has he the letter ripped
(intended) ‘He ripped the letter open (not closed).’
Ability to project a phrase (and hence to grammatically occur in a copular
construction) is only one of the conditions that have to be met for a particle
to be topicalised. According to Stiebels, the particle must furthermore (ii)
be able to contrast with other particles in its result-state meaning, and (iii)
display a certain degree of semantic autonomy from the verb. Stiebels
(1996:161) argues that only particles occurring with semantically “light”
verbs (e.g. certain uses of machen ‘make, do’, or certain readings of gehen
‘go’) acquire such a property. It is precisely the third condition what is
not met in (45b) and (45c): in both auf-brechen and auf-reißen, the semantic
contribution of the particle strongly depends on the verb. As a consequence,
the PV has to be contrasted as a whole, but neither *zu-brechen nor *zu-reißen
are legitimate verb-particle combinations. If, on the contrary, a base verb
like machen is selected, the contrasting particles auf and zu can be topicalised,
as the reader may see in (46a)-(46b):
(46)

(German)
a. AUF
hat sie die Tür gemacht.
prt(open) has she the door made
‘She pushed the door OPEN.’
b. ZU
hat sie die Tür gemacht.
prt(closed) has she the door made
‘She pushed the door CLOSED.’

Most researchers agree that one major condition on particle topicalisation
consists in the possibility of its contrastive use: which implies both the particle’s semantic autonomy and the availability of a set of alternates (Lüdeling
1999:45-48; McIntyre 2001:44-5; Müller 2002:275; Zeller 2001:93). This explains why the sentences in (47) are grammatical, whereas those in (48) are
not:
(47)

(German)
a. (An der Haltestelle stiegen hübsche Frauen ein). [Aus]
at the bus-stop climbed pretty women prt(in) prt(out)
stiegen nur Männer.
climbed only men
‘At the bus stop, pretty women got in. Only men got off.’
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b.

(48)

[Auf] geht die Sonne im
Osten (aber [unter]
geht sie
prt(up) goes the sun in-the east but prt(down) goes she
im
Westen)
in-the west
‘The sun rises in the east but sets in the west.’ [Zeller (2001:89)]

(German)
hat das Mädchen gut gesehen.
a. *Aus
good seen
prt(out) has the girl
hat Peter mit dem Trinken gehört.
b. *Auf
with the drinking heard
prt(out) has P.
ist der Dieb gebrochen.
c. *Ein
prt(in) is the thief broken

The grammatical examples of particle topicalisation that have been pointed
out for Dutch by Hoeksema (1991) and Bennis (1991) (in (49a), (49b) and
(49c)) can be explained along the same lines, as can the ungrammatical
example pointed out by Neeleman & Weerman (1993:438) (in (49d)):
(49)

(Dutch)
a. Tegen
stemde alleen de Centrumpartij.
prt(against) voted only the Centrum-party
‘Only the Centrum party voted against.’
b. Op
gaat de zon in het oosten.
prt(up) goes the sun in the east
‘The sun rises in the east.’
voert Angola veel koffie.
c. Uit
much coffee
prt(out) takes A.
‘Angola exports a lot of coffee.’
Jan het meisje niet.
belt
d. *Op
prt(up) phones J. the girl not

Both Zeller (2001:94) and Müller (2002:275) share Stiebels’ opinion that
contrastability of the particle must come along with contrastability of the
whole PV. Though, Zeller (2001:96) notes that particles lacking a set of
alternates may be topicalised as well if they are modified:
(50)

(German)
a. Ganz
ab
hat er sich bloß die Haare geschnitten.
completely prt(off) has he refl just the hair cut
‘He completely cut off his hair.’
ging Max der Tod seines Kanarienvogels.
b. Sehr nahe
very prt(close) went Max the death of.his canary
‘The death of his canary upset Max very much.’[Zeller (2001:96)]
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Sentences like these would be felicitous because the topicalised modified
particles are implicitly put in contrast to instances of the same particles
with different modifiers, e.g. halb ab ‘halfway off’ to ganz ab in (50a)
and weniger nahe ‘less close’ to sehr nahe in (50b). In a recent acceptability study of particle topicalisation in German, Trotzke, Quaglia & Wittenberg (2015) propose to decompose the (often vaguely formulated) notion of
semantic transparency in verb-particle constructions into two separate features: [±predicative] and [±contrast]. Under this approach, the two criteria
most often employed to explain frontability of particles are combined: (i)
predicative use of the particle (cf. Webelhuth & Ackerman 1999) and (ii)
contrastability9 (cf. e.g. Müller 2002:263-280). Accordingly, four distinct
classes of particle verbs are correctly predicted to exist, ranging from fully
transparent ([+predicative], [+contrast]: e.g. auf-machen ‘to open’) to fully
non-transparent ones ([−predicative], [−contrast]: e.g. auf-hören ‘to stop’),
through intermediate cases ([+predicative], [−contrast]: e.g. auf-brechen ‘to
break sth. open’ and [−predicative], [+contrast]: e.g. zu-nehmen ‘to gain
weight’).
Topicalisation in German and Dutch is syntactically comparable to
“Locative Inversion” in English, a construction where a constituent (usually
9

At least in German, there appear to exist cases of particle topicalisation that cannot be
explained as contrastive readings. Consider the following examples pointed out by Müller
(2002:272; 274):
(i)

a.
b.

hat er das jedenfalls.
Vor
prt(in front) has he this in.any.case
‘But he does plan this.’
Auf
fällt, daß...
prt(up) falls, that
‘It is noticed, that...’

In (ia) and (ib), the particles of two completely non-compositional PVs are topicalised,
namely vor-haben ‘to plan’ and auf-fallen ‘to stand out, to attract attention’. Accordingly, it
seems odd to claim that these particles can be contrasted with anything. A different pattern
where contrast does not seem to play a decisive role has been pointed out by Trotzke,
Quaglia & Wittenberg (2015)
(ii)

RUNTER hat sein Chef ihn vor
allen Kollegen gemacht!
prt(down) has his boss him in front of all colleagues made
‘His boss heavily criticised him in front of all his colleagues!’

In (ii), the particle runter in runter-machen ‘to bash, heavily criticise sbd.’ (literally, ‘to make
down sbd.’) cannot give rise to a contrast: verb-particle combinations like rauf-machen,
literally ‘to make up’, or hoch-machen, literally ‘to make high/to a high position’ simply do
not qualify as good candidates, for a metaphoric reading like e.g. ‘to encourage’ is not
available. Differently from the examples of particle topicalisation presented in the main
text, there are no constructions similar to (i) or (ii) in Italian, so I will leave these out of the
picture. I refer the interested reader to Trotzke & Quaglia (2016) for a discussion of both the
patterns in (i) and the pattern in (ii).
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a spatial PP) is fronted while the Subject inverts with the verb (cf. (51a)). If
the subject is a pronoun, it usually intervenes between the fronted XP and
the verb (cf. (51b)):
(51)

a.
b.

PP − V − NP/DP
PP − Pronoun − V

As in German and Dutch Topicalisation, the fronted constituent otherwise
appears within the VP in syntactically non-marked constructions. However, the information-structural configuration projected by this construction does not correspond to the one(s) encoded by German and Dutch
Topicalisation, as will be illustrated below. In both English and the Bantu
language Chicheŵa, Locative Inversion has the information-structural (and
discourse-structural) function of “presentative Focus” (first introduced by
Hetzron 1975), whereby “the referent of the inverted subject is introduced
or reintroduced on the (part of) the scene referred to by the preposed locative” (Bresnan 1994:85). Both Emonds (1972:80) and Zeller (2002:243) note
that spatial particles behave on a par with spatial PPs in this construction:
(52)

(English)
a. Into the house he ran!
b. Down the street rolled the carriage!
c. Out the window jumped the cat!
d. Into the sink they go! [Emonds (1972:80-81)]

(53)

(English)
a. In he ran!
b. Down rolled the carriage!
c. Out jumped the cat!
d. Up she climbed! [Emonds (1972:80-81)]

Also with regard to the English Locative Inversion, contrastability appears
to play a crucial role, witness the following contrast (Jackendoff 2002:75):
(54)

(English)
a. Up marched the sergeant.
b. *Up blew the building.

While the compositional march up can give rise to a contrast (e.g. with march
down), the aspectual blow up cannot.
Summing up, it is possible to conclude that if certain conditions are
met (importantly, a certain degree of semantic transparency, possibly defined in terms of predicativity and contrastability), Germanic particles are
topicalisable. Obviously, at this point the question remains as to how we
can interpret these data. Zeller (2001:88) states that “[S]ince only syntactic
phrases can be topicalised, these data provide a strong argument in favour
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of a syntactic approach”. This view is shared by Müller (2002:339), who considers particle fronting as nothing special but an instance of verb-complex
sub-fronting. An opposed stance is taken by McIntyre (2001:44-6), who argues that topicalisation is not a reliable test for distinguishing between morphological and syntactic structures. A more cautious conclusion is offered
by Lüdeling (1999: 50-51), who maintains that phrasehood is a necessary,
though not a sufficient, condition for topicalisation to occur. According to
the author, “[W]here a preverb can be topicalised we can conclude that it
must be an XP. Where a preverb cannot be topicalised we cannot draw any
conclusions with respect to its structure” (Lüdeling 1999:51).
Particle fronting is attested in Italian, too, although this is often denied
in the literature (cf. e.g. Iacobini & Masini 2006). One case in point are Focus
Fronting constructions, where particles can appear in the left periphery of
the clause, yielding a contrastive focus interpretation. Similarly to what
happens in Particle Shift, only particles belonging to spatial particle verbs
can be fronted (55a), whereas particles appearing in idiomatic combinations
cannot (55b):
(55)

(Italian)
a. FUORI
è
andato
Luigi (non dentro)!
prt(outside) aux.3sg go-ptcp-m.sg L.
not prt(inside)
‘Out went Luigi (not in)!’
b. *FUORI
hanno fatto
gli ostaggi!
prt(outside) aux.3pl do-ptcp the hostages

Italian provides a further interesting empirical ground for testing the syntactic flexibility of particles. Beside Focus Fronting, this language also features
“Clitic Left Dislocation”, a construction where a topical XP different from
the Subject-NP/DP is realised in the clausal left periphery and is resumed
by a case-marked clitic pronoun (cf. Benincà et alii 2001, Cinque 1990):
(56)

(Italian)
Giù,
(ci)
è
andato
Gennaro.
prt(down) cl.loc aux.3sg go-ptcp-m.sg G.
‘Down, Gennaro went there.’

I will return to particle fronting in Italian in chapter 2, and I will address
the implications of these pieces of data in chapter 5.
Modification
Emonds (1972:78-79) was perhaps the first who observed that the English
adverb right modifies both PPs (cf. (57)) and “directional adverbs”, i.e.
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(spatial) particles (cf. (58)), but never modifies other categories (cf. (59)):
(57)

(English)
a. Make yourself right at home.
b. We went right along that road.
c. Bill put the spices right on the meat.
d. He lives right up the street.
e. Some people can’t work right before dinner.

(58)

(English)
a. John came right in.
b. He put the toys right back.
c. Go right on to the stoplight.
d. They looked it right up and left.
e. John brought the bottles right down.

(59)

(English)
a. *Bill visits Europe right often/frequently/etc.
b. *Fight happened right seldom in that town.
c. *Those girls were right attractive.
d. *A proposal of that sort seems right unjust/wise/etc.
e. *He ironed his shirt right wet.
f. *Some right ignorant students asked those questions.

In this connection, the author also pointed out that right-modification is
ungrammatical with the continuous word order, i.e. with the order V − Prt
− NP/DP:
(60)

(English)
a. *He put right back the toys.
b. *They looked right up the number.
c. *John brought right down the bottles.

These data have come to be well-known facts in the literature on verbparticle constructions, and they have been discussed extensively (cf. a.o.
Dehé 2002:43-45, 260-266; den Dikken 1995:38-41, 106-110 and references
cited therein). Incidentally, it should be noted that in the discontinuous
order, not only spatial (cf. (58a), (58b)), but also aspectual particles (cf.
(58c), (58d)) seem to be modifiable (a point to which I shall return later). A
contrast identical to the one between (58) and (60) has been reported also for
Norwegian (cf. (61), from Åfarli 1992) and Icelandic (cf. (62), from Collins &
Thráinsson 1993:164). An analogous pattern occurs in Dutch V-to-V raising
(cf. (63), from den Dikken 1995:108), where modifiers like pal, vlak ‘right’
cannot be placed to the left of the particle if this moves across the auxiliary
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together with the verb:
(61)

(Norwegian)
a. Jon sparka hunden langt ut.
J. kicked dog-the far prt(out)
b. *Jon sparka langt ut
hunden.
J. kicked far prt(out) dog-the
‘Jon kicked the dog way out.’

(62)

(Icelandic)
a. Jón hefur rétt
hamarinn
beint niDur.
J. has handed hammer-the right prt(down)
b. *Jón hefur rétt
beint niDur
hamarinn.
J. has handed right prt(down) hammer-the
‘Jón handed the hammer right down.’

(63)

(Dutch)
heeft geschoten.
a. ...dat Jan de bal [pal/vlak over]
prt(over) has shot
that J. the ball right
geschoten.
b. ...dat Jan de bal heeft [?∗ pal/∗ vlak over]
prt(over) shot
that Jan the ball has right
‘...that Jan shot the ball right over.’

Beside other degree adverbs (like all, clean; cf. Dehé 2002:44-5), particles can
be freely modified by measure expressions, as Svenonius (2010:28) shows
for English:
(64)

(English)
a. They slid two centimeters off (the center of the picture).
b. They jumped way off (the back).
c. They rolled twenty feet down (the drainpipe).
d. They bounced partway up (the wall).
e. They ran miles away (from the rhinoceros).
f. They flew twenty meters out (of the yard).

den Dikken (1995: 106-110), couching his analysis of verb-particle constructions in a Government & Binding framework, offers a principled account
of the data on particle modification. The author argues that sentences like
(65) are a decisive piece of evidence in favour of syntactic accounts of PVs.
(65)

(English)
John threw the ball {right // straight} {back // up // down}.

Recall that adverbs like right only modify the category P, as the contrast
between (57)-(58) and (59) testifies. Under the assumption that (i) such
elements are bare adverbs, i.e. non-projecting Adv0 ’s, and that (ii) they
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directly adjoin to heads (cf. den Dikken:1995 41-45, 106-110 for discussion),
a configuration like (66a) would be ruled out, whereas one like (66b) would
be grammatical:
(66)

a.
b.

...*[right [V Prt]V0 ]V0 ...
X ...V [...[right [Prt]P0 ]P0 ...]

The predictions follow from the assumption that in (66a), the complex head
[V Prt] would bear verbal categorial features, for its head is undoubtedly the
verb. It follows that right, which is incompatible with verbal features, would
be barred as a modifier of the PV. On the other hand, the configuration
in (66b) features two separate syntactic heads, of which the second (the
particle) bears prepositional features, thus qualifying as a licit target for
right-adjunction. den Dikken argues furthermore that the ban on particlemodification in the continuous order (cf. (67) below) is related to a process
of reanalysis, which must take place in order for this order to be derived
(cf. (68)):
(67)
(68)

(English)
*John threw {right // straight} {back // up // down} the ball.

a.
b.

[VP threw [SC1 Spec [PP back/up/down [SC2 the ball...]]]]
[VP [threw+back/up/downi ] [SC1 Spec [PP ti [SC2 the ball...]]]]

In the D-Structure representation in (68a), verb and particle are still separate
heads (of the VP and of a Small Clause, respectively), whereas in (68b)
−corresponding to S-Structure− the particle raises to the verb in order for
reanalysis to take place. The generalisation is thus that adverbs cannot
modify the particle after reanalysis applies:
(69)

Generalisation on Particle Modification (den Dikken 1995: 107)
Particle modification is impossible if V−Prt reanalysis has occurred.

den Dikken (1995:106-110) demonstrates that the constraint in (69) can be
in turn derived from independent assumptions on the process of syntactic
incorporation (in particular, head-movement) and locality (in particular, a
version of Relativized Minimality (cf. Rizzi 1990)).
So far in this section I only presented data regarding syntactic restrictions
on particle modification. Surely, semantic constraints exist, too. By way of
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example, consider the contrast in (70):
(70)

(German)
a. ...dass sie das Stück von Yngwie Malmsteen sicher nicht
that they the piece by Y.
M.
surely not
ganz
auf
führten.
entirely prt(up) led
‘...that they certainly did not perform Yngwie Malmsteen’s
piece completely.’
auf
b. ...dass sie die Zimmertür sicher nicht ganz
that they the room-door surely not completely prt(up)
machten.
made
(i) ‘...that they surely did not completely open the room door.’
(ii) ‘...that they surely did not push the room door completely
open.’

Whereas the sentence in (70b) allows for two readings, only one is available
for the sentence in (70a). This follows from the difference between the
compositional auf-machen lit. ‘to make open’, and the non-compositional
auf-führen lit. ‘to lead up’, which means ‘to perform’. Since auf in auf-machen
makes an autonomous semantic contribution (cf. the discussion of semantic
transparency in the previous section), an adverb like ganz ‘completely’ can
modify either the whole VP (cf. (71a)) or the particle alone (cf. (71b)). Only
the former option is available for the PV auf-führen, for the particle is not
semantically autonomous here (cf. (72a) vs. (72b)):
(71)

a.
b.

(72)

a.

X ...dass sie die Zimmertür sicher nicht [ganz [auf machten]].
X ...dass sie die Zimmertür sicher nicht [ganz [auf]] machten.

X ...dass sie das Stück von Yngwie Malmsteen sicher nicht [ganz
[auf führten]].
b. *...dass sie das Stück von Yngwie Malmsteen sicher nicht [ganz [auf]]
führten.

In light of these facts, Lüdeling (1999: 53) formulates the following generalisation on particle modification:
(73)

Generalisation on Particle Modification (Lüdeling 1999: 53)
If an element is a phrase or an independent word and it is semantically independent then it can be modified.

In this connection, though, it must be noted that modification data are
often tricky, especially with respect to scope. In particular, when an adverb
occupies a linear position that usually corresponds to direct modification
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of the particle, another reading is often available: the one corresponding to
the modification of the whole VP. Dehé (2002: 45) makes this point clear by
underlining that (74a) can be paraphrased as (74b):
(74)

(English)
a. Andrew looked the information right up.
b. Andrew looked the information up right away.

Accordingly, an account of such data should comprise at least one level of
representation where the sentence in (74a) exhibits the following configuration:
(75)

...[right [look the information up]XP]XP...

One should contend that a PV like to look up is idiomatic, and that adverbs
modifying particles of idiomatic PVs end up taking scope over the whole
construction. Nonetheless, the same scope-facts seem to hold for a PV like
come back, which is undoubtedly compositional:
(76)

(English)
I come right back!
‘= I come back right away.’

In sum, we can state that modification of the particle is subject to both
structural (i.e. syntactic) and semantic constraints. It is surely far too simple
to maintain that particles and XPs behave alike with respect to adverbial
modification, but the data show that in some cases, modification of only
the particle actually occurs. More precisely, in languages like English direct
particle modification is allowed if the discontinuous word order (V − NP/DP
− Prt) is chosen, but it is ruled out in the continuous word order (V − Prt −
NP/DP).
What about Italian? Interestingly enough, Italian particles seem to be
more flexible than their English counterparts. As a matter of fact, modification of only the particle is grammatical both in the continuous (77a) and
in the discontinuous word order (77b):
(77)

(Italian)
a. Devi
spingere [un po’ più [giù]]
il pedale!
must-2sg push-inf a bit more prt(down) the pedal
‘You must push the pedal a bit further down!’
b. Il cameriere porta [ancora più [avanti]]
il carrello.
the waiter carries even more prt(forward) the trolley
‘The waiter pushes the trolley even further forward.’

Let me to now come back the general issue addressed in this section, namely
to which extent particles are syntactically similar to XPs with the same func-
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tion. Basing on the data from Germanic languages, it can be stated that
particles have access to the syntactic operations of displacement (movement or realisation in the clausal left periphery) and modification, much
like run-of-the-mill XPs do. Nonetheless, some qualifications are in order.
With respect to displacement, not only syntactic, but also semantic factors
play a decisive role (in particular, contrastability and semantic autonomy):
it follows that ungrammatical cases of particle displacement should not be
regarded as violating syntactic requirements, but rather semantic ones. In
the case of modification, at least with respect to both English, Norwegian
and Icelandic, syntactic constraints appear to exist, though. In particular,
modification of only the particle is grammatical in some syntactic environments but ungrammatical in other ones. The data pretty clearly indicate
that the former environment is the post-Object position, while the latter
is the pre-Object position. A similar pattern is found in Dutch: particles
can be (directly) modified only if occurring in the “non-raising”-position,
whereas modification is ruled out if they are “raised” to the right of the
auxiliary/modal verb. Irrespectively of which account is chosen (a morphological or a syntactic one, or even a mixed one), a comprehensive study
of PVs should be able to explain this asymmetry in a principled way. If
compared to Germanic, Italian presents the linguist with a partly different
picture, which must be made sense of if cross-linguistically valid generalisations are to be formulated.

1.2.3 Morphological Processes involving PVs
Neeleman & Weerman (1993:439) point out that a fundamental difference
between verb-particle constructions and resultative constructions in Dutch
consists in their respective access to processes of morphological derivation:
“verb-particle combinations can productively be the input to derivational
morphology, which is not the case for verb-resultative combinations”. Their
claim is substantiated by the contrast between (78) and (79):
(78)

(79)

(Dutch)
opmerkzaam
toelaatbaar
overgeefsel
uitsterving

prt(up)-notice-suffV>A
prt(to)-let-suffV>A
prt(over)-give-suffV>N
prt(out)-die-suffV>N

(Dutch)
*groen verf zaam
*groen verf baar
*groen verf sel
*groen verv inf

green paint suffV>A
green paint suffV>A
green paint suffV>N
green paint suffV>N

‘attentive’
‘permissible’
‘vomit (N)’
‘extinction’
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The authors (Neeleman & Weerman 1993:442-450) argue that this difference
cannot be explained under syntactic accounts of PVs, which must be thus
rejected in favour of a morphological approach. This conclusion is consonant with Botha’s (1981) “No Phrase Constraint”, which states that no XPs,
but only X0 s, can serve as input for word formation processes. If verbparticle constructions like op-merken ‘to notice’ in (78), but not resultative
constructions like groen verfen ‘to paint (sth.) green’ in (79), are licit bases
for processes of derivational morphology, then it follows that the latter, but
not the former, should be regarded as syntactic structures. McIntyre (2001)
argues for a morphological analysis of PVs, too. The author (2001:50-51)
takes into consideration German deadjectival PVs like the ones in (80):
(80)

(German)
a. ein-schüchtern ‘to intimidate’; cf. schüchtern ‘shy’
b. aus-weiten ‘to broaden, to widen out’; cf. weit ‘broad, wide’
c. ab-coolen ‘to make sth. cool’; cf. cool ‘cool’

The first thing to note about these PVs is that their particle-less verbal bases
are ungrammatical: *schüchtern, *weiten, *coolen. As the author points out
himself (McIntyre 2001:49), this is per se not a sufficient argument for a
morphological treatment of verb-particle constructions. As a matter of fact,
a morphological theory could be equipped with an independent principle
forcing the particle to be added after A>V conversion. Nonetheless, since
conversion from adjectives to verbs is not productive in contemporary German (cf. also Stiebels 1996:214), McIntyre claims that the particle must be
present at least at the point of the category change, thus suggesting that
particles are added within a morphological level of structure-building. In
what follows, I show how two syntactic accounts of PVs (Lüdeling 1999;
Zeller 2001) cope with these facts.
Lüdeling (1999: 55-102) shows that German verb-particle constructions
do productively participate in processes of derivational morphology: nominalization (81) and adjective formation (82)).
(81)

(German)
a. -e: ab-nehmen ‘to take off, to remove’ −→ Abnahme ‘removal’
vorher-sagen ‘to predict’ −→ Vorhersage ‘prediction’
b. -er: an-sagen ‘to announce’ −→ Ansager ‘announcer’
ab-nehmen ‘to take off, to buy’ −→ Abnehmer ‘buyer, client’
c. -ling: an-kommen ‘to arrive’ −→ Ankömmling ‘newcomer’
ein-dringen ‘to enter, to intrude’ −→ Eindringling ‘intruder’
d. -sel: an-hängen ‘to hang on, to append’ −→ Anhängsel ‘appendage’
mit-bringen ‘to bring along’ −→ Mitbringsel ‘little present’
e. -ung: ab-schreiben ‘to write off’ −→ Abschreibung ‘writing off’
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a.
b.

c.
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auf-laden ‘to load, to charge’ −→ Aufladung ‘charge’
Ge- -e: herum-reden ‘to talk/chat away’ −→ Herumgerede ‘(constant or repeated) talking’ [Lüdeling (1999:86)]
-bar: auf-finden ‘to discover’ −→ auffindbar ‘discoverable’
-ig: nach-geben ‘to give in, to yield’ −→ nachgiebig ‘yielding,
compliant’
auf-fallen ‘to be striking, conspicuous’ −→ auffällig ‘striking,
conspicuous’
-lich: nach-denken ‘to think, to reflect’ −→ nachdenklich ‘thoughtful, pensive’ [Lüdeling (1999:94)]

Nonetheless, the author argues that Neeleman & Weerman’s (1993) arguments are unconvincing, both empirically and theoretically. On the one
hand, examples of phrasal derivation can be easily found for every type of
word formation process. For example, the first elements of the compounds
in (83) are clearly phrases: a CP (Jetzt kaufe ich (e)s mir selbst ‘now I buy it
myself’), an NP (Rote Hände ‘red hands’) and an asyndetic conjunction of
VPs (schmeckt-gut-macht-Laune ‘tastes good − makes mood) respectively:
(83)

(German)
a. der Jetzt-kaufe-ich’s-mir-selbst-Preis
the now-buy-I-it-myself-price
‘the now-I-buy-it-myself-price’
b. die Rote-Hände-Kampagne
the red-hands-campaign
‘the red-hands-campaign’
c. die schmeckt-gut-macht-Laune-Limo
the tastes-good-makes-mood-lemonade
‘the taste-good-cheer-up-lemonade’

In (84), the nominalising suffixes -er and -ung and the adjectivising suffix
-bar take a phrasal input:
(84)

(German)
a. [früh auf-stehen]VP ‘to get up early’ −→ FrühaufsteherN ‘early
riser’
b. [(einen) Brand legen]VP ‘to lay a fire’ −→ BrandlegungN ‘arson’
c. [wach küssen]VP ‘to kiss (sb.) awake −→ wachküssbarA ‘awake
kissable’

On the other hand, from a theoretical point of view, it is argued that PVs
cannot be considered words under any precise definition. If they are morphological words, then they must be either compounds or affix-derivations.
Either conclusion would run into problems, though, if the data in (85) are
interpreted as indicating that verb base and particle can be separated not
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only syntactically, but also morphologically:
(85)

(German)
a. infinitive-zu: auf-springen −→ auf-zu-springen ‘to jump up’
but −→ *zu-auf-springen
b. past participle ge-: auf-springen −→ auf-ge-sprungen ‘jumped up’
but −→ *ge-auf-sprungen

What the data in (85) show is that inflectional affixes like ge- are not concatenated to the whole PV, but to the verb base. Since it is usually assumed
(e.g. in Lexical Morphology and Phonology, cf. Kiparsky 1982) that inflection processes are ordered after both affixation and compounding, the data
in (85) would be a suspect exception. On these grounds, Lüdeling rejects
the hypothesis that verb-particle constructions are morphological words.
Considering PVs syntactic words would be ill-advised as well, for particle
and verb may be separated in syntax, as was shown in 1.2.1. Accordingly,
this option is discarded as well. Still, it remains to be explained why PVs
and run-of-the mill phrases differ with respect to morphological productivity. In her discussion of derivational processes, Lüdeling (1999:86-101)
proposes that the concept of listedness plays a central role, especially with
respect to the suffixes -ung (V>N) and -bar (V>A). Listedness is defined as
follows:
(86)

Listedness (Lüdeling 1999:75)
A simple or complex linguistic expression is listed if all terminal
nodes are associated with phonological information.

The author demonstrates that polysemous verb-particle combinations having both a lexicalized and a compositional meaning may or may not enter
derivational processes depending on which reading is chosen. Thus, aufheben can mean either ‘to cancel’ (idiomatic reading) or ‘to pick up’ (compositional reading), but -ung-nominalization can only target the idiomatic
meaning of the PV (exx. from Lüdeling 1999:92):
(87)

(German)
a. Dornröschen
hebt den Vertrag auf.
thorn-rose-dim holds the contract prt(up)
‘Sleeping Beauty cancels the contract.’
b. Dornröschen
hebt einen Stein vom
Boden auf.
thorn-rose-dim holds a
stone from-the ground prt(up)
‘Sleeping Beauty picks up a stone from the ground.’
c. die Aufhebung
des
Vertrags
the prt(up)-hold-suffV>N of-the contract
‘the cancellation of the contract’
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d. *die Aufhebung
des
Steins
the prt(up)-hold-suffV>N of-the stone
(intended) ‘the picking up of the stone’
The same obtains if -bar-derivation is applied to a PV like an-bauen: the
derived adjective can only target the listed reading ‘to cultivate’, not the
compositional ‘to build onto, to add’ (exx. from Lüdeling 1999:95):
(88)

(German)
a. Können in Deutschland Bananen angebaut
can-3pl in Germany bananas prt(on)-ptcp-build-ptcp
werden
oder sind sie hier nicht anbaubar?
aux.pass-inf or are they here not prt(on)-build-suffV>A
‘Can bananas be cultivated in Germany or are they not cultivatable here?’
b. *Kann der Schuppen hier angebaut
here prt(on)-ptcp-build-ptcp
can-3sg the shed
werden
oder ist er nicht anbaubar?
aux.pass-inf or is he not prt(on)-build-suffV>A
(intended) ‘Can the shed be added here or is it not possible to
add it?’

The structure Lüdeling proposes for complex words built out of PVs and
suffixes is the following (Lüdeling 1999: 86), where ‘Vn ’ stands for any
bar-level of the category V higher than V0 :
(89)

Y
Vn
preverb

suffix
V

A different solution to the problems discussed above is defended by
Zeller (2001, 2002). The author recognises both the phrasal status of particles (basing on evidence from separability and topicalisation) and the striking similarity PVs bear to morphological bases with respect to derivation
processes. In contrast to Lüdeling, though, Zeller (2001: 248-254) extensively argues that for morphological derivations to apply successfully, a PV
must be represented as a V0 , and not as a V′ or as a VP. How can the two
opposite structural sides of the janus-faced verb-particle constructions be
linked? According to the author, this can be done by capitalising on the
similarity of two locality relations: “Structural Adjacency” and “Morphological Adjacency”. These are defined (cf. (90) vs. (92)) and depicted (cf.
(91) vs. (93)) in what follows.
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(90)

Structural Adjacency (Zeller 2001:209)
A head X and the head Y of its complement YP are structurally
adjacent.

(91)

XP
X0

YP
Y0
(92)

Morphological Adjacency (Zeller 2001:210)
If a head X and a head Y merge to derive a complex X0 , then X and
Y are morphologically adjacent.
X0 2

(93)
Y0

X0 1

In PVs, the particle (assumed here to project its own phrase, dubbed “PrtP”,
categorially non-distinct from P) and the verb instantiate Structural Adjacency, as exemplified in (94) for auf-essen ‘to eat up’. The particle auf is the
head Prt0 of PrtP, the complement of essen, which is represented as a the
head V0 :
(94)

VP
V0
essen

PrtP
Prt0
auf

Similarly, in morphological processes a suffix is a head taking another head
as its complement. This is illustrated in (95) for the inflected word form
lachte ‘laugh-past-3sg’, but note that a similar configuration would be instantiated by derivation or composition, too:
Tns0

(95)
V0
lach

Tns0
te
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It is then claimed that the lexical entry of the particle specifies that it must
occur in a configuration like (94) (the same can presumably be assumed
for inflectional and derivational suffixes, too). In other terms, the particle
requires that a local relation to the verb be established. Although Structural
Adjacency and Morphological adjacency clearly differ with respect to their
application domain (syntax vs. morphology), Zeller argues that they share
a relevant aspect: they both establish what in Government & Binding was
called “head government”, where a complement (be it X0 or XP) is in the
immediate structural domain of a superordinate head. Because of this
similarity, it is possible to reanalyse Structural Adjacency as Morphological
Adjacency. Zeller thus advocates a “Principle of Reanalysis”:
(96)

Principle of Reanalysis (Zeller 2001:255)
Given two terminal nodes X, Y and a lexical entry L that requires X
and Y to be structurally adjacent. Then the lexical entries of X and Y
can be unified with a syntactic structure in which X and Y are part
of the same word X0 .

It should be clear from its formulation in (96) that Reanalysis can apply in
a structural configuration like the one where particles are inserted. As a
consequence of (96), the VP built out of particle and verb is reanalysed as a
V0 , and can be thus serve as a base for morphological processes:
(97)

VP
PrtP

−→ Reanalysis −→
V0
essen

Prt0
auf

V0
V0
essen

Prt0
auf
Nonetheless, Reanalysis as defined in (96) is too powerful for languages like
German and Dutch. If, on the one hand, it enables one to treat PVs as a single
morphological entity in word formation processes, on the other nothing
blocks its application when no morphological processes are involved. In
other words, the principle in (96) overgenerates. In particular, PVs are
predicted to be reanalysable as V0 s also when they occur in finite clauses,
which would entail that under V2 both verb and particle should appear in
C0 , contrary to fact:
(98)

(German)
a. *Peter aufißt
seine Falafel.
P.
prt(up).eats his falafel
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b.

Peter ißt seine Falafel auf.
P.
eats his falafel prt(up)
‘Peter eats up his felafel.’

In order to prevent this from occurring, an amendment to (96) is introduced:
(99)

Amendment to Reanalysis (Zeller 2001:256)
Condition X0 : X0 must be adjoined to W0 , W0 a lexical head.

By (99), if Reanalysis applies − turning a VP into a V0 − a process of
concatenation is enforced: V0 must combine with a W0 , which can be either
an affix or the head of a compound.
Summing up, both Lüdeling (1999) and Zeller (2001) recognise that verbparticle constructions are primarily syntactic: more precisely, that they are
generated in syntax. Nonetheless, they react differently to the problems
posed by processes of morphological derivation. Whereas Lüdeling argues
that PVs keep their internal phrasal structure throughout composition and
derivation, Zeller suggests that these contexts require that PVs are reanalysed as complex morphological structures. Though different in relevant
respects, both approaches demonstrate that syntactic accounts of Germanic
verb-particle constructions unavoidably need some special mechanisms to
explain the participation of PVs in processes of word formation.
With respect to processes of word formation, the differences between
Germanic and Italian verb-particle constructions become sharp. As first
oberved by Simone (1996:57-58), word formation cannot take PVs as input
in Italian:
(100)

(Italian)
a. Che tu sia
venuto
su
è stato
that you aux-sbjv-2sg come-ptcp-m.sg prt(up) has been
utile.
useful
‘That you came up (here) has been useful.’
b. *La
tua
venuta
su
è
the-f.sg your-f.sg come-ptcp-suffV>N-f.sg prt(up) aux.3sg
stata
utile.
be-ptcp-f.sg useful
(intended) ‘Your coming up (here) has been useful.’[Simone
1996:57]

This piece of data seems to suggest that the tight bond between verb and
particle attested in most Germanic languages does not obtain in Italian.
Subsequently, proponents of morphological accounts of Italian PVs do not
have at their disposal an important argument often put forward in the
literature on Germanic PVs. In this dissertation, I will argue that Italian
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PVs are built in syntax: in Chapters 4 and 5 I will provide different pieces
of evidence for this claim. As a result, the reader will see that syntactic
phenomena point to the same conclusion as morphological phenomena do.

1.2.4 The category ‘Particle’
As Zwicky (1985:290) puts it:
“[T]he familiar class ‘Prt’ of Eng. verbal ‘particles’ − the off of
send off, the up of give up− is a typical set of words which get this
label because no more suitable one is available.”
This characterisation is mainly based on both the semantic and the distributional idiosyncrasy exhibited by particles in English. It is interesting that,
after almost 30 years since Zwicky’s article appeared, the linguistic community continues to employ the same label to refer to these grammatical
entities (cf. the remarks in Biberauer, Haegeman & van Kemenade 2014).
Nonetheless, at least since the 70’s many attempts have been made to find
a “more suitable” definition, namely one which relates particles to other
major, independently established grammatical categories and phenomena.
In what follows, I will give an overview of some proposals in this direction,
in order to show which shared points have been reached in the literature
and which open problems still exist. Again, the focus will be on Germanic,
while Italian will enter the picture at the end.
Perhaps the first generative linguist to explicitly address the issue,
Emonds (1972; 1985) proposes that particles should be regarded as members
of the category P(reposition), and not as “directional adverbs” (therefore,
Adv(erb)s), as is mostly done in traditional grammars of English. As I will
show, this conclusion will remain a firm point in later works on Germanic
particles. Emonds (1972:78-80) supports his claim with three main pieces
of evidence: (i) modification by right, (ii) “expletive” with-constructions
and (iii) Locative Inversion. These will be now briefly discussed in turn.
First, both particles (when occurring in post-Object position) and PPs can be
modified by right, as already shown in (58) and (57) respectively. Examples
are repeated here as (101) and (102) for ease of reference:
(101)

(English)
a. John came right in.
b. He put the toys right back.
c. Go right on to the stoplight.
d. They looked it right up and left.
e. John brought the bottles right down.
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(English)
a. Make yourself right at home.
b. We went right along that road.
c. Bill put the spices right on the meat.
d. He lives right up the street.
e. Some people can’t work right before dinner.

Second, both particles and PPs can appear in an elliptical structure introduced by with:
(103)

(English)
a. Off with his head!
b. Down with the leadership!
c. Out with what you know!
d. Away with them!

(104)

(English)
a. Into the dungeon with that traitor!
b. To the river with those sandbags!
c. Out the door with it!
d. To hell with this assignment!

Finally, the first constituent in Locative Inversions (which Emonds dubs
“preposing constructions”) can be either a particle or a PP, as has been
shown in (53) and (52) respectively. The examples are repeated here as
(105) and (106) respectively:
(105)

(English)
a. In he ran!
b. Down rolled the carriage!
c. Out jumped the cat!
d. Up she climbed!

(106)

(English)
a. Into the house he ran!
b. Down the street rolled the carriage!
c. Out the window jumped the cat!
d. Into the sink they go![Emonds (1972:80-81)]

In light of these facts, the author proposes that particles are just intransitive
prepositions. This results in a nice analogy between the categories P and
V: verbs can be obligatorily transitive, optionally transitive or intransitive,
too. Jackendoff (1977) arrives at a very similar conclusion within an elaborated theory of phrase structure and lexical categories, as I will illustrate in
Chapter 3. Note that under Emond’s approach, not only English up/down,
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but also upstairs/downstairs would be considered intransitive prepositions10 .
Still, the two classes of elements are intuitively different from each other,
both semantically and structurally. Indeed, van Riemsdijk (1978) argues that
in Dutch, “true” particles and intransitive preposition differ with respect
to their access to syntactic operations. Beyond the difference in “V−to−V
Raising” contexts (cf. den Dikken 1995:29-30 and footnote (10) above), van
Riemsdijk (1978:53;55) points out that particles cannot appear to the right
of the verbal complex (107a), whereas intransitive prepositions can (107b)
(the author dubs this syntactic rule “P''' over V” ):
(107)

(Dutch)
a. *Ze hebben hem ti geschoten neeri
they have him shot
prt (down)
(intended) ‘They shot him down.’
b. ...omdat hij ti niet erg op
z’n gemak zit achteri
because he not very comfortable
is behind
‘...because he is not very comfortable behind.’

If we turn to English, a similar asymmetry exists. For example, up and
upstairs do not have the same distributional properties: only the former, but
not the latter, can occur in between verb and Object:
(108)

(English)
a. Vito carried {up} the thrones {up}.
b. Vito carried {*upstairs} the thrones {upstairs}.

Sebsequent influential works (McIntyre 2007, Svenonius 1996, 2003, 2007,
2010 and Ramchand 2008, among others) are all informed by the semantic
notions of “Figure” and “Ground”. These concepts had been proposed
by Leonard Talmy (1978, 1985, 2000) with respect to events of (directed)
motion. Talmy was interested in identifying a common cognitive vocabulary behind the grammatical strategies employed by natural languages to
refer to directed motion events. The author argues that the spatial relation
denoted by adpositions typically holds between a Figure (or “Locatum”)
and a Ground (or “Relatum”), whereby the Figure is the element which is in
motion or located with respect to the Ground. Consider the correspondence
between constituents and talmyan primitives in the following

10

Perhaps with the qualification that particles are optionally intransitive, whereas elements like upstairs are obligatorily intransitive:
(i)

a.
b.

He climbed up (the tree).
He slept upstairs (*the dining room).
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English examples, featuring the prepositions on and over:
(109)

(English)
a. [A big ring binder ]FIGURE lay on [the floor ]GROUND
b. The boy threw [the ball]FIGURE over [the fence]GROUND

Svenonius (1996, 2003, 2007) both subscribes to the generative tradition
(considering particles as P(reposition)s) and capitalises on Talmy’s insights
about the argument-structure of prepositions. He proposes the following
generalisations (Svenonius 2003:434):
(110)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

The complement to P is a Ground.
The specifier of P is a Figure.
P with a Figure only (and no Ground) is a particle.
P with a Ground is a preposition.
A particle may undergo Particle Shift, a preposition may not.

The statement in (110c) is obviously the most relevant to the present discussion. Particles are claimed to be prepositional heads that require an
external argument (the Figure, situated in [Spec, PP]), but no internal one.
A structural representation consistent with (110c) is the following:
(111)

PP
DPFigure

P′
Prt

In a later work, Svenonius (2010) integrates these structural assumptions
into a broader cartographic approach to the syntax and the semantics of spatial expressions. Adpositional phrases are argued to involve a sequence of
functional heads, which instantiate different pieces of semantic information
found in spatial expressions (like deixis, reference to the path of motion,
regions of space, etc.; cf. also Cinque 2010 for a proposal similar in spirit):
(112)

[PP...Particle Dir[ectional]0 ...Path0 ...Figure p0 ...Deg[ree]0...Deix[is]0 ...
...Loc[ation]0 ...Ax[ial]Part0...K[ase]0 Ground]

As the reader may see in (112), both Figure and Ground are assumed to
originate inside the PP, in dedicated positions. More precisely, Grounds are
generated in a low Complement-position, whereas Figures are generated
higher up, in a Specifier-position corresponding to the head p0 (argued to
be the companion of v0 , “little v”, in the adpositional domain, cf. Svenonius 2003). While Grounds usually remain inside the PP, Figures are forced
to raise to a PP-external clausal position for reasons of Abstract Case As-
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signment. In this system, particles are assumed to sit in a high structural
position within the articulated PP-structure in (112): a Specifier-position of
the head Dir[ectional]0 . The cartographic approach just outlined is clearly
incompatible with the theory of grammar I will deploy in this dissertation,
namely Lexical-Functional Grammar. Nonetheless, it proves a valid and
insightful term of comparison, both for its empirical coverage and for the
correct generalisations it embodies. Therefore, I will come back to pertinent
aspects of Svenonius’ proposal in the following chapters.
Summing up, it can be stated that several attempts have been made
to position the idiosyncratic category “particle” within well-established,
independently needed categories of grammar. One influential approach
in generative works devoted to Germanic particles regards these as elements belonging to the category P(reposition). If we take a look at the
literature on Italian particles, a similar consensus is not found. Two major positions are defended in the literature with respect to the category of
particles: they are claimed to be either Adv(erb)s (cf. Cordin (2011), Gsell
(1982), Rohlfs (1954), Spreafico (2009), Schwarze (1985; 2008), Venier (1996))
or P(reposition)s (cf. Benincà & Poletto (2006), Mateu & Rigau (2010), Poletto (2009), Rizzi (1988)). One argument adduced by the proponents of
the former generalisation is that bona fide prepositions cannot be used as
particles, in Italian (cf. Schwarze 2008). Compare the preposition in ‘in’ (in
(113)) with dentro ‘in(side)’ (in (114)), which is considered to be an adverb
in traditional grammars:
(113)

a.

(114)

a.

Le galline sono
corse
in quel pollaio.
the hens aux-3pl run-ptcp-f.pl in that henhouse
‘The hen ran into that henhouse.’
b. *Le galline sono
corse
in.
the hens aux-3pl run-ptcp-f.pl in

b.

Le galline sono
corse
dentro quel pollaio.
the hens aux-3pl run-ptcp-f.pl inside that henhouse
‘The hen ran inside that henhouse.’
dentro.
corse
Le galline sono
the hens aux-3pl run-ptcp-f.pl prt(inside)
‘The hens ran in.’

In Chapter 3, I argue that Italian particles are P(reposition)s. In this respect,
then, no difference between Italian and Germanic is detected.

1.3 From Germanic towards Italian
The discussion of the grammatical phenomena and their analyses allows
me to single out some conclusions that bear relevance to the study of Italian
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PVs. With respect to syntactic separability, most Germanic languages (with
Swedish as an important exception, on which cf. Chapter 5) allow the
particle to be separated from the verb in syntax. In Chapter 2, I show that
this is the case in Italian, too. This and other phrase-structural properties of
Italian PVs are examined in detail in Chapter 5, which provides a principled
account thereof. The data in section 1.2.2 make it clear that the behaviour
of particles and XPs with the same function is not the same in all syntactic
contexts. Especially with respect to English, Norwegian and Icelandic, it
can be stated that particles occurring in the post-Object position have access
to syntactic operations not available to particles occurring in the pre-Object
position. Nonetheless, Italian particles will be shown to be syntactically
more flexible and versatile than their Germanic companions (as already
anticipated at the end of section 1.2.2). As far as morphological processes are
concerned, on the other hand, Chapter 2 will demonstrate that Italian and
Germanic PVs are sharply different. The possibility of using PVs as bases
for morphological processes in Germanic, recognised by every theory, is not
given in Italian. Finally, in 1.2.4 we saw that there is a general consensus that
the lexical category most productively providing particle is P(reposition).
In Chapter 2, I show that no such consensus exists with respect to the lexical
category of Italian particles, and in Chapter 3 I argue that Italian particles,
like Germanic ones, belong to the category P(reposition).
On the background of the empirical and theoretical issues illustrated in
Chapter 1 with respect to Germanic PVs, Chapter 2 will both thoroughly
present the Italian data and explain the relevance of the research questions
I am going to address in this dissertation. These are briefly introduced in
(115) and illustrated in detail in Chapter 2:
(115)

a.
b.
c.

The category of the particle: are Italian particles P(reposition)s
or Adv(erb)s?
The interaction between V and Prt at argument-structure:
do Italian particles alter the verb’s argument-structure?
The structural cohesion of V and Prt: which kind of cohesion do verb and particle display at both phrase-structure and
prosody?

The analysis I offer is couched in the architecture of Lexical-Functional
Grammar (Bresnan & Kaplan 1982, Bresnan 2001, Bresnan, Asudeh, Toivonen & Wechsler 2015), and is articulated in three different parts. Each part
corresponds to a research question, and is laid out in a dedicated chapter
(Chapters 3, 4 and 5 respectively). The overall analysis provides two main
contributions to the existing literature on verb-particle constructions. The
first is empirical, and consists in a better understanding of the phenomenon
of Particle Verbs in Italian. In particular, it will be demonstrated that a
subset of the constructions referred to as “PV”s in the literature does not
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feature particles in any empirically and theoretically relevant sense. The
second is theoretical, and consists in providing new insights for a general
theory of the interaction (possibilities) between verbs and particles. In particular, I will argue that the Italian data are better captured in a theoretical
framework that factors apart different pieces of grammatical information
(e.g., argument-structure vs. syntactic encoding of arguments vs. phrasestructural relations). A theory of grammar like Lexical-Functional Grammar succeeds in this challenge, whereas derivational theories like Minimalism employ a rather “reductionist” mechanism that does not successfully
capture how distinct pieces of grammar are (partly) governed by distinct
rules and principles. In Chapter 6, I will survey my major conclusions
by illustrating the representation(s) of Italian PVs at different levels of the
LFG-architecture. An important result will be that Italian PVs are syntactic,
and not morphological objects. This result suggests that, at least as far as
Italian is concerned, we are not forced to dismiss a modular architecture of
grammar for models advocating a “grey zone”, or a continuum, between
syntax and the lexicon (as argued e.g. by Iacobini 2009a in the very context
of Italian PVs).
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Chapter 2

State of the Art and Research
Questions
This chapters illustrates and motivates the research questions addressed in
the following chapters of this dissertation. The formulation of each research
question is preceded by a presentation of the state of the art, which is meant
to introduce the reader to both the relevant data and the theoretical issues
emerged in the literature. In what follows, after a general introduction to
the phenomenon of verb-particle constructions in Italian1 (section 2.1), I
will move on to the presentation of both the state of the art and the research
questions regarding the following topics:
(1)

a.
b.
c.

The category of the particle (section 2.2)
The interaction between V and Prt at argument-structure (section 2.3)
The structural cohesion of V and Prt (section 2.4)

1
Both in the present chapter and throughout the dissertation, the term “Italian” refers
to that specific variety of contemporary Italian dubbed by Francesco Sabatini (1985) Italiano
dell’uso medio (Italian in average usage). This particular variety has been shown to be
different from both Regional varieties of Italian (Italiano Regionale) and the Standard variety
(Italiano Standard):

(i)

“[...] un tipo di lingua che si differenzia dallo “standard” ufficiale più che per i tratti
propriamente regionali [...], soprattutto perché è decisamente ricettivo dei tratti generali del
parlato.”
‘A type of language that differs from the official “standard” not in its specifically
regional features [...], but mainly because it decidedly adopts the features of spoken
language.’

In this respect, then, the variety of Italian under scrutiny in this dissertation is supra-regional
(I will explicitly signal if a given construction is only accepted in specific regions by using
the label “Regional Italian spoken in the region X”) and is similar to what Berruto (1987)
calls “neo-standard Italian” to all intents and purposes.
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Section 2.5 concludes the chapter by illustrating to what extent the formulated research questions have both empirical and theoretical relevance.

2.1 Introducing Italian Particle Verbs
Building on a pioneering study by Christoph Schwarze (1985), Simone
(1996) argued for the existence of particle verbs − dubbed verbi sintagmatici,
a calque of the English label “phrasal verbs”− as an autonomous class of
constructions in Italian. According to the author, P(article)V(erb)s instantiate a schema typical of “phrasal words” (often called polirematiche in the
Italian grammatical tradition, cf. Voghera 2004), i.e. combinations of words
that behave as single lexical units2 . Simone proposes that Italian PVs be
divided into the following three classes (1996:54)3 :
(2)

a.

b.

c.

PVs where the particle “repeats or intensifies” the verb’s information:
(i) uscire fuori ‘to go out’ (lit. to exit out) vs. uscire ‘to exit’
(ii) entrare dentro ‘to go in’ (lit. to enter in) vs. entrare ‘to enter’
(iii) scappare via ‘to run away’ (lit. to flee away) vs. scappare ‘to
flee’
PVs where the particle adds a specific spatial component to a
motion verb:
(i) mettere su ‘to put on’ vs. mettere ‘to put’
(ii) tirare via ‘to pull away’ vs. tirare ‘to pull’
(iii) saltare fuori ‘to jump out’ vs. saltare ‘to jump’
PVs whose meaning is completely non-compositional:
(i) buttare giù ‘to depress’; ‘to write without accuracy’
(ii) fare fuori ‘to kill’; ‘to fire’
(iii) mettere dentro ‘to put in prison’

The first class, in (2a), had been already studied by Schwarze (1985), who
dubbed it “the pleonastic type”. According to the typology of motion
events developed by Talmy (1985, 1991, 2000), these PVs could be described
as encoding twice a specific “Path”-component: in the verb root and in the
spatial particle. In Table 2.1, the most frequent intransitive PVs of this type
are listed (cf. Wienold & Schwarze (2002:24-6) for an inventory of both

2

A similar approach is developed by Iacobini & Masini (2006), who make use of the
notion of “constructional idiom” introduced by Booij (2002a, b).
3
From this chapter to the end of the dissertation, only examples from languages different
from Italian will be explicitly marked with a language label.
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intransitive and transitive Path-verbs in Italian):
path-type
in
out
up
down
away
back

simple verb
entrare
uscire
salire
scendere
scappare
(ri)tornare

particle verb
entrare dentro
uscire fuori
salire su
scendere giù
scappare via
(ri)tornare indietro

Table 2.1: Italian path-Verbs and pleonastic PVs
As has been pointed out in later research (cf. Amenta 2008; Calvo Rigual
2010; Iacobini 2009; Mateu & Rigau 2010; Simone 2008), similar constructions are present in other Romance languages (3) and in southern ItaloRomance varieties (4) as well:
(3)

a.
b.
c.
d.

(4)

a.

b.
c.

Spanish: salir fuera ‘to go out’ (lit. ‘to exit out’), bajar abajo ‘to go
down’ (lit. to descend down)
Catalan: sortir fora ‘to go out’ (lit. ‘to exit out’), baixar avall ‘to go
down’ (lit. to descend down)
French: revenir en arrière ‘to go back’ (lit. ‘to return back’)
Romanian: a ieşi afară ‘to go out’ (lit. ‘to exit out’)
Sicilian: acchianari susu ‘to go up’ (lit. to rise up), nèsciri fora
‘to go out’ (lit. ‘to exit out’), scı̀nniri iusu ‘to go down’ (lit. to
descend down), tràsiri dintra ‘to go in’ (lit. to enter in)
Sardinian: arziai a pizzusu ‘to go up’ (lit. to ascend, lift to point),
intrai a intru ‘to go in’ (lit. to enter to inside), bessiri a foras ‘to go
out’ (lit. to exit to out)
Salentino: nchiana subbra ‘to go up’ (lit. to ascend up), scinni
abbasciu ‘to go down’ (lit. to descend down), trasi intra ‘to go in’
(lit. to enter inside), iessi fore ‘to go out’ (lit. to exit outside)

Data such as (3) have been interpreted by some scholars (e.g. Mateu &
Rigau 2010) as evidence for considering PVs of the pleonastic type as a
pan-Romance phenomenon. A fact that confirms this view is the presence
of similar constructions in Latin (a language that could alternatively realise
Path by means of prefixes, e.g. in-ire ‘to go in’, ex-ire ‘to go out’):
(5)

(Latin)
a. retro regredi ‘to march back’ (lit. to re-march back) (Cicero: Bell.
Afr. 50,2), retro reverti ‘to go back’ (lit. to revert back) (Lucretius:
1,785)
b. foras...exire ‘to go out’ (lit. to exit out) (Lucretius: 3,772), effugere
foras ‘to run out’ (lit. to escape out) (Plautus: Mostellaria 315)
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Nonetheless, by comparing Italian (2a) and Italo-Romance (4) pleonastic
verb-particle constructions to the ones attested in non-Italo-Romance languages (3), it appears that the former varieties display a more complete
paradigm of such constructions4 . Whereas this type of PVs is not found
in English (cf. e.g. *to go in inside, *to enter inside // *to go out outside, *to
exit outside), German productively builds pleonastic structures where the
Path-component is expressed twice: by means of both a simple preposition
(aus, in) and a so-called “double particle”, i.e. a P-item consisting of a formative like hin-, r- and a bare P-item (e.g. auf, unter; cf. McIntyre 2001 for a
complete overview):
(6)

(German)
a. aus dem
Haus {heraus
// hinaus
// raus}
out the-dat house her-prt(out) hin-prt(out) r-prt(out)
gehen
go-inf
‘to go out of the house’
b. in das
Haus {herein
// hinein
// rein}
gehen
in the-acc house her-prt(in) hin-prt(in) r-prt(in) go-inf
‘to go into the house’

It should be noted, however, that the constructions in (6) are not identical
to Italian pleonastic PVs. For one, the German pleonastic constructions
never encode the Path of motion in the verb root. For another, the double
expression of Path is concomitant on the overt realisation of the Ground in
German (7), but not in Italian (8):
(7)

(8)

(German)
a. aus *(dem Haus) {heraus // hinaus // raus} gehen
b. in *(das Haus) {herein // hinein // rein} gehen
a.

b.

fuori
(dalla
casa)
uscire
go out-inf prt(outside) from-the house
‘to go out (of the house)’
(la casa)
entrare dentro
go in-inf prt(inside) the house
‘to go in (into the house)’

In light of these differences, “pleonastic” PVs virtually qualify as an Italian
(and Romance) peculiarity.
The second sub-class in Simone’s classification (cf. (2b)) comprises structures where (i) the particle encodes the talmian Path and (ii) the verb is
either a generic motion verb endowed with a perspective/point of view4
As already pointed out by Schwarze (1985:362), who observed that similar structures
are highly restricted in (Contemporary) French.
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component, e.g. andare ‘to go’ (away from the speaker/point of view), venire
‘to come’ (towards the speaker/point of view); or a motion verb encoding
the talmian Manner of motion. The latter combination was dubbed by
Schwarze (1985:358) the “Germanic type”, because it resembles typically
Germanic “satellite-framed” constructions (cf. Table 2.2), where spatial information is carried by a “satellite”, in this case a particle (cf. Talmy 1985),
and it differs from typically Romance “verb-framed” constructions, where
the same piece of information is realised in the verb root.
Italian
saltare dentro
volare fuori
correre via

English
jump in
fly out
run away

German
hinein/herein-springen
hinaus/heraus-fliegen
weg-laufen

Swedish
hoppa in
flyga ut
springa iväg

Table 2.2: Italian manner+path-PVs vis-à-vis Germanic manner+path-PVs
Beside evident surface similarities, which have been taken as evidence
for a typological shift from “verb-framed” to “satellite-framed” by some
scholars (cf. e.g. Iacobini & Masini 2006; Ježek 2002), some differences have
been observed, too. For one, the inventory of Italian verbs licensing constructions like those in Table 2.2 is highly restricted in Italian (cf. Schwarze
1985; Mateu & Rigau 2010), whereas it is virtually unlimited in Germanic.
For another, as Schwarze (1985:362) observed, the elements acting as particles in Italian are often morphologically not decomposable in synchrony
and are primarily locative (e.g. dentro ‘in(side)’), whereas Germanic ones are
often segmentable (with some qualifications, though, as correctly pointed
out by McIntyre 2001:258-60) and comprise both locative and directional
variants (e.g. German dr-innen vs. hin-ein // her-ein // r-ein). In the following
table, Italian and German satellites are compared:
locative
drinnen
draußen
oben
unten
weg

German
directional
hinein/herein/rein
hinaus/heraus/raus
hinauf/herauf/rauf
hinunter/herunter/runter
weg

Italian
dentro
fuori
su
giù
via

Table 2.3: Italian vis-à-vis German satellites
Venier (1996:152) suggests that Simone’s second class of PVs be further
divided into two groups, according to the semantics of the verb. On the one
hand, verbs that partially specify the direction of movement (like gettare ‘to
throw’, which arguably incorporates the perspective/point of view “away
from the speaker”); on the other, verbs that lack a directional component
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altogether, and hence call for either a particle or a PP (like tirare ‘to pull’,
mettere ‘to put’). The former class would then be semantically in between
Schwarze’s “pleonastic” and “Germanic” types (cf. also the discussion in
Iacobini 2015:642-643).
Simone’s third class (cf. (2c)) contains non-compositional PVs. The
author (1996:54) considers these as constructions whose meaning is fully
unpredictable with respect to the meaning of its parts. As pointed out
by many scholars (e.g. Venier 1996:153, Masini 2005:155), though, it is
too strong a claim to state that every PV in this class is completely noncompositional. Venier (1996:152), for instance, compares buttare giù, in the
meaning ‘to depress’, to mettere su, in the meaning ‘to instigate’:
(9)

a.
b.

Quella notizia l’
ha
buttata
giù.
that news cl.acc.3sg.f aux.3sg throw-ptcp-f.sg prt(down)
‘That piece of news depressed her.’
L’
ha
messo
su
contro di te.
cl.acc.3sg.m aux.3sg put-ptcp-m.sg prt(up) against you
‘(She/He) instigated him against you.’

Venier notes that the abstract meaning of the former is somehow still related
to its spatial meaning (e.g. through what Cini 2008b: 47-9 calls “orientation
metaphors”), namely ‘to throw down’, which is not the case of the latter.
I fully agree with Venier’s remark: verb-particle combinations like buttare
giù ‘to depress’ seem to be only partially non-compositional, for the particle
carries a meaning that can be expressed also in absence of the verb. This
is also true of mettere dentro in the meaning ‘to imprison’. Consider the
following pairs:
(10)

a.
b.

(11)

a.
b.

Greta.
giù
buttato
Quel brutto voto ha
that bad mark aux.3sg throw-ptcp prt(down) G.
‘That bad mark depressed Greta.’
Greta è un po’ giù.
G. is a bit prt(down)
‘Greta is a bit depressed.’
il Libanese.
dentro
Hanno messo
aux-3pl put-ptcp prt(inside) the L.
‘The Lebanese was put in jail.’
Il Libanese è ancora dentro.
the lebanese is still prt(inside)
‘The Lebanese is still in prison.’

In both (10a) and (11a), the particle denotes a result state (‘depressed’ and
‘in prison’ respectively) that can serve as predicate in copular constructions
(cf. (10b) and (11b) respectively). In those PVs, the verb can be treated as
an element that only encodes causation and change-of-state, together with
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some semantic nuances. This is arguably the reason why, in certain not yet
highly lexicalized PVs, the verb can vary5 :
(12)

Hanno {messo // sbattuto // rimandato} dentro
il
aux-3pl put-ptcp slap-ptcp re-send-ptcp prt(inside) the
Libanese.
L.
‘The Lebanese was {put // slapped //sent again} in prison.’

In view of these facts, Masini (2005:154-5) proposes a revised classification
where Simone’s third class is decomposed in three sub-classes (whereas the
first and the second class individuated by Simone remain unchanged):
(13)

a.
b.
c.

intensification: same as (2a)
direction marking: same as (2b)
metaphorical meaning: the PV “may assume a metaphorical
non-compositional meaning” (Masini 2005:155)
(i) “transparent metaphors”: buttare via, “to squander, waste”
(lit. to throw away)
(ii) opaque metaphors: portare avanti, “to run (a business)”
(lit. to bring forward)
(iii) completely idiomatic forms: fare fuori “to kill” (lit. to do
out)

Whereas the class in (13c-iii) includes completely non-compositional PVs,
the sub-classes in (13c-i) and (13c-ii) contain PVs expressing an abstract
meaning that derives from its basic, locative meaning. According to Masini,
the difference between (13c-i) and (13c-ii) lies in the degree of transparency:
(14)

a.
b.

buttare via: ‘to throw away’ (locative meaning) −→
‘to waste’ (metaphorical meaning) − [transparent metaphor]
portare avanti: ‘to bring forth” (locative meaning) −→
‘to run (a business)’ (metaphorical meaning) − [opaque metaphor]

If a distinction between non-opaque and opaque metaphors meanings appears to be sustainable in general, it is not clear on which bases one should
classify a PV with abstract reading as member of the class in (13c-i) or
(13c-ii). As long as my native speaker intuition is concerned, the metaphorical meaning of portare avanti, for example, can be related to its locative
meaning as easily as is the case with buttare via. Basing on the examples
provided by the author, one would rather see a difference in opacity between
5
Note that the classification proposed by Trotzke, Quaglia & Wittenberg (2015) (illustrated in section 1.2.2 of Chapter 1) nicely captures the degree of transparency of these PVs.
Semi-idiomatic verb-particle combinations like mettere dentro ‘to imprison’ and buttare giù
‘to depress’ would be classified as [+predicative, −contrast] (since mettere fuori does not
mean ‘to release from prison’, nor does buttare su mean ‘to cheer up’).
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(13c-i) and (13c-ii) on the one hand, and (13c-iii) on the other. Moreover, no
grammatical tests are suggested as a means for substantiating this split.
Masini (2005) also argues that certain PVs appear to stand in an Aktionsart opposition to the respective simple verbs, a point further developed
by Iacobini & Masini 2006. This is exemplified by means of the contrast
between lavare ‘to wash’ and lavare via ‘to wash away’:
(15)

a.
b.

Luca ha
lavato
la macchia.
L. aux.3sg wash-ptcp the stain
‘Luca washed the stain.’
Luca ha
lavato
via
la macchia.
L. aux.3sg wash-ptcp prt(away) the stain
‘Luca removed the stain (by washing).’

Masini notes that the particle via seems to convey a meaning of accomplishment. Thus, while the sentence in (15a) is ambiguous between a telic and an
atelic reading, the one in (15b) only allows for a telic interpretation. More
precisely, PVs with via seem to express what is usally called “completive” or
“terminative” aspect (cf. Cinque 1999, Poletto 2009), also visible in English
PVs like eat up (vs. eat) as well as in most Germanic languages. Iacobini &
Masini (2006), beside considering the case of via in more detail, also provide
a list of “tendentially telic” and “tendentially atelic” particles in Italian (cf.
Iacobini & Masini 2006:175). They thus recognise an additional class among
Italian PVs, and adopt the tripartite classification discussed in Dehé et al.
(2002) and Dehé (2002), which is by now the most popular:
(16)

a.
b.
c.

locative meanings
idiomatic meanings
aspectual and/or actional meanings

Finally, there is a consistent class of constructions whose status is not clear.
They feature both a particle-like element in post-verbal position (provisorily
glossed as “prt” in the examples below) and a dative or locative clitic
pronoun (the choice depending on animacy, cf. the contrast between (19a)
and (19b)):
(17)

Un cane gli
{va // viene // corre} dietro.
a dog cl.dat.3sg.m goes comes runs prt(behind)
‘A dog goes/comes/runs after him.’

(18)

I cani ci
saltano sempre dentro.
the dogs cl.loc jump-3pl always prt(inside)
‘The dogs always jump inside it.’
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Un tifoso
gli
si
è
lanciato
a supporter cl.dat.3sg.m cl.refl.3 aux.3sg throw-ptcp-m.sg
contro.
prt(against)
‘A supporter threw himself against him (e.g. a policeman).’
è
lanciato
si
ci
Un tifoso
a supporter cl.loc cl.refl.3 aux.3sg throw-ptcp-m.sg
contro.
prt(against)
‘A supporter threw himself against it (e.g. a car).’

For most scholars (Iacobini & Masini 2006, Iacobini 2008, Simone 1996, Cini
2008b, Schwarze 2008), the sentences in (17), (18) and (19) involve PVs that
take two arguments, realised as the Subject-NP/DP and as a clitic pronoun
respectively. Other authors (Cinque 1990, Rizzi 1988) analyse the sentences
as featuring clitic pronouns extracted from PPs headed by prepositions.
Since this construction type is a very productive one in Contemporary
Italian (pace Cordin 2011:17-8), and since both its inclusion and exclusion
among PVs would have consequences for a general theory of PVs in Italian,
I am going to come back to these structures in 2.3.
At the end of this section, it is convenient to take stock and decide which
classification is going to be used here. As I have shown, most scholars
agree in isolating “pleonastic” constructions (like uscire fuori ‘to go out’
(lit. to exit outside)) as an autonomous class, distinct from other PVs with
locative meanings. In this dissertation, I follow this distinction. With regard
to PVs with locative meanings, I am not going to make distinctions at a
classificational level. I am then going to take up the class of idiomatic PVs,
only distinguishing between transparent and non-transparent ones, and
finally I make reference to aspectual PVs, too. The class of constructions
I discussed last (cf. (17)-(19)) will be provisorily included in the locative
class. This results in a classification that tries to integrate insights from the
proposals I have discussed:
(20)

a.
b.
c.
d.

pleonastic: entrare dentro, uscire fuori, scappare via
locative: andare dentro, portare fuori, volare via (correre dietro,
lanciarsi contro)
idiomatic: mettere dentro, fare fuori, tirare via
aspectual: lavare via

2.2 The category of particles
2.2.1 State of the Art
Let me start out by considering what elements have been analysed as “particles” in Italian in the literature. If compared with a language like German,
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the inventory of lexical items occurring as particles in Italian is quite limited in number. In the literature, many contributions provide lists of both
PVs and particles (cf. e.g. Simone 1996, 1997; Iacobini & Masini 2006, Cini
2008b). In (21) a complete list is given, taken from Cini (2008b:45):
(21)

accanto ‘beside’, addosso ‘on’, altrove ‘elsewhere’, apposta ‘on purpose’, avanti ‘forward’, bene ‘well’, contro ‘against’, davanti ‘in front’,
dentro ‘in(side)’, dietro ‘behind’, diritto ‘straight’, fuori ‘out(side)’, giù
‘down’, incontro ‘towards’, indietro ‘back’, innanzi ‘ahead’, insieme
‘together’, intorno ‘around’, là ‘there (wide space)’, largo ‘broad’,
lı̀ ‘there (point-shaped space)’, lontano ‘far’, male ‘badly’, oltre ‘beyond’, sopra ‘above; over’, sotto ‘below; under’, su ‘on; up’, tardi
‘late’, via ‘away’, vicino ‘near(by)’

Undoubtedly, an inventory like the one in (21) is rather heterogeneous. With
respect to their denotation, both spatial (22), temporal (23) and manner (24)
elements are found:
(22)

accanto ‘beside’, addosso ‘on’, altrove ‘elsewhere’, avanti ‘forward’,
contro ‘against’, davanti ‘in front’, dentro ‘in(side)’, dietro ‘behind’,
fuori ‘out(side)’, giù ‘down’, incontro ‘towards’, indietro ‘back’, innanzi ‘ahead’, insieme ‘together’, intorno ‘around’, là ‘there (wide
space)’, lı̀ ‘there (point-shaped space)’, lontano ‘far’, oltre ‘beyond’,
sopra ‘above; over’, sotto ‘below; under’, su ‘on; up’, via ‘away’,
vicino ‘near(by)’

(23)

tardi ‘late’

(24)

apposta ‘on purpose’, bene ‘well’, diritto ‘straight’, largo ‘broad’, male
‘badly’

Because of this heterogeneity, it is difficult to identify a unique lexical category for all the items in their non-particle uses. As Schwarze (2008:214)
puts it:
“Mentre è scontato che la prima parte di un VS è sempre un
verbo in una delle sue forme flessive, non è ovvio quale sia
la categoria lessicale della seconda parte, che provvisoriamente
chiamiamo ‘particella’ ”
[While it goes without saying that the first member of a verbo
sintagmatico is always a verb in one of its inflectional forms, it
is not obvious what the lexical category of the second member,
which we will provisorily call ‘particle’, is”]
As a matter of fact, one undisputably finds adverbs (cf. (25)), but the
largest sub-class, comprising the most frequent and productive particles, is
ambiguous between the traditional parts of speech P(reposition) and
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Adv(erb) (cf. (26)) (Cordin 2011):
(25)

apposta ‘on purpose’, bene ‘well’, diritto ‘straight’, male ‘badly’, tardi
‘late’

(26)

accanto ‘beside’, addosso ‘on’, avanti ‘forward’, contro ‘against’, davanti ‘in front’, dentro ‘in(side)’, dietro ‘behind’, fuori ‘out(side)’, giù
‘down’, incontro ‘towards’, indietro ‘back’, innanzi ‘ahead’, insieme
‘together’, intorno ‘around’, lontano ‘far’, oltre ‘beyond’, sopra ‘above;
over’, sotto ‘below; under’, su ‘on; up’, via ‘away’, vicino ‘near(by)’

With respect to the latter sub-class, two major positions are defended in
the literature: the items at stake have been claimed to be Adv’s by some
scholars (cf. Cordin 2011, Gsell 1982, Rohlfs 1954, Spreafico 2009, Schwarze
1985; 2008, Venier 1996), but P’s by other ones (cf. Benincà & Poletto
2006, Mateu & Rigau 2010, Poletto 2009, Rizzi 1988). Although a proper
discussion is often evaded, some authors provide evidence to corroborate
their conclusion. In what follows, I review the arguments put forward by
each line of research.
Particles are Adverbs: Venier (1996) and Schwarze (2008)
In her article about Italian PVs, Venier (1996) takes a traditional stance:
Italian particles belong to the category Adverb. The author (1996:151) capitalises on the following contrasts:
(27)

a.

(28)

a.

Metti
su
il paltò.
put-imp.2sg prt(on) the overcoat
‘Put on the overcoat.’
paltò.
sul
b. *Metti
put-imp.2sg on-the overcoat

tavolo quel libro.
sul
Metti
put-imp.2sg on-the table that book
‘Put that book on the table’
b. *Metti
su
il tavolo quel libro.
put-imp.2sg prt(on) the table that book

The word su can occur either as a particle (cf. (27a)) or as a canonical
preposition (cf. (28a)). Only in the latter use can su appear in the portmanteau form sul (= su-art.m.sg, cf. the ungrammaticality of (27b)), while
this portmanteau form can only be avoided in the particle-use (cf. the ungrammaticality of (28b)). Venier concludes that su in its particle-use is not
a preposition, but and adverb, because if it were a preposition it could (or
even must) appear in a portmanteau form.
Schwarze (2008) adduces a different argument, based on complementation. As already mentioned in Section 1.2.4, it can be showed that certain
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bona fide prepositions (like in ‘in’) cannot be used as particles, in Italian:
(29)

a.

Le galline sono
corse
in quel pollaio.
the hens aux-3pl run-ptcp-f.pl in that henhouse
‘The hen ran into that henhouse.’
b. *Le galline sono
corse
in.
the hens aux-3pl run-ptcp-f.pl in

The pattern in (29) most strikingly contrasts with the one featured by dentro
‘in(side)’, which is considered an adverb in traditional descriptive grammars of Italian:
(30)

a.
b.

Le galline sono
corse
dentro quel pollaio.
the hens aux-3pl run-ptcp-f.pl inside that henhouse
‘The hen ran inside that henhouse.’
dentro.
corse
Le galline sono
the hens aux-3pl run-ptcp-f.pl prt(inside)
‘The hens ran in.”

Building on this contrast, Schwarze (2008) subscribes to the “Adverbapproach”. Nonetheless, he concedes that a better solution could be found
in a system where lexical categories are not represented as atomic elements,
but as feature bundles. In such a system, particles could be explicitly captured as items lying in between the categories P and Adv.

Particles are Prepositions: Rizzi (1988)
Rizzi (1988), among the first generative linguists taking the problem of
Italian “locative adverbs” seriously, defends the claim that elements like
fuori ‘out(side)’ and dentro ‘in(side)’ belong to the category P(reposition).
Although he does not use the category “particle verbs” explicitly, he also
consider structures definable as PVs to all intents and purposes. As was the
case in Schwarze’s argument, Rizzi places a premium on complementation
facts. Nonetheless the author comes to a different conclusion. Rizzi (1988)
points out that de-adjectival adverbs like similmente ‘similarly’ and diversamente ‘differently’ cannot govern an NP/DP directly (cf. (31)), whereas most
“adverbial prepositions” are able to (cf. (32))
(31)

a.
b.

(32)

a.

similmente *(a) Gianni
similarly to G.
diversamente *(da) Gianni
differently from G.
{sopra // sotto} il tavolo
upon below the table
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{dentro // contro // dietro} la casa
inside against behind the house

Since the lexical items in (32), which productively appear in PVs, can govern NPs/DPs directly as canonical prepositions do, they can be considered
P’s as well. The only difference lies in their optional transitivity: while
“primary” prepositions (e.g. a ‘at, to’, in ‘in’) are obligatorily transitive,
“secondary” prepositions (e.g. dentro ‘in(side)’, fuori ‘out(side)’) are optionally transitive (cf. Cinque 2010 for the cross-linguistically valid distinction
between “primary” vs. “secondary” adpositions).
Having introduced the two main theoretical positions regarding the
category of Italian particles, along with the relevant empirical facts, I now
turn to the formulation of my research question.

2.2.2 Research question
To date, there seems to be no consensus as to the category of Italian particles (Iacobini 2015:627 defines them as “preposition-like or adverbial element[s]”). In particular, the literature lacks contributions that systematically investigate the requirements a given lexical item must satisfy in order
to be used as particle. In principle, such requirements can be conditions
on syntactic valency, case-assignment or argument-structure. For example,
why is incontro ‘towards’ always included in lists of particles, whereas verso
‘towards’, which has a very similar meaning, is not? These and similar
questions are crucial for understanding Italian PVs in depth, and they still
await principled answers. The state of the art with respect to this issue
in Italian PVs contrasts with what can be found in recent contributions on
Germanic PVs. These are more homogeneous on this point: it is acknowledged that the lexical category that most productively “furnishes” particles
is P(reposition). This research question might seem quite trivial at first
sight: in the end, the one could have particles as P’s, the other as Adv’s, this
being just a matter of terminology. Nonetheless, assuming that (Italian) particles belong to one category or the other has important consequences for a
principled theory of (Italian) verb-particle constructions. For example, the
assumption that particles are Ps implies that they share syntactic, semantic
and argument-structural aspects of prepositions, which differ in crucial respects from those of adverbs. And knowing what type of syntactic, semantic
and argument-structural properties particles have is a compulsory starting
point for investigating the (syntactic, semantic, argument-structural) interaction of verb and particle. Furthermore, answering this question would
open up the way for a better understanding of the relation between PVs
and related constructions.
In light of these facts, I am going to re-address the categorial issue in Chapter 3. I will argue that the only lexical category productively furnishing
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particles in Italian is P(reposition).

2.3 Interaction of V and Prt at argument structure
2.3.1 State of the Art
A number of scholars working on Italian verb-particle constructions have
argued that some sub-classes of PVs systematically display an argument
structure different from the one of the base verb (Cordin 2011:16-18; Iacobini
& Masini 2006:158, Iacobini 2009:105, Venier 1996:152-3). Given that certain
sub-classes of PVs in Germanic languages have been shown to display
a different argument structure from that of the respective base verbs (cf.
McIntyre 2007 for an excellent overview), these phenomena can be regarded
as a good empirical domain for comparing Italian with Germanic PVs. In
what follows, I am going to present and discuss the relevant phenomena
pointed out in the literature.
The first phenomenon is valency reduction: the PV displays a lower
number of arguments than the base verb. This is often explained by assuming that the particle saturates an argument position of the base verb. This
argument slot is usually associated to a predicative argument (cf. Wunderlich 1991) expressing a Location, and in absence of particles it is saturated
by a spatial PP. Iacobini & Masini (2006:158) and Cordin (2011:17) give the
examples in (33) and (34) respectively:
(33)

a.

Metti
il caffè sul
fuoco.
put-2sg.imp the coffee on-the fire
‘Put the coffee on the stove.’
il caffè.
su
b. Metti
put-2sg.imp prt(on) the coffee
‘Put on the coffee.’
c. *Metti
su
il caffè sul
fuoco.
put-2sg.imp prt(up) the coffee on-the fire

(34)

a.
b.
c.
d.

in scena uno spettacolo.
messo
Luca ha
L. aux.3sg put-ptcp in scene a show
uno spettacolo.
su
messo
Luca ha
L. aux.3sg put-ptcp prt(up) a show
‘Luca set up a show.’
Luca ha
messo
la cornetta sul
ricevitore.
L. aux.3sg put-ptcp the receiver on-the telephone
Luca ha
messo
giù.
L. aux.3sg put-ptcp prt(down)
‘Luca hung up.’

Valency reduction can be observed in Germanic PVs, too. Stiebels (1996:10)
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provides examples like the following for German:
(35)

(German)
a. Sie klebt das
Bild
an die
Wand.
she pastes the-acc picture at the-acc wall
‘She pastes the picture on the wall’
b. Sie klebt das
Bild
an.
she pastes the-acc picture prt(at)
‘She sticks up the picture.’
c. Er setzt den
Hut auf den
Kopf.
he puts the-acc hat on the-acc head
‘He puts the hat on his head.’
d. Er setzt den
Hut auf.
he puts the-acc hat prt(on)
‘He puts on the hat.’

In (35a), the verb kleben ‘to paste’ calls for a Location-like argument, which is
encoded by a PP headed by the preposition an ‘at’, but this preposition alone
can saturate the third argument-slot of the verb, showing up as a particle
(cf. (35b)). Similarly, the Location-like argument of setzen ‘to put’ can be
either encoded by a PP headed by auf ‘on’ (35c), or replaced by the particle
auf alone (35d). Stiebels and Wunderlich (1994) and Stiebels (1996) propose
a lexical analysis of German PVs, as the reader may recall from Chapter 1
(cf. section 1.2.1). Under such an approach, particles saturating positions
in the verb’s argument structure are dubbed “lexical arguments”. In other
words, the particle saturates the verb’s argument already in the lexicon,
and not in syntax. Within Stiebels and Wunderlich’s (1994) and Stiebels’s
(1996) system, considering cases like (35b) and (35d) as valency reduction
is indeed an appropriate conclusion. But if a syntactic analysis of PVs is
chosen, where verb and particle are combined in syntax, such cases are
not clearly different from instances of argument-saturation via spatial PPs.
Accordingly, it seems that some caution is needed: claims about operations
at argument structure must be motivated by morpho-syntactic evidence.
Another phenomenon noticed by Iacobini & Masini is “the passage from
a transitive and/or unergative verbal base to an unaccusative VPC [VerbParticle Construction]”. In (36), the unergative verb volare ‘to fly’ turns to
unaccusative as soon as it is combined with the particle via ‘away, off’ (cf.
(36a) vs. (36b)):
(36)

a.
b.

La colomba ha
volato da Firenze a Pisa.
the dove aux.3sg fly-ptcp from F.
to P.
‘The dove flew from Florence to Pisa.’
La colomba è
volata
via.
the dove aux.3sg fly-ptcp-f.sg prt(away)
‘The dove took wing.’
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The change unergative>unaccusative, which usually also goes together
with a change from an atelic to a telic interpretation, is marked by the
choice of the auxiliary verb: the verb volare features avere in (36a), but
essere in (36b). The first auxiliary is selected by unergatives, the second
by unaccusatives. Unaccusative verbs also display agreement in gender
between participle and Subject, as can be seen in (36b): the participle form
volata is overtly marked as f(eminine) through the exponent -a. In this case,
too, the pattern seems not to be peculiar to particles, though. In fact, the
same passage from unergative to unaccusative can also be observed if the
verb combines with a regular PP:
(37)

La colomba è
volata
sul
balcone.
the dove aux.3sg fly-ptcp-f.sg on-the balcony
‘The flew onto the balcony.’

Beside argument reduction, Italian PVs have been claimed to feature argument extension: a process causing the argument structure of the base verb
to acquire a new argument. Cordin (2011:17), Iacobini & Masini (2006:159)
and Schwarze (2008:216) provide the following examples:
(38)

a.
b.
c.
d.

(39)

a.
b.

(40)

a.

Luca ride.
L. laughs
‘Luca laughs.’
a tutti.
dietro
Luca ride
L. laughs prt(behind) to all-m.pl
‘Luca laughs at everybody.’
Luca corre.
L. runs
‘Luca runs.’
amici.
suoi
ai
Luca corre dietro
L. runs prt(behind) to-the his-m.pl friends
‘Luca runs after his friends.’
correre dietro a qualcuno
run-inf behind to someone
‘to run after somebody’
a qualcosa
passare sopra
pass-inf prt(above) to something
‘to forgive sth., to let sth. pass’

correre appresso a qualcuno
run-inf prt(after) to someone
‘to run after somebody’
b. *correre a qualcuno
run-inf to someone
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c.

andare fuori
dal
palazzo
go-inf prt(outside) from-the palace
‘to go out of the palace’
palazzo
d. *andare dal
go-inf from-the palace
In (38) (taken from Cordin (2011:17)), the verbs ridere ‘to laugh’ and correre
‘to run’ take one argument (cf. (38a) and (38c)), whereas the PVs ridere
dietro and correre dietro take two (cf. (38b) and (38d)), the extra argument
being linked to an Indirect Object. Iacobini & Masini (2006) discuss cases
like (39), which they consider “structurally ambiguous” in that they can be
analysed either as PVs taking the PPs a qualcuno, a qualcosa as arguments, or
as simple verbs governing complex PPs (dietro a qualcuno, sopra a qualcosa).
Schwarze (2008:216) inteprets the contrasts in (40) as evidence that simple
verbs and PVs may differ in grammatical function assignment, which would
be explained under the hypothesis that verb and particle build a complex
predicate in the sense of Butt (1995, 2014). In the sentences above, the extra
argument is always realised by a PP (headed by a or da). Another possibility
is to realise it through a clitic pronoun, at least in some cases:
(41)

a.
b.

dietro.
ride
Luca le
L. cl.dat.3sg.f laughs prt(behind)
‘Luca laughs at her.’
corre dietro.
Luca le
L. cl.dat.3sg.f runs prt(behind)
‘Luca runs after her.’

(42)

sopra
passar=ci
pass-inf=cl.loc prt(above)
‘to let it pass’

(43)

a.
b.

correr=gli
appresso
run-inf=cl.dat.3sg.f prt(after)
‘to run after her’
% andar=ne
fuori
go-inf=cl.abl prt(outside)

The examples in (41), (42) and (43)6 involve the constructions featuring a
particle and a clitic pronoun that I briefly discussed at the end of section
2.1. As the reader may recall, there is no consensus on how to analyse
these structures: some authors argue that they feature PVs taking clitics
as arguments (Iacobini & Masini 2006, Iacobini 2008, Simone 1996, Cini
2008a, Schwarze 2008), other ones argue that they feature extraction from
PPs (Cinque 1990, Quaglia 2012, Rizzi 1988). It should be noted that the
6
The symbol “%” in superscript in (43b) is meant to indicate that speakers’ judgements
vary. To my ears, though, (43b) is clearly unacceptable.
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two analyses differ in crucial respects. Most importantly for the present
discussion, the former analysis implies that this class of particles can indeed
alter the verb’s argument structure, adding one argument. The latter, on
the other hand, implies that no process of argument extension takes place.

2.3.2 Research Question
In 2.3.1, I discussed some recent contributions agreeing that the argument
structure displayed by Italian PVs is different from the one of their base
verbs (Cordin 2011; Iacobini & Masini 2006, Schwarze 2008). This can be
interpreted as evidence that the particle systematically alters, or affects, the
verb’s argument structure (as proposed by Stiebels & Wunderlich 1994 and
Stiebels 1996 for German). Such a property, if true, would indeed speak in
favour of a systematic similarity between Italian and Germanic PVs: as a
matter of fact, it has been demonstrated that Germanic particles affect the
verb’s argument structure in systematic and productive fashion (cf. McIntyre 2007 and references therein). Nonetheless, the examples provided to
substantiate this conclusion with respect to Italian mainly rest on superficial
evidence, evading a thorough scrutiny of the deeper syntactic properties exhibited by the constructions at stake. Furthermore, there is no consensus on
the analysis of certain phenomena, as is the case for the alleged processes of
argument extension (which e.g. according to Cinque 1990 and Rizzi 1988,
2001 are better viewed as “extractions”). One additional remark is that
most works in this area limit themselves to description, without proposing
explicit mechanisms for the interaction of the particle’s and the verb’s argument structure. All these facts demand a careful re-consideration of the
syntax of these structures in order to establish whether we have to do with
authentic cases of argument structure alterations (possibly implemented as
Complex Predicate formation, as suggested by Schwarze 2008), or not. This
will be the topic of Chapter 4.
Basing on a thorough inspection of the relevant f(unctional)-structures, I
will defend the claim that no alterations of the verb’s argument structure by
the particle take place. Accordingly, I will argue that an analysis involving
Complex Predicate formation is not only not necessary to account for the
relevant patterns, but is even too powerful, resulting in overgeneration.

2.4 The structural cohesion of V and Prt
In the present section, I introduce the reader to the issue of structural cohesion in Italian verb-particle constructions. Since the levels at which the
cohesion between verb and particle most clearly obtains are syntax and
phonology (cf. Iacobini & Masini 2006; Simone 1996, 1997; Schwarze 2008),
I devote a sub-section to the state-of-the art with respect to syntax (cf. 2.4.1),
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considering (i) separability, (ii) constituency and (iii) modification, and one
to the state-of-the-art with respect to phonology (cf. 2.4.2). Equipped with
knowledge of the relevant data, the reader will be prepared for the research
question, which is formulated in 2.4.3.

2.4.1 State of the Art: Syntax
In this section, I illustrate the syntactic behaviour of Italian verb-particle
constructions, focusing on phrase-structural phenomena. In doing this, I
present observations and generalisations made in the literature along with
new data. In what follows, I address the behaviour of PVs with respect to:
separability (through interposition of material between verb and particle),
coordination, displacement (focus fronting, cleft, Clitic Left Dislocation)
and modification.
Separability
Most scholars maintain that only a restricted class of elements may be interposed between verb and particle (cf. Cordin 2011:14-5, Iacobini 2009a:102-3,
Iacobini & Masini 2006:160, Simone 1996:55-7, Venier 1996:150). This generalisation, often uncritically accepted in the literature, is regarded as one
major piece of evidence for the high structural cohesion of PVs. Consider
first the following set of examples, where intervening material is put in
boldface:
(44)

a.
b.

(45)

Hai
rischiato di
metter =lo
sotto.
aux.2sg risk-ptcp comp put-inf =cl.acc.3sg.m prt(below)
‘You risked bumping into him.’ [Iacobini & Masini (2006:160)]
Porta
=me
=lo
fuori.
bring-imp.2sg =cl.dat.1sg cl.acc.3sg.m prt(outside)
‘Bring it out for me.’

a.

Luca ha
lavato
subito
via
la macchia.
L. aux.3sg wash-ptcp immediately prt(away) the stain
‘Luca immediately washed away the stain.’
b. *Luca ha
lavato
con accanimento via
la
L. aux.3sg wash-ptcp with tenacity
prt(away) the
macchia.
stain
(intended) ‘Luca washed away the stain with tenacity.’[Masini
(2005:149)]

(46)

a.

la bambola.
via
buttato
Irene ha
aux.3sg throw-ptcp prt(away) the doll
I.
‘Irene threw the away the doll.’
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b.

?? Irene

I.

ha
buttato
la bambola via.
aux.3sg throw-ptcp the doll
prt(away)

[Iacobini & Masini (2006:160)]

c.

fratello.
a suo
contro
Darebbe
give-cond-3sg prt(against) to his-m.sg brother
‘He would go against his brother.’
d. *Darebbe
a suo
fratello contro.
give-cond-3sg to his-m.sg brother prt(against)

[Cordin (2011:15)]

Clitic pronouns can freely intervene between verb and particle, as can be
seen in (44). On the other hand, only prosodically “light” (cf. (45a)), but not
“heavy” (cf. (45b)) AdvP’s can be placed in between the two parts of the
PV. This has been argued to depend on a prosodic constraint (cf. Schwarze
2008:220-1), as I will illustrate in detail in 2.4.2. Already at this point, a
striking difference between Italian and English verb-particle constructions
may be noticed. In English, verb and particle can only be separated by units
that clearly belong to morphology (like verb endings, cf. (47a)), and not
by syntactic material (cf. (47b)), when occurring in the continuous order
V−Prt−NP/DP:
(47)

(English)
a. John kick-{s//ed} out the kitten.
b. *John kicks always out the kitten.

Coming back to separability in Italian, it has been observed that interposition of an argumental NP/DP or PP yields degraded to ungrammatical
results (cf. (46a) vs. (46b) and (46c) vs. (46d) respectively). Capitalising on
these data, the scholars mentioned above conclude that only clitic pronouns
and certain classes of adverbs, but no XPs encoding arguments, can interrupt the verb-particle sequence. Now, recall from Chapter 1 (cf. section
1.2.1) that most Germanic languages (German and Dutch, English, Norwegian and Icelandic) exhibit syntactic separation of verb and particle. In
particular, English, Norwegian and Icelandic feature “Particle Shift”, where
the word order in (48a) alternates with the one in (48b):
(48)

a.
b.

V − Prt − NP/DPObject
V − NP/DPObject − Prt

If the contrasts shown in (46) above were systematic, we should conclude
that the discontinuous order in (48b) is not an available option for Italian PVs
(just like in Swedish). Nonetheless, this turns out to be false, at least with
respect to interposed Object-NPs/DPs (cf. Masini 2008, to which I will return
below). As had already been pointed out by Iacobini & Masini themselves
(2006:160, fn. 4) sentences can be easily found where the intervention of an
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Object-DP is fully acceptable:
(49)

Spero
che non mandino
le pagine indietro.
hope-1sg that neg send-sbjv-3pl the pages prt(back)
‘I hope they won’t send the pages back.’

The word order featured by (49) is exactly the one in (48b): V − DPObject − Prt.
The PV mandare indietro ‘to send back’ in (49) has a compositional meaning,
albeit an abstract one. The same word-order possibility exists for PVs with
a plain spatial meaning:
(50)

a.
b.
c.

Il cameriere spinge {avanti}
il carrello {avanti}.
the waiter pushes prt(forward) the trolley prt(forward)
‘The waiter pushes the trolley forward.’
i cani {fuori}.
mandato {fuori}
Franco ha
aux.3sg send-ptcp prt(outside) the dogs prt(outside)
F.
‘Franco let {out} the dogs {out}.’
le bottiglie {su}.
portare {su}
Devi
must-2sg bring-inf prt(up) the bottles prt(up)
‘You have to bring {up} the bottles {up}.’

Like in the English particle shift (cf. Dehé 2002), the different placement
options for the particle in (50) have been argued to be determined by different information-structural configurations (cf. Masini 2008 and discussion
below). Differently from English, though, Italian non-compositional PVs
disallow the discontinuous order in (48b), thus not exhibiting Particle Shift.
This can be seen in (51) below, where the idiomatic fare fuori ‘to do in, to
kill’, tirare via ‘to do sth. without accuracy’ and mettere su ‘to play sth.’ are
used, while the complete English paradigm (already illustrated in Chapter
1, section 1.2.1) is given in (52):
(51)

a.
b.

c.

(52)

Il killer ha
fatto
{fuori}
il boss {*fuori}.
the killer aux.3sg do-ptcp prt(outside) the boss prt(outside)
‘The killer did in the boss.’
Questo alunno
ha
tirato
{via}
il
this-m.sg school boy aux.3sg pull-ptcp prt(away) the
tema
{*via}.
composition prt(away)
‘This schoolboy wrote the composition without accuracy.’
il nuovo disco {*su}.
Jani mette {su}
J. puts prt(on) the new record prt(on)
‘Jani puts puts on the new record.’

(English)
a. Mike took {off} his jacket {off}.
b. The cowboy breaks {in} his horse {in}.
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c.

The school kid ate {up} his lunch {up}.

Let me now focus on the possible factors governing the alternation between
(48a) and (48b) in Italian. The (2008) paper by Francesca Masini is to date
the most comprehensive study of Particle Shift in Italian. She starts out by
noting that the discontinuous word order V − NP/DPObject − Prt can be often
overheard in spoken Italian, reporting examples as the following:
(53)

a.
b.

Vado a
mettere delle cose via.
go-1sg comp put-inf some things prt(away)
‘I go put some things away.’
Aveva
portato
le chiavi via!
aux-impf-3sg take-ptcp the keys prt(away)
‘He took the keys away!’

Interestingly, the particle involved is via ‘away’, the very same used by
Iacobini & Masini (2006) to demonstrate that the discontinuous order is
unacceptable (cf. the sentence in (46b) above). It thus seems that there
is more to word order of PVs than previously claimed in the literature.
By scrutinising corpora of both spoken and written Italian, Masini in fact
shows that the discontinuous order is quantitatively marginal but attested.
This order mostly occurs with PVs displaying a compositional semantics
(cf.(54a)-(54b)), even if one occurrence with an idiomatic PV is reported, too
(avere dietro, lit. ‘to have behind’, ‘to keep sth. with one’), cf. (54c)7 :
(54)

a.
b.

c.

Questi
qui butteranno la porta giù.
these-m.pl here slam-fut-3pl the door prt(down)
‘Those guys will slam the door down.
pensare a
buttare
la palla
Qui bisogna
here be necessary-3sg think-inf comp throw-inf the ball
dentro.
prt(inside)
‘Here we should think about throwing the ball in.
dietro.
Ha un cellulare
has a mobile phone prt(behind)
‘(She/He) has a cellphone with herself/himself.’

On the basis of these data, Masini (2008) investigates the structural, semantic, lexical and information-structural factors that might be responsible for
the discontinuous order. Information structure is maintained to be the crucial trigger: it is argued that the order V − NP/DP − Prt is chosen if one or
7
Idiomatic PVs like avere dietro in (54c) might be an exceptional case, though, for they
feature a support verb (in this case, avere). As has been observed by Vietri (2014:126) in
her corpus-based study of Italian idiomatic constructions, “[T]he idiomatic constructions
formed with such verbs [i.e., essere ‘to be’, avere ‘to have’, fare ‘to do’] show a high degree of
lexical and syntactic flexibility due to the semantic “emptiness” of the support verb.”.
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both of the following configurations obtain:
(55)

a.
b.

the speaker wants to focalize the predicate denoted by the PV
the Object-NP/DP is defocused

The author does not explicitly define the information-structural categories
she makes use of, but from the discussion of the examples at stake it can
be concluded that what is meant is (Information) Focus in (55a), and Background in (55b) (cf. Büring 1996:46-48), as has been argued also by Quaglia
& Trotzke (to appear). For the purposes of the present sub-section, the most
important empirical fact is that the discontinuous word order is an attested
option in Italian verb-particle constructions. Therefore, a theory of Italian
PVs must be able to represent (or derive) the discontinuous word order
V−NP/DPObject−Prt.
Masini (2008) only considers Particle Shift with transitive PVs, leaving intransitive PVs out of the picture. In principle, two distinct word orders can
occur also in this context, for Italian allows postverbal Subjects:
(56)

a.
b.

V − Prt − NP/DPSubject
V − NP/DPSubject − Prt

As Simone (1996:56-7) first pointed out, intransitive (more precisely, unaccusative) PVs seem to only allow the continuous option (i.e., (56a))8 .
The author considers the following contrasts, involving unaccusative base
verbs:
(57)

a.

Sono
venuti
fuori
i guardiani.
aux.3pl come-ptcp-m.pl prt(outside) the guardian-m.pl
‘The guardians came out.’
b. *Sono
venuti
i ragazzi fuori.
aux.3pl come-ptcp-m.pl the boy-m.pl prt(outside)
(intended) ‘The boys came out.’[Simone (1996:56)]

(58)

a.

Va
via
Giovanni.
go-3sg prt(away) G.

8

As was the case with transitive PVs, intervention of clitic pronouns (ia) and AdvP’s (ib)
is grammatical in intransitive PVs, too:
(i)

a.
b.

Continua
a
volar =gli
via
il cappello.
continue-3sg comp fly-inf cl.dat.3sg.m prt(away) the hat
‘His hat keeps blowing away.’
Sono
venuti
subito
fuori
i guardiani.
aux.3pl come-ptcp-m.pl immediately prt(outside) the guardian-m.pl
‘The guardians came out immediately.’
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b. *Va
Giovanni via.
go-3sg G.
prt(away)
‘Giovanni goes away.’[Simone (1996:57)]

A qualification about these examples is in order. Both (57b) and (58b) feature
definite DPs (i ragazzi ‘the boys’ and Giovanni, a proper name, respectively),
which are excluded from the immediately postverbal position also if they
are “sandwiched” in between an unaccusative verb and a spatial PP (cf.
Benincà et alii 2001:138):
(59)

a. *Sono
venuti
i ragazzi al
mare.
aux.3pl come-ptcp-m.pl the boys to-the sea
(intended) ‘The boys came to the seaside.’
Giovanni alla festa di Federico.
b. *Va
to-the party of F.
go-3sg G.
(intended) ‘Giovanni goes to Federico’s party.’

Nonetheless, even indefinite DPs yield ungrammatical sentences:
(60)

a.

Sono
venuti
fuori
dei guardiani.
aux.3pl come-ptcp-m.pl prt(outside) some guardians
‘Some guardians came out.’
dei guardiani fuori.
venuti
b. *Sono
aux.3pl come-ptcp-m.pl some guardians prt(outside)

(61)

a.

Va
via
un impiegato.
go-3sg prt(away) an employee
‘An employee leaves.’
un impiegato via.
b. *Va
go-3sg an employee prt(away)

Notably, both sentences with particles and sentences with PPs can be rescued if the postverbal DP (even a definite one) is contrastively focused and
followed by a prosodic break, cf. (62a) and (62b):
(62)

a.

b.

Sono
venuti
I RAGAZZI, fuori
(non le
aux.3pl come-ptcp-m.pl the boys
prt(outside) neg the
ragazze).
girls
‘THE BOYS came out (not the girls).’
Sono
venuti
I RAGAZZI, al
mare (non le
aux.3pl come-ptcp-m.pl the boys
to-the sea neg the
ragazze).
girls
‘THE BOYS came to the seaside (not the girls).’
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The construction type in (62), alternatively referred to as “Right Dislocation”
(Benincà et alii 2001) or “Marginalisation” (Cardinaletti 2002), corresponds
to a special information-structural configuration where a Contrastive Focus
(i ragazzi) is followed by backgrounded material (the particle fuori in (62a);
the PP al mare in (62b)), which is old and familiar from a preceding discourse
portion. This construction is marked from the point of view of prosody, too:
the Focus is given prominence (in terms of both pitch and intensity), the
Background is de-accented and a pause is discernible in between Focus
and Background. Provided that both information-structural and prosodic
requirements are met, the otherwise illicit linear order V−NP/DPSubject−Prt
is licensed. To date, this (to my knowledge, never observed) systematic
exception still awaits a principled explanation.
Quite interestingly, the intransitive counterparts of the constructions
involving both a particle and a clitic pronoun introduced at the end of Section 2.1 behave differently. These can display the discontinuous order even
without complying with the information-structural and prosodic requirements of “Right Dislocation”/“Marginalisation”. Consider the following
pairs, where the (a)-sentences involve “bare” unaccusative PVs and the
(b)-sentences unaccusative PVs featuring an extra clitic pronoun:
(63)

a. *È
saltato
un gatto dentro.
aux.3sg jump-ptcp-m.sg a cat prt(inside)
(intended) ‘A cat jumped in.’
b. Ci
è
saltato
un gatto dentro.
cl.loc aux.3sg jump-ptcp-m.sg a cat prt(inside)
‘A cat jumped in there.’

(64)

a. *È
corso
un uomo fuori.
aux.3sg run-ptcp-m.sg a man prt(outside)
(intended) ‘A man ran out.’
b. Ne
è
corso
un uomo fuori.
cl.abl aux.3sg run-ptcp-m.sg a man prt(outside)
‘A man ran out of there.’

(65)

volata
una banconota fuori.
a. *È
aux.3sg fly-ptcp-f.sg a banknote prt(outside)
(intended) ‘A banknote flew out.’
b. Mi
è
volata
una banconota fuori.
cl.dat.1sg aux.3sg fly-ptcp-f.sg a banknote prt(outside)
‘A banknote of mine flew out.’

(66)

Mi
viene
il cane dietro.
cl.dat.1sg come-3sg the dog prt(behind)
‘The dog comes after me.’ [Simone (1996:57)]

Simone notes this asymmetry in one of his examples (cf. (66), which I
personally find fully acceptable only if the indefinite DP un cane is chosen
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in place of the definite il cane), but he does not give any comments about it.
Also these contrasts require an explanation9 .
Two major generalisations about separability of verb and particle in Italian emerge from this subsection. First, verb and particle freely allow the
interposition of an AdvP while occurring in the continuous order (modulo prosodic constraints); this is not the case in Germanic languages like
English, where no XP can intervene if the word order V − Prt − NP/DP is
chosen. Second, the discontinuous order (V − NP/DP − Prt) is an available
syntactic option for compositional PVs, but not for idiomatic ones. In what
follows, I turn to the costituency tests applied to Italian PVs in the literature.

Constituency
Italian verb-particle constructions are described as displaying “a strong
morpho-syntactic [...] cohesion” (Iacobini 2015:628; cf. also Iacobini &
Masini 2006). In what follows, I present the tests that have been used in
the literature to substantiate this conclusion. I consider Gapping and Conjunction Reduction, Coordination, and Displacement tests (“topicalisation”,
cleft, Clitic-Left-Dislocation).
First, Italian PVs are argued to behave as constituents in coordinating
structures like the Gapping construction. Consider the sentences in (67)
(cf. Iacobini & Masini 2006:161, from whom examples and judgements are
taken):
(67)

a.

i
Max porterà
su
la scacchiera e
Yuri
the
M. bring-fut-3sg prt(up) the chessboard and Y.
pezzi
pieces
‘Max will bring up the chessboard and Yuri the pieces.’
b. *Max porterà
su
la scacchiera e
Yuri
M. bring-fut-3sg prt(up) the chessboard and Y.
su
i pezzi
prt(up) the pieces
su quella
c. Max gioca
sulla scacchiera nuova e
Yuri
on that
M. play-3sg on-the chessboard new and Y.
vecchia
old
‘Max plays on the new chessboard and Yuri on the old one.’

9
In this connection, it should be noted that Germanic languages do not behave consistently with respect to the word order options possible with intransitive PVs (cf. (56)):
whereas Norwegian reportedly freely allows both the continuous and the discontinuous
order, English seems to be more restrictive, preferring the continuous order (cf. Svenonius
1996:4 and especially fn. 1).
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d. *Max gioca
sulla scacchiera nuova e
Yuri
M. play-3sg on-the chessboard new and Yuri
vecchia
old
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These data are meant to show that verb+particle sequences, unlike verb+preposition
sequences, form a syntactic constituent to the exclusion of adjacent material.
Accordingly, only the whole PV may be gapped (cf. (67a)), but not the verb
alone (cf. (67b)). On the other hand, the head of a PP cannot be gapped
together with the verb (cf. (67c) vs. (67d)). What has not been noted in
the literature is that in both transitive sentences featuring an Object-Clitic
(instead of an NP/DP) and intransitive sentences, the rule of Gapping can
apply to the verb alone. The results are fully acceptable:
(68)

a.

b.

Angelo li
ha
portati
su,
e
Dario
A.
cl.3pl.mpl aux.3sg bring-ptcp-m.pl prt(up), and D.
giù.
prt(down)
‘Angelo brought them up, and Dario down.’
Marco
e
avanti,
corso
Lorenzo è
L.
aux.3sg run-ptcp-m.sg prt(forward) and M.
indietro
prt(back)
‘Lorenzo ran forward, and Marco ran back.’

In (68a), an accusative clitic pronoun is used instead of an NP/DP. In (68b),
on the other hand, the particles avanti ‘forward’ and indietro ‘back’ are the
unique elements occurring in the VPs of the coordinated clauses. Accordingly, a more precise generalisation consistent with the above data is that
in conjoined clauses containing PVs, the verb can be gapped alone only if
the particle is the sole contrasted element in the VP.
As Masini (2005:152) reports, different degrees of acceptability characterise
the results of a related test, namely Conjunction Reduction. In this construction, differently from what happens in Gapping, also the subject-NP/DP is
deleted (cf. the seminal paper by Jackendoff 1971 for a thorough discussion
of the differences between Gapping and Conjunction Reduction). Masini
(2005:152) notes that while (69a) is ungrammatical, (69b) is “almost acceptable”:
(69)

a. *Sara ha
portato
fuori
la bici e
poi
S. aux.3sg bring-ptcp prt(outside) the bike and then
su
la spesa.
prt(outside) the grocery shopping
(intended) ‘Sara took out the bicycle and then up the grocery
shopping.’
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b.

? Sara

ha
messo
dentro
la bici e
S.
aux.3sg put-ptcp prt(inside) the bike and
fuori
la spazzatura.
prt(outside) the trash
‘Sara put the bike in and the trash out.’

Also with respect to Conjuction Reduction it is possible to find flawless
examples, in exactly the same syntactic configurations as was the case for
Gapping:
(70)

la
giù
la mattina(,) e
su
La temperatura va
the temperature go-3sg prt(up) the morning and prt(down) the
sera.
evening
‘The temperature rises in the morning and falls in the evening.’

Basing on the data in (69), Masini (2005) concludes that particles cannot
be freely coordinated. However, what is coordinated in such structures is
not particles, but bigger constituents, probably VPs (or IPs, according to
the analysis). That particles can be coordinated is demonstrated by (71) (cf.
Poletto 2009:160 for a similar conclusion with respect to PVs in Venetan):
(71)

a.
b.

c.

[giù]].
e
[[su]
La temperatura va
the temperature go-3sg prt(up) and prt(down)
‘The temperature rises and falls.’
[indietro]], senza
e
[[avanti]
Marcolino corre
run-3sg prt(forward) and prt(back) without
M.
fermar=si.
stop-inf=cl.refl.3
‘Marcolino runs forth and back, without stopping.’
È
volato
[[dentro] o [fuori]],
il
aux.3sg fly-ptcp-m.sg prt(inside) or prt(outside) the
pipistrello?
bat-m.sg
‘Did the bat fly in or out?’

Many scholars employ two further tests to demonstrate the cohesion displayed by verb and particle: Focus Fronting (known in the literature on Italian as topicalizzazione contrastiva) and “Cleft” (Iacobini & Masini 2006:160;
Iacobini 2009; Masini 2005:150-1, Simone 1996:57; Venier 1996). Both constructions are strategies used to contrastively focalise a constituent (cf. Benincà et alii 2001). The element bearing the information-structural role of
Contrastive Focus is displaced to (or, alternatively, realised in) the clausal
left periphery. According to standard assumptions, only XPs can be displaced (or targeted by equivalent operations in non-derivational models).
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Therefore, these costructions have come to be used as constituency tests
(cf. the discussion and the generalisations in section 1.2.2 of Chapter 1 on
the comparable phenomenon of “topicalisation” in Germanic languages).
Iacobini & Masini (2006:160), whose judgements I report here, consider the
following paradigm:
(72)

a.

Luigi è
saltato
fuori
all’
improvviso.
L.
aux.3sg jump-ptcp-m.sg prt(outside) to-the sudden
‘Luigi suddenly popped out’.
b. *[Fuori] Luigi è saltato all’improvviso.
c. *È [fuori] che Luigi è saltato all’improvviso.

The data in (72b) and (72c), nonetheless, are not as straightforward as they
may seem. As already noted by Spreafico (2009:103), Focus Fronting and
Cleft yield ungrammatical results only in combination with non-compositional
PVs, but not with fully compositional ones (cf. again the discussion in 1.2.2.).
The sentences in (72b)-(72c) feature saltare fuori, which means either ‘to pop
out’ or ‘to jump out’. Only if the idiomatic meaning is selected are the
sentences degraded. The adjunct-PP all’improvviso ‘suddenly’ invites such
a reading, and the constructions sound therefore odd. If the fully compositional meaning ‘to jump out’ is selected, the structures in (72b) and (72c)
become acceptable10 . That this is the case is demonstated by the following
paradigm, which employs andare fuori ‘to go out’, a fully compositional PV:
(73)

a.

Luigi (,non dentro)!
è
andato
[FUORI]
neg prt(inside)
prt(outside) aux.3sg go-ptcp-m.sg L.

10
This qualification might even be too cautious. Through a brief Google-search, I was
able to find the following two sentences, where the PV saltare fuori in its idiomatic meaning
‘to pop out’ is used and the particle fuori is positioned in the clausal left periphery:

(i)

a.

b.

il Prof.
le
ha
aperte
e
[fuori]
sono
the professor cl.acc.f.pl aux.3sg open-ptcp-f.pl and prt(outside) aux.3pl
saltati
tre pokèmon
stupendi.
jump-ptcp-m.pl three pokemon-m.pl wonderful-m.pl
‘The teacher opened them and three wonderful pokemon popped out.’
[https://goo.gl/Bbo31W]
ho
digitato pulire
schermo e
[fuori]
son
saltati
aux.1sg key-ptcp clean-inf screen and prt(outside) aux.3pl jump-ptcp-m.pl
un sacco d’ argomenti not related
a lot of topic-m.pl not related
‘I keyed in “clean screen” and a bunch of unrelated topics popped out.’
[http://goo.gl/cysbYL]

In both cases, the construction at stake is neither Focus Fronting nor Cleft, but arguably a
kind of Topic Fronting (cf. Trotzke & Quaglia 2016 for a discussion of similar structures
in German). However, this does not weaken the empirical relevance of these pieces of
data, which confirm that even particles in idiomatic combinations may appear in the left
periphery, far away from the base verb.
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b.

‘Out went Luigi (not in)!’
È
[fuori]
che è
andato
Luigi (,
be-3sg prt(outside) that aux.3sg go-ptcp-m.sg L.
neg
non
dentro).
prt(inside)
‘It’s out(side) where Luigi went (not inside).’

The particles dentro ‘in(side)’, giù ‘down’ and su ‘up’ (in their spatial meanings) behave in the same way:
(74)

a.
b.

(75)

a.
b.

(76)

a.
b.

[DENTRO] è
andato
Luigi! (non fuori)
prt(inside) aux.3sg go-ptcp-m.sg L.
neg prt(outside)
‘In went Luigi (not out)!’
Luigi.
andato
che è
[dentro]
È
be-3sg prt(inside) that aux.3sg go-ptcp-m.sg L.
‘It’s in(side) where Luigi went.’
Luigi (non su)!
[GIÙ]
è
andato
neg prt(up)
prt(down) aux.3sg go-ptcp-m.sg L.
‘Down went Luigi (not up)!’
È
[giù]
che è
andato
Luigi.
be-3sg prt(down) that aux.3sg go-ptcp-m.sg L.
‘It’s down (below) where he went.’
Luigi (non giù)!
è
andato
[SU]
neg prt(down)
prt(up) aux.3sg go-ptcp-m.sg L.
‘Up went Luigi (not down)!’
È
[su]
che è
andato
Luigi.
be-3sg prt(up) that aux.3sg go-ptcp-m.sg L.
‘It’s up (above) where Luigi went.’

Furthermore, all the above particles can be appear in the clausal left periphery in Clitic Left Dislocation (cf. Benincà et alii 2001, Cinque 1990)
too:
(77)

a.
b.
c.
d.

[Dentro], (ci)
è
andato
Luigi.
prt(inside) cl.loc aux.3sg go-ptcp-m.sg L.
‘Inside, Luigi went there.’
[Fuori],
(ci)
è
andato
Luigi.
prt(outside) cl.loc aux.3sg go-ptcp-m.sg L.
‘Outside, Luigi went there.’
[Giù],
(ci)
è
andato
Luigi.
prt(down) cl.loc aux.3sg go-ptcp-m.sg L.
‘Down (below), Luigi went there.’
[Su],
(ci)
è
andato
Luigi.
prt(up) cl.loc aux.3sg go-ptcp-m.sg L.
‘Up (above), Luigi went there.’
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In light of the evidence collected so far, some provisional generalisations
can be drawn. Traditional constituency tests indicate that:
(78)

a.
b.

verb and particle can build a constituent to the exclusion of
material to their left and to their right
the particle can build a phrase on its own

It should be noted that the generalisations in (78) are not necessarily mutually exclusive. If a theory of phrase structure is chosen that allows certain
elements/heads to build a constituent either on their own or with another
element/head, both generalisations can be correctly captured. In fact, a
similar behaviour is also found in English. As the reader may recall from
Chapter 1, English particles are tightly bound to the verbs in the continuous
construction (V−Prt−NP/DP) but quite autonomous in the discontinuous
one (V−NP/DP−Prt), where they are feasible to be analysed as projecting
their own phrase.
Modification
One of the least investigated aspect in the syntax of Italian PVs is modification. Some remarks have been made only about the interpretation of
adverbs interposed between verb and particle, as in (45) above. When AdvPs occur in this position, they take scope over the whole PV. Consider (79)
(taken from Iacobini & Masini 2006:160):
(79)

a.
b.

Mario tira
sempre fuori
argomenti interessanti.
M.
pull-3sg always prt(outside) topics
interesting
‘Mario always comes up with interesting topics.’
Perché devi
andare sempre via
cosı̀ presto?
why must-2sg go-inf always prt(away) so early
‘Why must you always leave so early?’

Though, it seems that temporal adverbs have a similar property also when
the verb combines with canonical PPs (or with NPs/DPs). In both (80) and
(81), the adverbs scope over the whole VP:
(80)

mare.
al
{sempre // ancora // già}
Giovanni va
already to-the sea.
go-3sg always still
G.
‘Giovanni always // still // already goes to the sea.’

(81)

Giovanni mangia {sempre // ancora // già}
spaghetti in bianco.
G.
eat-3sg always still
already spaghetti in white
‘Giovanni always // still // already eats plain spaghetti.’

Accordingly, it is necessary to find an item, or a class of items, that can
modify only the particle, as happens in English with right and numerals (cf.
the data and discussion on modification in section 1.2.2 of Chapter 1). Rizzi
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(1988:523-5) points out that the set of PP-modifiers is quite poor in Italian,
comprising focalising adverbs like proprio ‘right’, solo ‘only and anche ‘too’,
which can modify other categories, too. Interestingly, different positions of
focalising adverbs like solo correspond to different interpretations:
(82)

a.
b.

Ho
messo
solo dentro
le scatole.
aux.1sg put-ptcp only prt(inside) the boxes
‘I only put in the boxes.’
(e non
le scatole solo dentro
messo
Ho
aux.1sg put-ptcp the boxes only prt(inside) and neg
fuori).
prt(outside)
‘I put the boxes only in (and not out).’

If (82a) is uttered with an unmarked, declarative intonation (without prominence on the particle and without pauses), the adverb solo scopes over the
whole PV messo dentro. On the other hand, in (82b) solo scopes over the particle only. Crucially, the former sentence displays the word order V − Prt −
NP/DP, the latter V − NP/DP − Prt. If we would limit ourselves to the data
in (82), the hypothesis could be formulated that Italian particles can only
be modified when occurring after the Direct Object, analogously to what
happens in English. Nonetheless, things appear to be more complicated.
The particles su ‘up’, giù ‘down’, avanti ‘forward’ and indietro ‘back’ can be
modified by the degree adverb più ‘more’ even if the occur in the immediate
post-verbal position:
(83)

a.
b.

Devi
spingere [più giù]
il pedale!
must-2sg push-inf more prt(down) the pedal
‘You must push the pedal further down!’
Il cameriere porta
[più avanti]
il carrello.
the waiter carry-3sg more prt(forward) the trolley
‘The waiter pushes the trolley further forward.’

Note that the modification can be more complex:
(84)

a.
b.

Devi
spingere [un po’ più giù]
il pedale!
must-2sg push-inf a little more prt(down) the pedal
‘You must push the pedal a bit further down.’
il carrello.
Il cameriere porta [ancora più avanti]
the waiter carries even more prt(forward) the trolley
‘The waiter pushes the trolley even further forward.’

In this case, we can be sure that what is modified is the particle, and not
the whole PV (or the VP): the degree adverb più in its bare form cannot
appear in the dedicated positions of VP/IP modifiers. As can be seen in
(85), it can occur neither between the modal/auxiliary and the base verb
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nor in post-particle position. To be licensed as a VP modifier, più must be
replaced by the reinforced form di più, as in cf. (86):
(85)
(86)

a. *Devi {più} spingere giù {più} il pedale!
b. *Il cameriere ha {più} portato avanti {più} il carrello.
a.
b.

Devi spingere giù {di più} il pedale {? di più}!
Il cameriere ha portato avanti {di più} il carrello {? di più}.

It could be objected that elements like più are morphologically, and not
syntactically combined with the particles at stake (in spite of orthography).
But even if più-modification were morphological, it would be difficult to
claim that the additional modifiers un po’ and ancora (in (84a) and (84b)
respectively) are morphologically concatenated, too. They look like usual
AdvPs in specifier-positions − therefore syntactic constituents.
Summing up, it can be concluded that Italian particles can be modified
(without the modifying element scoping over other constituents, too), and
that this can be the case both in post-Object and in pre-Object position.
Basing on the evidence illustrated and discussed in this subsection, we
can formulate the following generalisations regarding the phrase-structural
properties of Italian verb-particle constructions:
(87)

a.
b.
c.

verb and particle can be separated by syntactic material (both
non-argumental and argumental)
the particle can either build an XP on its own or build a constituent with the verb only
the particle can be syntactically modified

2.4.2 State of the Art: Phonology
The phonology of Italian PVs has not been studied as systematically as
their syntax. The literature completely lacks experimental studies, the existing observations and generalisations only coming from (the authors’)
introspection.
Simone (1996, 1997) was the first to argue that verb and particle build
a very cohesive unit in prosody, too, and not only in syntax. The author
(1996: 59) pointed out that particles usually bear stress (88a), unlike primary
prepositions (88b):

(88)

a.

I commercianti
the dealers
‘The dealers

*
tirano
pull-3pl
raise

*
su
prt(up)

*
il prezzo
the price
the price.’
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b.

I commercianti
the dealers
‘The dealers

*
tirano
pull-3pl
are

sul
on-the
greedy

*
prezzo
price
on the price.’

Capitalising on this and similar pieces of evidence, Simone advanced the
claim that PVs tend to build a phonological word. A different conclusion
is proposed by Schwarze (2008:220-1) and suggested by Iacobini (2008),
too. According to Schwarze (2008), the fact that particles systematically
bear stress (cf. e.g. (88a)) is evidence that they are situated on the right
boundary of a prosodic phrase.
Prosodic factors have also been claimed to play a role with respect to the
word order options displayed by Italian PVs. Schwarze (2008:221) formulates the hypothesis that the material interposed between verb and particle
may not exceed one prosodic phrase (cf. (89a) vs. (89b)) and, if it is a
prosodic phrase, it cannot involve more than two prosodic words (cf. (90a)
vs. (90b)):
(89)

a.
b.

(90)

a.
b.

mettere [le tazze]φ via
put-inf the cups prt(away)
?? mettere [le tazze] [di porcellana] via
φ
φ
put-inf the cups of porcelain prt(away)
mettere [[queste]W [tazze]W ]φ via
cups
prt(away)
put-inf these
? mettere [[queste] [vostre] [tazze] ] via
W φ
W
W
your
cups
prt(away)
put-inf these

Iacobini (2008:115-6) suggests that particles occupy the same prosodic position where fillers and interjections are usually found in colloquial speech:
(91)

a.
b.

Sulle mani c’
è
molto da
fare
eh.
on-the hands cl.loc be-3sg much comp do-inf intrj
‘As regards hands, there is much to do (you know).’
oh.
E io invece entro
and I instead go in-1sg intrj
‘As for me, I go in instead (I tell you that).’

According to the author, this hypothesis could motivate the preference for
the clause-final position of PVs, found as a result of a corpus study.
As emerges from this discussion, there is no consensus to date on the
precise prosodic representation (in terms of constituents in a prosodic hierarchy) of Italian verb-particle constructions.
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2.4.3 Research question
A recurring claim defended in the literature (Cordin 2011; Iacobini 2008,
Iacobini & Masini 2006, Masini 2005, Simone 1996; Venier 1996) is that verb
and particle display a high level of structural cohesion. This proves to hold
at both a syntactic (cf. 2.4.1) and a prosodic (cf. 2.4.2) level, and it also
corresponds to a strong intuition of the speakers of Italian. What is often
missing in the literature is an explicit (and formal) characterisation of the
aforementioned cohesion. Let us consider syntax: do verb and particle
build a constituent? It seems they can, in light of the evidence presented
in 2.4.1. But is this constituent similar to, say, the constituent built by
verb and Object-NP/DP in a run-of-the-mill transitive sentence (i.e., a verbprojection, like V′ ), or is it different? How can the distribution of such a
constituent be captured? Such questions are usually evaded in studies on
Italian PVs (an exception being Mateu & Rigau 2010). Iacobini & Masini
(2006), for example, do claim that verb and particle build a cohesive unit,
but they represent it in a format compatible to Construction Grammar,
which places PVs in a grey-zone between morphology and syntax, running the risk of leaving some important facts unexplained. The framework
of Lexical-Functional Grammar, on the other hand, provides an architecture articulated in different, but related layers: syntax is dealt with in both
c(onstituent)-structure and f(unctional)-structure, argument-structure has
a separate level of representation (a(rgument)-structure), and prosodic generalisations are captured at p(honological)-structure. Such a system allows
for mismatches, thus making it possible to represent particle verbs as a unit
at one level, but as two separate objects at another one. With respect to
phonology, on the other hand, precise hypotheses have been formulated,
but they are not corroborated by dedicated experimental studies.
In Chapter 5, I am going to offer an LFG-representation of Italian PVs,
isolating the architectural level(s) at which they build a unitary object. It
will be argued that verb and particle may optionally display a structural
cohesion higher than the one of other V-PP sequences, at both c- and pstructure. To this end, I will combine traditional syntactic tests (for cstructure) with experimental data from a pilot-study (for p-structure).

2.5 The bigger picture
The answers I propose for the research questions illustrated above provide
two main contributions. The first is empirical, and consists in a better understanding of the phenomenon of Particle Verbs in Italian. The second is
theoretical, and consists in providing new insights for a general theory of
the interaction (possibilities) between verbs and prepositional items. While
all the following chapters will pay attention to both empirical and theoret-
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ical aspects, each chapter concentrates on the one or on the other purpose
of the work.
Chapter 3, devoted to the research question in 2.2.2, tackles an issue primarily bearing on the Italian data. In fact, a precise characterisation of what
Italian particles really are is mandatory for understanding how Italian PVs
work. Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, on the contrary, tightly associate reflections on the processes observed in Italian to generalisations arrived at with
respect to similar processes in different languages. Chapter 4 (addressing
the research question in 2.3.2) sketches out a typology of the interactions
between verbal and adpositional (spatial) predicates. I thereby propose a
general constraint on the theoretical option of complex predication. Chapter 5 (devoted to the research question in 2.4.3) addresses the interaction of
verb and particle at c-structure and at p-structure. The account proposed for
Italian is shown to have important implications for the issue of optionality
in syntax. In the sixth, concluding Chapter, I survey the major conclusions
by illustrating the representation(s) of Italian PVs at different levels of the
LFG-architecture. An important result of the overall analysis will be that
Italian PVs are syntactic, and not morphological objects.

Chapter 3

Classifying Italian Particle
Verbs
In the present Chapter, I address the research question in 2.2.2, regarding
the category of the items usually referred to as “particles” in the literature
on Italian verb-particle constructions: are Italian “particles” P(reposition)s
or Adv(erb)s? I will argue that the only lexical category productively furnishing particles is P(reposition).
In section 3.1, I show that the class referred to as “particle” comprises
items displaying quite different syntactic and semantic properties. A careful examination of all the structures featuring “particles” demonstrates
that two distinct constructions can be profitably identified, which I call
the “Particle+Ground-Construction” and the “Bare-Particle-Construction”.
Section 3.2 provides conclusive arguments that the lexical category of “particles” is P(reposition), cf. the categorial generalisation in (72). Finally, in
section 3.3 I identify two different classes of “particles” on both syntactic
and semantic grounds.

3.1 An opaque category
As mentioned in Chapter 2 (cf. section 2.1), the category “particle verb” as
employed in the literature (e.g. Cini 2008b; Iacobini 2009a, b; Iacobini &
Masini 2006; Masini 2008; Simone 1996, 1997) often refers to quite different
construction types. For instance, both (1a) and (1b) are commonly described
as involving PVs (andare su ‘to go up’ and andare addosso ‘to bump into so.’
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respectively) by Simone (1996:56)1
(1)

a.
b.

Il bambino è
andato
su.
the kid
aux.3sg go-ptcp-m.sg prt(up)
‘The kid went up.’
Gli
è
andata
addosso.
cl.dat.3sg.m aux.3sg go-ptcp-f.sg prt(on)
‘She bumped into him.’

The latter construction involves an additional argument, lacking in the
former: the Ground (cf. Talmy 1978, 1985 and section 1.2.4 in Chapter
1), realised through the dative clitic pronoun gli. Interestingly, it can be
observed that whereas andare addosso must appear with a Ground (cf. (2)),
andare su either yields an ungrammatical sentence (3a) or receives a different
interpretation (3b) in presence of a Ground-encoding clitic:
(2)
(3)

*È
andata
addosso.
aux.3sg go-ptcp.f.sg prt(on)
a. *Il bambino gli
è
andato
su.
the kid
cl.dat.3sg.m aux.3sg go-ptcp-m.sg prt(up)
b. Il bambino ci
è
andato
su.
the kid
cl.loc aux.3sg go-ptcp-m.sg prt(up)
‘The kid went on it.’

In (3a), the very same clitic pronoun is used that also appears with andare
addosso in (1b). In the acceptable sentence in (3b), on the other hand, the
PV occurs with a locative clitic (ci). Crucially, in the latter construction su
can be only interpreted as ‘on’, and not with the meaning associated to the
particle su in (1a), i.e. ‘up’. In other words, the su used in (1a) is not the same
as the su appearing in (3b). In fact, I will later argue that they correspond
to different lexical entries (cf. 3.2.4). Thus, if we assume that both su
‘up’ in (1a) and addosso in (1b) are particles, we must be able to provide
a principled explanation for their different behaviour. To what extent are
particles like su different from particles like addosso? An immediate answer
could consist in assuming that the former are lexically specified as not
compatible with Grounds, differently from the latter. Subsequently, only
the latter could participate in the second construction, which by definition
involves a Ground. Such a solution, though, is too simple. As the reader
may see in (4), su can independently take a Ground, encoded in this case

1
Throughout this and the next chapters, the elements referred to as “particles” in the
literature (cf. 3.1.1 below) will be consistently glossed as “prt” for convenience.
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by the PP per il sentiero:
(4)

Il bambino è
andato
su
per il sentiero.
the kid
aux.3sg go-ptcp-m.sg prt(up) via the path
‘The kid went up the path.’

In light of these and similar facts, it seems that a deeper understanding of the
syntax and semantics of “particles” is mandatory for being able to explain
their participation in the two constructions at stake. What I argue in this
Chapter is that such an understanding is accessible if one considers “particles” to belong to the lexical category P(reposition). The resulting characterisation will describe all particles as Ps, and will predict their differential
distribution on the base of independently motivated syntactic properties (in
particular, g(rammatical)f(unction)-assignment and case-specifications).
Before embarking in this enterprise, though, we need to take a step back
and separate constructions like (1a) from constructions like (1b), at least
at a first, descriptive level. I will call the former “Bare-Particle Constructions” (henceforth, BPCs) −since they display no Ground−, and the latter
“Particle+Ground Constructions” (henceforth, PGCs) − since a Ground is
overtly expressed. In this way, it will be possible to see what particles may
participate in what construction.
I would like to make clear that the distinction between BPC and PGC is
employed for descriptive and heuristic needs only, and will vanish as a
result of the overall account of Italian PVs I argue for in this dissertation.
This is because, as I said before, the analyses I propose will predict the
distribution of prepositions into the BPC and the PGC on the base of their
syntactic and semantic properties. More precisely, the PGC is addressed in
Chapter 4, whereas the BPC is scrutinised in Chapter 5. As a result of the
overall analysis, it will be clear that the only class of so-called “particles”
syntactically behaving as particles in any cross-linguistically relevant sense
is the one appearing in the Bare-Particle Construction. The present Chapter,
on the other hand, provides arguments for the generalisation that particles
belong to the lexical category P, on which the analyses I defend rest.
In what follows, I am going to present and discuss the lists of particles
provided in the literature. Then, I describe the BPC and the PGC in detail.

3.1.1 Lists of particles in the literature
The aforementioned opacity of the category “particle” is reflected in the
lists of particles that can be found in the literature on Italian PVs. Crucially,
no reference is made to the possibility for the particle to appear with a
clitic or a phrase encoding the Ground, nor to morpho-syntactic properties
displayed by the items in other constructions (i.e., when they do not surface
as particles). By way of example, consider the list of particles provided
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by Simone (Simone 1996:52) in (5), by Cini (Cini 2008b:45), in (6) and by
Iacobini and Masini (Iacobini & Masini 2006:173), in (7):
(5)

Simone 1996:
accanto ‘beside’, addosso ‘on’, apposta ‘on purpose’, avanti ‘forward’,
bene ‘well’, contro ‘against’, davanti ‘in front of’, da parte ‘aside’, dentro
‘in(side)’, dietro ‘behind’, fuori ‘out(side)’, giù ‘down’, incontro ‘towards’, indietro ‘back’, insieme ‘together’, lontano ‘far’, male ‘badly’,
meno ‘less’, senza ‘without’, sopra ‘above; over’, sotto ‘below; under’,
su ‘up; on’, via ‘away’, vicino ‘near(by)’

(6)

Cini 2008:
accanto ‘beside’, addosso ‘on’, altrove ‘elsewhere’, apposta ‘on purpose’,
avanti ‘forward’, bene ‘well’, contro ‘against’, davanti ‘in front of’,
dentro ‘in(side)’, dietro ‘behind’, diritto ‘straight’, fuori ‘out(side)’, giù
‘down’, incontro ‘towards’, indietro ‘back’, innanzi ‘ahead’, insieme
‘together’, intorno ‘around’, là ‘there (wide space)’, largo ‘wide’, lı̀
‘there (point-shaped space)’, lontano ‘far’, male ‘badly’, oltre ‘beyond’,
sopra ‘above; over’, sotto ‘below; under’, su ‘up; on’, tardi ‘late’, via
‘away’, vicino ‘near(by)’

(7)

Iacobini & Masini 2006:
accanto ‘beside’, addosso ‘on’, appresso ‘after’, attorno, ‘around’, avanti
‘forward’, contro ‘against’, dentro ‘inside’, dietro ‘behind’, fuori ‘outside’, giu ‘down’, indietro ‘back’, intorno ‘around’, lontano ‘far away’,
oltre ‘beyond’, sopra ‘above; over’, sotto ‘below; under’, su ‘up; on’,
via ‘away’, vicino ‘near’

The three lists differ to the extent that the first two also include “peripheral”
particles (i.e. items that have no spatial semantics, and are less productive in
building PVs), whereas the latter is more restrictive, listing up only particles
with spatial semantics. The list in (5) counts 24 items, the one in (6) counts 31
and the one in (7) 19. A feature common to all of them, however, consists in
including (i) elements that can only participate in the PGC, (ii) elements that
can only participate in the BPC, and (iii) elements that can appear in both
constructions, without any distinction. If we were to make a distinction
according to these three classes (access to BPC only, to PGC only, to both),
we would end up with three sub-classes out of each list2 :
(8)

a.
b.
2

BPC only: avanti, giù, indietro, lontano, su (with the meaning
‘up’), via
PGC only: addosso, contro, incontro

I will limit myself to considering spatial particles, for peripheral particles cannot encode
a Ground argument because their argument structure (if any) systematically lacks such a
semantic role.
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(9)

c.

both BPC and PGC: accanto, davanti, dentro, dietro, fuori, insieme,
sopra, sotto, su (with the meaning ‘on’), vicino

a.

BPC only: altrove, apposta, avanti, giù, indietro, là, lı̀, lontano, oltre,
su (with the meaning ‘up’), via
PGC only: addosso, contro, incontro, innanzi
both BPC and PGC: accanto, davanti, dentro, dietro, fuori, insieme,
intorno, sopra, sotto, su (with the meaning ‘on’), vicino

b.
c.
(10)
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a.
b.
c.

BPC only: avanti, giù, indietro, lontano, oltre, su (with the meaning ‘up’), via
PGC only: addosso, appresso, contro
both BPC and PGC: accanto, dentro, dietro, fuori, sopra, sotto, su
(with the meaning ‘on’), vicino

As the reader may see, not every particle can participate in both construction
types. For example, indietro ‘back’ can only appear in the BPC, but not in
the PGC:
(11)

a.

Il cane è
corso
indietro.
the dog aux.3sg run-ptcp.m.sg prt(back)
‘The dog ran back.’
b. *Il cane gli
// le
// ci
è
the dog cl.dat.3sg.m cl.dat.3sg.f cl.loc aux.3sg
corso
indietro.
run-ptcp.m.sg prt(back)

On the other hand, dentro ‘in(side)’ may occur in both the BPC (12a) and the
PGC (12b):
(12)

a.
b.

Carlo mette dentro
la videocassetta.
C.
put-3sg prt(inside) the videotape
‘Carlo puts in the videotape.’
Carlo ci
mette dentro
la videocassetta.
C.
cl.loc put-3sg prt(inside) the videotape
‘Carlo puts the videotape in there.’

In what follows, I describe the Bare-Particle Construction and the Particle+Ground
Construction in detail.

3.1.2 The two constructions: BPC vs. PGC
In their manifestations exemplified up to now, the Bare-Particle Construction and the Particle+Ground Construction instantiate the abstract structures in (13a) and (13b) respectively (for the moment, only linear order
is
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(13)

a.
b.

. . . (Aux) V Prt (NP/DP). . .
. . . CLGround (Aux) V Prt (NP/DP). . .

As long as the number of syntactic words is concerned, the BPC differs
from the PGC minimally: the latter contains a clitic pronoun (realising the
Ground argument of the particle) that is absent in the former. Optionally,
both can appear with an NP/DP realising the sentential obj(ect). Examples
for (13a) and (13b) are given in (14) and (15) respectively:
(14)

a.
b.

(15)

a.
b.

Un piccione è
volato
via.
a pigeon aux.3sg fly-ptcp.m.sg prt(away)
‘A pigeon flew away.’
Ho
cacciato
via
i piccioni.
aux.3sg chase-ptcp prt(away) the pigeons
‘I chased away the pigeons.’
Un cane gli
è
saltato
addosso.
a dog cl.dat.3sg.m aux.3sg jump-ptcp.m.sg prt(on)
‘A dog jumped on at him.’
Gli
ho
buttato
addosso un secchio d’ acqua.
cl.dat.3sg.m aux.1sg throw-ptcp prt(on) a bucket of water
‘I threw a bucket full of water at him.’

As illustrated in Chapter 2 (cf. section 2.4.1 in Chapter 2), the phenomenon
of Particle Shift familiar from many Germanic languages (cf. Dehé 2002
among others) is also attested in Italian PVs. With respect to this phenomenon, the BPC and the PGC behave differently. In particular, the PGC
appears to be more liberal than the BPC in allowing the word order alternation. Let me first make a distinction between Particle Shift with obj-XPs
and Particle Shift with subj(ect)-XPs. Provided that the PV at stake is compositional and not idiomatic (cf. again 2.4.1), one gets an alternation like
(16) in the former, and an alternation like (17) in the latter:
(16)

a.
b.

(17)

a.
b.

V − Prt − XPObject
V − XPObject − Prt

V − Prt − XPSubject
V − XPSubject − Prt

The shift in (16) seems to be a licit syntactic option for both the BPC and the
PGC, as the data in (18) and (19) demonstrate:
(18)

a.

Il cameriere spinge {avanti}
il carrello {avanti}.
the waiter pushes prt(forward) the trolley prt(forward)
‘The waiter pushes the trolley forward.’
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a.
b.
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Carlo ha
mandato {fuori}
i cani {fuori}.
C.
aux.3sg send-ptcp prt(outside) the dogs prt(outside)
‘Carlo let {out} the dogs {out}.’
le bottiglie {su}.
portare {su}
Devi
must-2sg.pres.ind bring prt(up) the bottles prt(up)
‘You have to bring {up} the bottles {up}.’
hanno tirato
{addosso} un sasso {addosso}!
Gli
cl.dat.3sg.m aux.3pl throw-ptcp prt(on) a stone prt(on)
‘They threw a stone at him!’
Ci
ha
messo
{sopra}
i piedi {sopra}
cl.loc aux.3sg put-ptcp prt(above) the feet prt(above)
‘(He/She) put his/her feet upon it.’

Nonetheless, as already pointed out in the discussion in Chapter 2, the
shift in the BPC is governed by constraints that one doesn’t find in the
PGC. Recall that Masini (2008) argues that the discontinuous order (i.e., V −
NP/DP − Prt) is chosen if one or both of the following configurations obtain:
(20)

a.
b.

the speaker wants to focalize the predicate denoted by the PV
the object-XP is defocussed

In the PGC, the requirements seem to be milder: if uttered out of the blue,
the sentences in (19) sound less marked than the ones in (18). The difference
between the two constructions becomes sharper as soon as one considers
shiftability past Subject-XPs, i.e. alternations displaying the structures in
(17). As the contrast in (21) shows, the discontinuous order “V − XP − Prt”
is acceptable with the PGC, but ungrammatical with the BPC:
(21)

a.
b.

È
saltato
{dentro}
un gatto {*dentro}.
aux.3sg jump-ptcp-m.sg prt(inside) a cat prt(inside)
‘A cat jumped in.’
Ci
è
saltato
{dentro}
un gatto {dentro}.
cl.loc aux.3sg jump-ptcp-m.sg prt(inside) a cat prt(inside)
‘A cat jumped in there.’

I will return to this contrast in Chapter 5, where I will show that a principled
explanation follows from the defended analysis of the BPC.
Focussing now on the Particle+Ground Construction, it must be noted
that a clitic pronoun is not the only way to realise the Ground-argument of
the particle. In fact, the Ground can be encoded by a PP (as in (22b) and
(23b)):
(22)

a.

Luca gli
corre dietro.
L. cl.dat.3sg.m runs prt(behind)
‘Luca runs after him.’
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(23)

b.

Luca corre dietro
a un suo amico.
L. runs prt(behind) to a his friend
‘Luca runs after a friend of his.’

a.

Luca ci
passa sotto.
L. cl.loc passes prt(below)
‘Luca passes below it.’
ponte.
al
Luca passa sotto
L. passes prt(below) to-the bridge
‘Luca passes below the bridge.’

b.

As pointed out by Iacobini & Masini (2006:159), the sentences in (22b) and
(23b) are ambiguous: they can be analysed either as PVs taking the PPs a
un suo amico/al ponte as arguments (cf. (24a)), or as simple verbs governing
the complex PPs dietro a un suo amico/sopra al ponte (cf. (24b)):
(24)

a.
b.

[V Prt]PV PP
V [P PP]PP

The particles fuori ‘out(side)’, via ‘away’ and giù ‘down’ also display the
same ambiguity in (24) in intransitive sentences (cf. (25a), (26a), (27a)), but
in transitive sentences, the PP encoding the Ground can be realised to the
right of the Object-XP as well (cf. (25b), (26b), (27b)):
(25)

a.
b.

(26)

a.
b.

(27)

a.
b.

Il prof
corre fuori
dalla
classe.
the professor runs prt(outside) from-the classroom
‘The teacher runs out of the classroom.’
borsa.
gli occhiali dalla
tira fuori
Il prof
the professor pulls prt(outside) the glasses from-the bag
‘The teacher takes his glasses out from the bag.’
canile.
dal
Elisa va via
E. goes prt(away) from-the dog shelter
‘Elisa goes away from the dog shelter.’
Elisa porta via
il cane dal
canile.
E. takes prt(away) the dog from-the dog shelter
‘Elisa takes the dog away from the dog shelter.’
Il terrorista cade giù
dal
treno.
the terrorist falls prt(down) from-the train
‘The terrorist falls off the train.’
L’ agente speciale butta giù
il terrorista dal
the agent special throws prt(down) the terrorist from-the
treno.
train
‘The special agent pushes the terrorist down from the train.’

Iacobini & Masini (2006:159) analyse the (b)-sentences above as instantiat-
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ing structures like (28), where the da-PPs are indeed taken to function as
“indirect arguments” of the whole PVs:
(28)

[V Prt]PV NP/DP PP

As a matter of fact, the Particle+Ground Construction has been analysed as
involving argument extension by many authors (Cordin 2011; Iacobini &
Masini 2006; Schwarze 2008 among others), as already mentioned in Chapter 2 (cf. section 2.3). In Chapter 4, I scrutinise this hypothesis thoroughly
and I propose a different analysis.
Porquier (2003) compares Italian PGCs featuring clitic pronouns with French
constructions like (29b) and (30b) (on which cf. also Porquier 2001):
(29)

(30)

(French)
a. Je cours après {Claude // lui // elle}
I run-1sg behind C.
him her
‘I run after {Claude // him // her}.’
b. Je lui
cours après.
I cl.dat.3sg run-1sg behind
‘I run after {him // her}.’

(French)
a. Il a
sauté
sur moi.
he aux.3sg jump-ptcp on me
‘He jumped up at me.’
b. Il m’
a
sauté
dessus.
he cl.dat.1sg aux.3sg jump-ptcp on
‘He jumped up at me.’

The author correctly distinguishes these structures from those involving
“orphaning”, or “orphan prepositions” (cf. Kaiser 2012, Zribi-Hertz 1984)
like the following:
(31)

(French)
a. Il est
venu
avec.
He aux.3sg come-ptcp.m.sg with
‘He came with it.’
b. Je suis pour.
I am for
‘I am in favour of it.’
sans?
partie
c. Tu es
you aux.2sg leave-ptcp.f.sg without
‘Have you left without (it)?’

Both similarities and differences can be noted between the PGC and the
construction type illustrated by Porquier. On the one hand, both display a
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structure of the following form in presence of a clitic pronoun:
(32)

. . . CL (Aux) V P/Prt. . .

Nonetheless, the French construction with full-NPs/DPs or tonic pronouns
(cf. (29a), (30a)) involves no intermediate preposition, contrary to Italian.
We thus get structures like (33a) in French, but structures like (33b) in Italian:
(33)

a.
b.

. . . V P NP/DP
. . . V P P NP/DP

Furthermore, some of the French P-items at stake surface in a different form
when occurring with a clitic pronoun: sur vs. dessus for ‘on’, sous vs. dessous
for ‘below’, dans vs. dedans for ‘in(side)’. Another difference concerns the
clitic pronouns: Porquier (2003) notes that in the French construction, the
clitic pronoun must (i) be dative and (ii) refer to a [+animate] N. In Italian,
on the other hand, both dative and locative clitics are licit3 , as shown in
(22a) and (23a), repeated here as (34a) and (34b) for convenience:
(34)

a.
b.

Luca gli
corre dietro.
L. cl.dat.3sg.m runs prt(behind)
‘Luca runs after him.’
Luca ci
passa sotto.
L. cl.loc passes prt(below)
‘Luca passes under it.’

Porquier also notes that French constructions like (29b) and (30b) are severely
constrained, with respect to both the preposition and the verb involved.
Contrary to Cordin’s (2011) claim that Italian PGCs are subject to similar
constraints, the Italian PGC seems to be fairly productive. Even if the set of
particles appearing in this construction is limited in number (cf. the lists in
3.1.1 above), the PGC is virtually available to any Italian V subcategorising
for an obl(lique) grammatical function encoding a Location:
(35)

a.

{davanti
è
corso
//
Paolo gli
cl.dat.3sg.m aux.3sg run-ptcp.m.sg prt(in front)
P.
dietro}.
prt(behind)
‘Paolo ran {in front of // after} him.’

3
Given that in Italian the choice between dative and locative precisely depends on
the [animacy]-value of N, a similar connection between case and animacy might be at
play in French, too. If this were the case, the two restrictions mentioned by Porquier might
presumably follow from each other: either the only available clitic is dative (which is limited
to [+animate] referents), or the referent must be [+animate] (which cannot be realised by
locative clitics).
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Paolo gli
ha
sbattuto il piatto {addosso //
P.
cl.dat.3sg.m aux.3sg slap-ptcp the plate prt(on)
contro}.
prt(against)
‘Paolo tossed the plate {at // against} him.’
{vicino
// accanto}.
abito
Le
cl.dat.3sg.f live-1sg prt(near) prt(beside)
‘I live near {her // beside} her.’

Furthermore, it can be observed that in many cases, the Location argument
corresponding to the clitic+P-complex may be not strictly subcategorised
for by the verb, rather corresponding to an adjunct (in LFG, the adj(unct)
grammatical function). This is demonstrated by the minimal pairs in (36)
and (37):
(36)

a.
b.

(37)

a.
b.

I bambini ci
giocano sopra.
the kids
cl.loc play-3pl prt(above)
‘The kids play above/over it.’
I bambini giocano.
the kids
play-3pl
‘The kids play.’
cammina accanto.
Il cane gli
the dog cl.dat.3sg.m walks prt(beside)
‘The dog walks beside him.’
Il cane cammina.
the dog walks
‘The dog walks.’

It seems thus that the Italian PGC and its French pendant are governed by
different constraints, and that the former is more productive than the latter.
Accordingly, the analysis advocated for Italian PGCs in Chapter 4 will be
not extended to the French cases, which deserve a separate study.
Having illustrated the two major Italian construction-types involving
what the literature labels “particles”, and postponing a thourough analysis
and representation of the PGC and the BPC to Chapter 4 and 5 respectively,
I now turn to the question regarding the category of Italian “particles”.

3.2 (Italian) particles are Ps
The main goal of this section is to provide conclusive arguments to the effect
that the major and most productive class of Italian “particles” belongs to
the lexical category P(reposition). The class at stake comprises all particles whose primary meaning is spatial, but which can acquire metaphoric
meanings (e.g. giù: ‘down’ or ‘depressed’). These items are given in the list
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in (38), created basing on the lists by Cini (2008b), Iacobini & Masini (2006)
and Simone (1996):
(38)

accanto ‘beside’, addosso ‘on’, altrove ‘elsewhere’, appresso ‘after’,
avanti ‘forward’, contro ‘against’, davanti ‘in front of’, dentro ‘in(side)’,
dietro ‘behind’, fuori ‘out(side)’, giù ‘down’, incontro ‘towards’, indietro ‘back’, innanzi ‘ahead’, intorno/attorno ‘around’, là ‘there (wide
space)’, lı̀ ‘there (point-shaped space)’, lontano ‘far’, oltre ‘beyond’,
sopra ‘above; over’, sotto ‘below; under’, su ‘up; on’, via ‘away’,
vicino ‘near(by)’

On the other hand, the following items (collected from the same three lists)
will be excluded from the present discussion:
(39)

apposta ‘on purpose’, bene ‘well’, da parte ‘aside’, diritto ‘straight’,
largo ‘wide’, male ‘badly’, meno ‘less’, senza ‘without’, tardi ‘late’

In order to demonstrate that Italian “particles” are Ps, I first discuss relevant arguments provided by Jackendoff (1977) for English (cf. 3.2.1) and
by Rizzi (1988) for Italian (cf. 3.2.2). In 3.2.3, I then put forth a novel argument based on g(rammatical)f(unction)-assignment and morphological
complexity. Section 3.2.4 discusses a potential counter-argument by Venier
(1996), showing that it causes no problems for my claim. Finally, I arrive at
a categorial generalisation.

3.2.1 Arguments by Jackendoff (1977)
A sharp separation between Adverbs and Prepositions, as well as a principled connection between the latter and particles, dates back at least to Jackendoff’s classic study of phrase structure (Jackendoff 1977)4 . The author
(1977:31-33) revises the cross-classification of lexical categories proposed
by Chomsky (1970), thereby explicitly including adpositions among major
lexical categories. The two systems are illustrated in Table 3.1 and in Table
3.2 respectively.

+N
−N

+V
Adjective
Verb

−V
Noun
(Adposition)

Table 3.1: Decomposition of lexical categories (Chomsky 1970)

4

Cf. also Emonds (1972, 1985) and the discussion in section 1.2.4 in Chapter 1.
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+Subject
−Subject

+Object
V
P
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−Object
N
A

Table 3.2: Decomposition of lexical categories (Jackendoff 1977)
As the reader may see in Table 3.2, Jackendoff makes use of the features
[±Subject] and [±Object], which refer to the presence/absence of an NP in
the Specifier of a given category X and to the presence/absence of an NP in
the Complement of that same category X respectively. In addition, a feature [±Complement] is assumed, in order to further distinguish between
categories that can take a complement (be it an NP or a different phrasal
projection) and categories that cannot take any complement. Equipped
with this feature system, the author scrutinises both major and minor lexical categories of English. Adverbs and Particles are argued to be minor
categories belonging to the (major) categories A(djective) and P(reposition)
respectively. They are characterised by the following feature matrices:
(40)

a.
b.

Adverb: [−Subject] [−Object] [−Complement]
Particle: [−Subject] [+Object] [−Complement]

The major categories A and P, on the other hand, receive the following
featural decomposition:
(41)

a.
b.

Adjective: [−Subject] [−Object] [+Complement]
Preposition: [−Subject] [+Object] [+Complement]

Let me now concentrate on the features [±Object] and [±Complement].
With respect to Adjectives, the configuration [−Object], [+Complement]
allows to capture data like (42):
(42)

(English)
a. *fearful the Bogeyman
b. fearful of the Bogeyman

On the other hand, Jackendoff specifies Adverbs as [−Subject], [−Object],
[−Complement] in light of the contrast in (43):
(43)

(English)
a. fearful of the Bogeyman
b. *fearfully of the Bogeyman

Adverbs are thus analysed as a sub-class of adjectives that cannot take complements. Jackendoff discusses a piece of evidence that seems to contradict
this claim. Apparently, complement-taking adverbs exist in English, e.g.
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the adverb unfortunately:
(44)

(English) unfortunately for our hero

Nonetheless, the author casts doubts on the conclusion that the PP for our
hero in (44) is really a (direct) Complement to the adverb unfortunately. Evidence comes from the adjective unfortunate, from which unfortunately is
derived. Differently from what happens with other, ‘bona fide’ PP complements of adjectives (cf. the PP-complement to dependent in (45b)), preposing
of the PP for our hero yields perfect results with unfortunate (cf. (46b)).
(45)

(English)
a. Bill is dependent on Fred.
b. ? *On Fred, Bill is dependent.

(46)

(English)
a. It was unfortunate for our hero that Rome burned.
b. For our hero, it was unfortunate that Rome burned.

Jackendoff’s first conclusion relevant to my point is thus that Adjectives
can take Complements, Adverbs cannot. Since the items referred to as
“particles” in the literature on Italian PVs can take complements (in some
cases, they actually must), the claim that they belong to the lexical category Adverb seems ill-advised. A natural alternative is to regard them
as belonging to the lexical category Preposition, which is classified as
[+Object],[+Complement]. While the [±Object] feature will be always
specified as [+Object], setting the [±Complement] feature positively or
negatively will allow for a distinction between “particles” appearing with
complements and “particles” appearing withtout complements. I will later
show that Jackendoff’s characterisation of Adverbs as strictly [−Complement]
items is too strong for Italian, even if a similar asymmetry between “particles” and Adverbs can be observed in this language, too.
The second point relevant to the present discussion concerns the properties
of Prepositions (i.e., items specified as [−Subject], [+Object], [+Complement])
and of their projections, i.e. PPs. Jackendoff (1977:79) proposes the following phrase-structure rule for the first bar-level of the syntactic projection of
P:
(47)

P′ −→ P − (NP) − (PP)

The rule in (47) allows it for P to take two complements, both an NP (as in
the traditional view about PPs) and a PP. These constituents, though, may
remain uninstantiated. Accordingly, whether we get (48a), (48b), (48c) or
(48d) is a matter of lexical specification of the item at stake:
(48)

a.

P′ −→ P
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P′ −→ P − NP
P′ −→ P − NP − PP
P′ −→ P − PP

These rules generate the following English expressions:
(49)

(English)
a. here, there, downstairs, beforehand, afterward
b. in the house, down the hatch, after the ball
c. across the street from Bill’s house, down the street toward Bill, to Bill
in New York
d. out of the barn, down into the darkness, from inside the barrell, up to
your bedroom

Interestingly, Jackendoff shows that even expressions like here and there in
(49a), whose Italian companions (qui/qua and lı̀/là) are mentioned in lists
of “particles” (cf. (38)) but are usually referred to as (deictic) adverbs,
can be subsumed without problems in the category P (cf. also Jackendoff
1983). Crucially, it is shown that this emerges from a principled theory of
lexical categories, not from arbitrary considerations based on (proto)typical
properties (like that of governing an Object). Furthermore, the same theory
predicts that we may find PPs whose complement is another PP (e.g. out
of the barn), which is precisely what ones find in Italian (e.g. fuori da questa
stanza ‘outside this room’, dietro all’ altare ‘behind the altar’ etc.). If one
looks for Italian PPs instantiating the rules in (48), one would easily find
out that every rule is attested in Italian as well:
(50)

a.
b.
c.
d.

qui/qua ‘here’, lı̀/là ‘there’
nella casa ‘in the house’, sul muro ‘on the wall’, dopo la festa ‘after
the party’
attraverso la strada dal lato illuminato ‘across the street from the
illuminated side’, etc.
fuori dalla stanza ‘outside the room’, giù per la strada ‘down the
street’, da dentro il barile ‘from inside the barrel’, fino al castello
‘up to the castle’

Summing up, two major insights of Jackendoff’s (1977) study are relevant
to the present discussion: (i) the different complementation possibilities
displayed by Adverbs and Prepositions, and (ii) the multiple instantiations
of the complement(s) of Prepositions.

3.2.2 Arguments by Rizzi (1988)
Rizzi (1988) is probably the first generative linguists taking the problem of
Italian “locative adverbs” seriously. He defends the claim that lexical items
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like fuori, dentro etc. belong to the category P(reposition). To this effect, he
brings up two arguments. First, he shows that many de-adjectival adverbs
cannot govern a complement even if the corresponding adjective does:
(51)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Gianni è fiero delle sue capacità.
G.
is proud of-the his abilities
‘Gianni is proud of his abilities.’
comporta fieramente (*delle sue capacità).
Gianni si
cl.refl.3 behaves proudly of-the his abilities
G.
‘Gianni behaves proudly.’
Gianni è stanco di tutto questo.
G.
is tired of all this
‘Gianni is tired of all this.’
Gianni agisce stancamente (*di tutto questo).
G.
acts tiredly
of all this
‘Gianni acts tiredly.’
Questo è evidente a tutti.
this
is obvious to all-m.pl
‘This is obvious to everybody.’
Evidentemente (∗? a tutti), questo può avvenire.
obviously
to all-m.pl this can happen
‘Obviously, this can happen.’

This argument in fact follows the one already given by Jackendoff for English (1977) (cf. (43) above): the asymmetries shown in (51) replicate the
asymmetry between fearful of the Bogeyman and *fearfully of the Bogeyman.
Nonetheless, this is not enough for a language like Italian, for many deadjectival adverbs in fact inherit the government possibilities of the adjectives they are derived from. Consider the following:
(52)

a.
b.

(53)

a.
b.

[simile a Gianni]AP
similar to G.
‘similar to Gianni’
[similmente a Gianni]AdvP
similarly to G.
‘in a way similar to Gianni’
[diverso da Gianni]AP
different from G.
‘different from Gianni’
[diversamente da Gianni]AdvP
differently from G.
‘in a way different from Gianni’

Precisely in view of government patterns like the ones displayed in (52b)
and (53b), where an adverb governs an NP/DP with the “mediation” of a
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primary preposition like a ‘to’, or da ‘from’5 , supporters of the adverbial
nature of particles might at first find a straightforward confirmation for
their claim. In fact, “adverbial prepositions”/“locative adverbs” like dentro ‘in(side)’, fuori ‘out(side)’, dietro ‘behind’ −which systematically appear
as “particles” in either the BPC or the PGC, or in both− often display a
government pattern involving a primary P:
(54)

a.
b.

dentro
alla tua borsa
prt(inside) to-the your bag
‘inside your bag’
fuori
dalla
stazione
prt(outside) from-the station
‘outside the railway station’

Nonetheless −and here comes Rizzi’s second and sharpest argument− deadjectival adverbs like similmente ‘similarly’ and diversamente ‘differently’
cannot govern NPs/DPs directly (cf. (55)), whereas most “particles” do
display this alternative government pattern (cf. (56)):
(55)

a.
b.

(56)

a.
b.

similmente *(a) Gianni
similarly to G.
diversamente *(da) Gianni
differently from G.
{sopra
// sotto}
il tavolo
prt(above) prt(below) the table
{dentro
// contro
// dietro}
la casa
prt(inside) prt(against) prt(behind) the house

Rizzi (1988) maintains therefore that the category P(reposition), just like
V(erb), includes both obligatorily transitive and optionally transitive items
(compare e.g. in ‘in’ vs. dentro ‘in(side)’ in the prepositional domain with
tracannare ‘guzzle, quaff’ vs. bere ‘drink’ in the verbal domain)6 .
If we were to describe the Italian data by means of Jackendoff’s (1977)
feature system, we could claim that Italian Adverbs are positively specified
for [±Complement], but negatively specified for [±Object]. Prepositions,
on the other hand, appear to be positively specified for both parameters:
(57)

5

Adv vs. P in Italian
a. Adverb: [−Subject], [−Object], [+Complement]
b. Preposition: [−Subject], [+Object], [+Complement]

In section 3.3, I will assume that these primary prepositions to be syntactic exponents
of a case-feature (following standard work in LFG, cf. a.o. Vincent 1999).
6
Recall that a similar conclusion had been already advanced by Emonds (1972) for English
(cf. Chapter 1, sub-section 1.2.4).
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The class of items usually referred to as “particles” in the literature on
Italian PVs counts at least three sub-classes: (i) items that are strictly
specified as [−Complement] (58a); (ii) items that are strictly specified as
[+Complement] (58b); (iii) and items that are lexically underspecified for
the feature [±Complement] (58c). However, every class is specified as
[−Subject], [+Object], i.e. as belonging to the lexical category P(reposition).
(58)

Jackendovian featural decomposition of Italian “particles”
a. [−Subject], [+Object], [−Complement]: e.g. avanti ‘forward’,
indietro ‘back’, qui/qua ‘here’
b. [−Subject], [+Object], [+Complement]: e.g. addosso ‘on’, appresso ‘after’ incontro ‘toward’
c. [−Subject], [+Object], [x Complement]: e.g. dentro ‘in(side)’,
fuori ‘out(side)’, dietro ‘behind; after’, davanti ‘in front of’

3.2.3 Complementation and morphological complexity
Another piece of evidence that so-called “locative adverbs” are P(reposition)s
comes again from complementation facts. If one considers the Italian adverbs that may take complements (I will limit myself to the ones provided
above), one will see that all of them are morphologically derived from
Adjectives:
(59)

a.
b.

simile ‘similar’ −→ similmente ‘similarly’
diverso ‘different’ −→ diversamente ‘differently’

On the other hand, underived ones −e.g. temporal adverbs like sempre ‘always’, già ‘already’ and ancora ‘still’, or attitude adverbs like forse ‘maybe’−
never take as complements the categories they modify (i.e., VPs and IPs respectively), but usually appear in adjunct-position to X′ s or XPs (cf. Bresnan
2001:98-109):
(60)

[IP Forse [IP questi cani [I′ hanno [VP sempre [VP [V′ giocato] tra di
loro]]]]]
‘Maybe these dogs always played with each other.’
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As can be seen in (61), every adverb sits in a position adjoined to a projection,
i.e. in a classic “Adjunct-position”: forse is adjoined to IP, whereas sempre is
adjoined to VP:
(61)

IP
AdvP
forse

IP
DP
questi cani

I′
I0
hanno

VP
AdvP

VP

sempre

giocato tra di loro

If we sort the items taking complements out of the list of “particles” in (38),
we see that at least the items in (62) are clearly underived:
(62)

contro ‘against’, dentro ‘in(side)’, dietro ‘behind’, fuori ‘out(side)’,
sopra ‘above’, sotto ‘below’

We thus get a further asymmetry between bona fide Adverbs, which can take
complements only if derived (from an adjective), and “particles”, which are
able to take complements even if underived. Given that bona fide prepositions, like con ‘with’, in ‘in’, per ‘for’ are underived, we can conclude that
“particles” display another characteristic property of the lexical category P.

3.2.4 An apparent counter-argument by Venier
In her article on Italian PVs, Venier (1996) takes the opposite (and more
traditional) stance: Italian particles belong to the category Adverb. The
author (1996:151) considers the following syntactic minimal pair:
(63)

a.
b.

Metti
sul
tavolo quel libro.
put-imp-2sg on-the table that book
‘Put that book on the table’
il paltò.
su
Metti
put-imp-2sg prt(on) the overcoat
‘Put on the overcoat.’

The word su can occur either as a canonical preposition, meaning ‘on’ (cf.
(64)), or as a particle, meaning (in its compositional uses) either ‘up’ (cf.
(65a)) or ‘on’ (cf. (65b)). In what follows, I will dub the former su1 and the
latter su2 :
(64)

divano.
dorme sul
La nonna
the grandmother sleeps on-the couch
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‘Grandma sleeps on the couch.’
(65)

a.
b.

La colomba è
volata
su.
the dove aux.3sg fly-ptcp.f.sg prt(up)
‘The dove flew up.’
la giacca pesante.
su
messo
Gianni ha
aux.3sg put-ptcp prt(on) the coat heavy
G.
‘Gianni put on the warm coat.’

In (63), Venier compares a typical use of su1 (63a) with a typical use of su2
(63b). She then considers the following ungrammatical sentences:
(66)

a. *Metti
su il tavolo quel libro.
put-imp-2sg on the table that book
b. *Metti sul
paltò.
put prt(on)-the overcoat

su2 (i.e., the particle) cannot appear in the portmanteau form sul (= sudef.m.sg; cf. (66b)), while su1 (i.e., the canonical preposition) cannot avoid
it (cf. (66a)). In light of these data, Venier concludes that su2 is not of
category P, but Adv. If it were a P −so the reasoning− it could appear in
the portmanteau form sul. This argument, however, does not appear to
be a convincing one. As the set of examples in (67) and (68) shows, su1 is
obligatorily transitive whereas su2 is intransitive:
(67)

a.

Maria si
siede su questo divano.
sleeps refl.3s sits on this couch
‘Maria takes a seat on this couch.’
siede su.
b. *Maria si
sleeps refl.3s sits on

(68)

a.

su.
corso
Il gatto è
the cat aux.3sg run-ptcp.m.sg prt(up)
‘The cat ran up.’
il muro.
su
corso
b. *Il gatto è
the cat aux.3sg run-ptcp.m.sg prt(up) the wall

Taking Romance prepositional portmanteau forms like sul in (63a) not to
be the product of a synchronic phonological rule combining two syntactic
words (P0 and D0 ), but to be lexical entries on their own (cf. Schwarze 1996
a.o.), we can explain Venier’s contrast by appealing to the following distinct
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lexical entries:
(69)

Lexical entry for sul (a portmanteau form of su1 )
sul P0 (↑ pred) = ‘on<obj>’
(↑ obj definite) = +
(↑ obj gend) = m
(↑ obj num) = sg

(70)

Lexical entry for su2
su P0 (↑ pred) = ‘up/on’

The entry in (69) requires that the f-structure containing the pred feature
associated with sul must also contain an obj. Furthermore, it states that the
value of this obj is positively specified for definiteness. On this background,
the ill-formedness of the sentences in (66), repeated here as (71), is easily
predicted. In (71a), the constraints of the lexical entry in (69) force the NP
paltò to be mapped onto the obj function of the preposition. The f-structure
associated with the clause, though, will be incomplete, because the clauselevel obj (required by the verb mettere ‘to put’) will not be provided by any
c-structure node. But also (71b) is predicted to be ruled out. Namely, in
order to comply with the lexical requirements of the particle su2 (70), the
grammar must avoid to map the NP/DP il tavolo onto a gf in the domain
of the particle (simply because the particle does not subcategorise for any
gf). But then, an overall inconsistent f-structure will be projected, because
two different values (the f-structure associated to il tavolo and the f-structure
associated to quel libro) will be provided for one and the same gf, namely
the sentence-level obj.
(71)

a. *Metti sul paltò.
b. *Metti su il tavolo quel libro.

Under the proposed analysis, therefore, Venier’s (1996) counter-argument
does not qualify as one.

3.2.5 Italian “particles” are Ps
In view of the arguments provided so far, I argue that Italian “particles”
belong to the lexical category P(reposition). I therefore propose the following generalisation, which has to be understood as valid for both items
appearing in the Bare-Particle Construction and items appearing in the
Particle+Ground Construction:
(72)

Categorial generalisation
Italian spatial items referred to as “particles” belong to the category
Preposition.
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In Lexical-Functional Grammar, like in Jackendoff’s (1977) theory, lexical
categories are not primitives. Bresnan (2001:120), revising her original classification (cf. Bresnan 1982:295), cross-classifies the major lexical categories
by means of the features [±predicative] and [±transitive]:

V
P
N
A

“predicative”
+
−
−
+

“transitive”
+
+
−
−

Table 3.3: Kinds of categories (Bresnan 2001:120)
As Bresnan had already pointed out in her seminal paper on control and
complementation (cf. Bresnan 1982:301), these features reflect the true primitives of LFG, namely grammatical functions. In particular, [±predicative]
defines a category (non-)compatible with the subj(ect) grammatical function, whereas [±transitive] defines a category (non-)compatible with the
obj(ect) grammatical function:
(73)

[T]he “intransitive” (i.e. [−t]) categories are those which
do not permit (↑obj) = ↓ to be annotated to any symbol within the phrase structure rules that expand the intransitive category. This means that adjectival phrases
and noun phrases may not contain phrasal direct objects,
while verb phrases and pre- or postpositional phrases
may.

Accordingly, we may reformulate the classification in Table 3.3 as follows:

V
P
N
A

subj
+
−
−
+

obj
+
+
−
−

Table 3.4: Kinds of categories (g(rammatical)f(unction)-formulation)
In light of the categorial generalisation in (72) and the classification in Table
3.4, both Italian “particles” and other prepositions receive the following
featural representation:
(74)

[−subj, +obj]

It is important to make clear that the representation in (74) does not predict that every P-item will necessarily appear with a subcategorised obj
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within its phrase-structural projection; rather, as clearly formulated in (73),
it predicts that every P-item is allowed to appear in such a configuration.
Also Verbs, albeit being classified as [+subj, +obj], may in fact happen to
be strictly intransitive. Therefore, there is nothing unexpected in the behaviour of those “particles” that are obligatorily intransitive. Whether a
given lexical item will indeed subcategorise for a gf or not is a distinct piece
of information. This piece of grammatical information is provided by lexical entries, namely in the subcategorisation frame specified by the defining
equation (↑pred) = ’...<...>’. We can thus reformulate Jackendoff’s (1977)
triplets in (58), repeated here as (75), as the LFG-compatible underspecified
lexical entries in (76):
(75)

Jackendovian featural decomposition of Italian “particles”
a. [−Subject], [+Object], [−Complement]: e.g. avanti ‘forward’,
indietro ‘back’, qui/qua ‘here’
b. [−Subject], [+Object], [+Complement]: e.g. addosso ‘on’, appresso ‘after’ incontro ‘toward’
c. [−Subject], [+Object], [x Complement]: e.g. dentro ‘in(side)’,
fuori ‘out(side)’, dietro ‘behind; after’, davanti ‘in front of’

(76)

Underspecified lexical entries for Italian “particles”
a. P : (↑pred) = ’prt’
b. P: (↑pred) = ’prt<gf>’
c. P : { (↑pred) = ’prt’ ∨ (↑pred) = ’prt<gf>’ }

In the LFG lexical entries in (76), the symbol identifying a lexical category
(here, “P”) could be re-written as “[−subj, +obj]”, and thus perfectly corresponds to the first two elements of Jackendoff’s (1977) triplets in (75). On the
other hand, we may understand the subcategorisation frame in the LFG lexical entries as an augmented equivalent to Jackendoff’s “[±Complement]”:
semantic forms like ’...<...>’ not only specify whether there are subcategorised gf’s or not, but also indicate which gf’s exactly are subcategorised
for.
In the next section, I will argue that so-called “particles” can be profitably
grouped in at least two classes, on both syntactic and semantic grounds.
In addition, I will identify the gf’s taken by those “particles” that can take
complements, as well as their realisation at c-struture.

3.3 Classes of Ps
As I argued in the preceding section, all (spatial) “particles” belong to the
lexical category P(reposition). Nonetheless, albeit sharing categorial status
and spatial interpretation, these items are not uniform in their syntax and
semantics. In the present section, I argue that at least two sub-classes of
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“particles” can be recognised, on both syntactic and semantic grounds.
The differences pointed out here are a first step towards explaining the
distribution of the lexical items at stake into the two constructions featuring
“particles” in Italian, namely the Particle+Ground-Construction (Chapter
4) and the Bare-Particle-Construction (Chapter 5).

3.3.1 Different classes of “particles”
With respect to the items appearing in the list in (38), repeated here as (77)
for ease of reference, two main sub-classes can be recognised. The first
appears in (78a), the second in (78b):
(77)

accanto ‘beside’, addosso ‘on’, altrove ‘elsewhere’, appresso ‘after’,
avanti ‘forward’, contro ‘against’, davanti ‘in front of’, dentro ‘in(side)’,
dietro ‘behind; after’, fuori ‘out(side)’, giù ‘down’, incontro ‘towards’,
indietro ‘back’, innanzi ‘ahead’, intorno/attorno ‘around’, là ‘there
(wide space)’, lı̀ ‘there (point-shaped space)’, lontano ‘far’, oltre ‘beyond’, sopra ‘above; over’, sotto ‘below; under’, su ‘up; on’, via
‘away’, vicino ‘near(by)’

(78)

a.

b.

Class I: accanto ‘beside’, addosso ‘on’, contro ‘against’, davanti ‘in
front of’, dietro ‘behind; after’, intorno/attorno ‘around’, lontano
‘far’, oltre ‘beyond’, sopra ‘above; over’, sotto ‘below; under’,
vicino ‘near(by)’
Class II: su ‘up; on’, giù ‘down’, avanti ‘forward’, indietro ‘back’

The following items can exhibit properties typical of either class:
(79)

dentro ‘in(side)’, fuori ‘out(side)’

In addition, there are two minor sub-classes, which are characterised by
a more selective syntax and semantics. The first, I call “Restrictive Ps”
(it comprises appresso ‘after’, dietro in the meaning ‘after’ and incontro ‘towards’); the second, I call “Deictic Ps” (it comprises altrove ‘elsewhere’, là
and lı̀ ‘there’). I will illustrate these minor classes in detail in 3.3.4.
A distinct and very interesting case is that of via ‘away’. Since this particle
shows an exceptional behaviour in both syntax and semantics, I will present
the relevant data separately (cf. 3.3.5). However, in this chapter I will limit
myself to a description, postponing the analysis to Chapter 4 (cf. section
4.3.3), where a crucial piece of evidence will be discussed. In the context
of the proposed account of so-called “Source-particles”, I will show that via
can be profitably treated on a par with the “particles” belonging to Class II.
The difference between Class I and Class II can be captured along more
than one dimension. For one, the items in the former class can subcategorise
for a gf, whereas the ones in the latter cannot. For another, the former can
be described as inherently relational elements: they refer to what Svenonius
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(2006) calls “Axial Parts”, i.e. parts of the Ground individuated with respect
to its axes7 . The latter, on the other hand, look semantically intransitive, in
that they refer to directions8 . Finally, adopting the categories of “Place” and
“Path” − introduced by Jackendoff (1983) and afterwards largely assumed
by most theories of the syntax-semantics interface in spatial expressions (cf.
e.g. the contributions in Cinque & Rizzi 2010 and the ones in Asbury et al.
2008)−, it is tempting to describe the items of the first group as primarily
projecting Places, and those of the second as primarily projecting Paths at
s(emantic)-structure.
In what follows, I argue that gf-assignment and access to Place- vs. Pathreadings are the two most reliable dimensions for capturing the difference
between Class I and Class II.

3.3.2 Syntax
In order to identify the g(rammatical)f(unction)’s subcategorised for by
each P-item, I provide sentences where each preposition is not used as a
“particle” (in the sense of participating in the PGC or the BPC). This is
because, as explained in section 3.1.2, with respect to constructions like the
PGC there is no consensus as to which pred is the gf-assigner: the verb, the
particle or a combination of these (e.g. in terms of a “Complex Predicate”).
In the glosses for the examples below, I will keep referring to the P-items at
stake as “prt”, mainly to make it easier for the reader to spot those P-items
that appear in lists of “particles”.
Class I
I begin by presenting the complementation data for the P-items of Class I,
i.e. accanto ‘beside’, addosso ‘on’, contro ‘against’, davanti ‘in front of’, dietro
‘behind’, intorno/attorno ‘around’, lontano ‘far’, oltre ‘beyond’, sopra ‘above;
over’, sotto ‘below; under’, vicino ‘near(by)’. The P-items dentro ‘in(side)’
and fuori ‘out(side)’ show complementation patterns that are non-distinct
from those of the items of this class (but cf. section 3.3.3 for evidence that
they can display properties distinctive of Class II, too). After presenting the
complementation patterns and interpreting them in terms of subcategorised
gf’s, I illustrate the c- and f-structures instantiated in the most productive
cases. Partial lexical entries will be presented whenever this clarifies aspects
7

This category is actually due to Jackendoff, who defines axial parts as “regions of
the object (or its boundary) determined by their relation to the object’s axes” (Jackendoff
1996:14). A similar concept is that of “biased parts”, formulated by Talmy (1978).
8
This characterisation, albeit both intuitive and attractive, might be simplistic. As McIntyre (2001:143; 303) notes with respect to German hin-/herauf ‘up’, hin-/herunter ‘down’, the
precise semantic arity of such items depends on whether and how predicates like ‘UP’ and
‘DOWN’ are decomposed.
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of my analysis, but I refer the reader to Appendix A for a complete list of
lexical entries.
The set of examples in (80) to (92) contains sentences not involving motion verbs: the complex PPs headed by the P-items at stake thus have a
purely stative reading. Importantly, the presence of a motion verb (and
subsequently, a directional reading for the PPs) does not affect the complementation patterns in any way.
(80)

accanto
a. Il garage era accanto
alla casa.
the garage was prt(beside) to-the house
‘The garage was beside the house.’
b. Abbiamo trovato la casa. Il negozio di armi
è
aux.1pl find-ptcp the house the shop of weapons is
accanto.
prt(beside)
‘We have found the house. The weapon-shop is beside it.’

(81)

addosso
infiltrato fu
posizionata
una
a. Addosso all’
prt(on) to-the infiltrator aux.pass.pf-3sg locate-ptcp-f.sg a
microspia.
bug
‘Onto the infiltrator was located a bug.’
b. *Addosso fu
posizionata
una microspia.
prt(on) aux.pass.pf-3sg locate-ptcp-f.sg a bug

(82)

contro
a. Contro
{al
// il} muro era
appoggiato
un
prt(against) to-the the wall be-impf-3sg lean-ptcp-m.sg a
fucile.
handgun
‘A handgun was leaning against the wall.’
b. ?? Nella stanza c’
era
una parete rossa, e
in-the room cl.loc be-impf-3sg a wall red and
contro
era
appoggiato
un fucile.
prt(against) be-impf-3sg lean-ptcp-m.sg a handgun
‘In the room was a red wall, and a handgun was leaning against
(it).’

(83)

davanti
al
parlamento sostavano alcuni manifestanti.
a. Davanti
prt(in front) to-the parliament waited some manifestators
‘In front of the parliament, some manifestators waited.’
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Davanti
sostavano alcuni manifestanti.
prt(in front) waited come manifestators
‘In front, some manifestators waited.’

(84)

dentro
a. Il bruco
era
dentro
{alla // la} mela.
the caterpillar be-impf-3sg prt(inside) to-the the apple
‘The caterpillar was inside the apple.’
b. Il bruco
era
dentro.
the caterpillar be-impf-3sg prt(inside)
‘The caterpillar was inside.’

(85)

dietro1
a. Dietro
{alla // la} casa, scorre un ruscello.
prt(behind) to-the the house flows a brook
‘Behind the house, a brook flows.’
b. Dietro,
scorre un ruscello.
prt(behind) flows a brook
‘Behind, a brook flows.’

(86)

fuori
a. Una macchina era
ferma fuori
dalla
stazione.
a car
be-impf-3sg still prt(outside) from-the station
‘A car was standing outside the station.’
b. Una macchina era
ferma fuori.
a
car
be-impf-3sg still prt(outside)
‘A car was standing outside.’

(87)

intorno/attorno
a. {Intorno
// attorno}
al
deposito erano
di
prt(around) prt(around) to-the the
storehouse were
guardia alcuni soldati.
of
guard some soldiers
‘Around the storehouse, some soldiers were guarding.’
b. Ecco il deposito.
I soldati sono {intorno
//
here the storehouse the soldiers are prt(around)
attorno}.
prt(around)
‘Here is the storehouse. The soldiers are around it.’

(88)

lontano
a. Alcuni nomadi bivaccavano
lontano dalla
strada.
some nomads camp-impf-3pl prt(far) from-the road
‘Some nomads were camping far from the road.’
lontano.
b. Alcuni nomadi bivaccavano
some nomads camp-impf.3pl prt(far)
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(89)

oltre
a. Oltre
la siepe troverai
un giardino
prt(beyond) the hedge find-fut-2sg a garden
bellissimo.
beautiful-superl
‘Beyond the hedge you’ll find a wonderful garden.’
b. Ecco la siepe. Il gardino è oltre.
here the hedge the garden is prt(beyond)
‘Here is the hedge. The garden is beyond it.’

(90)

sopra
a. Sopra
{alla // la} collina, era
ferma una
prt(above) to-the the hill
be-impf-3sg still a
mongolfiera.
hot air balloon
‘Above the hill, a hot-air balloon was floating still.’
b. Sopra,
era
ferma una mongolfiera.
prt(above) be-impf-3sg still a hot air balloon
‘Above, a hot-air balloon was floating still.’

(91)

sotto
a. Il cane era
sotto
{al
// il} tavolo.
the dog be-impf-3sg prt(below) to-the the table
‘The dog was below the table.’
b. Il cane era
sotto.
the dog be-impf-3sg prt(below)
‘The dog was below.’

(92)

vicino
a. Vicino
alla fattoria, pascolavano
alcune pecore.
prt(near) to-the farm graze-impf.3pl some sheep
‘Near the farm, some sheep were grazing.’
b. C’
era una fattoria. Vicino(,) pascolavano
alcune pecore.
cl.loc was a farm prt(near) graze-impf.3pl some sheep
‘There was a farm. Nearby, some sheep were grazing.’

This set of data makes clear that the P-items at stake appear either intransitively or with a subcategorised gf, which I analyse as an obj(ect) (cf. also
Quaglia 2012)9 . That the gf at stake is an obj can be demonstrated by looking
9
There are two exceptions: addosso ‘on’ and contro ‘against’. Both P-items appear to be
strictly transitive (contro can be used intransitively, but only in its non-spatial meaning ‘not
in favour (of something)’, cf. Rizzi 1988). While the behaviour of an item like addosso finds
no parallels in English, contro appears to be very similar to against, which cannot appear
without its NP/DP-complement (cf. Svenonius 2010:128:136-138, who counts against among
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at its syntax and its semantics. In Lexical-Functional Grammar, Argument
Functions (i.e. subj(ect), obj(ect), obj(ect)θ and obl(lique)θ ) are decomposed
into more primitive features, namely “[±r(estricted)]” and “[±o(bjective)]”
(cf. Bresnan 2001:308):
−o
+o

−r
subj
obj

+r
oblθ
objθ

Table 3.5: Decomposition of g(rammatical)f(unctions)
Let me begin with the feature [±r(estricted)]. Bresnan (2001:308) argues
that:
(93)

[T]he feature [−r] refers to an unrestricted syntactic function, the kind of function which is not restricted as to its
semantic role [...]

Indeed, clause-level subj’s and obj’s may encode different types of semantic
roles in English: e.g. Theme in The snow melted and The sun melted the snow;
Location in This room sleeps four and Some squatter inhabit this room. However,
Bresnan’s characterisation is calibrated on clausal gf’s subcategorised by
V(erb), a lexical category that can appear with a rich array of semantic roles.
The argument structure of (spatial) adpositions, by contrast, is quite poor:
it only involves a Figure and a Ground (cf. the discussion in section 4.1.3
in Chapter 4). Therefore, a re-interpretation of the feature [±r(estricted)] in
the context of P seems to be mandatory in order to understand its use in this
particular domain. I propose to understand the feature [±r] as signalling
whether a given adpositional predicator imposes selectional restrictions on
its Ground-argument, for example in terms of animacy or in terms of a
moving vs. a stationary state. None of the P-items in (80) to (92) exhibits
similar selectional restrictions: their Grounds can be animate or inanimate,
stationary or in motion. Accordingly, the feature [±r] is set as [−r]. This
leaves us with two possibilities: subj or obj (cf. the featural decomposition
of gf’s in Table 3.5). But recall from the lexical decomposition of the category
P(reposition) that Ps cannot subcategorise for a subj by definition (cf. (74)).
It follows that only the grammatical function obj(ect) is available. We can
come to the same conclusion if we approach the problem by starting from
the other feature involved in the decomposition of Argument gf’s, i.e.

the P-items he dubs “Bounded”). For reasons of space, I have to renounce to seeking an
explanation for the observed strict intransitivity of addosso ‘on’ and contro ‘against’, leaving
this intriguing problem to future research.
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[±o(bjective)]. This is characterised by Bresnan (2001:308) as follows:
(94)

[T]he feature [−o] refers to a non-objective syntactic function, the kind of function which complements intransitive
predicators as N or A. Only subjects and obliques are [−o];
objects and restricted objects are [+o].

Note first that the characterisation in (94) suggests that [−o] is a typical featural specification of the gf’s subcategorised for by Nouns and Adjectives.
With Verbs, [−o] is only instantiated either by the subj function or by the
oblθ function. If we assume, for sake of hypothesis, that the gf taken by
the P-items at stake is marked as [−o], then we are faced with the choice
between subj and oblθ . Since subj is not supported by Ps, we are left with
oblθ . Accordingly, if the gf at stake is [+o], it could be either an obj or an
objθ , but if it is [+o] it could only be an oblθ . Basing on binding data, I argue
that the former is the case: the gf subcategorised for by the items of Class
I can only be either obj or objθ . As pointed out by Dalrymple (2001:14),
so-called “term relations” (i.e. subj, obj and objθ ) cross-linguistically differ
from “non-term relations” (e.g. oblθ ) in being less constrained as binders of
anaphors. Quaglia (2008:43-54) demonstrates that this is indeed the case in
Italian, where only subj, obj and objθ , but not the function oblθ can bind a
reflexive pronoun like sè stesso/a ‘himself/herself’ or the anaphoric adjective
proprio ‘own’. Consider now the following sentence, featuring proprio:
(95)

a Marioi e
ai
proprii
amici ci
sono
Davanti
and to-the own-m.pl friends cl.loc are
prt(in front) to M.
tre matematici
russi.
three mathematicians russian
‘In front of Marioi and his owni friends are three russian mathematicians.’

The gf encoded by the PP a Mario in (95) successfully binds the anaphoric
adjective propri embedded in the PP ai propri amici. This binding pattern
would be surprising and unprecedented in Italian if a Mario would correspond to an oblθ , but it would be what we expect to find if the PP
corresponds to a [+o] term function, either obj or objθ 10 . But as I argued
above, there are compelling reasons to believe that the gf at stake is marked
as [−r], which makes us conclude again that the c-structural complements
of Class-I prepositions are obj(ect)’s at f-structure.
After having provided arguments that the items of Class I subcategorise
for the grammatical function obj, let me now come back to the examples
in (80) to (92) in more detail. The subcategorised obj can appear either as
10

In Chapter 4 (cf. section 4.3.1), I return to the binding of proprio in more detail. The
relevant relation of structural prominence I will assume to be at work, namely F-Command,
can be used also to explain the binding pattern in (95).
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an NP/DP or as a PP headed by a case-marking preposition, either a ‘to’ or
da (in their bare or portmanteau forms). While some P-items require their
complement to be a PP (96), other P-items allow their complement to be
either an NP/DP or an a-PP (97):
(96)

a.
b.

(97)

a-PP: accanto ‘beside’, addosso ‘on’, davanti ‘in front (of)’, intorno/attorno ‘around’, vicino ‘near(by)’
da-PP: fuori ‘out(side)’, lontano ‘far’

{NP/DP | a-PP}: contro ‘against’, dentro ‘in(side)’, dietro ‘behind’,
sopra ‘above; over’, sotto ‘below; under’

The alternation between NP/DP and PP displayed by the P-items in (97)
has been argued to correlate with a difference in interpretation: Tortora
(2005, 2008) relates it to a bounded vs. unbounded construal of the Ground,
whereas Ursini (2016) argues that the difference lies in specificity. Nonetheless, it has been shown that speakers’ judgements and intuitions are subject
to a high degree of variation (cf. Garzonio 2015), which makes the testing
of either hypothesis problematic without a proper acceptability study conducted on a significant number of speakers. For this reason, I refrain here
from addressing the issue regarding the interpretive side of the alternation,
and I focus on its syntactic side.
I analyse both a and da as contributing a case-feature, but no pred-feature,
following Schwarze (1996, 2012) and Quaglia (2012). For the moment, however, I simply label the value of such case-features “a” and “da” respectively. Since a precise identification of the case-features at stake must take
into consideration the PGC as well, I postpone the discussion to Chapter 4
(cf. section 4.2.1 ), where the PGC is investigated in detail. With respect to
non-overtly marked NPs/DPs, I refine Quaglia’s (2012) analysis by assuming that the obj they map onto at f-structure contains a case-feature, too,
whose value is acc(usative). I claim that a crucial difference exists between
a/da on the one hand and acc on the other. While the former are assigned
by the spatial P-items themselves, the latter is assigned structurally, much
like Butt & King’s (2004) “structural” or “default” case. Accordingly, assignment of a/da is effected by a defining equation contained in the lexical
entries of the P-items of this class (as illustrated in Figure 3.1 for a-PPs),
whereas assignment of acc is effected by a functional annotation on the
symbol “NP”/“DP” in the c-structure rule expanding “P′ ” (as in Figure
3.2)11 .

11
Similar mechanisms can be assumed for the assignment of “structural” case for clauselevel subj’s (nom(inative)) and obj’s (acc(usative)).
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...

P0

(↑ pred) = ‘...<obj>’
(↑ obj case) = a

Figure 3.1: Lexical assignment of case

P′
↑=↓

−→

P0
↑=↓

{NP ∨ DP}
(↑ obj) = ↓
(↓ case) = accusative

...
...
...

Figure 3.2: Structural assignment of case

The partial lexical entry in Figure 3.1 captures the government pattern
featuring overtly marked obj’s. It is stated (through a defining equation)
that the subcategorised obj bears a case feature, valued as either a or da
(depending on the particular P-item). On the other hand, the partial cstructure rule in Figure 3.2 contains a X0 -slot and an XP-slot. The latter
can be filled either by an NP or by a DP. In either case, the symbol will be
mapped onto an obj at f-structure, and the f-structure paired with the obj will
be automatically endowed with the attribute-value pair “case accusative”.
The mapping from c-structure to f-structure will be as in (98) for P-items
taking PPs, but as in (99) for P-items taking NP/DPs:
(98)

PP


pred


obj


P′
P0
...

PP

DP
...

PP
P′
P0
...





pred ′ ...′ 


case a/da

P′
P0
a
da

(99)

′ . . . <obj>′

DP\NP
...


pred



obj


′ . . . <obj>′






pred ′ ...′


case accusative
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Class II
The P-items of Class II (cf. (78b)) show up in quite different structures. These
items felicitously occur intransitively, but a PP-associate may accompany
them. This is headed either by the primary preposition per ‘for; via’ or by
the primary preposition da ‘from’. In contrast to Class I, the items belonging
to Class II appear to be sensitive to the verb they occur with. Compare the
examples in (100) to (103), featuring motion verbs, to the examples in (104)
to (107), featuring the copula essere.
(100)

su2
a. L’ aquila è
volata
su.
the eagle aux.3sg fly-ptcp.f.sg prt(up)
‘The eagle flew up.’
b. L’ aquila è
volata
su
per la montagna.
the eagle aux.3sg fly-ptcp.f.sg prt(up) via the mountain
‘The eagle flew up the mountain.’

(101)

giù
giù.
corsi
a. I cani sono
the dogs aux.3pl run-ptcp.m.pl prt(down)
‘The dogs ran down.’
per le valli.
giù
corsi
b. I cani sono
the dogs aux.3pl run-ptcp.m.pl prt(down) via the valleys
‘The dogs ran down the valleys.’
c. I cani sono
corsi
giù
dalla
collina.
the dogs aux.3pl run-ptcp.m.pl prt(down) from-the hill
‘The dogs ran down from the hill.’

avanti
(102)

Marcolino è
corso
avanti.
M.
aux.3sg run-ptcp.m.sg prt(forward)
‘Marcolino ran forward.’

indietro
(103)

corso
indietro.
Lorenzo è
L.
aux.3sg run-ptcp.m.sg prt(back)
‘Lorenzo ran back.’

(104)

su2
a. L’ aquila è su.
the eagle is prt(up)
‘The eagle is {upstairs // up above}.’
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b.

(105)

L’ aquila è su
per la montagna.
the eagle is prt(up) via the mountain
‘The eagle is (at some place) up the mountain.’

giù
a. I cani sono giù.
the dogs are prt(down)
‘The dogs are {downstairs // down below}.’
b. I cani sono giù
per le valli.
the dogs are prt(down) via the valleys
‘The dogs are (at some place) down the valleys.’
c. *I cani sono giù
dalla
collina.
the dogs are prt(down) from-the hill

avanti
(106)

Marcolino è avanti.
M.
is prt(forward)
‘Marcolino is ahead. (e.g. during a walk)’

indietro
(107)

Lorenzo è indietro.
L.
is prt(back)
‘Lorenzo is behind. (e.g. during a walk)’

The first observation is that da-PPs are licensed only in presence of a motion
verb (cf. the ungrammaticality of (105c)). This kind of sensitivity is not
found with the “particles” fuori ‘out(side)’ and lontano ‘far’ in Class I, whose
da-PP-obj is perfectly acceptable even in absence of a motion verb (cf. (86a)
and (88a)). However, note that giù ‘down’ is grammatical when used alone
(cf. (105a)): in this case, giù is interpreted either as “downstairs” or as “down
below”, perfectly mirroring the behaviour of its antonym su ‘up’. This piece
of evidence points to the fact that da-PPs appearing with giù are not obj’s
subcategorised for and case-marked by the particle, as it was the case for
da-PPs with fuori and lontano. My proposal is that the da-PPs accompanying
giù are f-structure adj(unct)’s, corresponding to transitional (i.e., bounded:
cf. Zwarts 2005 and Pancheva 2011:55) “Source”-Paths at s-structure. Like
every transitional Path, they are reliant on a super-ordinate directed-motion
event, which in Italian must be licenseded by an appropriate verb (cf. Folli
& Ramchand 2005, Mateu 2012). The present analysis thus suggests that
Italian phrases like (108) are similar to English phrases like (109), which are
most profitably analysed as complex constituents where the post-particle
PP is a modifying adjunct to the particle itself (cf. Cappelle 2005: 136-137;
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2008: 123-127 for discussion):
(108)

giù
dalla
collina
prt(down) from-the hill

(109)

(English)
down from the hill

Note that the possibility for giù and dalla collina in (108) to build a single
complex PP does not qualify as an argument against my proposal. As has
been extensively shown in the literature on both English (cf. a.o. Cappelle
2008; Svenonius 2010) and German and French (Schwarze 1992), building a
constituent at c-structure does not qualify as a necessary and sufficient condition for a head-complement relation at f-structure. In Italian, independent
evidence comes from data like the following:
(110)

a.
b.
c.

in soffitta
su
prt(up) in attic
‘up in the attic’
in cantina
giù
prt(down) in cellar
‘down in the cellar’
fuori
in giardino
prt(outside) in garden
‘out in the garden’

In (110), the in-PPs can be hardly taken to be gf’s subcategorised for by
su, giù and fuori. They are rather adj’s that modify the denotation of the
preceding “particle”. These complex PPs instantiate the c- to f-structure
mapping in (111):


(111)
PP
pred ′ giù′





′
′



PP
PP

adj pred h in<obj>
i


obj
′
′

pred cantina 
′
′
P
P
P0
giù

P0
in

NP
cantina

I argue that the same mapping obtains in constructions like giù dalla collina
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in (108). The c- and f-structure are given in (112)12 :



pred ′ giù′
(112)
PP





...

...
PP
PP

adj pred ′ collina′ 






P′
P′
...
....
P0
giù

PA0
dalla

NP
collina

Let me now turn to the PPs headed by the primary preposition per, which
show up with both su ‘up’ and giù ‘down’. The complex PPs built in this
way are grammatical both in presence and in absence of a super-ordinate
event of directed motion, as the relevant examples in (100), (104) (for su)
and in (101), (105) (for giù) show. The sentences at stake are repeated here
as (113a), (113b) (for su) and (114a), (114b) (for giù) respectively.
(113)

a.
b.

(114)

a.
b.

L’ aquila è
volata
su
per la montagna.
the eagle aux.3sg fly-ptcp.f.sg prt(up) via the mountain
‘The eagle flew up the mountain.’
L’ aquila è su
per la montagna.
the eagle is prt(up) via the mountain
‘The eagle is (at some place) up the mountain.’
I cani sono
corsi
giù
per le valli.
the dogs aux.3pl run-ptcp.m.pl prt(down) via the valleys
‘The dogs ran down the valleys.’
I cani sono giù
per le valli.
the dogs are prt(down) via the valleys
‘The dogs are (at some place) down the valleys.’

I argue that the per-PP maps onto an adj(unct) at f-structure, exactly like the
da-PP occurring with giù. The PP headed by per encode a distinct “Path”component: the “Route”, i.e. the space traversed in an event of motion
(cf. Jackendoff 1983 and section 3.3.3). Independent confirmation of this
hypothesis about the semantics of per-PPs comes from the constructions in
(115), where the PP headed by per denotes the region of space traversed to

12
I do not include any attribute-value matrix for da in the proposed representation on
purpose, because I remain agnostic as to the precise f-structural characterisation of this
primary preposition in the case at stake. It might be either a case-exponent (like da-PPs with
lontano) or an independent pred. The decision depends on how Source-Paths are encoded
in Italian in general, i.e. whether simply by case or by a pred. However, either option is
compatible with the present analysis.
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complete a certain path of motion:
(115)

a.
b.

Wells è
entrato
per la porta principale.
W. aux.3sg enter-ptcp.m.sg via the door main
‘Wells entered via the main door.’
Wells è
uscito
per la porta secondaria.
W. aux.3sg exit-ptcp.m.sg via the door secondary
‘Wells exited via the secondary door.’

In fact, a similar semantic analysis has been proposed by McIntyre (2001)
for a related set of constructions in German. McIntyre (2001:64) considers
German structures like (116)13 and compares them with English structures
like (117):
(116)

(German)
a. den
Berg
{hoch
// hinauf}
the-acc.m.sg mountain prt(high) hin-prt(up)
‘up the mountain’
b. die
Straße runter
the-acc.f.sg street r-prt(down)
‘down the street’
Felswand hinab
c. die
the-acc.f.sg rock-wall hin-prt(off)
‘down the cliff’

(117)

(English)
I went out the door.

Crucially, McIntyre (2001:64) proposes to understand both the German accusative DPs in (116) and the English DP the door in (117) as “what is
traditionally known as the ‘adverbial accusative’, arguably a PP with a
phonetically empty preposition with passage semantics”. The author further formalises the denotation of such phonetically empty preposition as
“via(x)”, where the argument x is encoded by the DP. Looking at the Italian
data from this perspective, it is tempting to consider per as an overt counterpart to the null via-P posited by McIntyre. McIntyre remains agnostic
as to the syntactic status of the accusative DPs in (116), explicitly leaving
it open whether they are complements or adjuncts to the particles they occur with. However, the Italian data provide a piece of evidence that such
13
The examples feature what McIntyre dubs “double particles”, i.e. P-items consisting
of formatives like hin-, r- and a bare P-item (e.g. auf, unter). The pre-particle formatives
are analysed by McIntyre (2001:258-260; 265) as carriers of referential force (both hin- and
r-) and in some cases as markers of speaker-oriented deixis (some uses of hin-). I refer the
interested reader to McIntyre (2001) for a thorough discussion of the differences between
“simple particles” and “double particles” in German.
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“via-PPs” behave like adj’s14 . Observe first that per-PPs can appear in a
sentence independently, i.e. without any particle (118). In these cases, the
resulting Route-Path is an unbounded (or non-telic) one, for there is no
particle providing a suitable final point for the motion event.
(118)

a.
b.

Il cane corre per le scale.
the dog runs via the stairs
‘The dog runs around on the stairs.’
L’ aquila vola per le alture.
the eagle flies via the uplands
‘The eagle flies around above the uplands.’

Second, it is possible to get alternations like (119) and (120). While the
(a)-sentences feature complex PPs consisting of a particle and a per-PP, the
(b)-sentences feature the very same per-PPs in post-obj position, i.e. outside
of the maximal c-structure projection of the particles:
(119)

a.

b.

(120)

a.

b.

Abbiamo fatto
andar su
per il tubo d’ acciaio tutti
aux.1sg make-ptcp go-inf prt(up) via the pipe of steel all
i fumi di scarico.
the gases of outlet
Abbiamo fatto
andar su
tutti i fumi di scarico
aux.1sg make-ptcp go-inf prt(up) all the gases of outlet
per il tubo d’ acciaio.
via the pipe of steel
‘We let all the exhaust gases go up the steel pipe.’
dieci litri
Ho
buttato
giù
per le tubature
aux.1sg throw-ptcp prt(down) via the water pipes ten liters
d’ acqua bollente.
of water boiling
Ho
buttato
giù
dieci litri d’ acqua bollente
aux.1sg throw-ptcp prt(down) ten liters of water boiling
per le tubature.
via the water pipes
‘I threw ten liters of boiling water down the water pipes.’

Even if we assume that per can be licensed either by the particles su and giù
(in structures of the form “Prt + per-PP”) or by a motion verb like correre ‘to
run’ (as in (118)), it is problematic to argue that the per-PPs in (119b) and
(120b) correspond to gf’s subcategorised for by su and giù. In fact, Italian
prepositions never allow for their subcategorised gf’s to occur outside of the
PPs they head: this kind of discontinuous mapping from c- to f-structure is
14
A claim also defended by Den Dikken (1995:96-100) with respect to English structures
like (117).
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simply not attested in the grammar of Italian. In my view, this is a decisive
piece of evidence for analysing the per-PPs at stake as adj’s. Accordingly,
complex PPs like (121) instantiate the mapping from c- to f-structure in
(122)15 .
(121)

(122)

{su
// giù}
per la montagna.
prt(up) prt(down) via the mountain
‘{up // down} the mountain.’

pred
PP



PP
PP

adj


′
′
P
P

P0
su
giù

P0
per

DP
la montagna





...

...


pred ′ montagna′ 




...
....
′ su/giù′

The analysis of PPs appearing together with Class-II P-items is still not
complete: an asymmetry between da-PPs and per-PPs needs to be accounted
for. Recall that the former are not licensed in presence of the copula essere
(cf. dalla collina in (123)), in contrast to the latter (cf. per la montagna and per
le valli in (124)):
(123)
(124)

*I cani sono giù
dalla
collina.
the dogs are prt(down) from-the hill
a.
b.

L’ aquila è su
per la montagna.
the eagle is prt(su) via the mountain
‘The eagle is (at some place) up the mountain.’
I cani sono giù
per le valli.
the dogs are prt(down) via the valleys
‘The dogs are (at some place) down the valleys.’

How can this asymmetry be explained? I argue that the crucial difference
lies in the type of Path: transitional (or bounded) Paths require a superordinate event of directed motion, whereas non-transitional (or unbounded)
Paths do not impose such a requirement.

15
The same qualification I made with respect to da in structures like giù dalla collina ‘down
from the hill’ applies here with respect to per. As in the case of da, per might be either
a case-exponent or an independent pred. The decision depends on how Route-Paths are
encoded in Italian in general, i.e. whether simply by case or by a pred. Also in this case,
either option is compatible with my analysis.
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The higher flexibility of non-transitional Paths is demonstrated by the grammaticality of (125b):
(125)

a.
b.

Aldo va verso
il bosco.
A. goes towards the wood
‘Aldo goes towards the wood.’
il bosco.
Il campo di calcio è verso
the field of soccer is towards the wood
‘The soccer field is located towards the wood.’

Both sentences in (125) feature a PP headed by the preposition verso ‘toward(s)’, which encodes a non-transitional Goal-Path. This PP yields perfect results both in presence of the directed motion verb andare ‘to go’ and together with the copula essere. Now, observe that sentences featuring Italian
complex PPs consisting of su/giù and a per-PP easily allow for an atelic interpretation, as demonstrated by the compatibility with “for-X-time” modifiers
(126a), differently from PPs headed by primary prepositions (126b)16 :
(126)

a.

Gli esploratori sono
andati
{su
// giù}
per
the explorers aux.3pl go-ptcp-m.pl prt(up) prt(down) for
la montagna per un’ ora.
the mountain for one hour
‘The explorers went {up // down} the mountain for one hour.’

b. *Gli esploratori sono
andati
nella grotta per un’ ora.
the explorers aux.3pl go-ptcp-m.pl in-the cave for one hour
Following Zwarts (2005), I assume that Path-PPs licensing an atelic intepretation encode non-transitional (or unbounded) Paths at the level of semantic
composition. By this diagnostics, PPs like {su // giù} per la montagna represent
non-transitional Paths. This in turn explains their felicitous use with essere:
they are not different from the PPs headed by verso in (125).
Summing up, the two classes of “particles” I presented in (78a) and
(78b) differ syntactically as follows: P-items belonging to Class I optionally
subcategorise for an obj(ect) g(rammatical)f(unction), whereas P-items belonging to Class II do not subcategorise for any gf, but can easily show up
with modifying adj(unct)’s. To conclude this section, devoted to the complementation patterns exhibited by “particles” and to their representation
at c-structure and f-structure, I provide the annotated c-structure rules for
PP (127) and P′ (128), which license the c- to f-structure mappings illustrated
above.
16
As is standard practice in works on telicity, I do not take into consideration iterative
readings while carrying out this type of test.
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(127)

PP
↑=↓

−→

PP
↑=↓

PP
↓ ∈ (↑ adj)

(128)

P′
↑=↓

−→

P0
↑=↓

{ {NP ∨ DP}
(↑ obj) = ↓
(↓ case) = accusative

∨

PP }
(↑ obj) = ↓

3.3.3 Semantics
The second aspect which marks a distinction between Class I and Class II
is of semantic nature. Basing on the jackendovian categories “Place” and
“Path” (cf. Jackendoff 1983 and subsequent work), I argue that the P-items
of the first group primarily denote Places, the ones of the second primarily
denote Paths. In the system laid out in Semantics and Cognition (1983), Place
and Path are ontological categories on a par with “Thing”, “Event” and
“State”:
(129)

Jackendoff (1983:162-3)
“[T]he most important distinction within the class of senses of
spatial PPs is the distinction between [PLACES] and [PATHS].
[PLACES] are the simpler of the two: a [PLACE] projects into a
point or region, [. . . ]. [PATHS] have more varied structure than
[PLACES] [. . . ] The internal structure of [PATHS] often consists
of a path-function and a reference object [. . . ]. Alternatively, the
argument of a path-function may be a reference place [. . . ]”

Jackendoff illustrates different types of Places and Paths, and the semantic
rules needed for generating them (notationally expressed in form of rewriterules). Consider the Place-expressions in (130), the Path-expressions in (131)
and the corresponding rules in (132) and (133) respectively:
(130)

(English)
a. John is in the room.
b. The lamp is standing on the floor.
c. The mouse stayed under the table. [from Jackendoff (1983:163)]

(131)

(English)
a. The mouse ran from under the table.
b. The mouse ran into the room. [from Jackendoff (1983:163)]

(132)
(133)

[Place x]
[Path x]

−→
−→

[Place PLACE-FUNCTION ([Thing y])]
[Path PATH-FUNCTION [Place PLACE-FUNCTION ([Thing y])]]

[adapted from Jackendoff (1983:163)]
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Under a cartographic approach to the syntax-semantics interface in spatial
PPs, Svenonius (2010) encodes Jackendoff’s (1983) intuition directly in syntactic structure. More precisely, Svenonius (2010) assumes a “Path”-head
that takes a “PlaceP” as its complement:
(134)

PathP
Path

PlaceP

from

in front of the palace

Recall from section 3.3.2 that the P-items of both Class I and Class II allow
for purely locative, or stative, readings. In fact, a difference between the
two classes was to notice: Items of Class I could felicitously appear with
essere both alone and with their subcategorised gf’s. In contrast, all of the
items of Class II were flawless with essere when appearing alone, but their
occurrence as complements of essere together with their adj’s was more
restricted. The same picture obtains if we combine the P-items of Class I
and Class II with (lexical) verbs expressing stative location (cf. (135) and
(136)), a test employed by Svenonius (2010:129) for identifying English PPs
suitable to correspond to “PlaceP”.
(135)

a.

b.

c.

d.

(al
accanto
posteggiata
La macchina era
be-impf-3sg park-ptcp-f-sg prt(beside) to-the
the car
trattore).
tractor
‘The car was parked beside the tractor.’
La microspia era
incollata
addosso all’
agente
the bus
be-impf-3sg glue-ptcp-f-sg prt(on) to-the agent
sotto copertura.
under cover
‘The bus was glued on the undercover agent’s body.’
Il forcone era
appoggiato
contro
{alla //
the ptchforw be-impf-3sg lean-ptcp-m-sg prt(against) to-the
la} parete.
the wall
‘The pitchfork was leaning against the wall.’
La macchina era
posteggiata
davanti
the car
be-impf-3sg park-ptcp-f-sg prt(in front of)
(all’ entrata).
to-the entrance
‘The car was parked in front (of the entrance).’
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f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.
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La macchina era
posteggiata
dentro
({alla //
the car
be-impf-3sg park-ptcp-f-sg prt(inside) to-the
la} caserma).
the barracks
‘The car was parked inside (the barracks).’
({alla //
dietro
posteggiata
La macchina era
be-impf-3sg park-ptcp-f-sg prt(behind) to-the
the car
la} capanna).
the cabin
‘The car was parked behind (the cabin).’
La macchina era
posteggiata
fuori
the car
be-impf-3sg park-ptcp-f-sg prt(outside)
caserma).
(dalla
from-the barracks
‘The car was parked outside (the barracks).’
{intorno
//
posteggiate
Le macchine erano
be-impf-3pl park-ptcp-f-pl prt(around)
the cars
chiesa).
(alla
}
attorno
prt(around) to-the church
‘The cars were parked around the church.’
La macchina era
posteggiata
lontano (dagli
the car
be-impf-3sg park-ptcp-f-sg prt(far) from-the
scontri).
riots
‘The car was parked far away (from the riot).’
La macchina era
posteggiata
oltre
?(la
the car
be-impf-3sg park-ptcp-f-sg prt(beyond) the
staccionata).
fence
‘The car was parked beyond (the fence).’
La macchina era
posteggiata
sopra
({al //
the car
be-impf-3sg park-ptcp-f-sg prt(above) to-the
il} carro armato).
the cart armed
‘The car was parked above (the tank).’
({al //
sotto
posteggiata
La macchina era
be-impf-3sg park-ptcp-f-sg prt(above) to-the
the car
il} cavalcavia).
the flyover
‘The car was parked below (the flyover).’
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m. La macchina era
posteggiata
vicino
(alla
the car
be-impf-3sg park-ptcp-f-sg prt(near) to-the
moto).
motorcycle
‘The car was parked near the motorcycle.’
(136)

a.
b.

c.
d.

La cassa di Burgas 63 è
rimasta
su.
the box of B.
63 aux.3sg remain-ptcp-f-sg prt(up)
‘The box containing Burgas 63 remained {upstairs // up above}.’
La cassa di Burgas 63 è
rimasta
giù.
the box of B.
63 aux.3sg remain-ptcp-f-sg prt(down)
‘The box containing Burgas 63 remained {downstairs // down
below}.”.
I nostri amici si
trovavano
avanti.
the our friends refl.3 find-impf-3pl prt(forward)
‘Our friends were situated ahead.’ (e.g. during a walk)
I nostri amici si
trovavano
indietro.
the our friends refl.3 find-impf-3pl prt(back)
‘Our friends were situated back.’ (e.g. during a walk)

The Italian data in (135) and (136) are in stark contrast to the English situation as described in Svenonius (2010). Even if the Italian “particles”
belonging to Class II tend to (or even must) appear alone in order to license
a stative interpretation, this interpretation is possible. In English, on the
other hand, while the P-items in (137) − called “Projective Ps” by Svenonius
(2010) − easily allow for a Place-interpretation, the P-items in (138) − called
“Particles” − do not:
(137)

(English)
a. The boat remained behind (the hill).
b. The boat was located inside (the cave).
c. The boat stood below (the bend).
d. The boat burned beyond (the city limits).
e. The boat was painted in front (of the palace).
f. The boat remained above (the dam).

(138)

(English)
a. The boat remained up *(the dam).
b. The boat was located down *(the bridge).
c. The boat stood on *(the wooden beams).
d. The boat burned off *(the dock).
e. The boat was painted in *(the warehouse).
f. The boat remained out *(of the barn).
g. The boat was located away *(from the cave).
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A different test employed by Svenonius (2010:128) to single out P-items
heading PlacePs is embedding of the PPs at stake in a “Source”-Path-PP.
With respect to this diagnostics, a difference between Italian Class I and
Class II indeed emerges. To carry out this test in Italian, I use the verb
muoversi ‘to move oneself’, which easily appears with a Source-Path (139).
Compare (140) with (141):
(139)

L’ atleta si
è
mossa
dalla
pedana.
the athlete refl.3 aux.3sg move-ptcp-f.sg from-the springboard
‘The athlete moved herself from the springboard.’

(140)

a. *Lucio si
è
mosso
da accanto
(alla
L.
refl.3 aux.3sg move-ptcp-m.sg from prt(beside) to-the
cinepresa).
movie-camera
(intended) ‘Lucio moved himself from the vicinity of the camera.’
b. *La mosca si
è
mossa
da addosso al
the fly
refl.3 aux.3sg move-ptcp-f.sg from prt(on) to-the
contadino.
peasant
(intended) ‘The fly moved itself from on the peasant.’
c. Carlo si
è
mosso
da davanti
C.
refl.3 aux.3sg move-ptcp-m.sg from prt(in front)
(alla televisione).
to-the television
‘Carlo moved himself from in front (of the television).’
da
è
mosso
d. Il forcone si
the pitchfork refl.3 aux.3sg move-ptcp-m.sg from
contro
*({alla // la} parete).
prt(against) to-the the wall
‘The pitchfork moved itself from against the wall.’
e. L’ attore si
è
mosso
da dentro
the actor refl.3 aux.3sg move-ptcp-m.sg from prt(inside)
({all’ // l’} obiettivo della cinepresa).
to-the the objective of-the movie-camera
‘The actor moved himself from inside (the objective of the
camera).’
f. Il ragazzino si
è
mosso da
the kidrefl.3 aux.3sg move-ptcp-m.sg from prt(behind)
dietro ({all’ // l’} albero).
to-the
the tree
‘The kid moved himself from behind (the tree).’
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g.

L’ attore si
è
mosso
da fuori
the actor refl.3 aux.3sg move-ptcp-m.sg from prt(outside)
(dall’
obiettivo della cinepresa).
from-the objective of-the movie-camera
‘The actor moved himself from outside(the objective of the
camera).’
h. *I militari si
sono
mossi
da {intorno
the soldiers refl.3 aux.3pl move-ptcp-m.pl from prt(around)
// attorno}
(alla macchina).
prt(around) to-the car
(intended) ‘The soldiers moved themselves from around the
car.’
i. *I manifestanti
si
sono
mossi
da
the demonstrators refl.3 aux.3pl move-ptcp-m.pl from
lontano *(dal
centro).
prt(far) from-the center
(intended) ‘The demonstrators moved themselves from a place
far from the (city) center.’
j.
La bambina coi
capelli rossi si
è
the child-f.sg with-the red hair refl.3 aux.3sg
mossa
da oltre
(il giardino).
move-ptcp-f.sg from prt(beyond) the garden
‘The red-haired girl moved herself from beyond (the garden).’
k. L’ uomo misterioso si
è
mosso
da
the man mysterious refl.3 aux.3sg move-ptcp-m.sg from
({all’ // l’} edificio).
sopra
prt(above) to-the the building
‘The mystery man moved himself from above (the building).’
da sotto
è
mosso
l. Il cane si
the dog refl.3 aux.3sg move-ptcp-m.sg from prt(below)
({al // il} tavolo).
to-the the table
‘The dog moved himself from below (the table).’
m. *Il fruttivendolo si
è
mosso
da
the fruit seller refl.3 aux.3sg move-ptcp-m.sg from
vicino
(al
carretto).
prt(near) to-the cart
(intended) ‘The fruit seller moved himself from a place near
to the cart.’
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? Luigi

si
è
mosso
da su.
L.
refl.3 aux.3sg move-ptcp-m.sg from prt(up)
(intended) ‘Luigi moved himself from {upstairs // up above}.’
?
da giù.
è
mosso
b.
Luigi si
refl.3 aux.3sg move-ptcp-m.sg from prt(down)
L.
(intended) ‘Luigi moved himself from {downstairs // down
belowe}.’
c. *Lorenzo si
è
mosso
da avanti.
L.
refl.3 aux.3sg move-ptcp-m.sg from prt(forward)
da indietro.
è
mosso
d. *Lorenzo si
refl.3 aux.3sg move-ptcp-m.sg from prt(back)
L.

If embedded by the Source-Path preposition da, P-items belonging to Class
I can be easily construed as Places17 , differently from P-items belonging to
Class II.
My third and last argument will make clear that Class I primarily projects
Place, and Class II Path. In Italian (as in other languages like English and
German), it is possible to build non-transitional Goal-Paths constructionally,
i.e. by concatenating a functional formative (which usually roughly means
“towards”) and a P-item. By way of example, consider the English wardsseries in (142) and the German nach-series in (143):
(142)

(English)
a. inwards
b. outwards
c. upwards
d. downwards
e. forwards
f. backwards
g. onwards

(143)

(German)
a. nach drinnen
to dr-in
‘inwards’
b. nach draußen
to dr-out
‘outwards’

17

There are some exceptions to the tendency: accanto ‘beside’ (140a), addosso ‘on’ (140b),
intorno/attorno ‘around’ (140h), lontano ‘far’ (140i) and vicino ‘near(by)’ (140m). The resistance
of addosso to da-embedding can be explained as a “Blocking Effect”: the lexicalised di dosso
serves the same semantic function and apparently blocks the formation of the complex
Source-PP [PP da [PP addosso PP]]. With respect to accanto and intorno/attorno, an explanation
might be found in the higher semantic complexity of these items (cf. Svenonius 2010 on
English beside and against), as is arguably the case with lontano and its antonym vicino.
However, I leave a proper investigation of these idiosyncrasies to future work.
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c.
d.
e.
f.

nach oben
to above
‘upwards’
nach unten
to below
‘downwards’
nach vorne
to in front
‘forwards’
nach hinten
to behind
‘backwards’

Similarly, Italian can recruit the primary preposition in ‘in’ to build nontransitional Paths of the same sort. Crucially, this formative cannot combine
with P-items belonging to Class I, but only with P-items belonging to Class
II (cf. (144) vs. (145)):
(144)

a. *in accanto
in prt(beside)
b. *in {attorno
// intorno}
in prt(around)
c. *in davanti
in prt(in front)
d. indietro
in-prt(behind)
‘backwards’
e. *in lontano
in prt(far)
f. #inoltre
in-prt(beyond)
‘moreover, furthermore’
g. *in sopra
in prt(above)
h. *in sotto
in prt(below)
i. *in vicino
in prt(near)

(145)

a.
b.

in su
in prt(up)
‘upwards’
in giù
in prt(down)
‘downwards’
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in avanti
in prt(forward)
‘forwards’
?? in indietro
in prt(backward)
‘backwards’

Some qualifications are in order with respect to the paradigms in (144) and
(145). As the reader may have noticed, the paradigm in (145) involves two
cases in which the combination of in and a P-item is grammatical: (144d) and
(144f). In the first case, in and dietro ‘behind’ result in a form homophonous
to indietro, which is a P-item belonging to Class II. This might lead one to
think that what we have considered to be an independent P-item of Class
II is in fact a complex Path-expression built via the in-rule. However, this
hypothesis can be rejected: while the complex Path-expressions we are
dealing with here are strictly non-transitional (cf. the contrast in (146)),
indietro allows for both a non-transitional (147a) and a transitional reading
(147b):
(146)

a.

Alex è
corso
in avanti
per cinque
A. aux.3sg run-ptcp-m.sg in prt(forward) for five
secondi.
seconds
‘Alex ran forwards for five seconds.’
b. *Alex è
corso
in avanti
in tre secondi.
A. aux.3sg run-ptcp-m.sg in prt(forward) in three seconds
(intended: ‘Alex ran to a place located ahead in three seconds.’)

(147)

a.
b.

Alex è
corso
indietro per cinque secondi
A. aux.3sg run-ptcp-m.sg prt(back) for five seconds
‘Alex ran backwards for five seconds.’
indietro in tre secondi
corso
Alex è
A. aux.3sg run-ptcp-m.sg prt(back) in three seconds
‘Alex ran to a place located back/behind in three seconds.’

Therefore, I conclude that indietro indeed exists independently of the in-rule,
and that concatenation of in and dietro seems well-formed only because of
homophony with indietro18 . I contend that the degraded status of in indietro
in (145d) is due to haplology (targeting the sequence of a double /in/). In
18
Note that indietro is not the only Italian “particle” that misleadingly looks internally
complex. A parallel case is that of incontro ‘towards’. Evidence that incontro is lexicalised
comes from complementation data. Regularly built in-expressions are strictly intransitive
even if the base P-item can subcategorise for a gf: cf. the pattern in (i). In contrast, incontro
does not show a similar “atransitivity” effect, cf. (ii):
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fact, the marked formation in indietro can be found on the internet, which
in my view suggests that it can be generated by the in-rule and it can be
produced in unmonitored registers of the language:
(148)

a.

b.

c.

Il luogo comune più diffuso
è che in neve fresca
the place common more widespread is that in fresh snow
si
debba
tenere
il peso
in indietro.
impers must-subj.3sg hold-inf the weight in prt(back)
‘The most widespread commonplace is that in case of fresh
snow you should hold your weight towards your back.’
(http://goo.gl/Fy64I0)
Potete imparare ad
incrociare sia in avanti
[...]
can-2pl learn-inf comp cross-inf both in prt(forward)
che in indietro [...]
and in prt(back)
‘You can learn to cross both forwards [...] and backwards [...]’
(https://goo.gl/l0dHnG)
Spingi
le punte dei
piedi in indietro
push-imp.2sg the tips of-the feet in prt(back)
‘Push your feet tips backwards’ (http://goo.gl/vZ0m4R)

Equipped with these qualifications, the reader may now agree that the
paradigms in (144) and (145) point to a straightforward conclusion: only
“particles” belonging to Class II are compatible with the rule that builds
non-transitional Goal-Paths. I advance a simple explanation for the observed asymmetry: assuming that non-transitional Paths are semantically
and structurally derived from transitional Paths (cf. Zwarts 2005 and
Pancheva 2011:55-62 respectively), only Ps denoting Paths, but not Ps denoting Places, qualify as the right input for the in-rule. Interestingly, dentro
‘in(side)’ and fuori ‘out(side)’ behave differently from the other P-items of
Class I, yielding perfectly acceptable results:
(149)

(i)

a.

a.
b.

(ii)

in dentro
in prt(inside)
‘inwards’

*Matteo è
andato
in dentro
{alla // la} grotta.
M.
aux.3sg go-ptcp-m.sg in prt(inside) to-the the cave
(intended: ‘Matteo went to the inside of the cave.’)
*Matteo è
andato
in fuori
dalla
città.
M.
aux.3sg go-ptcp-m.sg in prt(outside) from-the city
(intended: ‘Matteo went to the outside of the city.’)

Pino è
andato
incontro
ai
suoi fan.
M. aux.3sg go-ptcp-m.sg prt(towards) to-the his fans
‘Pino went towards his fans.’
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in fuori
in prt(outside)
‘outwards’

The exceptional behaviour of dentro and fuori is accounted for if we assume
that these two “particles” can belong either to Class I (as shown by their
felicitous interpretation as Places, cf. (135e), (135g) and (140e), (140g)) or
to Class II (as shown by their compatibility with the in-rule, cf. (149)).
The flexibility of dentro and fuori thus suggests that these Italian “particles”
are ambiguous, lexicalising either English inside and outside (the “Class
I”-option) or English in and out (the “Class II”-option).
As a result of the discussion provided in the present section, I conclude
that “particles” of Class I primarily denote Places, whereas “particles” of
Class II primarily denote Paths. An obvious question that can be raised
at this point regards the purely stative readings licensed by the P-items of
Class II when appearing alone. Recall that these “particles” easily license
spatial, stative interpretations when appearing as a complement to essere
‘to be’:
(150)

a.
b.
c.
d.

Aldo è su.
A. is prt(up)
‘Aldo is {upstairs // up below}.’
Carlo è giù.
C.
is prt(down)
‘Carlo is {downstairs // down below}.’
Marcolino è avanti.
M.
is prt(forward)
‘Marcolino is ahead. (e.g. during a walk)’
Lorenzo è indietro.
L.
is prt(back)
‘Lorenzo is behind. (e.g. during a walk)’

The situation is completely different in English, where the P-items semantically corresponding to Italian Class II items systematically disallow spatial
readings in combination with be. As Svenonius (2010:151-153) illustrates,
English particles can appear with the copula only in their non-spatial, idiomatic readings. This can be seen in the paradigm in (151), which displays
the examples and comments given in Svenonius (2010:152):
(151)

(English)
a. She’s off. (i.e. off work; or mistaken)
b. He’s up. (i.e. awake)
c. He’s down. (i.e. depressed; or prone; or (lying) on the ground; not
downstairs)
d. She’s in/out. (i.e. of the house or office)
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e.
f.
g.

We’re away. (i.e. from home)
We’re on. (i.e. performing; not easily, e.g., on a boat)
She’s over. (i.e. visiting me)

The author (2010:154) observes, however, that a spatial, stative reading can
be licensed in English if either the Ground (152b), or a measure phrase
(152c), or both (152d) appear together with the particle:
(152)

(English)
We lost a boomerang in the wind. We looked all over for it at the
top of the hill, but we finally found it...
a. *...down.
b. ...down the hill.
c. ...sixty yards down.
d. ...sixty yards down the hill.

Svenonius’ account capitalises on Cresswell’s (1978) “G function”, which
takes a Path/direction and returns a Place/location, as in the second reading
of the English PP across the meadow in (153):
(153)

(English) Across a meadow a band is playing excerpts of “H.M.S.
Pinafore”.
Reading #1: the band is stretched out in a line from one end of the
meadow to the other
Reading #2: the band is located in a space on the other side of the
meadow from some point of view (e.g., the speaker’s)

Svenonius (2010:153-155) argues that the stative readings in (152) similarly
result from application of the “G function” to the Path introduced (as usual)
by the particle. Importantly, it is argued that “G requires a measured
scalar structure to operate on”: this can be done through an overt measure
expression (as in (152c)) or through a DP appearing with the particle (as
in (152b)). In the latter case, however, the DP must be able to provide “a
measured scalar structure”, which is argued to be the case only with DPs
“that describe the ground traversed” or “when the DP itself can be construed
as a Path”. Svenonius claims that Cresswell’s “G function” corresponds
to a distinct functional head in the PP functional spine, namely one that
takes PathP or Dir(ectional)P (a kind of Path headed by a particle) as a
complement and projects a PlaceP. In (154) and (155), the structures for
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across the meadow and down the hill are depicted:
(154)

(English)
PlaceP
PathP

G
Path
Placei

PlaceP
Path

ti

KP
K

across

DP
the meadow

(155)

(English)
PlaceP
DirP

G
Dir
down

PathP
Path

PlaceP
Place

KP
K

DP
the hill

In order to propose an explanation for the Italian data at stake, I must first
take a step back and re-consider Cresswell’s (1978:2) original intuition:
(156)

[...] the point of view involved in the spatial meaning
of prepositions is often to be understood in terms of a
hypothetical journey which an observer would have to
make to be where the action is.

I argue that Italian Class II “particles” like su ‘up’ and giù ‘down’ allow
for a spatial, stative interpretation by virtue of the presence of a point of
view, much as in English. Specifically, I take Cresswell’s “point of view”
to be centered around a logophoric space, which I call “Log”. My claim
is that the semantic Path denoted by su and giù can be compositionally
calculated either with reference to an overt Route-expression (cf. (157a)
and the discussion in 3.3.2) or with reference to a non-overt logophoric
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space, i.e. Log (157b):
(157)

a.
b.

Rezia e
Grischa sono su
per la montagna.
R.
and G.
are prt(up) via the mountain
‘Rezia and Grischa are (at some place) up the mountain.’
Rezia e
Grischa sono su.
R.
and G.
are prt(up)
‘Rezia and Grischa are {up above // upstairs}.

The (informal) denotations I propose for the phrases in boldface, in (158a)
and (158b) respectively, are inspired by Zwarts’ (2005:767) treatment of
English PPs like up the hill in their unbounded and bounded readings,
given in (159a) and (159b) respectively:
(158)

a.
b.

(159)

a.
b.

J su per la montagna K = {p: for every i ∈ [0, 1], p(i) is on the
mountain and p(1) is higher than p(0) }
J su K = {p: for every i ∈ [0, 1], p(i) lies on the vertical axis of
Log, p(0) = Log and p(1) is the highest point on the vertical
axis of Log }

J up the hill K = {p: for every i ∈ [0, 1], p(i) is on the hill and
p(1) is higher than p(0) }
J up the hill K = {p: for every i ∈ [0, 1], p(i) is on the hill and
p(1) is the highest point of the hill }

In Zwarts’ (2005) system, a Path “p” is defined as a set of points lying
between an origin “0” (the starting point of the Path) and an end “1” (the
end point of the Path). “i” is a given point contained in this set. On this
background, the stative readings in (157) result as the output of Cresswell’s
(1978) G-function when applied to the semantic forms in (158). It follows
from my characterisation of su in (158b) that the logophoric indexical “Log”
is already present in the semantic form of su19 . If we follow Cresswell’s
intuition that the point of view is what licenses the G-function, then it is not
19
Log arguably plays a crucial role in at least another series of Italian spatial expressions,
which I dub the “di-series”:

(i)

a.
b.
c.
d.

di sopra
of prt(above)
‘upstairs’
di sotto
of prt(below)
‘downstairs’
di dentro
of prt(inside)
‘inside (with respect to a given point of view)’
di fuori
of prt(outside)
‘outside (with respect to a given point of view)
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surprising at all that su and its likes license stative readings without additional overt structure. Rather, it is the behaviour of English particles that
qualifies as more marked, in that English particles additionally require a
measure expression or a “Path-DP”. I speculate that the observed asymmetry between Italian and English results from different licensing conditions
on logophoric items like Log, but I leave a careful scrutiny of this hypothesis
to future research.

3.3.4 Minor classes
What about those elements that are excluded from the two main “particle”classes?
(160)

altrove ‘elsewhere’, appresso ‘after’, dietro ‘after’, incontro ‘towards’,
innanzi ‘ahead’, là ‘there (wide space)’, lı̀ ‘there (point-shaped
space)’

I propose that the items in (160) be grouped into two minor classes, which
I call Restricted Ps (cf. (161)) and Deictic Ps (cf (162)):
(161)

Restricted Ps
a. appresso ‘after’
b. dietro2 ‘after’
c. incontro ‘towards’

(162)

Deictic Ps
a. altrove ‘elsewhere’
b. là ‘there (wide space)’
c. lı̀ ‘there (point-shaped space)’

Restricted Ps are characterised by strict syntactic transitivity and by a semantic requirement on their Ground-argument. This requirement can be
described as follows: the Ground of these Ps must be in motion, or must
be construable as being in motion. For example, the sentences in (163) are
felicitous in contexts presupposing that the referent of the Ground is moving, but become very odd if the Ground is stationary. Consider the sentence
continuations in (164) (for incontro) and (165) (for both appresso and dietro2 ),

This interesting series can be analysed as denoting a special sub-type of the Place usually
denoted by its P-bases: a Place identified with respect to a given point of view. Under this
view, it is tempting to analyse the non-overt Ground arguments in (i) as Log itself.
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to be interpreted as non-restrictive relative clauses:
(163)

a.

b.

(164)

a.
b.

(165)

a.
b.

Il corridore è
andato
incontro
al
the runner aux.3sg run-ptcp.m.sg prt(towards) to-the
presidente...
president
‘The runner went towards the president...’
Valentina è
corsa
{appresso // dietro}
al
V.
aux.3sg run-ptcp.f.sg prt(after) prt(after) to-the
turista...
tourist
‘Valentina ran after the tourist...’
...che si
stava
dirigendo verso
di lui.
who refl.3 prog-impf-3sg head-ger towards of him
‘...who was heading towards him.’
# ...che era
seduto
al
bar.
who be-impf-3sg sit-ptcp-m.sg to-the cafè
‘...who was sitting at the cafè.’
...che vagava
per la città.
who roam-impf-3sg via the city
‘...who was wandering about in the city.’
# ...che stava
mangiando a Campo dei Fiori.
who prog-impf-3sg eat-ger
to C.
d. F.
‘...who was eating in the square Campo dei Fiori.’

I propose to analyse Restricted Ps as subcategorising for a [+r(estricted)]
obj(ect). That is, I argue that in the prepositional domain, the syntactic
feature [±restricted] is set according to the specific semantic requirement(s)
a given P-item imposes on its Ground (cf. also the discussion in 4.1.3 in
Chapter 4). Albeit being similar in taking a [+r(estricted)] obj, incontro
‘towards’ and appresso/dietro2 ‘after’ differ in the way they contribute to the
composition of sentence meaning. In particular, the former strictly projects
a Path (166), whereas the latter can project a Place (167):
(166)

(167)

*Il corridore era
posizionato
incontro
al
the runner be-impf-3sg situated-ptcp-m.sg prt(towards) to-the
presidente.
president
turisti.
{appresso // dietro}
ai
Valentina stava
stay-impf-3sg prt(after) prt(after) to-the tourists
V.
‘Valentina was at whatever place the tourists went to.’

Let me now turn to the minor class I dubbed “Deictic Ps”: altrove ‘elsewhere’,
là ‘there (wide space)’ and lı̀ ‘there (point-shaped space)’. Syntactically,
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these P-items are strictily intransitive, while from a semantic point of view,
they designate locations with respect to a deictic center. The difference
between là and lı̀ lies in the boundedness of the portion of space denoted: là
denotes an unbounded, vague region, whereas lı̀ denotes a bounded, pointy
region (the same holds of the minimal pair qua and qui ‘here’, cf. Cinque
2010 and references therein). Although Deictic Ps are used productively in
the formation of complex spatial expressions, their presence in “particle”lists is apparently only justified by a couple of lexicalised verb-particle
constructions (all of them are BPCs) they appear in. I list these up in (168)
(cf. Cini 2008b):
(168)

a.
b.
c.

essere altrove: ‘to be absent-minded, inattentive’
buttare là: ‘to say sth. with indifference’
restare/rimanere lı̀: ‘to be hampered, without knowing what to
do; to become surprised’

3.3.5 The case of via
As I said in sub-section 3.3.1, the Italian particle via ‘away’ behaves in an
exceptional way, in both syntax and semantics. In what follows, I illustrate
the most important facts.
If occurring with a verb of directed motion, via can appear either alone
(169a) or with a PP headed by da (169b):
(169)

a.
b.

Le rondini sono
volate
via.
the swallows aux.3pl fly-ptcp.f.pl prt(away)
‘The swallows flew away.’
Le rondini sono
volate
via
dall’
albero.
the swallows aux.3pl fly-ptcp.f.pl prt(away) from-the tree
‘The swalows flew away from the tree.’

With verbs of stative location like essere, this particle usually yields degraded
to clearly ungrammatical results, as the reader may see in (170).
(170)

a.

?? Le

rondini sono via.
the swallows are prt(away)
b. *Le rondini sono via
dall’
albero.
the swallows are prt(away) from-the tree

Interestingly, via does allow for a locative reading, but its interpretation
needs to be an idiomatic one (cf. (171)), as is the case for English away
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(cf. (172) and discussion in Svenonius 2010:152-153):
(171)

a.

(172)

(English)
We’re away. (i.e., from home).

Il papà e
la
mamma sono
via.
the dad and mum are
prt(away)
‘Dad and mum are away.’ (i.e., from home)

Recall from the discussion of the English data in (151) that the class of Ps
dubbed “particle” by Svenonius (2010) behaves exactly like Italian via. As
Svenonius convincingly shows (Svenonius 2010:151-155), English particles
like up, in, off, away etc. are primarily Path-elements, and do not license
Place-readings unless they are modified or unless they appear with their
Ground argument (cf. (173) and 3.3.3 above). When occurring with the
copula be, the only interpretation they license is an idiomatic one.
(173)

(English)
a. They were *(miles) away.
b. They were away *(from the rhinoceros).

Perhaps a bit surprisingly, though, Italian via is recalcitrant to spatial, stative
readings even in presence of a measure expression (cf. (174a)) or an overt
Ground (cf. (170b), repeated as (174b)):
(174)

a. *Le rondini sono un kilometro via.
the swallows are one kilometer prt(away)
b. *Le rondini sono via
dall’
albero.
the swallows are prt(away) from-the tree

For the purposes of the present Chapter, I can limit myself to characterising via as (i) an obligatorily transitive P-item (the subcategorised gf is an
obj(ect)) in syntax and as (ii) a P-item obligatorily projecting a Path in semantics. In Chapter 4 (cf. section 4.3.3), I argue that via can be profitably
treated on a par with the “particles” belonging to Class II.

3.4 A more precise characterisation
In the present chapter, I addressed the research question in 2.2.2, concerning the lexical category of Italian “particles”. Basing on different tests, I
argued that the lexical category of these items is P(reposition) (cf. the generalisation in (72)). This starting point enabled me to identify two main
classes of P-items, Class I and Class II (in (78a) and (78b) respectively),
featuring different properties in both syntax and semantics. Syntactically,
the items in the former class can subcategorise a gf, whereas the ones in the
latter do not. Accordingly, the items in Class I can be regarded as optionally
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transitive Ps, whereas the items in Class II qualify as intransitive Ps. Semantically, the “particles” belonging to the first group project Places, while the
ones belonging to the second group project Paths at s(emantic)-structure.
Furthermore, I descriptively divided verb-particle constructions into two
types: the Particle+Ground Construction and the Bare-Particle Construction. Chapter 4 and 5 are devoted to the former and the latter respectively.
The overall account I defend, together with the generalisations arrived at
in this chapter, will explain the distribution of so-called “particles” into the
two constructions.
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Chapter 4

Italian Particles and
Argument-Structure
The present chapter addresses the research question in 2.3.2, namely whether
Italian particles alter the argument structure of the verbs they combine with.
In order to judge whether alteration processes have indeed applied to a
verb’s a(rgument)-structure, I will carefully inspect the f(unctional)-structures
of the constructions at stake. A battery of dedicated syntactic tests shows
that these f-structures are identical to the ones projected by run-of-the-mill
combinations of the base verbs and spatial PPs. Crucially, verb and particle
correspond to separate f-structural pred’s, which would not be the case if
the particles had affected the verb’ s a-structure, either through ComplexPredicate formation or through Applicativisation. This turns out to be the
case for each construction regarded as involving changes in a-structure
in the literature. In particular, with respect to the “Particle+Ground”Construction (PGC) I argue that the spatial “particles” at stake are better
analysed as a particular class of prepositions that can realise their subcategorised gf in non-adjacent c-structure nodes. In other words, the PGC
is analysed as a “Preposition-Stranding” structure. The proposed analysis is shown to correctly predict the distribution of “particles” into the
two constructions illustrated in Chapter 3, namely the “Particle+Ground”Construction (Class-I, Flexible and Restricted P-items) and the “Bare−Particle
Construction” (Class-II, Flexible P-items and via ‘away’). The overall picture suggests a more restrictive and accurate characterisation of the category
“particle” in Italian.
The chapter is structured as follows. In 4.1, I outline the theory of
predicate interaction I adopt, thereby extending Butt’s (1995; 2014) generalisations on V(erb)-V(erb) interaction to the interaction of V(erb) and
Adp(osition). Section 4.2 summarises those grammatical phenomena involving Italian PVs that have been regarded as displaying processes of
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alteration at the level of argument structure. In 4.3 I present principled
arguments against such an view, and propose an analysis not resorting to
Complex Predication. Moreover, some important consequences will be expounded, with respect to both the language-specific phenomena at stake
(Italian PVs) and a more general theory of the interaction of predicates.
Section 4.4 wraps up and concludes this chapter.

4.1 Assumptions on argument structure
In this section, I outline the main interaction possibilities between verbal and
adpositional predicates. Building on the system developed in Butt (1998;
2014) for the interaction of verbal predicates, I will argue that verbs and
adpositions may interact along similar ways. If such a theory proves to be
empirically sustainable, it would be demonstrated that the acknowledged
similarity between the category V and P (or Adp) (cf. Ramchand 2012;
Svenonius 2003, 2007) extends to argument-structure, too.

4.1.1 A very short primer on Lexical Mapping Theory
The theoretical reflection on the mapping from arguments to grammatical
functions has been a crucial topic in the research in LFG over the last 30 years
(cf. Kibort 2014 for detailed survey). In the late 80s, several seminal papers
were published that contributed to the development of L(exical) (Mapping)
T(heory) (cf. Bresnan & Kanerva 1989, Bresnan & Moshi 1990, Bresnan &
Zaenen 1990; Levin 1988), which can be regarded as the “classic” theory of
the mapping from a-structure to f-structure in this framework. Standard
LMT is strictly lexical: the linking process involves those arguments that
are associated with a lexical form either directly or after the application
of “morpho-lexical” processes taking place within the lexical component.
In the 90s, research on complex predicates in Urdu/Hindi (Butt 1995) and
on causative constructions in Catalan (Alsina 1996) provided convincing
arguments that the linking process must be able to proceed from multiple
c-structure nodes, thus exceeding a purely lexical dimension. After this
important turning point, many revised linking theories have been simply
called “Mapping Theory”. A more recent line of research (cf. Asudeh,
Giorgolo & Toivonen 2014 and references therein) aims at an integrated theory of lexically and configurationally induced argument-structural changes
that explicitly connects the loci classici of linking, i.e. a- and f-structure, to
c-structure and s(emantic)-structure.
In what follows, I provide a brief introduction to classic Lexical Mapping
Theory (as illustrated by Bresnan 2001). Detailed digressions and reference
to later developments will be given later on in this chapter, whenever they
are relevant for the analysis I defend.
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Lexical Mapping Theory is built on the crucial assumption that argument
roles (i.e., the θ-roles familiar from Government and Binding Theory) and
g(rammatical)f(unction)s share a common vocabulary, identified in the
primitive features [±r(estricted)] and [±o(bjective)]. While argument roles
are lexically specified only for one of these features, as in 4.1, gf’s are specified for both features, as the reader may recall from section 3.3.2 in Chapter
3. The featural decomposition of gf’s, already illustrated in Table 3.5 in
Chapter 3, is repeated here in Table 4.2:
patientlike roles:
secondary patientlike roles:
other semantic roles:

θ
[−r]
θ
[+o]
θ
[−o]

Table 4.1: Semantic Classification of A-Structure Roles for Function (Bresnan
2001:309)

−o
+o

−r
subj
obj

+r
oblθ
objθ

Table 4.2: Feature decomposition of Argument Functions (Bresnan 2001:308)
Accordingly, an argument role specified as [−r] (e.g., a Theme) can be linked
in principle to either subj or obj, a flexibility that allows for predicting
different linking options for one and the same argument role (e.g. in active
and passive voices of a transitive verb). Importantly, both argument roles
and gf’s are ordered according to their prominence, as shown in (1) and (2)
respectively:
(1)

Thematic Hierarchy (Bresnan 2001:307)
agent > beneficiary > experiencer/goal > instrument > patient/theme >
locative

(2)

Partial Ordering of Argument Functions (Bresnan 2001:309)
subj > obj, oblθ > objθ

In addition, the most prominent argument role is singled out as the “Logical
Subject”:
(3)

Logical Subject, θ̂ (Bresnan 2001:307)
θ̂ designates the most prominent semantic role of a predicator.

Given these premises, the mapping principles assumed in classic Lexical
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Mapping Theory are given in (4):
(4)

Mapping Principles (Bresnan 2001:311)
a.

Subject roles:
(i)

θ̂

[−o] is mapped onto subj when initial in the a-structure;
otherwise
θ̂

b.

(ii) [−r] is mapped onto subj.
Other roles are mapped onto the lowest compatible function in
the partial ordering

So-called “morpho-lexical” operations, like suppression (often associated
with passive morphology) and promotion (e.g. by means of applicative
morphemes), affect the initial a-structure of a predicator, yielding a different
featural specification that ultimately results in a different assignment of gf’s
(cf. Bresnan 2001: 310; 318-320).
As an example of how LMT works, consider the linking process in the active
(5) and the passive (6) voice of an English transitive verb:
(5)

(6)

(English)
a. The farmer saved the duckling.
a-structure: save < agent
[−o]
b.
|
f-structure
subj
(English)
a. The duckling was saved.
a-structure: save <
b.
f-structure

agent
[−o]
Ø

patient
[−r]
|
obj

>

patient
[−r]

>

|
subj

4.1
(4a), (4b)

4.1
Argument Suppression
(4a)

In the following, two case-studies will clarify how the mapping from argument roles to gf’s obtains in constructions involving the interaction of two
verbal predicators in Urdu (in 4.1.2) and the interaction of a verbal and an
adpositional predicator in German (in 4.1.3).

4.1.2 Interaction of verbal predicates: examples from Urdu
Butt (2014), drawing upon data from Urdu, concentrates on the difference
between the phenomena known as “Control” and “Raising” on the one
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hand, and Complex Predication on the other. In both “Control” and “Raising”, a verbal predicate is embedded (together with its arguments) in the
syntactic domain of a matrix verbal predicate. This yields a bi-clausal
f-structure. In the case of Complex Predication, however, a process of “Argument Merger” takes place, whereby the a-structures of both predicates
interact directly. As a consequence, a single complex argument structure
is built up, which is mapped onto a mono-clausal f-structure. The author proposes a novel taxonomy where the familiar labels “Control” and
“Raising” describe each a general type of interaction that can obtain either
at f-structure (yielding bi-clausal constructions) or at a-structure (yielding
mono-clausal constructions). This is illustrated in Table 4.3 (where “CP”
stands for Complex Predicate), adapted from Butt (2014:183):
f-structure
a-structure

Control
subj (anaphorically) controlled
argument controlled (“fusion”)

Raising
subj (functionally) controlled
arguments unified (“raising”)

CP
no
yes

Table 4.3: Interaction of verbal predicates at f- and a-structure
As an example of structures involving the syntactic embedding of predicates
(and their arguments), consider the “Instructive Construction” (7) and the
“Raising Construction” (8) in Urdu, displaying the a- to f-structure mapping
depicted in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 respectively (from Butt 2014:171-3):
(7)

(Urdu)
nadya=ne yAsin=ko [pAoda
kat-ne]=ko
kah-a.
˙
N.f=erg Y.m=dat plant.m.sg.nom cut-inf.obl=acc
say-pf.m.sg
‘Nadya told Yassin to cut the plant.’

Figure 4.1: Bi-clausal Control in Urdu (from Butt 2014:172)
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(8)

(Urdu)
hE.
yasin
pAoda
kat sAk-ta
˙
Y.m=nom plant.m.sg.nom cut can-ipf.m.sg be.pres.3.sg
‘Yassin can cut a/the plant.’

Figure 4.2: Bi-clausal Raising in Urdu (from Butt 2014:173)
In (7), the verb kat and its argument pAoda ‘plant’ are mapped onto a unique
˙
(but internally complex)
gf (an xcomp), subcategorised for by the verb kah
‘to say’ (cf. Figure 4.1). Similarly, the VP pAoda kat in (8) corresponds to an
xcomp, as required by the modal ‘can’ (cf. Figure˙ 4.2). Although the two
constructions are not identical at f-structure (the subj of xcomp is “anaphorically controlled” in the former, but “functionally controlled” in the latter,
cf. Dalrymple 2001:313-60 on this difference), they both involve two distinct
a-structures that do not merge. In other words, the embedding of a predicate (together with its arguments) obtains at the level of syntax (precisely,
f-structure), and not at the level of a-structure, thus yielding a bi-clausal
structure.
Things radically change in typical complex predicates, like the Urdu “AllowTo-Do Permissive” in (9) (from Butt 2014:173):
(9)

(Urdu)
nadya=ne yAsin=ko pAoda
kat-ne
di-ya.
˙
N.f=erg Y.m=dat plant.m.sg.nom cut-inf.obl give-pf.m.sg
‘Nadya let Yassin cut the plant.’

The sentence features a subj (the Causer), an objθ (the Causee) and an obj
(the Theme of the Caused event); crucially, the construction is mono-clausal,
as argued in Butt (1995) and, basing on further arguments, in Butt (2014).
The “Allow-To-Do Permissive” involves a so-called process of “Argument
Merger” typically obtaining in Complex Predicates: the a-structures of the
verbs de ‘to let/make’ and kat ‘to cut’ enter a “relationship of co-predication”
˙
(Butt 2014) and build up a single
a-structure.
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This process can be appreciated from Figure 4.3:

Figure 4.3: Mono-clausal “Allow-To-Do Permissive” in Urdu (from Butt
2014:173)
In 4.3, the matrix Agent and the embedded Patient are linked to subj and obj
respectively, according to the principles of LMT. This is because the former
is specified as −[o] and is the highest argument on the hierarchy (cf. (4a)),
whereas the latter is −[r] (cf. (4b)). Nonetheless, there is something more
going on in this construction: the matrix Goal is co-indexed with the embedded Agent, inheriting the lexical underspecification of Goals, which in
Urdu is [+o]. In compliance with the LMT principle in (4b), the co-indexed
argument roles are mapped onto an objθ . Butt (1998; 2014) dubs this particular type of Argument Merger “Argument Fusion”: two argument roles
are fused and correspond to one gf.
As can be seen in Table 4.3, there is another type of Argument Merger: “Argument Raising”. Butt (2014:184-7) argues that such a process takes place
in the Urdu “Allow-To-Happen Permissive”, exemplified by the sentence
in (10). The mapping obtaining in this construction is depicted in Figure
4.4.
(10)

(Urdu)
dAktar=ne
mAriz=ko
buxar
a-ne
nAh˜i̇
˙doctor.sg=erg
˙
patient.sg=dat fever.m.sg.nom come-inf.obl not
di-ya.
give-pf.m.sg
‘The doctor did not let the patient get a fever.’
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Figure 4.4: Mono-clausal “Allow-To-Happen-Permissive” in Urdu (from
Butt 2014:186)
Here there is no fusion of arguments stemming from different a-structures,
but rather the insertion of the whole a-structure of the non-light predicate
into the a-structure of the light predicate. Subsequently, the newly formed
complex a-structure contains three argument roles: Agent, Goal and Theme.
These are mapped onto subj, objθ and obj respectively, as per LMT.
Summing up, Butt claims that there are two basic types of Argument
Merger taking place in Complex Predicate constructions: (i) Argument Fusion and (ii) Argument Raising. In order to understand better the mechanics
of Argument Merger as opposed to syntactic embedding, the question must
be raised as to what exactly triggers the option of Argument Merger. According to Butt (2014), the trigger is either a light verb (e.g. the Urdu verb
de, which participates in both “Permissive” constructions) or a dedicated
morphological marker (e.g. the Urdu causative affix -a-). The a-structure associated to the lexical entries of those items includes a variable for whatever
a-structure will be inserted, notationally represented as “%Pred” (cf. Butt
et al. 2003). As an example, consider the two lexical entries for de: the one
triggering the “Allow-To-Do Permissive” (in (11a)) and the one triggering
the “Allow-To-Happen Permissive” (in (11b)).
(11)

(Urdu)
a. de1 : <agent goal %Pred>
b. de2 : <agent %Pred>

In both cases, the a-structure of light verb is lexically specified as requiring
the a-structure of another predicator. Accordingly, there will be no mapping
to f-structure unless a process of Argument Merger takes place. In bi-clausal
constructions, on the other hand, the a-structure of the main verb includes
no %Pred, but a regular argument role that will be mapped onto a clausal
gf. This is the case with the verb kah, participating in the bi-clausal Control
Construction (cf. (7)):
(12)

(Urdu)
kah: <agent goal theme/event>

Differently from the a-structures in (11), the a-structure associated to the
lexical entry for kah in (12) does not require an additional a-structure. The
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mapping from argument roles to gf’s will then obtain without any previous
process of Argument Merger.
In the following, I argue that verbal and adpositional predicates interact
along similar ways. That is, the predicates corresponding to verb and
adposition can combine either at f-structure or at a-structure, depending on
the lexical specifications of the adpositional element at stake. Examples are
collected from German, a language with a rich system of adpositions (both
pre- and postpositions) and particles (as has been shown in Chapter 2). The
discussion will make it clear that some of the assumptions of classic LMT
have to be modified, or adjusted, in order to capture the mapping from
a-structure to f-structure in the adpositional domain.

4.1.3 Interaction of V and Adp
The Argument Structure of Adpositions
Before considering the interaction of verbal and adpositional predicates in
German, I single out and discuss my assumptions on the argument structure
of adpositions in general.
Capitalising on seminal works by Leonard Talmy (1978, 1985), I assume
that the argument structure of a spatial adposition contains a Figure and a
Ground. These two roles are defined by Talmy (1978:627) as follows:
(13)

a.

b.

The Figure object is a moving or conceptually movable
point whose path or site is conceived as a variable the
particular value of which is the salient issue.
The Ground object is a reference-point, having a stationary setting within a reference-frame, with respect
to which the Figure’s path or site receives characterization.

An immediate translation of this assumption into an LFG a-structure would
look like (14):
(14)

Adp < figure ground >

However, there are two orders of problems with such a solution. For one,
it has been convincingly shown by Bresnan (2001:275-80) that adpositions
only subcategorise for one gf, the one corresponding to the Ground, but
involve no subj-like gf, which would be the one corresponding to the Figure.
Evidence comes from constructions involving functional control: whereas
Verbs provide a subj that is functionally controlled by the subj function of
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the main predicate (15a), Adpositions cannot provide a subj (15b):
(15)

(English)
a. Mary seems to enjoy the party.
b. *Mary seems {in the garden // in front of the house}

For another, neither classic LMT (cf. e.g. Bresnan & Kanerva 1989) nor
subsequent versions of Mapping Theory (cf. e.g. Butt 1998) mention Figure
and Ground among the argument roles they assume. By way of example,
consider the argument hierarchy employed in classic LMT, already given in
(1) and repeated here as (16), and the reduced argument hierarchy proposed
by Butt (1998), given in (17):
(16)

Thematic Hierarchy (Bresnan 2001:307)
agent > beneficiary > experiencer/goal > instrument > patient/theme >
locative

(17)

Reduced Thematic Hierarchy (Butt 1998:98)
agent > goal > instrument > theme > locative

In order to cope with these two problems, I propose the general a-structure
in (18) for spatial adpositions:
(18)

Adp < loc >

The proposed a-structure contains only an argument slot, filled by the argument role “loc”, which corresponds to Talmy’s Ground. This general form
offers a solution to both of the issues I briefly reviewed above. First, the
Figure is absent, for it is not linked to any gf at f-structure. On standard LFG
assumptions, a-structure must encode all and only the syntactically relevant
lexical-semantic specifications of predicates. Since the Figure is not syntactically relevant, it does not appear at the level of a-structure. Note that this
solution by no means implies that the Figure is absent altogether, but only
that it is not represented at the formal level of the LFG architecture known
as a-structure. The Figure can be present at other levels of grammatical
representation, s-structure being in my view the best candidate. Second,
the Ground is conceived of as an instantiation of the argument role known
as “Locative”/“Location” (hence the label “loc”), which is mentioned in both
Bresnan’s (16) and Butt’s (17) thematic hierarchy. This solution is inspired
by Butt’s (1998:98) treatment of the argument roles “Beneficiary” and “Experiencer”: the author argues that these can be profitably subsumed under
the category “Goal”, for this is their prototypical instantiation. However,
the reduction of Ground to “Location” (a term I prefer to “Locative”) is
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motivated independently. Consider the sentences in (19):
(19)

(English)
a. The bike is near the house.
b. #The house is near the bike.

Talmy (1978:628) argues that the difference in felicity conditions between
(19a) and (19b) is explained by the very nature of the Ground, which “has a
set location within a framework [...] and is to be used as a reference-point”.
Talmy’s observation is backed by Wunderlich’s (1991) formalisation of spatial relations: according to the author, a spatial predicate is a two-place
function between an individual and a location or place (dubbed “Eigenplace”), and not between two individuals.
At this point, the question must be raised as to the intrinsic classification
of Ground-loc in terms of the features [±r(estricted)] and [±o(bjective)]. In
the verbal domain, the argument role loc(ative) is usually intrinsically classified as [−o], and can hence alternate between two f-structural realisations:
subj and oblθ . Bresnan & Kanerva (1989:26) discuss this classification as
follows:
(20)

[T]he intrinsic classifications are a distillation of pervasive cross-linguistic generalizations about the unmarked
grammatical encoding of semantic roles. [...] there is
cross-linguistic evidence that locative arguments alternate between oblique and subject; particularly in existential sentences, locatives often appear with the basic word
order and other properties of subject.

It is evident from the passage in (20) that the intrinsic classification of loc
as [−o] is motivated by the syntax of clause-level loc’s, i.e. those taken
as arguments by verbs. In general, a scrutiny of (L)MT literature makes
it pretty clear that this theory is mainly centered around the argument
structure of the category V(erb). For example, the “Subject Condition” in
(21) clearly cannot apply in the adpositional domain:
(21)

The Subject Condition (Bresnan 2001:311)
Every predicator must have a subject.

Since the category Adp(osition) is specified as [−subj, +obj] by definition
(cf. section 3.2.5 in Chapter 3), a subj is by default predicted to be absent
from the f-structure domain of an adpositional pred, in violation of (21). In
view of these problems, it seems to me that (L)MT needs to be revised to
accomodate the relevant generalisation on the encoding of argument roles
of adpositions. In the following, I sketch out a novel proposal, which must
be viewed as tentative, since this area of the grammar of adpositions is for
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the most part uncharted in LFG.
First, I propose to divorce the linking process for the argument role “loc” as
contributed by Verbs from the one applying to the role “loc” as contributed
by Adpositions. This is to be understood as follows: a Verb can take a
loc-argument, which will be linked to a clause-level gf, whereas a (spatial)
Adposition takes a loc-argument on its own, which will be linked inside the
f-structural domain of the Adposition’s pred. This quite common mapping
option will yield a clause-level oblloc with an internal gf (e.g., an obj). In
fact, something similar happens in Butt’s (2014) analysis of the Urdu “BiClausal Raising” (22), where the event-argument is mapped onto a unique
(but internally complex) xcomp, which internally displays an obj, namely
the theme-argument (pAoda ‘plant’) of the embedded verb (kat ‘to cut’). This
˙
can be seen in Figure 4.2, repeated here as 4.5:
(22)

(Urdu)
hE.
yasin
pAoda
kat sAk-ta
˙ can-ipf.m.sg be.pres.3.sg
Y.m=nom plant.m.sg.nom cut
‘Yassin can cut a/the plant.’

Figure 4.5: Bi-clausal Raising in Urdu (from Butt 2014:173)
However, if either the matrix Verb or the Adposition require Argument
Merger, the two a-structures will interact, thus ultimately yielding a clauselevel encoding for the argument role loc of the adpositional predicator.
In the next sub-section, I exemplify both linking options with respect to
German adpositional predicates. With respect to the inherent classification
of Ground-loc in terms of the features [±r(estricted)] and [±o(bjective)], I
propose to make use of the feature [±r(estricted)], according to the principles
in (23):
(23)

For every loc contained in the a-structure of a [−subj, +obj] predicator:
a. Mark loc as [+r] if the Location is semantically restricted; otherwise
b. Mark loc as [−r]
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In force of these principles, an adpositional loc will receive by default the
classification [−r] unless it is semantically restricted, in which case it will
receive [+r]. The Ground argument of an Adposition can show different
types of semantic restrictedness, the most common ones being the requirement to be “in motion”, or non-stationary, and animacy. In this sense, the
Ground of a given adposition will count as restricted because it must belong
to a proper sub-set of all possible Grounds semantically subcategorisable
by the same class of spatial adpositions.
Evidence from German
The first main interaction type between verbal and adpositional predicates
in German is embedding at f-structure, with no Argument Merger. By way
of example, consider the a-structures for the verb laufen ‘to run’ and the
preposition hinter ‘behind’, in (24a) and (24b) respectively:
(24)

(German)
a. laufen < th loc >
b. hinter < loc >

While the verb laufen takes two argument roles, a Theme and a Location/Locative, the preposition hinter only takes a Location/Locative. The
linking proceeds as in Figure 4.6, yielding an f-structure featuring a subj
and an internally complex oblloc , which contains an obj. A sentence instantiating such an f-structure is given in (25):
(25)

(German)
Hans läuft hinter das
Auto.
H. runs behind the-acc.m.sg car
‘Hans runs behind the car.’
laufen < theme location > hinter < location >


oblloc >’
pred h‘laufen <subj,

i


subj

pred
.
.
.







pred ‘hinter<obj>’ 

h
i  
oblloc 
 

obj
pred . . .
Figure 4.6: a- to f-structure mapping for Hans läuft hinter das Auto.

Note that the preposition involved in this type of mapping displays a high
degree of syntactic autonomy. hinter ‘behind’, as well as the other German
prepositions featuring the dat/acc case-alternation (e.g. in ‘in’, auf ‘on’, über
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‘over, upon’, unter ‘under’ etc.), always directly govern a gf at f-structure:
this is the case both if they are subcategorised for (as in (25)) and if they
build independent syntactic domains, for example when they are adj’s, as
in (26a) and (26b):
(26)

(German)
a. Das
Kind wartete (hinter dem
Baum).
the-nom.n.sg kid waited behind the-dat.m.sg tree
‘The kid was waiting (behind the tree).’
Baum) war aufgeregt.
Kind (hinter dem
b. Das
the-nom.n.sg kid behind the-dat.m.sg tree was excited
‘The kid (behind the tree) was excited.’

Other sub-classes of German adpositional elements, however, behave in a
different way. Consider the following sentences:
(27)

(German)
Auto hinterher.
Hund läuft dem
Der
the-nom.m.sg dog runs the-dat.m.sg car prt(behind)-her
‘The dog runs after the car.’

(28)

(German)
Wendeboje
schwimmt die
Frau
a. Die
the-acc.f.sg turning-buoy
the-nom.f.sg woman swims
an.
prt(on)
‘The woman swims towards the turning buoy.’
b. Maren schreit Markus an.
M.
yells M.
prt(on)
‘Maren yells at Markus.’

The sentence in (27) features the verb-particle combination hinterher-laufen,
which calls for a dative objθ (dem Auto; cf. Laczkó & Rákosi 2011). In both
(28a) and (28b), on the other hand, an-schwimmen and an-schreien license
an accusative obj1 (cf. Felfe 2012; Stiebels 1996; Springorum 2011 for this
construction type). Importantly, in both cases the Ground argument of
the adpositional element (which here shows up as a particle) is mapped
onto a clause-level gf. I propose to analyse these two construction types
as instances of Argument Merger, more precisely of Argument Fusion and
1

(i)

As confirmed by passivisation:
a.
b.

Die
Wendeboje
wurde
angeschwommen.
the-nom.f.sg turning-buoy aux.pass.3sg prt(on)-swim-ptcp
Markus wurde
angeschrien.
M.
aux.pass.3sg prt(on)-yell-ptcp
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Argument Raising respectively (cf. 4.1.2).
Let me begin with the type hinterher-V. I assume that the lexical entries for
hinterher and laufen are associated to the following a-structures:
(29)

(German)
a. hinterher <%Pred loc>
b. laufen < th loc >

As can be seen in (29a), the a-structure of hinterher is different from the one
displayed by the cognate hinter (cf. (24b)): it features a loc argument-role,
but also requires a predicate (notationally expressed as “%Pred”, cf. 4.1.2).
Semantically, this predicate corresponds to an Event with a specific spatial
orientation to the Ground. On the one hand, this a-structural specification
captures the missing autonomy of hinterher, which cannot directly govern
the gf corresponding to its Ground-loc argument. As a matter of fact,
hinterher and its cognate hinter are sharply different, as the following contrast
makes clear:
(30)

(German)
a. *Der
Weg der
Katze hinterher
war für
the-nom.m.sg way the-dat.f.sg cat prt(behind)-her was for
Hund erschöpfend.
alten
den
the-acc.m.sg old-acc.m.sg dog exhausting
‘(intended) The run after the cat was exhausting for the old
dog.’
b. Der
Weg hinter die
Torlinie wird
für
the-nom.m.sg way behind the-acc.f.sg goal-line becomes for
den
Hockeyspieler sehr gefährlich.
the-acc.m.sg hockey-player very dangerous
‘The run behind the goal line gets very dangerous for the
hockey player.’

On the other hand, the a-structure in (29a) triggers a process of Argument
Merger, which I model as an instance of Argument Fusion. As can be seen in
(31), the a-structure of the verb laufen is embedded in that of the adposition
hinterher, and the verb’s loc is fused with the adposition’s loc:

(31)

hinterher <

laufen

< th
[−r]
subj

loc >

loc>
[+r]
objloc

Differently from what happens when two verbal predicates undergo Argument Fusion, I maintain that V and Adp interact, Argument Fusion is
restricted by semantic compatibility. Hence, a loc argument-role of an ad-
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position is co-indexed with the verb’s loc in that, semantically, Grounds
instantiate Locations, but not Themes. In addition, the loc of hinterher is inherently marked as [+r], in that it must instantiate a specific type of Ground:
a Ground in motion.This specification follows from the first principle I formulated in (23). The Theme, being a primary patientlike role, is classified
as [−r] according to the standard LMT principles (cf. 4.1.1). Given these
premises, the correct linking follows immediately: th is mapped onto subj,
whereas the fused loc-arguments are mapped onto one single, clause-level
gf, namely an objloc .
I now turn to the mapping instantiated by an-schwimmen and an-schreien (cf.
the sentences in (28a) and (28b) respectively). Note that these structures
are very productive in Contemporary German, as confirmed by the corpusbased study carried out by Felfe (2012). According to Stiebels (1996:162-3),
five verb classes may show up in this construction: Vs of saying, seeing,
expressing emotions, transmission of visual/acoustic signals, and agentive
motion verbs. As first pointed out by the Stiebels (1996:162-3), this particular use of an can be described as meaning “DIRECTED TOWARDS”, a
two-place relation between an Event and a Ground. That this is indeed the
case is demonstrated by sentences like (28b), repeated here for convenience:
(32)

(German)
Maren schreit Markus an.
M.
yells M.
prt(on)
‘Maren yells at Markus.’

In (32), what is directed towards the Ground of the particle (i.e., Markus) is
not the subj Maren, but the yelling-Event where Maren bears the Agent role.
Accordingly, it is not possible to view Maren as the Figure of an. Stiebels’
intuition is captured by the lexical entry in (33):
(33)

(German)
andir <%Pred loc>

The lexical entry for schwimmen, on the other hand, is associated to the
following a-structure:
(34)

(German)
schwimmen < ag >

Also in this case, the two predicates need to interact directly at the level
of a-structure, otherwise the a-structure of the directional an could not be
mapped onto a well-formed f-structure. The difference, I contend, is that
this time the two a-structures are combined via Argument Raising: the astructure in (34) is inserted into the one in (33), and no argument roles are
fused. If, as I hypothesised above, Argument Merger between argument
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roles of a verbal and an adpositional predicate is indeed constrained by
semantic factors, Argument Fusion is indeed predicted not to apply here,
because the Ground of andir cannot be instantiated as a type of Agent, the
only argument role of schwimmen. The resulting complex a-structure is
linked to f-structure as follows:

(35)

andir <

schwimmen

< ag>
[−o]
subj

loc>
[−r]
obj

The Agent is classified as [−o] because it is neither a primary nor a secondary
patientlike argument role (cf. 4.1.1). Differently from what happens with
hinterher, the Ground-loc of andir is not semantically restricted: it must not be
in motion, nor must it fulfill some other requirements like being (in)animate.
Accordingly, it is marked as [−r], according to the “Elsewhere”-principle in
(23). Given these inherent classifications, the mapping of ag to subj and of
loc to obj follows immediately2, 3 .
Summing up, there seem to be two main interaction types between
verbal and adpositional predicates, as depicted in Table 4.4:
two pred’s, Ground mapped onto oblθ obj
Ground controlled (“fusion”) Ground raised (“raising”)

f-structure
a-structure

CP
no
yes

Table 4.4: Interaction of verbal and adpositional predicates at f- and astructure
2

I will leave it open whether the phenomena of “Applicativisation” studied by Bresnan
& Moshi (1990) and Alsina & Mchombo (1990) with respect to Bantu languages are feasible
to be reduced to processes of Argument Merger (Fusion or Raising) like the ones I presented
with respect to German. It is striking, however, that the two linking possibilities recognised
by Alsina & Mchombo (1990) for applied argument roles, i.e. either obj or objθ , would
be similarly captured by the two possible a-structural underspecifications I propose for
Grounds (after application of Argument Merger), namely [−r] and [+r] respectively.
3
Miriam Butt (p.c.) pointed out to me that also the hinterher-V-construction can be
analysed as an instance of Argument Raising, instead of as an instance of Argument Fusion
(as I proposed above). The linking would proceed as follows:
laufen
(i)

<

theme
[−r]
|
|
|
subj

location
|
hinterher

>
<

goal
[+o]
|
objθ

>

In (i), the particular type of Ground required by hinterher, namely a non-stationary Ground,
would be analysed as instantiating the argument-role Goal. Accordingly, it would be
marked as [+o] and it will be subsequently correctly mapped onto the lowest compatible gf
on the hierarchy, namely objθ .
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As it was the case with verbal predicates (cf. Table 4.3), one of both predication domains must be embedded, either at f- or at a-structure. If the former
is the case, one will get a complex f-structure with two (main) pred’s, one
for the verb and one for the adposition: the latter, together with its argument, will be encapsulated in the matrix f-structure as a clause-level oblloc
containing a gf (e.g. an obj). On the other hand, if the latter is the case,
the embedding will obtain at a-structure. Crucially, the predicator associated with an a-structural variable will embed the fully-fledged a-structure,
yielding a configuration where the adpositional a-structure embeds the
verbal a-structure. Then, depending on the lexical specifications of the
Adp-element at stake, Argument Merger will proceed either via Argument
Fusion or via Argument Raising.
In what follows, I will first briefly review the alleged phenomena of astructure alterations mentioned in the literature (cf. 4.2), and subsequently
I will argue that they should be analysed as instances of an interaction of
predicates at f-structure (i.e. f-structural embedding), and not at a-structure
(cf. 4.3).

4.2 Apparent alterations of argument structure
4.2.1 The Particle+Ground Construction
As already mentioned in Chapter 2 (cf. section 2.3), Italian verb-particle
constructions have been claimed to feature argument extension, a process
where the argument structure of the base verb acquires a new argument. In
Chapter 3 I dubbed this type of structures the “Particle+Ground−Construction”
(PGC). Cordin (2011:17), Iacobini & Masini (2006:159) and Schwarze (2008:216)
provide the following examples:
(36)

a.
b.
c.
d.

(37)

a.

Luca ride.
L. laughs
‘Luca laughs.’
a tutti.
dietro
Luca ride
L. laughs prt(behind) to all-m.pl
‘Luca laughs at everybody.’
Luca corre.
L. runs
‘Luca runs.’
suoi amici.
ai
Luca corre dietro
L. runs prt(behind) to-the his friends
‘Luca runs after his friends.’
a qualcuno
correre dietro
run-inf prt(behind) to someone
‘to run after somebody’
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passare sopra
a qualcosa
pass prt(above) to something
‘to forgive sth., to let sth. pass’

a.

correre appresso a qualcuno
run-inf prt(after) to someone
‘to run after somebody’
b. *correre a qualcuno
run-inf to someone
c. andare fuori
dal
palazzo
go-inf prt(outside) from-the palace
‘to go out of the palace’
d. *andare dal
palazzo
go-inf from-the palace

According to Cordin (2011:17), in (36) the verbs ridere ‘to laugh’ and correre ‘to run’ take one argument (cf. (36a) and (36c)), whereas the particle
verbs ridere dietro and correre dietro take two (cf. (36b) and (36d)), the extra
argument being linked to an objθ . Iacobini & Masini (2006) discuss cases
like (37), which they consider “structurally ambiguous” in that they can be
analysed either as PVs taking the PPs a qualcuno, a qualcosa as arguments, or
as simple verbs governing complex PPs (dietro a qualcuno, sopra a qualcosa).
Schwarze (2008:216) inteprets the contrasts in (38) as evidence that simple
verbs and PVs may differ in gf-assignment, which would be explained under the hypothesis that verb and particle build a Complex Predicate. In
the sentences above, the extra argument is always realised by means a PP
(headed by the case-prepositions a or da). Another instantiation of the PGC
features realisation of the extra-argument by means of a clitic pronoun:
(39)

a.
b.

Luca gli
ride
dietro.
L. laughs cl.dat.3sg prt(behind)
‘Luca laughs at him.’
Luca gli
corre dietro.
L. cl.dat.3sg runs prt(behind)
‘Luca runs after him.’

(40)

passar=ci
sopra
pass-inf=cl.loc prt(above)
‘to let it pass’

(41)

correr=gli
appresso
run-inf=cl.dat.3sg prt(after)
‘to run after him’

Tthere is no consensus on how to analyse the PGC: some authors argue
that it features PVs taking PPs/clitics as arguments (Iacobini & Masini 2006,
Iacobini 2008, Simone 1996, Cini 2008b, Schwarze 2008), others that it fea-
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tures extraction from PPs (Cinque 1990, Quaglia 2012, Rizzi 2001). It should
be noted that the two analyses differ in crucial respects. Most importantly,
the former analysis implies that a class of particles can effectively alter the
verb’s argument structure, adding one argument. The latter, on the other
hand, implies that no process of argument extension takes place. I will
focus on the PGC in 4.3.1, providing arguments that the latter analysis (no
a-structure alteration) has to be preferred.

4.2.2 Unergative > Unaccusative
Another phenomenon noticed by Iacobini & Masini is “the passage from
a transitive and/or unergative verbal base to an unaccusative VPC [VerbParticle Construction]”. Thus, the verb volare ‘to fly’ is unergative in (42a),
but it turns to unaccusative as soon as it is combined with the particle via
‘away, off’ (cf. (42b)):
(42)

a.
b.

volato da Firenze a Pisa.
La colomba ha
to P.
the dove aux.3sg fly-ptcp from F.
‘The dove flew from Florence to Pisa.’
via.
volata
La colomba è
the dove aux.3sg fly-ptcp-f.sg prt(away)
‘The dove took wing.’

I will concentrate on the alleged change from unergative to unaccusative in
4.3.2.

4.2.3 “Source”-particles
With the particles fuori ‘out(side)’, giù ‘down’ and via ‘away’, the associate
da-PP (cf. Chapter 3, section 3.3.2) can be realised either to the left (cf. (43a),
(44a), (45a)) or to the right of the obj-NP/DP (cf. (43b), (44b), (45b)):
(43)

a.
b.

(44)

a.
b.

(45)

a.

Il prof
tira fuori
dalla
borsa gli occhiali.
the professor pulls prt(outside) from-the bag the glasses
Il prof
tira fuori
gli occhiali dalla
borsa.
the professor pulls prt(outside) the glasses from-the bag
‘The teacher takes his glasses out of the bag.’
Elisa porta via
dal
canile
il cane.
E. takes prt(away) from-the dog pound the dog
Elisa porta via
il cane dal
canile.
E. takes prt(away) the dog from-the dog pound
‘Elisa takes the dog away from the dog pound.’
treno il
dal
L’ agente speciale butta giù
the agent special throws prt(down) from-the train the
terrorista.
terrorist
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L’ agente speciale butta giù
il terrorista dal
the agent special throws prt(down) the terrorist from-the
treno.
train
‘The special agent pushes the terrorist off the train.’

Iacobini & Masini (2006:159) analyse the (b)-sentences above as instantiating structures like (46), where the da-PPs are indeed taken to function as
“indirect arguments” of the whole PVs:
(46)

[V Prt]PV DP PP

I return to these cases in 4.3.3 below, arguing that this special syntactic
(more precisely, c-structural) behaviour follows from the particular nature
of particles specifying “Source”-Paths.

4.3 Against a Complex-Predicate analysis
In this section, I show that the constructions presented in 4.2 are best accounted for without adopting a Complex-Predicate-approach. Essentially
basing on the analysis proposed in Quaglia (2012), I will first focus on the
PGC (the most productive and pervasive of the three constructions introduced above), arguing that an analysis featuring Complex Predication is
wrong both theoretically (no trigger for Argument Merger) and empirically (wrong f-structures would be generated). I first demonstrate that the
f-structures of these sentences are actually the same as the ones otherwise licensed by the verb. Then, I argue that the apparent spatial particles at stake
are better analysed as a particular class of prepositions that can realise their
obj’s in non-adjacent c-structure nodes. Finally, I show how this discontinuous mapping from c- to f-structure (which obtains in other, unrelated
constructions too) is licensed. As a consequence of the present account, a
more restrictive and precise characterisation of “Particle Verbs” for Italian
is provided, as will be explained in 4.3.4. I will also argue that the two
other processes regarded as involving alteration of the verb’s argumentstructure by the particle (i.e., the Unergative>Unaccusative alternation and
the behaviour of “Source”-particles) do not involve alterations of the verb’s
a-structure.

4.3.1 The PGC as a discontinuous structure
As already mentioned above, the PGC apparently exhibits a gf-assignment
that is different from the one of the base verbs it features (cf. Cordin 2011:17;
Iacobini & Masini 2006:159; Schwarze 2008:216). Consider the following
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pair of sentences:
(47)

a.
b.

Stefano è
corso
alla fermata dell’ autobus.
S.
aux.3sg run-ptcp-m.sg to-the stop of-the bus
‘Stefano ran to the bus stop.’
Stefano gli
è
corso
davanti.
S.
dat.3sg.m aux.3sg run-ptcp-m.sg prt(in front)
‘Stefano ran in front of him.’

In (47a), the unaccusative verb correre ‘to run’ calls for a subj (Stefano) and an
oblloc (alla fermata dell’autobus). The verb-particle combination correre davanti
in (47b), on the other hand, seems to subcategorise for a subj (Stefano) and
an objθ (encoded by the dative clitic pronoun gli). Importantly, the verb
correre alone does not normally take any objθ :
(48)

*Stefano gli
è
corso.
S.
dat.3sg.m aux.3sg run-ptcp-m.sg
‘(intended) Stefano ran to him.’

In the LFG literature, similar cases have been pointed out by Forst et al.
(2010) for German and by Laczkó & Rákosi (2011) for Hungarian. The
authors argue that the constructions at stake involve Complex Predicates,
whereby a new pred is built that features a gf-assignment that is different
from the one of the base verb.
In the following, I first demonstrate that a change in gf-assignment is
not what is going on in the Italian cases. By means of three syntactic tests,
evidence is provided that sentences like (47b) feature a discontinuous oblθ
subcategorised for by the verb, and not an objθ subcategorised for by the
whole verb-particle combination.
Which f-structure for the PGC?
As the reader may recall from Chapter 3 (cf. section 3.1), the PGC features,
beside a verb, the Ground-argument of the particle. This can be realised
either (i) as a PP ((49a), (49b)) or (ii) as a case-marked clitic pronoun ((50a),
(50b)):
(49)

a.

b.

Il difensore si
è
messo
dietro
all’
the defender refl.3 aux.3sg put-ptcp-m.sg prt(behind) to-the
attaccante.
attacker
‘The defender placed himself behind the attacker.’
Il bandito salta dentro
al
treno
the bandit jumps prt(inside) to-the train
‘The bandit jumps in the train.’
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Il difensore gli
si
è
messo
the defender dat.3sg.m refl.3 aux.3sg put-ptcp-m.sg
dietro.
prt(behind)
‘The defender placed himself behind him.’
salta dentro
Il bandito ci
the bandit cl.loc jumps prt(inside)
‘The bandit jumps in there.’

The XP-realisation always consists of a PP headed by the primary casemarking preposition a ‘to’. If, on the other hand, the Ground is encoded
by a clitic pronoun, the animacy of the referent imposes a certain value for
the attribute case: one gets dative clitics in case of [+animate] (50a), but
locative clitics in case of [−animate] (50b). Note that the same paradigm
is displayed by almost all other spatial particles belonging to Class I (cf.
Chapter 3, section 3.3). The data in (49) and (50) provide an answer to one
question left open in section 3.3.2 of Chapter 3, namely what the value of
the case-feature contributed by a exactly is. We can now safely conclude
that the primary preposition a is ambiguous between dative (as in (49a))
and locative (as in (49b)), an analysis which is standardly assumed in the
literature (cf. e.g. Rizzi 1988). I examine the structures involving PPs and
the ones involving clitics in turn.
As Iacobini & Masini (2006:159) note, sentences like the ones in (49a) and
(49b) are structurally ambiguous. On the one hand, the PP headed by a ‘to’
could be governed by the particle (yielding a complex PP):
(51)

a.
b.

Il difensore si è messo [dietro [all’ attaccante]PP ]PP
Il bandito salta [dentro [al treno]PP ]PP

This structural configuration obtains in sentences like the following (cf.
again Chapter 3, section 3.3.2):
(52)

a.
b.

Il difensore era
dietro
all’
attaccante.
the defender be-impf-3sg prt(behind) to-the attacker
‘The defender was behind the attacker.’
La pistola era dentro
alla borsa.
the gun was prt(inside) to-the bag
‘The gun was inside the bag.’

On the other hand, the a-PP could be governed by the PV directly:
(53)

a.
b.

Il difensore è [corso dietro]PV [all’ attaccante]PP
Il bandito [salta dentro]PV [al treno]PP

PPs headed by a are indeed possible c-structural realisations of two sentence-
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level gfs: obj goal (as in (54a)) and oblloc (as in (54b)) respectively:
(54)

a.
b.

Il difensore passa il pallone al
portiere.
the defender passes the ball
to-the goalkeeper
‘The defender passes the ball to the goalkeeper.’
Il bandito abita a Torino.
the bandit lives to Torino
‘The bandit lives in Turin.’

Let us consider the implications of each hypothesis for the f-structures of
the sentences in (49a) and (49b). Under the first hypothesis (i.e., the aPP builds a unit together with the particle), the extra a-PP would bear a
gf subcategorised for by the pred contributed by the spatial particle. For
the time being, I will call it simply gf. The a-PP and the particle would
then together correspond to a complex oblloc . This, in turn, would be
subcategorised for by the verb. Verb and particle would correspond to
separate pred’s at the level of f-structure. I will call this “Hypothesis (i)”.
In Figure 4.7, an underspecified f-structure consistent with Hypothesis (i)
is depicted:

subj


pred


...




oblloc






′
verb<subj ... oblloc >′ 

h i

...





pred ′ particle<gf>′


h
i


...
gf

h i
...

Figure 4.7: Hypothesis (i) (underspecified f-structure)
On the other hand, under the second hypothesis (i.e., the a-PP is governed
by the whole PV), the f-structure would be deeply different: the PP headed
by a would bear a clause-level gf on its own. Let us provisorily call this
gfloc (because it links Ground-loc). This gf would be subcategorised for by a
complex pred, corresponding to the whole PV. Verb and particle would then
build a single predicative unit. This is usually the case either (i) in case of
Complex Predication, or (ii) in case of Applicativisation. In either case, the
constructions at stake would involve a process of Argument Merger in Butt’s
(2014). I will call this “Hypothesis (ii)”. In Figure 4.8, an underspecified
f-structure consistent with Hypothesis (ii) is depicted.
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h i



subj ...




′
′
pred verb+particle<subj ... gfloc > 


h i



...
...


h
i



gf
...
loc

Figure 4.8: Hypothesis (ii) (underspecified f-structure)
Let us now turn to the sentences where Ground-loc is encoded by a clitic
pronoun (as in (50a) and (50b)). In Italian, both dative and locative clitics
can realise sentence-level gf’s:
(55)

a.
b.

passa il pallone.
Il difensore gli
the defender dat.3sg.m passes the ball
‘The defender passes him the ball.’
abita.
Il bandito ci
the bandit cl.loc lives
‘The bandit lives there.’

In (55a), gli encodes an obj goal , while in (55b) ci encodes an oblloc . In the
literature, this particular configuration of the PGC has not been investigated
systematically. Iacobini (2008:113-5) only considers structures involving dative clitics, and concludes that these are extra-arguments licensed by the PV
(in line with Hypothesis (ii)). Basing on evidence like (55a), dative clitics are
thus considered bona fide Indirect Objects. Masini (2008:86-7), on the other
hand, argues that sentences like (55a) feature prepositions taking a clitic
complement (in line with Hypothesis (i)). In both cases, the conclusions are
not supported by dedicated syntactic tests, and no explicit representation
is offered. In what follows, I provide evidence that Hypothesis (ii) is untenable, whereas Hypothesis (i) correctly predicts the data. I will then describe
the c- to f-structure mappings licensing the structures at stake.
Inspecting f-structure
Missing realisation possibilities
Recall that in the Bare-Particle-Constructions, the clause-level obj-NP/DP
can appear either to the right (56a) or to the left (56b) of the particle, yielding
something similar to the Germanic “Particle Shift” (cf. Chapter 2, section
2.4):
(56)

a.

Il barista porta fuori
le sedie.
the barman brings prt(outside) the chairs
‘The barman brings out the chairs.’
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b.

Il barista porta le sedie fuori.
the barman brings the chairs prt(outside)
‘The barman brings the chairs out.’

If also the a-PP encoding Ground-loc in the PGC were a clause-level gf, it
would be predicted that it could be interposed between verb and particle
as well. However, only the continuous linear order “V − Prt − PP” is
grammatical (57a), whereas the discontinuous linear order order “V − PP −
Prt” is ungrammatical (57b):
(57)

a.

Il cane salta addosso al
ladro.
the dog jumps prt(on) to-the thief
‘The dog jumps up at the thief.’
b. *Il cane salta al
ladro addosso.
the dog jumps to-the thief prt(on)

The present argument needs to be strenghtened, though: in principle, it
could be contended that verb and particle do build a Complex Predicate,
but only if certain c-structural conditions are met, namely if verb and particle
are sister nodes. This would explain why the PP al ladro in (57b) yields an
ungrammatical sentence. Since verb and particle are not adjacent here, no
Complex Predication takes place, and no objθ will be subcategorised for.
In this case, the PP would be nonetheless mapped onto a clausal objθ (via
a functional annotation on the c-structure node corresponding to the PP),
and the resulting f-structure would be incoherent.
Indeed, there are Italian constructions that alternate between presence and
absence of Complex Predication depending on adjacency. For example,
this is the case with perceptual “restructuring” verbs (cf. Burzio 1986, Rizzi
1978). Compare (58) with the sentences in (59):
(58)

Ho
visto
Giacomo scrivere una lettera.
aux.1sg see-ptcp G.
write-inf a letter
‘I saw Giacomo writing a letter.’

(59)

a.
b.

Ho
visto
scrivere una lettera a Giacomo.
aux.1sg see-ptcp write-inf a letter to G.
‘I saw Giacomo write a letter.’
Gli
ho
visto
scrivere una lettera.
cl.dat.3sg.m aux.1sg see-ptcp write-inf a letter
‘I saw him write a letter.’

The sentence in (58) involves a bi-clausal structure: the matrix verb visto
takes a subj (unexpressed), an obj (Giacomo) and an xcomp (scrivere una
lettera). The embedded verb scrivere takes a subj, which is functionally controlled by the matrix obj Giacomo, and an obj (una lettera). The construction
involves no Complex Predication. On the other hand, both sentences in (59)
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can be analysed as featuring Complex Predication: they are mono-clausal
and feature three matrix-level gf’s: a subj (unexpressed), an obj (una lettera)
and an objθ , encoded either as a PP (cf. (59a)) or as a case-marked clitic
pronoun (cf. (59b)). In fact, the so-called “clitic-climbing” of gli in (59b) is
usually regarded as a piece of evidence that clause union/complex predication/“restructuring” has taken place (cf. Rizzi 1978). Note, at this point,
that if the V-V c-structural complex is interrupted by intervention of the DP
la lettera, the “climbing” dative clitic is not licensed anymore:
(60)

*Gli
ho
visto
una lettera scrivere.
cl.dat.3sg.m aux.1sg see-ptcp a letter write-inf

A sentence-final PP a Giacomo is ruled out as well:
(61)

*Ho
visto
una lettera scrivere a Giacomo.
aux.1sg see-ptcp a letter write-inf to G.

The generalisation that can be made in light of the ungrammaticality of
(60) and (61) is that for Complex Predication to apply, the two predicates
must be structurally adjacent, at least to the extent that no NP/DP intervenes
between them. As these examples show, there indeed exist verbs (like vedere
‘to see’) that combine with other verbs either via Complex Predication or
via embedding at f-structure. Let me now return to the PGCs featuring the
particle addosso. Under a Complex Precation account of these constructions,
one could claim that, analogously to perceptual verbs, the particle needs
to be adjacent to the verb for a relation of Argument Merger to apply. If
this is true, then we would predict that a clitic realisation of the particle’s
Ground-loc is only possible if verb and particle are adjacent. However, the
data show that this prediction is not borne out: dative clitics are possible
both if verb and particle are adjacent (cf. (62a)), and if they are separated
(cf. (62b)):
(62)

a.
b.

Il manifestante gli
lancia addosso delle pietre.
the protester cl.dat.3sg.m throws prt(on) some stones
‘The protester throws stones at him.’
Il manifestante gli
lancia delle pietre addosso.
the protester cl.dat.3sg.m throws some stones prt(on)
‘The protester throws stones at him.’

On the other hand, under Hypothesis (i) the contrast in (57) is easily explained. The PP al ladro in (57a) corresponds to the gf subcategorised for by
the particle, which here actually behaves like a normal preposition. Subsequently, its XP-complement must be realised to its right, as usual in Italian.
Trying to place the PP to the right of the verb and to the left of the particle,
in the c-structural position of objθ ’s, fails, for the verb saltare in (57b) does
not take any objθ .
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Resumptive clitic pronouns in Clitic Left Dislocation
Clitic Left Dislocation (henceforth, CLLD) is a typically Romance structure where a phrase XP (it may be NP, PP, AP, VP, CP) is placed at the
beginning of the sentence, and the gf it bears is indexed by means of a clitic
pronoun, which functions as a resumptive element. The dislocated phrase
XP is interpreted as the sentence Topic (for a classic survey of Italian and
Romance CLLD, see Cinque 1990:56-97). In (63a)-(63d), some examples are
provided:
(63)

a.
b.

c.
d.

[Il nostro amico Mario]DP, lo
amiamo tutti.
the our friend M.
cl.acc.3sg.m love-1pl all
‘Our friend Mario, we all love him.’
[Al
nostro amico Mario]PP, Giorgio gli
ha
to-the our friend M.
G.
cl.dat.3sg.m aux.3sg
regalato
un libro.
donate-ptcp a book
‘Our friend Mario, Giorgio gave a book to him as present.’
[In Russia]PP, Mario ci
vuole andare.
in Russia M.
cl.loc wants go-inf
‘Russia, Mario wants to go there.’
[Che Mario è bravissimo]CP, lo
abbiamo sempre
that M.
is good-superl cl.acc.3sg.m aux.1pl always
saputo.
know-ptcp
‘that Mario is very good, we always knew that.’

As can be seen in (63), matching of gf’s obtains by means of case and,
where possible, pers/num/gend-features. Thus, NP/DPs functioning as obj
must be resumed by accusative clitics matching agreement features (63a);
PPs functioning as objθ must be resumed by dative ones (63b); finally,
oblθ and comp must be resumed by the locative clitic (63c) and by the
accusative m.sg clitic lo (63d) respectively. Now, if Hypothesis (ii) were the
case, in ambiguous structures like (64a) and (64b) it should not be possible
to dislocate the spatial particle together with the a-PP, while getting the
resumptive clitic indexing oblθ ’s.
(64)

a.

b.

Il difensore è
corso
dietro
all’
the defender aux.3sg run-ptcp-m.sg prt(behind) to-the
attaccante.
attacker
‘The defender ran after the attacker.’
L’ allenatore piazza dietro
all’
attaccante un difensore.
the coach
places prt(behind) to-the attacker a defender
‘The coach puts a defender behind the attacker.’
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However, this is possible, indicating that Hypothesis (ii) makes wrong
predictions:
(65)

a.

b.

[Dietro
all’
attaccante], ci
è
corso
prt(behind) to-the attacker cl.loc aux.3sg run-ptcp-m.sg
il difensore.
the defender
‘After the attacker, the defender ran there.’
[Dietro
all’
attaccante], l’ allenatore ci
piazza un
prt(behind) to-the attacker, the coach
cl.loc places a
difensore.
defender
‘Behind the attacker, the coach puts a defender there.’

These structures are grammatical precisely because spatial particle and a-PP
build a unit together, both at c-structure (a complex PP), and at f-structure (a
complex oblloc ). Turning now to sentences where the Ground-loc is realised
by a case-marked clitic pronoun (as in (66a) and (66b)), we see that CLLD
can apply to the spatial particle alone, indexing it as an oblθ (as in (67a) and
(67b)):
(66)

a.
b.

(67)

a.

b.

Il difensore gli
è
corso
dietro.
the defender cl.dat.3sg.m aux.3sg run-ptcp-m.sg prt(behind)
‘The defender runs after him.’
L’ allenatore gli
piazza dietro
un difensore.
the coach
cl.dat.3sg.m places prt(behind) a defender
‘The coach puts a defender behind him.’
[Dietro],
gli
ci
è
corso
il
prt(behind) cl.dat.3sg.m cl.loc aux.3sg run-ptcp-m.sg the
difensore.
defender
‘After him, the defender ran there.’
[Dietro],
l’ allenatore gli
ci
piazza un
prt(behind) the coach
cl.dat.3sg.m cl.loc places a
difensore.
defender
‘Behind him, the coach puts a defender there.’

The sentences in (67a) and (67b) might seem to contradict the data in (65a)
and (65b), because only the particle is fronted, leaving the clitics in place.
Nonetheless, this is consistent with Hypothesis (i): (66a) and (66b) display
discontinuous oblθ ’s, where dative clitics contribute an obj, while spatial
particles contribute a pred. Of both, the only element feasible to be placed
in the c-structure node hosting left-dislocated phrases (arguably, an XPnode adjoined to IP) is the particle dietro, because clitic pronouns have to be
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realised either as sisters to I0 or as sisters to V0. But the sentences in (67a) and
(67b) don’t display just spatial particles and dative clitics. The resumptive
locative clitic pronoun ci is present, too. On Hypothesis (i), this is predicted:
since an oblθ (more precisely, an oblloc ) is topicalised, it must be resumed
within the clause by means of a locative clitic. On the contrary, the presence
of the resumptive ci is not expected under Hypothesis (ii). According to
the refined version of Hypothesis (ii), in structures like (66a) and(66b) the
f-structure would contain an objθ , and no oblθ function at all. Therefore,
the indexation of oblθ in a CLLD structure would remain unexplained (and
unpredicted). In light of these facts, the test involving CLLD provides a
crucial piece of evidence that only Hypothesis (i) is sustainable.
Binding of proprio
Binding data involving the adjective proprio ‘own’ also suggest that the
ambiguous sentences actually contain a complex oblθ , and not an objθ .
Giorgi (1984, 1991) dubs proprio a “possessive anaphor”: while it displays
typical adjectival morphology (it must agree with a noun in number and
gender), it must be bound, like anaphors. Giorgi (1991:186) observes that
this element can behave in two ways: it can be either clause-bound, or
long-distance-bound. In the first case, both subj and obj may be legitimate
antecedents ((68a), borrowed from Giorgi 1984:314); in the second, proprio
is subject-oriented ((68b), from Giorgi 1991:186):
(68)

a.
b.

Gianni j ha
ricondotto Mariai alla propriai / j famiglia.
G.
aux.3sg re-lead-ptcp M.
to-the own-f.sg family-f.sg
‘Gianni brought back Maria to {his // her} own family.’
Mariai contro coloro che
aizzato
Gianni j ha
against those who
aux.3sg turn-ptcp M.
G.
disprezzano il proprio j/∗i figlio.
the own-m.sg son-m.sg
despise
‘Gianni turned Maria against those who despise {his // *her}
own son.’

In both cases, binding of proprio can be described as being constrained by a
general f-command condition (a typical requirement of anaphoric elements,
cf. Dalrymple 1993: 113-152; 2001:185 for discussion), as can be appreciated
from the following sentences:
(69)

a.

ringraziato i proprii
Il presidentei ha
the president aux.3sg thank-ptcp the own-m.pl
sostenitori.
supporter-m.pl
‘The president thanked his own supporters.’
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b.

Gli amicii di Gianni j apprezzano
le propriei /∗ j poesie.
the friends of G.
appreciate-3pl the own-f.pl poemf.pl
‘Gianni’s friends appreciate {their // *his} own poems.’
arrivati
siano
ospiti
c. Che i proprii
that the own-m.pl guest-m.pl aux.subjunctive-3pl arrive-ptcp
Marioi .
stupito
in ritardo non ha
in delay neg aux.3sg surprise-ptcp M.
‘That his own guests arrived late did not surprise Mario.’
d. *Che Marioi sia
arrivato
in ritardo
that M.
aux.subjunctive-3sg arrive-ptcp-m.sg in delay
non ha
stupito
i proprii
amici.
neg aux.3sg surprise-ptcp the own-m.pl friend-m.pl
(intended: ‘That Marioi arrived late did not surprise hisi own
friends.’)

Now, recalling that f-command is defined as follows (cf. Bresnan 1982:334):
(70)

F-command:
For any occurrences of the functions α, β in an f-structure F, α fcommands β if and only if α does not contain β and every f-structure
of F that contains α contains β

it is easy to see that in (69a)-(69d), the anaphor proprio can be bound only
by those gfs that f-command it. Thus, in (69a) il presidente (value of subj)
f-commands the f-structure corresponding to the obj, and also propri, which
is contained within it. However, in (69b) Gianni cannot be a binder, for the
first f-structure containing it (the f-structure corresponding to the subj) does
not contain proprie. Similar arguments apply to (69c) and (69d).
Binding of proprio provides us with a probe into the f-structure of the ambiguous sentences: if the a-PPs at stake really were clause-level objθ ’s, they
should be possible binders. However, this is not the case, as the following
examples show:
(71)

a.
b.

Paoloi mette dietro
a Maria j il proprioi /∗ j ritratto.
P.
puts prt(behind) to M.
the own-m.sg portrait-m.sg
‘Paoloi puts his/*her own portrait behind Maria.’
Il ninjai lancia contro
al
samurai j la propriai /∗ j
the ninja throws prt(against) to-the samurai the own-f.sg
spada.
sword-f.sg
‘The ninjai throws hisi/∗ j own sword against the samurai j .’

Under Hypothesis (i), these facts are predicted: the a-PP would correspond
to a gf embedded in a clause-level oblloc , and from its structural position
it could not f-command the anaphor, which is embedded in a clause-level
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obj4 . Quite surprisingly, however, the sentences featuring clitic pronouns
behave in the opposite way:
(72)

a.

b.

Paoloi le j
mette dietro
il proprioi/ j
P.
cl.dat.3sg.f puts prt(behind) the own-m.sg
ritratto.
portrait-m.sg
‘Paoloi puts his/her own portrait behind her.’
il ninjai gli j
lancia contro
la propriai / j spada.
the ninja cl.dat.3sg.m throws prt(against) the own
sword
‘The ninjai throws hisi/ j own sword against him j .’

The clitics le and gli have the same f-structural position as the PPs a Maria
and al samurai in (71a) and (71b) respectively. Subsequently, it is predicted
that they should not be able to bind the anaphor, for they do not f-command
it. However, they are able to bind proprio5 . These facts could be explained by
appealing to the information-structural status of clitic pronouns. In Italian,
clitic pronouns are topical: as Berretta (1986:71) points out, they convey
“de-emphatic old information”. In sentences like (72a) and (72b), they have
an i(nformation)-structural representation that is different from the one
of the particle. Accordingly, at i(nformation)-structure (cf. Dalrymple &
Nikolaeva 2011 and Chapter 5) they are separate from the rest of the oblθ ,
and they therefore regain a prominence they do not have at f-structure6 .
Thus, I tentatively argue that this kind of prominence relaxes the f-command
condition, enabling the clitics at stake to bind the anaphor7 . Nonetheless,
I contend that the discussed shortcoming of the present analysis depends
on the assumption that f-command is the only structural relation playing
a crucial role in explaining binding facts. On a derivational approach, for
example, the dative clitics would be predicted to be legitimate binders for
proprio, because they satisfy the c-command condition of Principle A of
Binding Theory (cf. Chomsky 1981) from whatever position they occupy
4
The different binding possibilities displayed by oblloc ’s and objθ ’s are explained by their
different f-structural makeup: whereas the former contain a pred that prevents their internal
obj from f-commanding any clause-level gf, the latter contain no such intermediate pred.
As has been pointed out to me by Miriam Butt (p.c.), this difference thus ultimately reduces
to the difference between semantic and non-semantic Ps.
5
Note that the same binding possibilities exist if the particle occurs to the right of the
obj-DP:

(i)

Il ninjai gli j
lancia la propriai/ j spada
contro
the ninja cl.dat.3sg.m throws the own-f.sg sword-f.sg prt(against)

6
An alternative solution consists in resorting to c-command. Under a c-structural analysis
of clitics as non-projecting nodes adjoined to V0 /I0 (e.g. Toivonen 2001), the dative clitics
would c-command the XP containing the anaphor.
7
Indeed, there is evidence from unrelated constructions that prominence at i-structure
plays an important role with respect to grammatical processes, in Italian (cf. Salvi 1986).
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(e.g. adjoined to T0 ). In sum, data concerning binding of the anaphoric
adjective proprio are also compatible with Hypothesis (i).
The three tests I have presented so far provide evidence that Hypothesis
(i), and not Hypothesis (ii), is a sustainable representation for the constructions at stake. What is striking about the results of the employed tests is
that the spatial elements at stake only apparently display particle-syntax,
but syntactically (more precisely, f-structurally) behave like prepositions. In
fact, the elements called particles constantly keep a subcategorisation relation to an obj. This is evident when they govern it on their right-hand side,
but it might seem bizarre when the obj is encoded as a clitic. In what follows, I explain how the mapping from c-structure to f-structure takes place
in the constructions discussed above. The analysis consists of two major
premises, to be introduced in turn, and a presentation of the c-structure
rules and the functional annotations licensing the correspondence.
Case in Italian
A framework like LFG makes it possible to formally represent the acknowledged generalisation that different categories (e.g. P(reposition) and
CL(itic)) can contribute an identical piece of grammatical information (e.g.
case). With respect to Romance languages, much work has been done on
the role of case and its representation (Grimshaw 1982, Berman & Frank
1996, Schwarze 1996 and Schwarze & Alencar 2016 on French; Alsina 1996
on Catalan; Schwarze 2012 on Italian). The representation of case I propose
in this chapter is in line with the one worked out in Schwarze (1996; 2012).
Italian features a “janus-faced” case-marking system: on the one hand, case
can be expressed syntactically, namely by Ps devoid of a pred attribute. On
the other, clitics encode case-oppositions morphologically, although syncretic forms (e.g. ne) often neutralise such oppositions, as is expected in
lexical paradigms. Table 4.5 provides an overview of the case system in
Italian.
P
CL

acc
−
lo, la, le, li

dat
a
gli, le

loc
a
ci

gen
di
ne

abl
da
ne

Table 4.5: Sketch of Standard Contemporary Italian case system
As already pointed out in Chapter 3 (cf. section 3.3.2), the present system
diverges from the one adopted in Quaglia (2012) in only one respect: the
NPs/DPs taken as complements by P are analysed to map onto an f-structure
containing a case-feature, whose value is accusative. Therefore, also not
overtly marked obj’s of P are assumed to bear a case feature.
In what follows, I illustrate how the system of case interacts with the class
of spatial “particles” I have been focussing on.
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Mapping c-structure to f-structure
The two structure types I have been considering feature a similar f-structure,
but differ with respect to the way the mapping from c-structure to f-structure
is effected. This is expected, in that they also differ as regards c-structure.
Sentences where the spatial P takes a PP as c-structure complement, present
the standard mapping of spatial PPs (depicted in Figure (72)). On the
other hand, sentences where a clitic pronoun encodes Ground-loc involve a
discontinuous mapping (depicted in Figure (72)).
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Figure 4.9: Rosalba è corsa davanti al cane. ‘Rosalba ran in front of the dog.’
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Figure 4.10: Gli è corsa davanti. ‘She ran in front of him.’
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The first type of mapping is effected by means of the following functional
annotations on c-structure rules:
(73)
(74)

VP

−→

...

PP

−→

...

V′
↑=↓

P0
↑=↓

...

(PP)
(↑ oblloc ) = ↓

(PP)
(↑ obj) = ↓

The second type of mapping is more complex. While the annotation on the
PP in (73) applies also in this case, the obj contained in oblloc is contributed
by the clitic pronoun, attached as a sister of either V0 or I0 8, 9 . If the case
feature provided by the clitic is consistent with the requirements imposed
by the pred of the locative P, the partial f-structures will correctly unify as a
complex oblloc .
This kind of mapping is not only found in the sentences examined here, but
it instantiates a general strategy available to Italian clitic pronouns.

8

Toivonen (2001:38-48) argues that Romance clitic pronouns are non-projecting nodes.
Accordingly, clitics woule be adjoined to V0 /I0 , resulting in another V0 /I0 . This is a very
interesting proposal, but its implementation in XLE easily runs into overgeneration problems. These can be avoided resorting to more complicated c-structure rules that involve
additional constraints. Since this chapter is mainly concerned with f-structure, I will keep
to the more “traditional” c-structure rules (as proposed first by Grimshaw 1982 for French),
which represent clitics as sisters to V0 /I0 and daughters to V′ /I′ . Nonetheless, Toivonen’s
theory is compatible with the account I defend here, and in Chapter 5, where I will make
use of the concept of non-projecting node in my account of the Bare-Particle-Construction,
I will sketch out alternative c-structure rules.
9
Friulian (a Rhaeto-Romance variety spoken in the Italian administrative region FriuliVenezia Giulia, bordering on Austria and Slovenia) provides an important piece of evidence
that supports the present analysis. As Marchetti (1985:213) points out, two “adverbs” (daûr
‘behind’ and intor ‘on, at’ − roughly corresponding to Italian dietro and addosso respectively)
may be alternative hosts for clitic pronouns (more precisely, only sg-clitics). This can be
seen in the following example: mi is the dative obj of the P intor and cliticises directly on it,
but not on the verb meti ‘to put’ (example taken from Placereani 1975):
(i)

(Friulian)
Jo no soi
degn
di meti
intor=mi
nancje
ce
I neg be-1sg.ind.pres virtuous of put-inf prt(on)=cl.dat.1sg not even that
che
lui
al
met
tai
pı̂s. (Matt. III:11)
rel.pron pron.3sg cl.nom.3sg put-inf in-m.pl feet
‘I don’t deserve wearing (lit.: putting on me) even what he puts on his feet.’

On the present analysis, this is actually an expected possibility. In Italian, clitic Ground-loc’s
must to be attached to either V0 or I0 (as any clitic pronoun in Italian), but if a language
L independently licenses clitics on other X0 ’s, we predict that a gf subcategorised by the
pred corresponding to that X0 be able to be realised by a CL-node attached to X0 . In the
Friulian case, then, we just have a more isomorphic correspondence between c-structure
and f-structure.
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Consider the following data:
(75)

a.
b.

(76)

a.
b.

Paolo è fedele ad Anna.
P.
is loyal to A.
‘Paolo is loyal to Anna.’
Paolo le
è fedele.
P.
cl.dat.3sg.f is loyal
‘Paolo is loyal to her.’
Nerone desidera la distruzione di Roma.
N.
wishes the destruction of R.
‘Nero wishes the destruction of Rome.’
desidera la distruzione.
Nerone ne
cl.gen wishes the destruction
N.
‘Nerone wishes its destruction.’

In (75a)-(75b), the adjective fedele ‘loyal’ subcategorises for a gf (it might be
an obj, or an objθ ): this is encoded either by an adjacent PP, or by a clitic
pronoun. Similarly, in (76a)-(76b) the event noun distruzione ‘destruction’
calls for a gf linking the Theme-argument of the base verb distruggere ‘to
destroy’ in the nominal domain (this could be either oblθ , as argued by
Bresnan (2001:294), or poss, as argued by Laczkó (1995), the difference being
irrelevant for the present argumentation). Also this gf is realised either by
a PP or by a clitic pronoun. Importantly, in both cases −like in the sentences
involving locative Ps− CL nodes are mapped onto a gf that is governed
by a pred embedded in a sentence-level gf (predlink in (75b), obj in (76b)).
Obviously, CL nodes can be mapped onto clause-level gf’s, too:
(77)

a.
b.

horror
Lucio parla di film
talks of movies horror
L.
‘Lucio talks about horror movies.’
parla
Lucio ne
cl.gen talks
L.
‘Lucio talks about it.’

In (77b), the genitive clitic ne encodes the oblθ of the verb parlare ‘to talk’,
which must bear genitive as value for case. Nonetheless, the “search space”
where CL nodes can retrieve their gf’s has to be constrained. As a matter
of fact, gf’s contained in comp ((78a)-(78b)) and xcomp ((79a)-(79b)) seem to
be unavailable targets of this dependency:
(78)

a.

i compiti
Marcolino promette che farà
promises comp do-fut-3sg the homework
M.
‘Marcolino promises that he will do his homework.’
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b. *Marcolino li
promette che farà
M.
cl.acc.3pl.m promises comp do-fut-3sg
‘Marcolino promises that he will do it.’
(79)

a.

un regalo a Susanna
Matteo vede Stefano dare
give-inf a present to S.
sees S.
M.
‘Matteo sees Stefano give a present to Susanna.’
un regalo
vede Stefano dare
b. *Matteo le
give-inf a present
cl.dat.3sg.f sees S.
M.
‘Matteo sees Stefano give her a present.’

Also gf’s realised as clauses have this “island”-effect:
(80)

a.

Che i deputati non vadano
in parlamento è una
that the deputies neg go-sbjv-3pl in parliament is a
vergogna
shame
‘That deputies don’t go to the parliament is a shame.’
b. *Che i deputati non vadano
ci
è una vergogna
that the deputies neg go-sbjv-3pl cl.loc is a shame
‘That deputies don’t go there is a shame.’

The right generalisation to be captured thus seems to be that the “search
space” cannot cross a gf that contains a subj. This can be easily represented by means of a functional uncertainty path, restricted by an off-path
constraint (cf. Bresnan 2001, Dalrymple 2001):
(81)

(↑ gf* gf) = ↓
¬(→ subj)

In (81), the functional uncertainty (“(↑ gf* gf)”) identifies the gf borne by
the clitic through a path consisting of zero or more gf’s. On the other hand,
the off-path constraint (“¬(→ subj)”) ensures that the identified gf is not
contained in an embedded f-structure with a subj attribute (this predicts the
ungrammaticality of sentences like (78b), (79b) and (80b)). Moreover, gf’s
contained in a subj are excluded as well10 :
(82)

a.

documentario è molto bello
Il trailer del
the trailer of-the documentary is very nice
‘The trailer of the documentary is very nice.’

10
Rizzi (2001:540-1) claims that also adjuncts are “islands” for this kind of mapping. He
provides sentences involving copular verbs, like *Gianni le è felice accanto ‘Gianni is happy
beside her’. Nonetheless, grammatical sentences can be easily found where a clitic pronoun
encodes the obj of an adj function: I bambini ci giocano sopra ‘The kids play (while being)
on/over it’. The ungrammaticality of the sentences provided by Rizzi seems thus to depend
on the verb type, or on its lexical semantics.
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b. *Il trailer ne
è molto bello
the trailer cl.gen is very nice
‘Its trailer is very nice.’
Accordingly, the expression in (81) must be then further constrained: the
modified expression “gf* − subj” ensures that the optional embedded fstructures appearing in the path are the value of a subj attribute. The final
version of the functional uncertainty (to be annotated on CL nodes) is then
as follows:
(↑ gf* − subj gf) = ↓
¬(→ subj)

(83)

The annotated c-structure rules (already implemented in an XLE-grammar
fragment for Italian) are given in Figures 4.11 and 4.12:
I′
↑=↓

−→

...

(CL)
(↑ gf* − subj gf) = ↓
¬(→ subj)

(CL)
(↑ gf* − subj gf) = ↓
¬(→ subj)

{((↓ case) =c dat)
∨
((↓ case) =c loc)}

{((↓ case) =c acc)
∨
((↓ case) =c gen)}

...

I0
↑=↓

...

V0
↑=↓

Figure 4.11: Annotated I′ -rule
V′
↑=↓

−→

...

(CL)
(↑ gf* − subj gf) = ↓
¬(→ subj)

(CL)
(↑ gf* − subj gf) = ↓
¬(→ subj)

{((↓ case) =c dat)
∨
((↓ case) =c loc)}

{((↓ case) =c acc)
∨
((↓ case) =c gen)}

Figure 4.12: Annotated V′ -rule
While the annotation in (83) will be associated to every CL node, linear
order constraints exhibited in clitic clusters (i.e., dative > accusative) can
be easily represented by means of additional constraining equations, as
can be seen in Figures 4.11 and 4.12. Accordingly, dative and locative
clitic pronouns are forced to be associated to the first CL-slot, accusative
and genitive ones to the second11 .These c-structure rules, together with
11

This solution is in my view highly compatible with the proposed account. However,
alternative analyses of linear order in Romance clitic clusters exists: Schwarze (2012), for
example, defends the view that the ordering of clitics is lexically specified.
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their respective functional annotations, will license the discontinuous type
of mapping displayed by the Particle+Ground-Construction. However,
this mapping type appears also in other, unrelated constructions, as I have
shown.

4.3.2 Particles and the unergative/unaccusative alternation
I now turn to the alleged argument-structural change from unergative to
unaccusative. Iacobini & Masini (2006:158) provide contrasts like the one
in (84):
(84)

a.
b.

Il piccione ha
volato da Como a Milano.
the pigeon aux.3sg fly-ptcp from C.
to M.
‘The bat flew from Como to Milan.’
Il piccione è
volato
via.
the pigeon aux.3sg fly-ptcp-m.sg prt(away)
‘The pigeon took wing.’

Auxiliary selection reveals that the verb volare is unergative in (84a) (cf. the
auxiliary avere), but unaccusative in (84b) (cf. the auxiliary essere). However,
note that an identical contrast can be found even in presence of regular PPs:
(85)

a.

b.

Il pipistrello ha
volato dentro
la camera da
the bat
aux.3sg fly-ptcp prt(inside) the room from
letto.
bed
‘The bat flew around inside the bedroom.’
Il pipistrello è
volato
dentro
la camera
the bat
aux.3sg fly-ptcp-m.sg prt(inside) the room
da letto.
from bed
‘The bat flew into the bedroom.’

Both sentences in (85) display the same linear order, namely NP/DP−AUX−V−PP,
and the PP which is used is the same (dentro la camera da letto). Nonetheless,
the verb is unergative in (85a), but unaccusative in (85b). What is crucial
is that the PP plays a different role in each of the sentences: in (85a) it is
an adjunct, whereas in (85b) it is a proper argument (cf. Folli & Ramchand
2005), as can be easily demonstrated:
(86)

a.

Il pipistrello ha
volato.
the bat
aux.3sg fly-ptcp
‘The bat flew around.’
volato.
b. *Il pipistrello è
aux.3sg fly-ptcp-m.sg
the bat
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If one indeed wants to keep to an analysis where “particles” are responsible for the unergative>unaccusative shift, it would be also unavoidable to
recognise that regular PPs may serve the same function. The crucial point,
though, is that the presence of a particle does not necessarily force the verb
to become unaccusative:
(87)

a.
b.

Il pipistrello ha
volato dentro.
the bat
aux.3sg fly-ptcp prt(inside)
‘The bat flew around inside.’
dentro.
volato
Il pipistrello è
aux.3sg fly-ptcp-m.sg prt(inside)
the bat
‘The bat flew in.’

The particle dentro may combine both with the unergative version of volare,
behaving as a normal adj ((87a)), and with its unaccusative version, saturating its loc-argument slot ((87b)). In light of these data, it is possible to conclude that particles simply saturate the verb’s predicative (or Location-like)
argument in syntax, just as run-of-the-mill PPs. Accordingly, no change
in argument structure occurs, and “particles” are nothing special but an
alternative to obj-taking PPs in the linking of a certain type of argument.

4.3.3 The special properties of “Source”-particles
Asymmetries
I now turn to so-called “source”-particles (cf. Arsenijević 2006:203-9, Gehrke
2008, Pancheva 2011), which in Italian are represented by fuori ‘out(side)’,
giù ‘down’ and via ‘away’. Recall from 4.2.3 that the crucial phenomenon
intepreted by Iacobini & Masini (2006) as evidence for complex predicates
in these cases is the shift displayed in sentence pairs like the following:
(88)

a.
b.

La polizia manda via
dalla
piazza gli studenti.
the police sends prt(away) from-the square the students
‘The police chases the students away from the square.’
piazza.
gli studenti dalla
La polizia manda via
the police sends prt(away) the students from-the square
‘The police chases away the students from the square.’

Since the PP dalla piazza in (88b) is realised to the right of the obj-DP −so
the reasoning−, it must have been promoted to a sentence-level argument,
i.e. an argument of the whole PV mandare via. It should be first noted that
a similar shift is only possible with the above “source”-particles (i.e. fuori,
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giù, via), but not with other ones:
(89)

a. *Sono
corsi
dentro
dei ragazzi alla casa
aux.3pl run-ptcp-m.pl prt(inside) some boys to-the house
b. *Ho
buttato dentro
il sacchetto al
bidone.
aux.1sg toss-ptcp prt(inside) the bag
to-the can

Cross-linguistically, it seems that “Source”-exponents (be they particles
−like in both Italian and Germanic languages− or prefixes −like in Slavic
languages, cf. e.g. Arsenijević 2006:203-9) indeed have particular properties, or at least a particular surface behaviour. A case in point is illustrated
by Svenonius (1996) with respect to English. Svenonius (1996:9) points
out that in English, Particle-Shift is normally not possible if the particle’s
Ground is realised, cf. the contrast between (90) and (91):
(90)

(English)
a. The player kicks off the ball.
b. The player kicks the ball off.

(91)

(English)
a. The doorman threw the drunks out of the bar.
b. *The doorman threw out the drunks of the bar.

Nonetheless, the author (1996:fn. 2) observes that Particle Shift becomes
grammatical if the Ground-DP the bar is introduced by the primary preposition from, instead of of:
(92)

(English)
a. The doorman threw the drunks out from the bar.
b. The doorman threw out the drunks from the bar.

To account for the grammaticality of (92b), Svenonius assumes that from
the bar is an adjunct, and not a complement to the particle out. Optionally,
though, the particle out and the adjunct-PP from the bar can be reanalysed
as a single constituent, witness (93):
(93)

(English)
[Out from the bar] he chased the drunks!

As reader may recall from Chapter 3 (cf. section 3.3.2), a similar analysis
was adopted with respect to certain sequences of a particle and a da-PP, like
(94), where the PP-associate corresponds to a f-structure adj (instantiating
a transitional “Source”-Path), as in (95):
(94)

giù
dalla
collina
prt(down) from-the hill
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(95)

PP
PP

PP

P′

P′

P0
giù

PA0
dalla

NP
collina


pred




adj








...

...


pred ′ collina′ 




...
....
′ giù′

In what follows, I first show that an analysis involving Complex Predication
makes wrong predictions, and I then argue that the proposed analysis of
da-PPs allows for a simple account of the peculiar behaviour of Italian
“Source”-particles.
No argument promotion
Like in the case of the Particle+Ground-Construction, two possible scenarios exist also in this case. Depending on whether a process of Argument
Merger takes place, we get either the mapping depicted in Figure 4.13
(no Argument Merger) or the one depicted in Figure 4.14 (with Argument
Merger):
mandare < agent theme location > via < location >


pred ‘mandare <subj, oblloc >’


h
i


pred . . .
subj



h
i


obj

pred . . .








pred ‘via<obj>’ 




h
i
oblloc 





obj
pred . . .
Figure 4.13: Source particles combine with verbs at f-structure

via <

mandare

< agent
[−o]
subj

theme
[−r]
obj

location >

location>
[+r]
objloc

Figure 4.14: Source particles combine with verbs at a-structure
Binding patterns involving the “anaphoric adjective” proprio (cf. the discussion in 4.3.1) demonstrate that the da-PP is not a clause-level objloc , and
hence that no “promotion” of the Ground argument-role has taken place.
Consider the following data, where a-PPs encoding regular clause-level
objθ ’s (96) are compared to da-PPs (97) with respect to their binding
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possibilities:
(96)

Marcoi ha
portato
via
a Marianna j la propriai / j
M.
aux.3sg bring-ptcp prt(away) to M.
the own-f.sg
figlia.
daughter-f.sg
‘Marco took Marianna her own daughter away.’

(97)

a.

b.

portato
via
da Marianna j la
Marcoi ha
M.
aux.3sg bring-ptcp prt(away) from M.
the
propria figliai/∗ j .
own-f.sg daughter-f.sg
‘Marco took Marianna her own daughter away.’
Marcoi ha
portato
via
la
propria figliai/∗ j
M.
aux.3sg bring-ptcp prt(away) from M.
the
da
Marianna j .
own-f.sg daughter-f.sg
‘Marco took Marianna her own daughter away.’

Differently from the PP a Marianna in (96), da Marianna in (97) cannot bind
the anaphoric adjective propria ‘own’, irrespectively of its linear position
(compare (97a) with (97b)). This piece of evidence is crucial because it
shows that the gf corresponding to the PP da Marianna is not a clause-level
objθ . If it were, it would meet the f-command condition necessary for
binding propria, just like a Marianna.
An alternative analysis
I first need to take a step back and consider the position of “Source”-particles
in the fine classification of the P-items argued for in Chapter 3 (cf. section
3.3). Recall that the following main classes were identified:
(98)

a.

b.
c.
d.

Class I: accanto ‘beside’, addosso ‘on’, contro ‘against’, davanti ‘in
front (of)’, dietro ‘behind’, intorno/attorno ‘around’, lontano ‘far’,
oltre ‘beyond’, sopra ‘above’, sotto ‘below’, vicino ‘near(by)’
Class II: su ‘up’, giù ‘down’, avanti ‘forward’, indietro ‘back’
“flexible”: dentro ‘in(side)’, fuori ‘out(side)’
via ‘away’

According to (98), the “Source”-particles fuori ‘out(side)’, giù ‘down’ and
via ‘away’ belong to different classes, but share an important property: all
of them (can) have a use where they primarily project Paths, and not Places,
at s(emantic)-structure. The analysis to be presented now capitalises on
this common property. I argue that so-called “Source”-particles are able to
specify the Source-component of the denoted Path (encoded by the da-PP)
beside its Goal-component (encoded by the particle itself). At the level
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of f-structure, this results in a pred-adjunct relation as in (99), where the
particle corresponds to the pred while the da-PP corresponds to the adj:


pred ′ particle′ 
(99)




...
... 




adj pred ... 




...
....
Let me now repeat the contrast brought up by Iacobini & Masini (2006),
where the da-PP encoding the Source-adj at c-structure appears either to
the left (100a) or to the right of the obj-NP/DP (100b):
(100)

a.
b.

piazza gli studenti.
dalla
La polizia manda via
the police sends prt(away) from-the square the students
‘The police chases the students away from the square.’
La polizia manda via
gli studenti dalla
piazza.
the police sends prt(away) the students from-the square
‘The police chases away the students from the square.’

I propose that sentences like (100b) feature a discontinuous oblloc : the
pred is contributed by the particle, which shows up adjacent to the verb
(cf. Chapter 5 on the c-structural behaviour of particles), whereas the adj
is contributed by the da-PP, realised to the right of the obj-NP/DP. The
mapping from c- to f-structure is depicted in Figure 4.15.
IP
DP
gli operai

I′
I0

VP
V′

hanno
V0
V0

PP
DP

Prt

dal tetto

le vecchie tegole

sbattuto
giù


′
pred
sbattere<subj
obj obll oc >′ 




...
...

h
i


′
′

obj
pred
tegola







′
′

pred giù












pred ′ tetto′ 
oblloc 



adj 





...
...

Figure 4.15: C-to F-structure mapping for Gli operai hanno sbattuto giù le vecchie
tegole dal tetto.
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This mapping is effected by the annotated c-structure rule in (101), which
only contains a simple augmentation of the independently required VP-rule
in (73):
(101)

VP

−→

V′
↑=↓

PP
{(↑ oblθ ) = ↓ ∨ (↑ oblθ adj) = ↓ }

Interestingly, discontinuous structures like 4.15 can be instantiated quite
productively by particles projecting a Path. This holds both for other ClassII particles appearing with Source-PPs (102) and for the same “Source”particles when they only specify a more complex Goal-Path (103) (cf. Iacobini 2009a):
(102)

a.
b.

(103)

a.
b.

Tira
su
da terra
quelle cartacce!
pull-imp-2sg prt(up) from ground those litter
Tira
su
quelle cartacce da terra
!
pull-imp-2sg prt(up) those litter from ground
‘Pick up that litter from the ground!’
Ho
portato
le bottiglie giù
in cantina.
aux.1sg bring-ptcp the bottles prt(down) in cellar
‘I brought the bottles down into the cellar.’
Ho
portato
giù
le bottiglie in cantina.
aux.1sg bring-ptcp prt(down) the bottles in cellar
‘I brought down the bottles into the cellar.’

The present analysis has, in my view, the following advantages over one
involving Complex Predication: (i) it does not predict a wrong f-structural
characterisation of da-PPs and (ii) it resorts to a mapping from c-structure to
f-structure that is independently needed for structures with Path-oriented
particles.
In what follows, I conclude the scrutiny of the constructions presented
in 4.2 by pointing out some interesting consequences of the analyses I have
defended in this chapter.

4.3.4 Implications
“True” and “apparent” particles in Italian
The most important consequence of the analyses presented in 4.3 concerns
the overall system of so-called “particles” in Italian. While all of them interact with the verbal predicate only at f-structure, and not at a-structure,
two classes emerge: “apparent” and “true” particles. Interestingly, these
two classes overlap with the ones identified in Chapter 3. “Apparent” particles appear in PGCs, where they directly govern an obj, and correspond
to both Class-I P-items and “flexible” P-items in their Class-I use. On the
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other hand, “true” particles appear in BPCs and usually don’t govern any
gf. They correspond to both Class-II P-items and “flexible” P-items in their
Class-II use. “Source”-particles elegantly fall into the latter class (i.e., “true”
particles), as they possibly occur with an adj(unct).
As I showed, P-elements involved in PGCs syntactically behave as objtaking prepositions, and not as particles −as they are usually analysed.
Precisely, they belong to a special sub-class of Italian Ps that can lexically
impose case requirements on their governed gf’s. This is a welcome conclusion: if these elements were analysed as particles, this would go against
Svenonius’ (2003:434) generalisation that particles introduce a Figure only,
and no Ground (cf. (110) in Chapter 1). Svenonius (2007:81) points out
that this statement should be interpreted as the typical case rather than as
a strict generalisation, and refers to cases where a particle does introduce a
Ground as a syntactic argument of the verb (after demotion of the Figure,
cf. Svenonius 2003:437-8). Nonetheless, it seems safe to assume that a Pelement that directly governs a Ground is a preposition, and not a particle
(as also Svenonius 2003:434 proposes). In the constructions described so
far, a Ground is always there, and it is always governed by the P-elements,
be it realised as an adjacent PP or as a non-adjacent CL node. In the latter
realisation option, the relevant c-structure rules produce a deceiving linear
order, which closely resembles the typical one displayed by “true” particles:
(104)

a.
b.

NP/DP f igure ... − CL ground V − P ... (intransitive Vs)
... CL ground V − {P} − DP f igure − {P} ... (transitive Vs)

Italian does have “bona fide” spatial particles, namely those belonging to
Class II (su ‘up’, giù ‘down’, avanti ‘forward’, indietro ‘back’), “flexible” Ps
(dentro ‘in(side)’, fuori ‘out(side)’) in their Class-II use and via ‘away’. I
thus contend that one major factor pushing linguists to label the P-elements
in the PGC “particles” is the deceiving linear order just discussed, which
somehow gives the illusion of structures involving particles.
A more restrictive view of Complex Predication
Another important implication of the general assumptions I made in 4.1.3
consists in viewing Complex Predication (or equivalent processes of manipulation of argument-structures) in a more restrictive way. In particular,
I assume that such a process only obtains if needed, i.e. only if some lexical
item is specified as requiring a predicator to combine with12 . This is the
indeed the case with some sub-classes of German P-items (because their
12

Interestingly, such a conclusion is in line with what argued by Svenonius 2003 in a
derivational approach: “Ground-Promotion” phenomena, where a P’s Ground-argument
gets Structural Case from v, are triggered by a defective p head, which cannot check off the
Ground’s Case as usual.
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a-structure contains a “%Pred”-variable that must be instantiated), but crucially with none of the Italian ones. The mapping from a- to f-structure
displayed by an Italian PGC like (105) would then be as in Figure 4.16:
(105)

Il ladruncolo gli
lancia contro
uno scatolone.
the thief-dimin cl.dat.3sg.m throws prt(against) a box
‘The petty thief throws a box against him.’
lanciare < agent theme location > contro < location >


pred ‘lanciare <subj, obj oblloc >’


h
i


pred . . .

subj


h
i



obj
pred
.
.
.








pred ‘contro’<obj>’




h
i 

oblloc 




obj
pred . . .

Figure 4.16: a- to f-structure mapping for Il ladruncolo gli lancia contro uno
scatolone.
While the verb correre takes three argument roles, an Agent, a Theme and
a Location/Locative, the preposition contro only takes a Location/Locative.
The linking yields an f-structure featuring a subj, an obj and an internally
complex oblloc , which contains an obj.
Complex Predication (and its LFG-implementation by means of Restriction
(cf. Butt et al. 2003)) needs to be advocated only if there is evidence of both
authentic change(s) at the level of f-structure (e.g. change in subcategorised
gf’s) and of a “defective”13 makeup of one of the predicative elements
involved. Crucially, I contend, Complex Predication should not be used to
account for ‘simplification’ processes as c-structural “restructuring” (in a
broad sense). If c-structural simplification and re-ordering phenomena are
found, this can be explained by making reference to more general principles
of economy, e.g. “Economy of Expression” in Bresnan’s (2001) terms. This
observation will play an important role in Chapter 5, as the reader will see.
In connection to Complex Predication, an additional remark is worth
being made. The analysis I defend predicts the correct f-structure for almost every construction I have investigated. Like most analyses, though,
it has weak points as well. One such case regards PGC’s where the P’s
Ground is encoded by a clitic pronoun. Recall that in these cases, my
13
Note that here I am not using the adjective defective in the strict etymological meaning
of ‘missing something’ (< Lat. defectus < deficiĕre ’to lack’), but more generally in the
interpretation ‘lacking autonomy; not fully-fledged; not self-sufficient’. That the lexical
entry of a predicator like German hinterher actually features something more, i.e. the
‘%Pred’-variable, is just dictated by the way we represent and model its not being fullyfledged, in contrast to items like German hinter.
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account does not predict the observed Binding pattern, whereas an account assuming Complex Predication does. With respect to this particular
construction, then, Complex Predication would fare better. However, an
account appealing to Complex Predication would leave unexplained additional syntactic properties of the PGC featuring clitics, like the P’s behaviour in Clitic-Left-Dislocation. Furthermore, such an account fails to
predict the correct f-structures of every other construction under scrutiny
in this chapter (i.e. PGC with Ground-PPs, “particles” with optionally unaccusative verbs, “particles” displaying post-obj Source-PPs). Accordingly,
an account invoking Complex Predication would have an overall higher
number of shortcomings. It is obviously possible to adjust a theory of Complex Predication with spatial Ps such that it only applies to the relevant
cases, i.e. when the Ground argument of P is not realized as an XP. In
my view, however, an analysis capturing the clitic realisation of Grounds
by means of a mechanism systematically employed in the target language
(the non-adjacent mapping between c- and f-structure illustrated in 4.3.1)
has to be preferred over an analysis that captures the same facts by enforcing a mechanism (in this case, Argument Merger) for which independent
evidence is lacking. Further syntactic properties, like Binding, can be then
understood by a more comprehensive Binding Theory, which does not refer
to f-structure only, but regains the prominence of clitics at other levels of
grammatical representation.

4.4 Concluding remarks
In this Chapter, I explored the interaction of Italian (spatial) particles with
the verbs they combine with. After providing a general framework of assumptions on the interaction of verbal and adpositional predicates at both
f- and a-structure (capitalizing on Butt 1998; 2014), I demonstrated that
none of the alleged alterations of the verb’s a-structure by Italian particles
indeed qualifies as one. Italian “particles” and verbs interact at f-structure,
and not a-structure. On the contrary, German adpositional items exhibit
two patterns: they can combine with verbs either at f-structure or at astructure. Both the Particle+Ground Construction and constructions involving “Source”-particles are analysed as displaying a many-to-one mapping between c-structure and f-structure − a possibility instantiated by
Italian grammar in other unrelated constructions, too. Two important implications emerge: (i) “particles” appearing (only) in the PGC have to be
considered normal Ps that can be stranded, thus only apparently exhibiting
particle syntax; (ii) processes of Argument Merger seem to be restricted to
cases where a predicator requires another predicator at a-structure.
In the following chapter, I turn to the question regarding the structural
cohesion of verb and particle in Italian.

Chapter 5

On the structural cohesion of
Italian PVs
The present chapter deals with the research question formulated in 2.4.3,
regarding the structural cohesion displayed by Italian verb-particle constructions. Phenomena pertaining to constituency (e.g.“Particle Shift”, cf.
Dehé 2002; modification) and novel evidence from prosodic phrasing (based
on an experimental pilot study) suggest that the structural cohesion exhibited by Italian PVs is best captured at both c(onstituent)-structure and
p(honological)-structure.
This chapter is organized as follows. In 5.1, the phrase-structural behaviour of Italian PVs is investigated, and it is proposed that Italian particles
are optionally projecting P’s (cf. Toivonen 2001, 2003). This, together with
independently needed c-structure rules governing the distribution of PPs
in the Italian VP, accounts for both already known and novel data. In 5.2,
the prosodic behaviour of Italian PVs is investigated. I report on a pilot production study whose results are compatible with the hypothesis that verb
and particle build a single phonogical phrase (cf. Nespor & Vogel 1986),
but not a single phonological word. In 5.3, I sum up the conclusions I have
arrived at and I defend the view that the cohesion displayed by PVs is the
result of an interplay of c-structural and p-structural rules and constraints.

5.1 The phrase structure of Italian Particle Verbs
5.1.1 Assumptions on c-structure
In this chapter, I follow the assumptions on the organisation of c-structure
illustrated by Bresnan (2001:98-125) and I additionally adopt Toivonen’s
(2001) theory of non-projecting nodes. I analyse Italian as a configurational
language where c- and f-structures are associated by means of endocentric
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principles:
(1)

Principles of endocentric structure-function association (Bresnan
2001:102)
a. C-structure heads are f-structure heads.
b. Specifiers of functional categories are the grammaticalised discourse functions df.
c. Complements of functional categories are f-structure coheads.
d. Complements of lexical categories are the nondiscourse argument functions cf .
e. Constituents adjoined to phrasal constituents are nonargument
functions or not annotated.

The grammaticalised discourse functions are subj(ect), top(ic) and foc(us),
the nondiscourse argument functions are obj, objθ , oblθ , comp and xcomp
and the non-argument functions are adj and xadj. I then assume the lexical
and functional categories in (2), and I make use of the (standard) X-bar rules
in (3) (cf. Bresnan 2001:120-122):
(2)

a.
b.

Lexical categories: N0 , V0 , A0 , P0 , Adv0
Functional categories: C0 , I0 , D0

(3)

a.
b.
c.
d.

X′ −→ X0 , YP
XP −→ YP, X′
X′ −→ X′ , YP
XP −→ XP, YP

In (3a), X0 is the c-head of X′ while in (3b) X′ is the c-head of XP. In addition,
YP in (3a) is the complement while YP in (3b) is the specifier. The two
recursive rules in (3c) and (3d) state that adjuncts can be positioned as sisters
of X′ dominated by X′ or as sisters of XP dominated by XP. Furthermore, I
assume Toivonen’s (2001:63) generalisations on non-projecting words:
(4)

Non-projecting words
a. Words adjoined to lexical heads are co-heads or argument functions.
b. Words adjoined to functional heads are argument functions, or
non-argument non-discourse function (adj).

In order to license non-projecting words, we need to assume an additional
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X-bar rule for head-adjunction (cf. Toivonen 2001: 58):
(5)

X0 −→ X0 , Y

5.1.2 What c-structure representations for Italian PVs?
How do c-structure representations licensing Italian PVs look like, and do
we need one or many for them? Let me approach this issue by considering
a simple transitive sentence featuring a compositional PV showing up in
the continuous linear order (i.e. V − Prt − NP/DP), which has been claimed
by many scholars (Iacobini & Masini 2006; Masini 2008; Simone 1996) to be
the most natural and unmarked one:
(6)

Franco tira giù
la saracinesca.
F.
pulls prt(down) the rolling shutter
‘Franco draws down the rolling shutter.’

There are two options in principle, depicted in (7) and (8) respectively1 :
(7)

IP
NP
Franco

I′
I0

VP
V′

ha

DP

V0

PP

tirato

P′

la saracinesca

P0
giù
1

There is evidence that in Italian the VP node is binary branching, expanding into V′ and
YP. This can be seen in (i), where two V′ ’s (containing a verb and a complement DP) are
coordinated to the exclusion of a complement PP:
(i)

La federazione può [dare
una squalifica]V′
e
[togliere
un punto]V′ a
the federation can give-inf a disqualification and remove-inf a point to
qualunque squadra.
any
team
‘Any team can be given a disqualification or be penalised one point by the sport
federation.’
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(8)

IP
NP

I′
I0

VP

ha

V′

Franco

V0

DP

V0

P

tirato

giù

la saracinesca

Both c-structures yield the same linear order, but they are are different with
respect to constituency relations. In (7), the particle giù ‘down’ projects a
full PP and is sister to V0 . Both nodes V0 and PP are daughters of V′ , the
first projection of the verb. The obj-DP is a sister node to V′ , and a daughter
node to VP. On the other hand, the representation in (8) corresponds more
closely to the intuition that verb and particle are connected by a tighter
bond. The particle does not project an XP (because it is a non-projecting
node) and is adjoined to the node V0 , resulting in another node V0 . In
this configuration, the DP la saracinesca is a direct sister to V0 (and hence a
daughter to V′ ). The two c-structure trees in (7) and (8) are the output of
two different c-structure rules. A representation like (7) is licensed by the
rule in (9):
(9)

V′

−→

V0

AdvP

PP

However, the c-structure in (8) would need a different rule, licensing a nonprojecting word. This rule would be similar to (10), proposed by Toivonen
(2001) for Swedish particle verbs:
(10)

V0

−→

V0

X

In (10), “X” stands for any lexical category. Since, as I have extensively
argued in Chapter 3, Italian particles are furnished only by the lexical category P(reposition), the rule should be constrained to the effect that only
P-items can appear in the non-projecting slot. Accordingly, the rule would
look like (11):
(11)

V0

−→

V0

P

If both structural options could account for the phrase-structural behaviour
displayed by Italian PVs, there would be reasons to prefer the c-structure
representation in (7) over the one in (8). For one, the former would be in
a way the unmarked c-structural pendant to the f-structural representation
of particles. As I showed in Chapter 4, both “apparent” and “true” spatial
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particles bear an oblloc grammatical function, which is usually encoded
by PPs in Italian. For another, the c-structure rule in (9) (licensing the cstructure in (7)) is independently needed in Italian. As a matter of fact,
the immediately postverbal XP-slot can be both an NP/DP (as in (12a) and
(13a)) or a PP (as in (12b) and (13b)):
(12)

a.
b.

(13)

a.
b.

Matteo ha
consegnato una bandiera a Stefano
M.
aux.3sg hand-ptcp a flag
to S.
‘Matteo handed a flag to Stefano.’
Matteo ha
consegnato a Stefano una bandiera.
M.
aux.3sg hand-ptcp to S.
a flag
‘Matteo handed Stefano a flag.’
Matteo ha
buttato
la spazzatura nel
bidone.
M.
aux.3sg throw-ptcp the trash
in-the can
‘Matteo threw the garbabe in the trash can.’
Matteo ha
buttato
nel
bidone la spazzatura.
M.
aux.3sg throw-ptcp in-the can the trash
‘Matteo threw the garbabe in the trash can.’

An refined annotated version of the c-structure rule in (9) is given in (14):
(14)
V′

−→

V0
↑=↓

AdvP
↓ ∈ (↑ adj)

{{NP|DP}
(↑ obj) = ↓

∨

PP}
{(↑ objθ ) = ↓ ∨ (↑ oblθ ) = ↓ }

On the other hand, the c-structure tree in (8) would imply that Italian particles, despite bearing an oblθ grammatical function, differ from most obl’s at
c-structure. This is not really a problem in a framework like LFG, where the
correspondence between c- and f-structure may involve (systematic) mismatches. What is more worrying is that this option requires an additional
c-structure rule (i.e., (11)). In what follows, I point out data indicating that
Italian particles may indeed show up as non-projecting nodes. As a consequence, a separate c-structure rule is needed. Nonetheless, I am going to
claim that we actually need both types of representation in the grammar. A
separate principle governing c-structure, namely Economy of Expression,
will decide what rule is selected.

5.1.3 Empirical motivation
In what follows, I first present evidence that Italian “true” particles (i.e.,
Class-II P-items) are able to project full XPs, and then I point out data
that are only compatible with the assumption that they can alternatively
be represented as non-projecting nodes. Accordingly, particles must be
conceived of as optionally projecting elements.
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Italian particles (are able to) project
Italian particles can display a c-structural behaviour that necessarily requires an XP-analysis. As already mentioned in Chapter 2, Italian particles
can be modified and can appear in post-obj position. I illustrate each of
these points in turn.
As shown in Chapter 2, modification of the particle is possible in both the
continuous (i.e., V − Prt − NP/DP; cf. (15)) and the discontinuous (i.e., V −
NP/DP − Prt; cf. (16)) linear order:
(15)

a.
b.

(16)

a.
b.

Devi
spingere [un po’ più giù]
il pedale!
must-2sg push-inf a bit more prt(down) the pedal
‘You must push the pedal a bit further down!’
Il cameriere porta [ancora più avanti]
il carrello.
the waiter brings even more prt(forward) the trolley
‘The waiter brings the trolley even further forward.’
Devi
spingere il pedale [un po’ più giù]!
must-2sg push-inf the pedal a bit more prt(down)
‘You must push the pedal a bit further down!’
Il cameriere porta il carrello [ancora più avanti].
the waiter carries the trolley even more prt(forward)
‘The waiter brings the trolley even further forward.’

Since it is possible to modify only the particle, it must be concluded that
particles can be represented as full XPs (PPs), in these cases. The sub-tree
for a modified particle like ancora più avanti ‘even (more) forward’ would
look like (17)2
(17)

PP
AdvP

PP

ancora

P′
P0
Adv

P0

più

su

Another piece of evidence in favour of the representation of Italian particles
as XPs comes from the data on Particle Shift. As I have shown in Chapter 2
(cf. 2.4.1), transitive sentences can feature semantically transparent PVs

2

I assume that the degree adverb più is a non-projecting node adjoined to the particle.
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either in the continuous or in the discontinuous linear order:
(18)

a.
b.
c.

Il cuoco spinge {avanti}
il carrello {avanti}.
the cook pushes prt(forward) the trolley prt(forward)
‘The cook pushes the trolley forward.’
Carlo ha
mandato {fuori}
i cani {fuori}.
C.
aux.3sg send-ptcp prt(outside) the dogs prt(outside)
‘Carlo kicks {out} the dogs {out}.’
Devi
portare {su}
le bottiglie {su}.
must-2sg bring-inf prt(up) the bottles prt(up)
‘You have to bring {up} the bottles {up}.’

The discontinuous linear order (i.e., V−NP/DP−Prt) is incompatible with a
non-projecting representation of particles. This is because a non-projecting
head X would be adjoined to a maximal (VP) or intermediate (V′ ) projection.
As argued by Toivonen (2001:58-61), a restrictive theory of c-structure must
exclude this possibility. Accordingly, only the PP-representation is legitimate for the discontinuous construction, whose c-structure representation
is given in (19):
(19)

IP
I′
I0

VP
V′

devi

PP

V0

DP

P′

portare

le bottiglie

P0
su

A third piece of evidence motivating an XP-representation for “true” particles comes from constructions featuring a “topicalised” particle in the
clausal left periphery (cf. Chapter 1, section 1.2.2 for a discussion of this
test). Recall from Chapter 2 (cf. section 2.4.1) that particles in compositional PVs can be realised outside the VP in Focus Fronting and Clitic Left
Dislocation. The relevant examples are repeated here as (20) and (21):
(20)

a.
b.

[DENTRO] è
andato
Luigi! (non fuori)
prt(inside) aux.3sg go-ptcp-m.sg L.
neg prt(outside)
‘In went Luigi (not out)!’
[FUORI]
è
andato
Luigi (,non dentro)!
prt(outside) aux.3sg go-ptcp-m.sg L.
neg prt(inside)
‘Out went Luigi (not in)!’
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c.
d.

(21)

a.
b.
c.
d.

[SU]
è
andato
Luigi (non giù)!
prt(up) aux.3sg go-ptcp-m.sg L.
neg prt(down)
‘Up went Luigi (not down)!’
Luigi (non su)!
[GIÙ]
è
andato
neg prt(up)
prt(down) aux.3sg go-ptcp-m.sg L.
‘Down went Luigi (not up)!’
[Dentro], (ci)
è
andato
Luigi.
prt(inside) cl.loc aux.3sg go-ptcp-m.sg L.
‘Inside, Luigi went there.’
[Fuori],
(ci)
è
andato
Luigi.
prt(outside) cl.loc aux.3sg go-ptcp-m.sg L.
‘Outside, Luigi went there.’
[Su],
(ci)
è
andato
Luigi.
prt(up) cl.loc aux.3sg go-ptcp-m.sg L.
‘Up (above), Luigi went there.’
[Giù],
(ci)
è
andato
Luigi.
prt(down) cl.loc aux.3sg go-ptcp-m.sg L.
‘Down (below), Luigi went there.’

Italian particles (can) avoid to project
An indication that Italian particles may show up as non-projecting nodes
(adjoined to V0 ) comes from data on predicate coordination (cf. e.g. Dalrymple 2001:363-6). In Italian, a verb-particle sequence can be coordinated
with a verb form contained in the VP, as the examples in (22) show:
(22)

a.

b.

c.

Carlo ha
[[scartato]
e
[portato
giù]]
i
C.
aux.3sg unwrap-ptcp and bring-ptcp prt(down) the
salami.
salamis
‘Carlo unwrapped and brought down the salamis.’
Due uomini hanno [[afferrato] e
[trascinato dentro]]
un
two men aux.3pl grab-ptcp and drag-ptcp prt(inside) a
divano.
couch
‘Two men grabbed and dragged in a couch.’
Gli operai hanno [[ammassato] e
[portato
via]]
the workers aux.3pl amass-ptcp and bring-ptcp prt(away)
le pietre.
the stones
‘The workers amassed and brought away the stones.’

There are two possible representations for the coordination pattern just
observed. Given that a c-structure rule for coordination has generally the
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form in (23) (cf. Dalrymple 2001:364), we can analyse the pattern in (22)
either as V′ -coordination or as V0 -coordination.
(23)

Xn

−→

Xn+
↓∈↑

Cnj
↑=↓

Xn
↓∈↑

Under the V′ -coordination hypothesis, we get a V′ -node dominating only
the verb and a second V′ -node dominating both the verbal head V0 and the
particle (in its phrasal form PP):
(24)

VP
DP

V′
V′

Cnj

V0

e

scartato

V′

i salami

V0

PP

portato

giù

On the contrary, under the V0 -coordination hypothesis, we get a simple V0
coordinated with a complex V0 . The latter in turn consists of the verb and
the particle:
(25)

VP
V′
V0
V0

Cnj

scartato

e

DP
V0

i salami

V0

P

portato

giù

Let me first point out that there is a general problem with a c-structure tree
like the one in (24). The V0 node hosting the verb form scartato ‘unwrapptcp’ in (24) vacuously projects to V′ . The c-structure tree in (25), on the
other hand, is free from this problem. The general rule for coordination does
not exclude c-structures like (24), but intuitively, a representation containing
superfluous projection levels should be discarded on economy grounds, if
a better alternative is available. Nonetheless, I will refrain from taking this
issue as a major piece of evidence against a representation like (24), for
technical solutions/arguments could be easily devised in order to rescue
it. What I will show is that representing particles as non-projecting nodes
makes right predictions with respect to unrelated constructions.
My main argument concerns the placement of AdvPs (henceforth, simply “adverbs”), which according to Dalrymple (2001) is one of the most
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reliable tests for inspecting c-structure. Among the adverbs that mark the
internal and external edges of the Italian VP, two sub-classes are of particular relevance to our discussion: aspectual adverbs like completamente
‘completely’, parzialmente ‘partially’ and manner adverbs like bene ‘well’,
male ‘badly’. In Cinque’s (1999) seminal work, both sub-classes belong to
the bigger class of so-called “low adverbs”. This label is motivated by
their position: they are taken to be positioned in the low “space” of the IP
domain, near (or even at the edge of) the vP/VP. Consider now the distribution of aspectual and manner adverbs in transitive sentences not involving
verb-particle constructions:
(26)

a.

b.

Il maggiordomo ha
{completamente} cancellato
the butler
aux.3sg completely
remove-ptcp
{completamente} la macchia {COMPLETAMENTE}.
completely
the stain
‘The butler completely removed the stain.’
Il prof. Cremante ha
{*bene} disposto
{bene} i
the prof. C.
aux.3sg well display-ptcp well the
libri sulla cattedra {BENE}.
books on-the table well
‘Professor Cremante displayed the books on the table well.’

Assuming that both auxiliaries and inflected verb forms occupy the node I0 ,
whereas past participle verb forms sit in V0 (cf. Toivonen 2001 on Swedish
and French), I argue that the placement of aspectual and manner “low”
adverbs is best described in the following terms. Aspectual adverbs like
completamente can appear in three different positions: either left-adjoined
to VP, or in between the participle and the obj-NP/DP, or right-adjoined to
VP3 . On the other hand, manner adverbs like bene can only occupy either
the V′ -internal position or the right-adjoined position. Note that with both
sub-classes, the placement of the adverb on the right edge of the VP (i.e.,
right-adjunction to VP) is only acceptable if the adverb (i) receives heavy
(i.e., nuclear or contrastive) stress and (i) the preceding XP is de-accented
(with a possible prosodic break; cf. Cinque 1999:13-14 for this general
pattern). The discussed placement possibilities are summarised in the

3
Since the X′ -rules in (3c) and (3d) involve the shuffle-operator “,”, both left- and right
adjunction are licensed.
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abstract c-structure in (27):
(27)
VP
VP

AdvP
V′

completamente
V0

AdvP

AdvP
YP

XP

COMPLETAMENTE
BENE

completamente
bene

If particles are indeed able not to project and thus to sit together with
the participial verb form under a (complex) V0 node, we predict that the
whole verb+particle sequence will have the same c-structural distribution
of simple V0 nodes. This can be easily checked against licit placement
possibilities of AdvPs. In particular, we predict that the V+Prt sequence, but
not the V+PP sequence, will be able to precede adverbs like completamente
‘completely’ and bene ‘well’. This is precisely what we find: we observe
that the particle must precede the adverb, as shown in (28) and (29). Note
that, as soon as the particle follows the adverb, as in (28b) and (29b), the
adverb is forced to scope over the particle only (cf. Quaglia & Trotzke to
appear). This might result in a plausible reading, as in (28b), but can also
yield a non-felicitous interpretation, as in (29b):
(28)

a.

b.

butta fuori
completamente i
Questa stufa
this
tiled stove throws prt(outside) completely the
fumi di scarico.
gases of unload
‘This tiled stove completely emits the exhaust gases.’
butta completamente fuori
i
Questa stufa
this
tiled stove throws completely prt(outside) the
fumi di scarico.
gases of unload
‘This tiled stove completely emits the exhaust gases (i.e., if the
stove emits any gas, then the gas does not get stuck partway
inside the escape).’
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(29)

a.

Ha
spinto
dentro
bene la chiave.
aux.3sg push-ptcp prt(inside) well the key
‘S/He pushed in the key well.’
la chiave.
bene dentro
spinto
b. ??Ha
aux.3sg push-ptcp well prt(inside) the key

On the contrary, spatial PPs containing an obj-NP/DP cannot be positioned
to the left of the same adverb sub-classes:
(30)

a. *Giacomo ha
disposto
sul
tavolo completamente i
G.
aux.3sg display-ptcp on-the table completely the
fogli.
sheets
cesto bene la frutta.
nel
messo
b. *Giacomo ha
aux.3sg put-ptcp in-the basket well the fruits
G.

Having presented evidence that an empirically adequate c-structural theory of Italian “true” particles must allow for both a non-projecting and
a projecting representation, I now illustrate an analysis that meets these
requirements.

5.1.4 The proposal
The core proposal regarding the c-structure of Italian verb-particle constructions involving “true” particles is presented in what follows. I assume that
these P-items are optionally projecting, and I implement this assumption
by means of the lexical redundancy rule in Figure 5.1:
L ... P0 (↑ pred) = ‘P’ ...
... ↑σ = ((gf ↑)σ path) ...

−→

Li ... P (↑ pred) = ‘P’ ...
... ↑σ = ((gf ↑)σ path) ...

Figure 5.1: Lexical rule for non-projecting Ps
The rule relates a lexical form L of category P specified as projecting (“P0 ”) to
a lexical form Li of the same category, but specified as non-projecting (“P”).
Importantly, the lexical rule in Figure 5.1 only operates on P-items that (i)
are able not to subcategorise for any gf and (ii) project a Path at s(emantic)structure. These two constraints capture the generalisation that only Pitems able to show a Class-II syntactic and semantic behaviour (cf. section
3.3 in Chapter 3) are allowed not to project, and therefore to display “true”
particle syntax. As the reader may recall, the following Italian P-items have
the relevant properties: su ‘up’, giù ‘down’, avanti ‘forward’, indietro ‘back’
(Class-II items), dentro ‘in(side)’ and fuori ‘out(side)’ (“flexible” P-items) and
via ‘away’.
As a consequence of their optionally projecting nature, “true” particles may
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either project a full PP (cf. (31a)) or adjoin to V0 , building a complex V0
node (cf. (31b)):
(31)

a.

PP
P′
P0
fuori
V0

b.
V0

P
fuori

The present characterisation correctly predicts the patterns of optional projection illustrated in 5.1.3. A similar analysis has been proposed first by
Toivonen (2001, 2003) for Swedish (verb) particles, and has been then applied by Láczko & Rákosi (2011) to so-called Hungarian “preverbs”, which
are in fact better treated as (verb) particles, too. Although both Italian
“true” particles and Swedish particles are optionally projecting items, they
nonetheless partly differ in their c-structural distribution. Consider the
following set of examples (from Toivonen 2001:17-18):
(32)

(Swedish)
a. Peter sparkade {bort}
bollen {*bort}.
P.
kicked prt(away) ball.the prt(away)
‘Peter kicked the ball away.’
b. Maria körde {fram}
bilen {*fram}.
M.
drove prt(forth) car.the prt(forth)
‘Maria drove the car there.’
c. Simon kastade {ut}
soporna
{*ut}.
S.
threw prt(out) gargabe.the prt(out)
‘Simon threw out the trash.’

(33)

(Swedish)
a. *Olle sparkade [längre bort]
bollen .
O. kicked further prt(away) ball.the
b. Olle sparkade bollen [längre bort].
O. kicked ball.the further prt(away)
‘Olle kicked the ball further away.’

The sentences in (32) show that Particle Shift is not possible in Swedish: the
only grammatical linear order is V−Prt−NP/DP. The sentences in (33), on the
other hand, exemplify a further c-structural restriction found in Swedish:
particles can be modified only if they appear post-verbally (where they
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usually cannot be placed). Both phenomena are accounted for by Toivonen
(2001) by invoking the principle of Economy of Expression (first formulated
by Bresnan 2001), as I will illustrate later (cf. 5.1.5). The Swedish data
contrast sharply with two properties of Italian particles I discussed in 5.1.3.
As the reader may recall, Italian particles (i) can appear to the right of
an obj-NP/DP in transitive sentences and (ii) can be modified in both the
continuous and the discontinuous linear order. The relevant examples are
repeated here for ease of reference:
(34)

a.
b.
c.

(35)

a.

b.

Il cuoco spinge il carrello avanti.
the cook pushes the trolley prt(forward)
‘The cook pushes the trolley forward.’
Carlo ha
mandato i cani fuori.
C.
aux.3sg send-ptcp the dogs prt(outside)
‘Carlo kicks the dogs out.’
Devi
portare le bottiglie su.
must-2sg bring-inf the bottles prt(up)
‘You have to bring the bottles up.’
il pedale {un po’
spingere {un po’ più giù}
Devi
must-2sg push-inf a bit more prt(down) the pedal a little
più giù}!
more prt(down)
‘You must push the pedal a bit further down!’
il carrello
Il cameriere porta {ancora più avanti}
the waiter carries even more prt(forward) the trolley
{ancora più avanti}.
even more prt(forward)
‘The waiter brings the trolley even further forward.’

The contrasts just shown make it clear that Italian c-structure is more liberal
than the Swedish one, with respect to particle placement. Nonetheless,
independently motivated c-structure rules for Italian and Swedish correctly
predict a different c-structural distribution of particles in the two languages.
The V′ -rule for Swedish is given in (36) (cf. Toivonen 2001:93), whereas the
V′ -rule and the VP-rule for Italian are given in (37) and (38) respectively:
(36)

V′

−→

V0
↑=↓

NP
(↑ obj) = ↓

NP
(↑ objθ ) = ↓

XP
...
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(37)
V′

−→

V0
↑=↓

AdvP
↓ ∈ (↑ adj)

{{NP|DP}
(↑ obj) = ↓

∨

PP}
{(↑ objθ ) = ↓ ∨ (↑ oblθ ) = ↓ }

(38)
VP

−→

V′
↑=↓

{{NP|DP}
(↑ obj) = ↓

∨

PP}
{(↑ objθ ) = ↓ ∨ (↑ oblθ ) = ↓ }

The rule in (36) predicts that in Swedish, PPs must come to the right of an
NP, if there is one (cf. (39a) vs. (39b), taken from Toivonen 2001:18). On
the other hand, the Italian V′ -rule in (37) allows either for the word order
NP/DP − PP or for the word order PP − NP/DP (cf. (40a) vs. (40b)).
(39)

(Swedish)
a. Matts kastade soporna i sopkorgen.
M. threw trash.the in trash.can.the
‘Matts threw the trash in the trash can.’
b. *Matts kastade i sopkorgen
soporna.
M. threw in trash.can.the trash.the

(40)

a.
b.

Matteo ha
buttato
la spazzatura nel
bidone.
M.
aux.3sg throw-ptcp the trash
in-the can
‘Matteo threw the garbabe in the trash can.’
Matteo ha
buttato
nel
bidone la spazzatura.
M.
aux.3sg throw-ptcp in-the can the trash
‘Matteo threw the garbabe in the trash can.’

Note that the rules above also predict that Italian particles are able to project
a PP while being positioned inside V′ , but Swedish particles can only project
a PP if they occur to the right of the obj-NP. This implies that modification
of the particle, which among other conditions also requires the modified
particle to project an XP (cf. discussion in section 1.2.2 in Chapter 1),
will occur both with the linear orders V−NP/DP−Prt and V−Prt−NP/DP in
Italian, but only with the linear order V−NP−Prt in Swedish. As can be
seen in the following set of examples, this prediction is borne out (Swedish
examples from Toivonen 2001:18):
(41)

a.
b.

buttato la palla [un po’ più avanti].
Luca ha
L. aux.3sg toss-ptcp the ball a bit more prt(forward)
‘Luca pitched the ball a bit further forward.’
la palla.
buttato [un po’ più avanti]
Luca ha
L. aux.3sg toss-ptcp a bit more prt(forward) the ball
‘Luca pitched the ball a bit further forward.’
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(42)

(Swedish)
a. Olle sparkade bollen [längre bort].
O. kicked ball.the further prt(away)
‘Olle kicked the ball further away.’
bollen .
b. *Olle sparkade [längre bort]
O. kicked further prt(away) ball.the

The annotated c-structure rule required for the realisation of a non-projecting
particle in Italian is given in Figure 5.2, whereas the V′ -rule and the VP-rule
are repeated in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 respectively4 :
V0

−→

V0
↑=↓

CL
...

CL
...

P
{ ↑ = ↓ ∨ (↑ oblθ )= ↓ }

Figure 5.2: Italian V0 -rule
V′

−→

V0
↑=↓

AdvP
↓ ∈ (↑ adj)

{{NP|DP}
(↑ obj) = ↓

∨

PP}
{(↑ objθ ) = ↓ ∨ (↑ oblθ ) = ↓ }

Figure 5.3: Italian V′ -rule
VP

−→

V′
↑=↓

{DP
(↑ obj) = ↓

∨

PP}
{(↑ objθ ) = ↓ ∨ (↑ oblθ ) = ↓ }

Figure 5.4: Italian VP-rule
Together with the lexical redundancy rule in Figure 5.1, the three c-structure
rules in Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 account for the patterns of distribution
exhibited by Italian particles. The V0 -rule is fed by the non-projecting
version of a particle, and it correctly predicts the phenomena of coordination
and AdvP-placement discussed in section 5.1.3. On the other hand, the
projecting variant of a particle can be plugged in in both the V′ - and the
VP-rule. The former allows the particle to be modified also in pre-NP/DP
position, while the latter is responsible for the discontinuous word order
seen in Particle Shift.
The presence of different c-structure rules available to lexically related
items intuitively translates in a “specialisation” of these very same rules −
a very common way of thinking that might be summed up as “choose the
more marked option only if you have a very good reason to do so”. In
the theory of c-structure I assume (cf. Bresnan 2001, Toivonen 2003), such
4

Beside the functional annotation licensing compositional particles (i.e., “(↑ oblθ )= ↓”),
the c-structure rule in 5.2 also contains the functional annotation for completely idiomatic
PVs, like fare fuori ‘to kill’ (i.e., “↑ = ↓”)
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a “specialisation” is captured by Economy of Expression, a principle that
governs the competition among c-structure rules. In what follows, I show
how the syntax of Italian “true” particles exemplifies both a competition
among c-structure rules and its resolution.

5.1.5 Italian Particles and Economy of Expression
The presence of different c-structure rules available to particles (two in
Swedish, three in Italian) could in principle result in overgeneration: cstructural configurations are predicted to exist that are in fact banned in
one and the same language. Nonetheless, c-structure representations underlie the principle of “Economy of Expression”, first formulated by Bresnan
(2001:91) as in (43), and then modified and formulated by Toivonen (2001)
as in (44)):
(43)

Economy of Expression (Bresnan 2001:91)
All syntactic phrase structure nodes are optional and are not used
unless required by independent principles (completeness, coherence, semantic expressivity)

(44)

Economy of Expression (Toivonen 2001:103)
All syntactic phrase structure nodes are optional and are not used
unless required by X′ -constraints or completeness

In the present dissertation, I will adopt Toivonen’s (2001) definition, since
it is sensitive to problems raised by the theory of non-projecting nodes,
which I am also adopting. Let me illustrate in which cases a conflict among
c-structure representations obtains. Consider both possible variants of a
transitive sentence featuring a verb-particle construction in Italian:
(45)

a.
b.

Il cuoco spinge avanti
il carrello.
the cook pushes prt(forward) the trolley
Il cuoco spinge il carrello avanti.
the cook pushes the trolley prt(forward)
‘The cook pushes the trolley forward.’

The construction in (45a), instantiating the continuous word order V−Prt−DP,
corresponds to the tree in (46a). On the other hand, the construction in (45b)
instantiates the discontinuous word order V−DP−Prt and is represented in
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the tree in (46b):
(46)

a.

IP
DP
il cuoco

I′
I0

VP

spinge

V′
V0

DP

P

il carrello

avanti
b.

IP
I′

DP
il cuoco

I0
spinge

VP
V′

PP

DP

avanti

il carrello
The c-structure in (46b) involves a greater number of nodes than the cstructure in (46a) (precisely, 20 vs. 19). This is because the former involves
a projecting P-item (hence: P0 , P′ and PP), whereas the latter involves a nonprojecting P-item (hence only one node: P). All others things being equal (for
example, lexical items and information-structural specifications), in such
a situation Economy of Expression predicts the ungrammaticality of the
sentence in (45b), which displays the discontinuous order. The prediction
clashingly goes against the data: the discontinuous order is indeed more
marked, but it is nonetheless a grammatical option in Italian syntax. An
important qualification is in order, though: Economy of Expression only
compares c-structures that correspond to the same representation at other
levels of the architecture, like f-structure and/or i-structure. Accordingly,
if two c-structures differ −e.g. in that one projects a different piece of
information to f-structure−, these will not compete. I argue that this is
the case in the data at stake. As has been already noticed in the literature
on Particle Shift (cf. Dehé 2002 for English; Masini 2008 for Italian), the
continuous and the discontinuous constructions differ as far as informationstructure is concerned. Recall from the discussion of Italian Particle Shift in
Chapter 2 (cf. section 2.4.1) that the discontinuous construction is used to
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convey a particular information-structural configuration. In particular, the
corpus-based study by Masini (2008) provides evidence that the order V −
NP/DP − Prt is chosen if one or both of the following configurations obtain:
(47)

a.
b.

the speaker wants to focalise the predicate denoted by the PV
the object-NP/DP is defocussed

As already mentioned in 2.4.1, Masini (2008) does not refer to precisely defined information-structural categories. Nonetheless, from the discussion of
the examples it can be concluded that what is meant is (Information) Focus
in (47a) and Background in (47b) (cf. Büring 1996:46-48). Here, I adopt Butt
& King’s (1997) discourse functions topic, focus, background and completive information. These are defined as in (48) (cf. Butt & King 2000) and are
decomposed into different values of the information-structural primitives
[±new] and [±prom(inent)], as in Table 5.1:
(48)

a.
b.
c.

d.

topic is old or known information that is relevant in the current
context.
focus is new and prominent information.
background: is like topic in consisting of old or known information; it provides information as to how new information fits
in with old information in an utterance.
completive information: is new information that is not prominent in the discourse.

+new
−new

+prom
focus
topic

−prom
completive
background

Table 5.1: Decomposition of discourse functions
I analyse the Italian discontinous word order V − NP/DP − Prt as involving an obj-NP/DP that maps onto a background at i(nformation)structure. Adopting Dalrymple & Nikolaeva’s approach (2011), I represent
i-structural information by means of an attribute at s(emantic)-structure,
namely “d(iscourse) f(unction)”. In the author’s theory, the value of this
attribute (topic, focus, background or completive) is introduced by an
annotation at c-structure and is then transmitted to i-structure through
s-structure via function composition. On this background, the annotated
c-structure for discontinuous constructions like (45b) (repeated here as (49))
would be as in (50):
(49)

Il cuoco spinge il carrello avanti.
the cook pushes the trolley prt(forward)
‘The cook pushes the trolley forward.’
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(50)
IP
DP
il cuoco

I′
I0

VP

spinge

V′
DP
il carrello

PP
¬(↓ gf) =⇒ ((↑ obj)σ df) =c background
avanti

The requirement that the obj-NP/DP belong to background at i-structure
is formulated as an annotation containing an entailment. If the f-structure
corresponding to the PP-node contains no gf-attribute (which is the case
with particles that are not modified), then the value of the obj’s df-attribute
at s-structure must be background (the last part is effected by means of a
constraining equation).
Indeed, information-structural factors seem indeed to play a role in constraining the power of Economy of Expression also in other languages.
For example, Toivonen (2001:106-8) argues that the Swedish “Object Shift”construction (in (51a)) never competes with the construction where the
obj-pronoun is “in situ” (in (51b)) because they differ at i-structure. If their
i-structural contribution were the same, Economy of Expression would rule
out (51b) because it involves more structure. The reader can appreciate the
relevant c-structural difference by comparing the trees in (52a) and (52b)5 :
(51)

5

(Swedish)
a. Johan såg den inte.
saw it not
J.
‘Johan did not see it.’
b. %Johan såg inte den.
J.
saw not it
‘Johan did not see it.’

I follow Toivonen (2001:106-7) both in using the “%”-notation to mark variability in
grammaticality judgement and in semplifying the c-structures by omitting the negation
inte.
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(Swedish)
a.
IP
NP

I′

Johan

I0

b.

I0

D

såg

den

IP
NP
Johan

I′
I0

VP

såg

V′
DP
den

The account I propose sheds new light on a puzzle I have illustrated in
Chapter 2 (cf. section 2.4.1). Recall that while the discontinuous order with
obj-NP/DPs is marked but possible, it is clearly excluded with (post-verbal)
subj-NPs/DPs:
(53)

a.

È
venuto
fuori
un guardiano.
aux.3sg come-ptcp-m.sg prt(outside) a guardian
‘A guardian came out.’
un guardiano fuori.
venuto
b. *È
aux.3sg come-ptcp-m.sg a guardian prt(outside)

(54)

a.

un impiegato.
Va via
goes prt(away) an employee
‘An employee leaves.’
b. *Va un impiegato via.
goes an employee prt(away)

Note first that the sentences in (53) and (54) involve unaccusative verbs and
post-verbal subj-DPs. As is well-known in the literature (cf. e.g. Belletti &
Guasti 231-262; Benincà et alii 2001), such sentences allow for two interpretations, depending on the discourse context. Consider the difference
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between (55) and (56):
(55)

a.
b.

What happened?
È
venuto
fuori
un guardiano.
aux.3sg come-ptcp-m.sg prt(outside) a guardian
‘A guardian came out.’

(56)

a.
b.

Who came out?
È
venuto
fuori
un guardiano.
aux.3sg come-ptcp-m.sg prt(outside) a guardian
‘A guardian came out.’

As the contexts make clear, the same sentence is interpreted as furnishing
only new information in (55) (e.g. as an answer to a question like What
happened?), but as furnishing both old (è venuto fuori) and new information
(un guardiano) in (56) (e.g. as an aswer to a question like Who came out?).
Following standard analyses (cf. e.g. Benincà et alii 2001), I analyse the
former as a presentative (or “thetic”) construction, and the latter as a narrow
(information) focus construction. I assume that in both cases, a c-structure
node is associated with the annotation in (57):
(57)

(↓σ df) = focus

In the c-structure corresponding to (55b), the annotation is at the topmost
node (i.e., IP) and subsequently every node dominated by the topmost
node is specified as focus as well. In contrast, in (56b) only the NP/DP node
mapping onto the subj gf is annotated as focus. In spite of this difference,
the two sentence types have one crucial property in common: the postverbal
subj-XP is specified as (belonging to) the discourse function focus. Recall
now that for the discontinuous word order to be grammatical in transitive
sentences, the XP to the left of the particle (in that case, the obj-XP; cf. the
c-structure in (50)) must bear the discourse function background, in an
abstract c-structural configuration like the following:
(58)

YP
Y′
Y0

XP
(↓σ df) = background

PP
...

If we apply the abstract c-structural configuration in (58) to sentences involving unaccusative verbs and postverbal subj’s, the XP would correspond
to the constituent mapped onto the subj gf. But we have just seen that both in
presentative and in narrow focus constructions, the postverbal subj-NP/DP
is specified as (belonging to) the discourse function focus. This leads to
a systematic conflict between the requirements on the discontinuous order
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and the requirements on unaccusative structures with postverbal subj’s.
Accordingly, the only possible c-structure rule licensing particles in such
structures is the V0 -rule, where they are non-projecting nodes adjoined to
V0 . Subsequently, the only possible word order is the continuous one,
namely V−Prt−subj-NP/DP.
The present analysis also accounts for an asymmetry between the Particle+
Ground Construction and the Bare-Particle Construction, illustrated in
Chapter 3 (cf. section 3.1.2). Recall that in PGC’s featuring an unaccusative
verb, the discontinuous linear order V−subj-NP/DP−Prt becomes perfect
all of a sudden. The relevant examples are repeated in (59):
(59)

a.
b.

Ci
è
saltato
un gatto dentro.
cl.loc aux.3sg jump-ptcp-m.sg a cat prt(inside)
‘A cat jumped in there.’
viene il cane dietro.
Mi
cl.dat.1sg comes the dog prt(behind)
‘The dog comes after me.’

I argue that these structures are grammatical because they involve P-items
subcategorising for an obj, which cannot be represented as non-projecting
items. This follows from the formulation of the lexical redundancy rule in
Figure 5.1 (repeated here as (60)), which takes an intransitive P-item as its
input and yields another intransitive P-item as its output:
(60)

L ... P0 (↑ pred) = ‘P’ ...
... ↑σ = ((gf ↑)σ path) ...

−→

Li ... P (↑ pred) = ‘P’ ...
... ↑σ = ((gf ↑)σ path) ...

As a consequence, there is no competition between alternative c-structures
in the first place. This is because one c-structure involves a projecting Pitem subcategorising for an obj, whereas the other involves an intransitive
non-projecting P-item. Therefore, there is nothing blocking the c-structure
rule licensing the discontinuous order. The grammaticality of sentences like
the ones in (59) follows.
Having dealt with the most important aspects of the c-structural distribution of Italian particles and having illustrated an account in terms of
optionality of projection, I now turn to the prosody of Italian PVs.

5.2 Prosodic aspects of Italian Particle Verbs
In what follows, I first present to the reader some open issues regarding
the phonology of Italian PVs, with special attention to prosodic aspects (cf.
5.2.1). I then report on a pilot study aimed at testing two major hypotheses
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on the prosodic representation of Italian PVs6 (cf. 5.2.2).

5.2.1 Open issues
As already mentioned in Chapter 2 (cf. section 2.4), Simone (1996, 1997)
argues out that verb and particle build a very cohesive unit in prosody. The
author points out that PVs tend to build a phonological word (henceforth,
ω), witness the possibility to have troncamento between verb and particle
(Simone 1996:59):
(61)

a.
b.

(62)

a.
b.

Non ha
voluto
venir
su.
neg aux.3sg want-ptcp come-inf prt(up)
‘S/He didn’t want to come up.’
/venire su/ → [venir"su]

Preferisco star
giù.
prefer-1sg stay-inf prt(down)
‘I prefer to stay downstairs.’
/stare dZu/ → [star"dZu]

Even if there is no agreement in the literature as to the prosodic constituent
where troncamento applies (the phonological phrase according to Meinschäfer 2005; the clitic group according to Nespor 1990), there seems to be
consensus on the fact that the domain of this phonological rule is not the
prosodic word. Moreover, the rule of Intervocalic s-Voicing, which according to Nespor & Vogel (1986: 124-29) applies within a phonological word in
Northern Italian, does not occur between verb and particle in this variety:
(63)

(Northern Italian − Lombardia)
della buona musica.
su
a. Jani metterà
J. put-fut-3sg prt(on) some good music
‘Jani will put on some good music.’
b. [met:e"ra"su] vs. *[met:e"ra"zu]

It can thus be hypothesised that the prosodic constituent that PVs (can) build
is the phonological phrase, henceforth φ (cf. Nespor & Vogel 1986). This
is also the conclusion arrived at by Schwarze (2008:220-1) and suggested
by Iacobini (2008). According to Schwarze (2008), the fact that particles
systematically bear stress is evidence that they are situated on the right
boundary of a φ.
In what follows, the ω- and the φ-hypothesis are tested.
6

Section 5.2.2 has been published in a slightly different version as Quaglia & Turco 2015.
The experimental design was done in cooperation with Giuseppina Turco, who carried out
both the phonetic measurements and their statistical analysis.
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5.2.2 Prosody in Italian Particle Verbs: a preliminary study
In the pilot study to be presented, I investigate the prosody of Italian verbparticle constructions displaying the continuous word order (i.e., V − Prt
− NP/DP). After comparing two alternative hypotheses about the prosodic
constituent PVs correspond to, I attain to three rules of Italian phonology
that differ in their domain of application: the phonological word (ω) vs.
the phonological phrase (φ). I then report on a production experiment
carried out with 1 speaker of a Tuscan variety, 1 speaker of a Southern
Italian variety and 3 speakers of Northern Italian. By concentrating on the
phonetic correlate of duration, I provide experimental evidence that V and
Prt cannot be mapped onto a single ω, but can be mapped onto a single φ.
Research question and hypotheses
The state-of-the-art presents us with a central research question with respect
to the prosody of Italian PV’s:
(64)

What prosodic constituent do Verb and Particle build together?

I make reference to Nespor & Vogel’s (1986) Prosodic Hierarchy, restricting
my attention to ω and φ. Given that Italian particles do not exhibit the
phonological dependency typical of clitics (cf. Nespor & Vogel 1986)7 ,
we excluded the Clitic Group as a possible target prosodic constituent.
In order to identify the constituent corresponding to the linear sequence
V+Prt, I tested the application vs. non-application of phonological rules
that differ with respect to their domain. Accordingly, I had to select at least
a phonological rule targeting ω, and at least one targeting φ. Basing on

7

Italian particles can appear alone in an utterance, cf. (i) and can bear contrastive stress
(cf. (ii)):
(i)

a.
b.

(ii)

A: Dove vai?
where go-2sg
‘Where are you going?’
B: Fuori.
prt(outside)
‘Out.’

Ho
detto
che voglio
mandar=lo
FUORI,
non dentro!
aux.1sg say-ptcp that want-1sg send-inf=cl.acc.3sg.m prt(outside) neg prt(inside)
‘I said I want to let him OUT, not in!’
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Nespor & Vogel (1986), I attained to the following phenomena:
(65)

a.
b.

phonological word:
(i) Vowel Lengthening (henceforth, VL)
phonological phrase:
(i) Raddoppiamento Sintattico (henceforth, RS)
(ii) Stress Retraction (henceforth, SR)

Whereas VL is found in all varieties of Italian, both RS and SR apply in
certain regional spoken varieties only: the former in both Central and
Southern Italian, the latter in Northern Italian.
Experimental Design
For each phenomenon, a phonotactic context meeting the requirements of
the rule (’target’) was compared to a context not triggering the rule (’baseline’). In addition, each of these contexts included either a Prt (’particle’) or
a different type of syntactic complement (’non-particle’), thereby yielding
four experimental conditions:
(66)

a.
b.
c.
d.

baseline, non-particle
target, non-particle
baseline, particle
target, particle

With respect to VL, I compared configurations like (67a) to configurations
like (67b):
(67)

a.
b.

Paolo andava
ad una festa in maschera.
P.
go-impf-3sg to a party in mask
’Paolo was going to a costume party.’
di corsa.
via
Marco andava
Marco go-impf-3sg prt(away) of run
’Marco was running away.’

(67a) corresponds to the condition [target, non-particle]: here, VL applies
to the syllable /da/ in andava because the latter is an ω. (67b) corresponds
to [target, particle] − if the whole PV andava via is an ω, it is predicted that
the syllable /da/ will be shorter than in (67a). If, on the other hand, the PV
in (67b) is not a ω, it is predicted that the syllable /da/ in andava via will be
normally lengthened like in (67a). RS and SR were tested by using a single
battery of sentences since their respective contexts of application
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may overlap (cf. Nespor & Vogel 1986):
(68)

a.
b.

denti ...
Quella dentista toglierà
that dentist pull out-fut-3sg teeth
‘That dentist will pull out teeth...’
Ogni fochista butterà
dentro
...
every fireman throw–fut-3sg prt(inside)
‘Every fireman will throw in...’

Sentences like (68a) represent the condition [target, non-particle], where
both RS and SR can apply. Although both toglierà and denti in principle
project a φ, a rule of “Restructuring” applies, to the effect that a unique φ is
created. “Restructuring” is triggered exactly in configurations like toglierà
denti, where the second φ (i) is (syntactically) non-branching and (ii) is the
first complement of a syntactic head corresponding to the first φ (cf. Nespor
& Vogel)8 . If PV’s like butterà dentro in (68b) are (“restructured”) φ’s as well,
the prediction is made that RS (in both Tuscan and Southern Italian) and SR
(in Northern Italian) will apply here, too.
Method
Five Italian native speakers participated in the study (4 female, age average
= 28.8). Three speakers originated from the North (2 from Milan, 1 from
Genova), one from Prato (Tuscany), and another one from Palermo (Sicily).
Two batteries of target sentences were designed: one for VL, one for both
RS and SR. Each battery contained 2 sentences per experimental condition,
i.e. there were 8 sentences per battery and overall 16 target sentences. In
addition, 48 filler sentences were included. The whole sentence corpus
amounted to 64 units. Sentences were pseudo-randomized in order to
establish a sufficient relative distance between target sentences.
The experiment consisted in a reading task. The sentences were presented one by one on an A4 sheet. Participants were asked to read each
sentence of the corpus. We allowed for a preliminary silent reading, and
let the speakers read the whole corpus of 64 sentences twice, with a fiveminute pause between the first and the second repetition. Participants were
recorded individually in the phonetic laboratory at the University of Konstanz (44.1kHz, 16 Bit). The 64 constructions were manually annotated at
8
The rule of “Restructuring” was formulated by Nespor & Vogel (1986) in a framework
compatible with Government-Binding theory, and is of course reminiscent of “restructuring”
processes that have been formulated in transformational syntax. As such, the very logic of
this rule is not compatible with the general principle of monotonicity characterising LexicalFunctional Grammar (cf. Bresnan 2001). Nonetheless, a constraint effecting the same results
as “Restructuring” is proposed in Zec & Inkelas (1990). In their study, the authors crucially
rely on branching at p-structure, and not at phrase structure. For the present study, I took
in consideration branching at both p- and c-structure. For convenience, I continue to refer
to the constraint as “Restructuring” throughout this chapter.
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the segmental level using broadband spectrograms (cf. Boersma & Weenink
2012) − for VL the duration of the theme vowel of the V (i.e., [a]); for RS,
word initial consonants of the post-verbal complement (e.g. the particle);
for SR both the initial syllable (e.g. [por] in porterà) and the vowel of the final
syllable of the V (i.e. [a] in porterà). Statistical analyses were performed in
R. A series of linear mixed effect models (cf. Baayen 2008) was performed
containing DURATION as a dependent variable, VERB FORM (baseline vs.
target) and POST-VERBAL COMPLEMENT (non-particle vs. particle) as
predictors. SPEAKERS and ITEMS were treated as random factors. All
p-values were derived by using the log-likelihood test as implemented in
the anova()-function in R and comparing a model with a certain factor to
an identical model that does not contain that particular factor (cf. Barr et
alii 2013). Fixed factors that did not significantly improved the model were
excluded.
Results
For VL, the theme vowel [a] in both target non-particle and target particle
was significantly longer (ß=.017, se=.004, t=4.35, p<.0001) than the same
vowel in baseline non-particle and baseline particle (cf. Figure 5.5).
For RS in Tuscan and Southern Italian, word initial consonants in target
non-particle and target particle were found to be significantly longer than
the same consonants in baseline non-particle and baseline particle (ß=.047,
se=.007, t=9.29, p<.0001; cf. Figure 5.6).
For SR in Northern Italian, it was found no main effect of verb form and
of post-verbal complement on the duration of the (verb form) first syllable,
and no interaction (all p-values > .8). Similarly, the duration of the (verb
form) final vowel did not show any statistical difference across verb forms
and post-verbal complement (all p-values > .5).
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Duratioin of the vowel [a] in sec.

Vowel lenghtening
0.08
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03

baseline-prt

baseline+prt

target-prt

target+prt

condi&on

Figure 5.5: Vowel Lengthening − Duration of the theme vowel [a] split by verb

duration of the word-initial consonant in sec

form (baseline, target) and post-verbal complement (non-particle vs. particle).
Whiskers represent standard errors based on the statistical model.

Raddoppiamento sintattico
in Central-Southern Italian
0.16
0.14
0.12
0.1
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0

baseline

target
non-particle

particle

Figure 5.6: Raddoppiamento Sintattico in Tuscan and Southern Italian − duration
of the word initial consonant split by verb form (baseline, target) and post-verbal
complement (non-particle, particle). Whiskers represent standard errors based on
the statistical model.
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Discussion
In this pilot study, two contrasting hypotheses formulated in the literature
were compared, namely that Particle Verbs build (i) a phonological word
vs. (ii) a phonological phrase. This comparison was made by testing the
application or non-application of phonological rules that differ in terms of
prosodic domain: ω or φ. I carried out a production experiment and measured the acoustic correlate of duration with respect to three rules: Vowel
Lengthening, Raddoppiamento Sintattico and Stress Retraction. Concerning
Vowel Lengthening, the duration of the lexically stressed theme vowel of
the verb in the sequence Verb+Particle is not significantly different from the
duration of the same vowel if the verb precedes another complement type
(e.g. a branching PP). Both durations, on the other hand, are significantly
different from the durations of the same theme vowels when unstressed.
These results can only be explained by assuming that Verb and Particle
project separate phonological words. Under this view, the rule of Vowel
Lengthening is correctly predicted to apply both to the Verb and to the
Particle, but not to the whole sequence Verb+Particle. Crucially, this result falsifies Simone’s (1996, 1997) hypothesis that Verb and Particle are
grouped into a single phonological word. With respect to Raddoppiamento
Sintattico, duration measurements show that the speaker from Tuscany and
the speaker from Sicily produce geminated onset consonants both if the
verb precedes a non-branching complement (e.g. a bare NP) and if it precedes a Particle. On the other hand, the same onset consonants are not
geminated in the baseline condition, i.e. where the rule does not apply
because of the presence of a different phonotactic configuration. Given
that the prosodic domain of Raddoppiamento Sintattico is the phonological
phrase, we can conclude that Verb and Particle can be represented as such in
the speakers’ phonological component. Most probably, the representation
of Particle Verbs as a single phonological phrase is an alternative to a representation where the Particle Verb corresponds to two phonological phrases
− the rule of phonological phrase-“Restructuring” is a systematic option
both in Nespor & Vogel’s (1986) and in Zec & Inkelas’ (1990) framework. In
my view, these findings provide a crucial piece of evidence for Schwarze’s
(2008) hypothesis that Italian Particle Verbs are phonological phrases. As
far as Stress Retraction is concerned, the results do not seem to show a clear
pattern. We did not find a statistically significant increase in duration of
those syllables that, according to Nespor & Vogel (1979, 1989), should bear
prominence after Stress Retraction applies for rhythmic clash avoidance.
The measurement of duration also gave no hint as to whether alternative
correlates of Stress Retraction were produced, like de-accenting of the syllable bearing the first clashing stress (cf. Frascarelli 2000) or lengthening of its
vowel (cf. Nespor & Vogel 1979). Nonetheless, we would like to point out
that we noticed a tendency to lengthen the vowel of the stressed syllable
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in the Particle. Crucially, duration measurements showed that this kind
of lengthening is only present in cases where the particle occurs without a
syntactic complement on its right (e.g. [butteràV0 [dentro]P]V0 [tutto il carbone
rimasto]DP − 0.087 sec on average 0.087 sec (sd=0.017)), but not if the Particle takes a complement (era [finitoV0 [dentro [a una pozzanghera]PP]PP]V′ – on
average 0.074 sec (sd=0.015)). This effect would get a natural interpretation
under the view that Verb and Particle build a single phonological phrase,
for the rule of Final Lengthening (cf. Nespor & Vogel 1986) would apply
precisely in this prosodic domain. In light of both this tendency and the
results with respect to Vowel Lengthening, we claim that Northern-Italian
data are at least not incompatible with the hypothesis that Particle Verbs
are represented as phonological phrases in these varieties, too.
Conclusions
This study was meant to investigate the prosody of Italian verb-particle constructions displaying the continuous word order. In particular, the question
was raised as to what prosodic constituent in Nespor & Vogel’s 1986 hierarchy this syntactic structure is mapped onto. By relying on the phonetic
correlate of duration alone, it was possible to falsify the hypothesis that V
and Prt build an ω for three different varieties of Italian (Northern, Tuscan and Southern), and to find clear support for the alternative hypothesis,
namely that V and Prt build a φ, with respect to the data from both Tuscany
and Southern Italy. Even if, in my view, the data from the Northern Italian
corpus are compatible with the latter hypothesis, too, I intend to extend my
investigation on SR by including other acoustic correlates such as intensity.
Since a tendency is seen to lengthen the vowel of the stressed syllable of Prt’s
in speakers of Northern Italian, I also plan to design a separate production
experiment investigating the phenomenon of Final Lengthening.

5.3 Cohesion in Italian Particle Verbs
In this chapter, I have proposed an explicit characterisation of the high level
of cohesion that the literature ascribes to Italian PVs (cf. e.g. Iacobini &
Masini 2006, Simone 1997). I presented robust empirical motivation that
such a cohesion obtains both at c-structure and p-structure. At both levels,
Italian particles can optionally avoid projecting their own domain (a PP and
a phonological phrase, respectively), thus building a (complex) V0 node (cf.
Toivonen 2001) at c-structure and a single, “restructured” φ at p-structure
(cf. Nespor & Vogel 1986).
Two remarks are in order. First, it must be emphasised that the representation of the particle as a unit with the verb (a complex V0 at c-structure,
a single φ at p-structure) is always optional. This most clearly stands out
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with respect to c-structure, namely if one considers the grammaticality of
particle modification, Particle Shift and particle “displacement” I surveyed
in section 5.1.3. The framework I adopted to carry out the production
study of prosody in PVs (i.e. Nespor & Vogel 1986, with “amendments”
from Zec & Inkelas 1990) would predict that the aforementioned optionality exists in prosody, too. That is, even if we see a tendency in producing
PVs as one single φ, independent phonological properties of particles and
independent principles of the theory predict that also a representation of
particles as independent φs should be available. Since the study I presented
was very limited in scope, I refrain from drawing a conclusion about this
point. As a matter of fact, a prosodic constraint could be well at play, ruling
out particles that are not embedded in another φ. What can be concluded
safely, on the other hand, is that the level of cohesion displayed at c- and
p-structure does not extend to f- and a-structure (as I demonstrated in Chapter 4). The grammatical properties of Italian particles thus seem to suggest
that while a certain degree of isomorphism exists between c-structure and
p-structure on the one hand, and f-structure and a-structure on the other,
sharp mismatches are nonetheless allowed to obtain between the former
(i.e., p- and c-structure) and the latter (i.e., f- plus a-structure). In the architecture provided by Lexical-Functional Grammar, these mismatches cause
no problems and are expected as a typical feature of natural languages.

Chapter 6

Conclusions and Outlook
In this final chapter, I sum up the results I have arrived at and I present
their connections to existing research threads. In particular, I expound the
implications of my results for the position of Italian in Talmy’s typology of
motion events (Talmy 1985, 1991, 2000).
In 6.1 I survey my conclusions with respect to the structural representation of Italian PVs. Section 6.2 illustrates the consequences of my analysis
for the typological characterisation of Italian PVs. Section 6.3 concludes the
dissertation.

6.1 Structural aspects of Italian PVs
A central research question often addressed in the literature on PVs is
whether they are built in the lexicon or in syntax (cf. Chapter 1). In
particular, this question is crucial in the theoretical debate on Germanic
PVs. In light of the behaviour of Italian PVs with respect to the three
classes of properties singled out in Chapter 1 (separability, cf. section 1.2.1;
asymmetry between particles and PPs with the same function, cf. section
1.2.2; access to morphological processes, , cf. section 1.2.3), I conclude that
Italian PVs have to be viewed as syntactic structures (contra e.g. Iacobini
& Masini 2006, Simone 1997). This conclusion holds of both “true” (i.e.,
the Bare-Particle Construction) and “apparent” verb-particle constructions
(i.e., the Particle+Ground Construction).
With respect to both separability and morphological processes, the data lend
strong support to the conclusion that Italian PVs are built in syntax. For one,
verb and particle can be separated by an AdvP and, if certain informationstructural conditions are met, also by an obj-NP/DP. For another, Italian PVs
cannot be used as input for processes of morphological derivation.
As far as the differential behaviour of particles and PPs is concerned, the
Italian data indeed reveal an asymmetry, albeit not as sharp as the one
found in Germanic languages like English or Swedish. The evidence from
227
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coordination and AdvP placement (cf. Chapter 5, section 5.1.3) indicates
that verb and particle build a more cohesive unit than sequences of verb
and obj-taking PP do. This is captured by the assumption that particles can
optionally surface as non-projecting nodes (cf. Toivonen 2001, 2003), thus
entering a tighter phrase-structural configuration with V0 : sisterhood. The
difference between projecting and non-projecting P-items can be seen in (2):
“true” particles are sisters to V0 (cf. (1a)), whereas projecting Ps are not (cf.
(1b)):
(1)

a.

VP
V′
V0
V0

P

spingere

dentro

b.

VP
V′
V0

(AdvP)

PP
P′

spingere
P0

DP

in

un vagone

The preliminary phonetic study presented in Chapter 5 confirmed the intuition that verb and particle build a cohesive unit also in prosody (cf.
Schwarze 2008, Simone 1997 among others). Nonetheless, the results falsified the hypothesis that Italian PVs can be represented as a single phonological word (ω), while providing support for the hypothesis that they build a
phonological phrase (φ). Accordingly, verb and particle display a level of
cohesion higher than the one displayed by sequences of a verb and a PP.
This can be appreciated by comparing (2a) with (2b):
(2)

a.

IntP
φ
(C)

(C)

ω

ω

spingere

dentro
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IntP
φ

φ

(C)

(C)

ω

ω

ω

ω

spingere

in

un

vagone

Crucially, Italian PVs are not represented as words at any level of grammatical representation where the concept of “word” is relevant. At c-structure,
verb and particle do not correspond to a single terminal node, but to two
different nodes (cf. (1a)). At p-structure, too, verb and particle do not
correspond to a single ω, but to two different ω’s (cf. (2a)). In LFG, this
amounts to saying that verb and particle are neither syntactic nor phonological words. As far as the concept of “morphological word” is concerned,
i.e. a unit for word formation processes, PVs also do not qualify as words,
for they cannot be used as bases for processes of derivation or composition
(cf. Chapter 1, section 1.2.3 and Simone 1997). In the present framework,
PVs cannot be regarded as “lexical units” either (as both Iacobini & Masini
2006 and Simone 1997 do), even with respect to idiomatic PVs. In fact,
these constructions can be easily analysed on a par with other (phrasal) idiomatic constructions. Each unit corresponds to a separate lexical entry that
specifies the syntagmatic requirement to appear with a certain additional
idiomatic unit (cf. Laczkó & Rákosi 2011 on the representation of idiomatic
PVs in Hungarian).
At this point, two important qualifications are in order. First, the representation of Italian particles as non-projecting nodes in syntax and as
“non-projecting” ω’s (or C(litic)G(roup)’s) in prosody is only one possibility. That is, particles can retain their ability to build a domain on their own,
projecting a PP and a φ respectively. Second, a high cohesion of verb and
particle obtains only at c- and at p-structure, but not at a- and f-structure.
Verb and particle (can) build a tighter unit than verb and PP at both cstructure and p-structure. Such an asymmetry, though, does not involve
a-structure and f-structure. Since no “Argument Merger” obtains (cf. Butt
2014 and discussion in Chapter 4), both the a-structures and the pred’s (an
hence the f-structure domains) of verb and particle remain distinct. The
well-formed representations of a compositional verb-particle construction
like spingere dentro ‘to push in’ at different levels of the LFG architecture are
depicted in Figure 6.1.
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VP

VP

V′

V′

V0

V0

V0

P

spingere

dentro

PP

(AdvP)

XP

dentro

spingere

IntP
φ
(C)

(C)

ω

ω

spingere

dentro

IntP

IntP

φ

φ

φ

φ

φ

(C)

(C)

(C)

...

(C)

ω

ω

ω

ω

spingere

dentro

spingere

dentro



pred ‘spingereh. . . oblloc i’


h
i


oblloc pred ‘dentro’
spingere < ag th loc> dentro < loc >

Figure 6.1: Well-formed representations of the Italian PV spingere dentro ‘(to)
push in’ at c-structure, p-structure, f-structure and a-structure
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As is evident from Figure 6.1, there is a striking difference between c- and
p-structure on the one hand, and f- and a-structure on the other. Whereas
at boh former levels of grammatical representation verb and particle (can)
build a cohesive unit (V0 and φ respectively), this does not happen at the
latter two levels. At f-structure, verb and particle always correspond to
separate pred’s (except for fully idiomatic PVs, which trivially contain only
a pred because the particle does not contribute one), and both elements
are autonomous at a-structure. As already mentioned in Chapter 5, this
asymmetry suggests that c-structure is closer to p-structure, whereas fstructure is closer to a-structure. Nonetheless, mismatches can be found in
the mapping between c- or p-structure and f- or a-structure. This is indeed
expected in a theory of grammar like LFG, where the mapping between
c-structure and f-structure is many-to-one, and not one-to-one (cf. Bresnan
2001).

6.2 Outlook
The research questions explored in this dissertation, along with the conclusions just formulated, are relevant for a number of different research threads
in Romance, historical and typological linguistics. In particular, I would
like to mention the following:
(3)

a.

b.

c.

Romance linguistics: the syntactic, semantic and argumentstructural behaviour of PVs in Italo-Romance non-standard varieties as opposed to Standard Italian (cf. Benincà & Poletto 2006;
Cordin 2011; Iacobini 2009b; Poletto 2009 and the contributions
to Cini’s 2008 volume)
Historical linguistics: the development of spatial Ps in the transition from Latin to Romance languages (Acedo-Matellán & Mateu 2013; Masini 2006; Vincent 1999) and in the evolution of
syntactic categories from Proto-Indo-European to modern IndoEuropean languages (Haug 2007; Luraghi 2001; Verkerk 2014;
Vincent 1999)
Typological linguistics: the fine characterization of Italian and
Romance in Talmy’s typology of motion events (Acedo-Matellán
& Mateu 2013; Fagard et alii 2013; Iacobini & Masini 2006; Mateu
& Rigau 2010; Schwarze 1985; Talmy 1985; 1991; 2000)

To exemplify the potential relevance of this work for future research, I will
expound some of its connections to the line of investigation in (3c).
According to Talmy’s “typology of motion events” (Talmy 1985, 1991,
2000), Italian (as well as the other Romance languages) belongs to the type
of languages dubbed “verb-framed” (cf. section 2.1 in Chapter 2). In
the encoding of motion events displayed by these languages, the spatial
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meaning component (“path”, in the author’s terminology) is lexicalised in
the verb root, together with the meaning component that is characteristic of
motion verbs (i.e., “motion”). On the other hand, the information regarding
the specific manner of motion (i.e., “manner”) is generally encoded by a
separate verb (often in the gerund form). This is exemplified in (4):
(4)

I pompieri sono
scesi
correndo.
the firemen aux.3pl go down-ptcp-m.pl run-ger
‘The firemen came down by running.’

As can be seen in (4), the (matrix) verb scendere provides the spatial information “down”, whereas the verb correre (here in the gerundive form correndo)
specifies in which way the event takes place. Nonetheless, the following
quasi-synonymous sentence represents a different encoding strategy:
(5)

I pompieri sono
corsi
giù.
the firemen aux.3pl run-ptcp-m.pl prt(down)
‘The firemen ran down.’

In (5), manner is encoded by the (matrix) verb correre, whereas path is
encoded by the spatial particle giù. In this case, a verb-particle construction
has been employed (specifically, a Bare-Particle Construction). Languages
resorting to the encoding strategy in (5) (i.e., manner expressed in the verb
root and path via a separate morpheme, prefix or particle), are dubbed by
Talmy “satellite-framed”. Germanic and Slavic languages belong to this
type. An example from German follows:
(6)

(German)
Die Feuerwehrmänner sind
hinunter
gerannt.
the firemen
aux.3pl hin-prt(down) run-ptcp
‘The firemen ran down.’

In contemporary Italian, “verb-framed” and “satellite-framed” strategies
compete with each other. Consider the sentence pairs in (7) to (10):
(7)

a.
b.

(8)

a.
b.

I pompieri sono
scesi.
the firemen aux.3pl go down-ptcp-m.pl
‘The firemen went/came down.’
I pompieri sono
andati
giù
the firemen aux.3pl go-ptcp-m.pl prt(down)
‘the firemen went down.’
I bambini sono
saliti.
the children aux.3pl go up-ptcp-m.pl
‘the children went/came up.’
I bambini sono
andati
su
the children aux.3pl go-ptcp-m.pl prt(up)
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‘the children went up.’
(9)

a.
b.

(10)

a.
b.

Il ladro è
uscito.
the thief aux.3sg go out-ptcp-m.sg
‘The thief went/came out.’
il ladro è
andato
fuori
the thief aux.3sg go-ptcp-m.sg prt(outside)
‘The thief went out.’
Il professore è
entrato.
the professor aux.3sg go in-ptcp-m.sg
‘The professor went/came in.’
Il professore è
andato
dentro
the professor aux.3sg go-ptcp-m.sg prt(inside)
‘The professor went in.’

These contrasts can be neutralised by employing a third encoding strategy, namely the combination of a path-verb and spatial particle. This corresponds to what we labelled the “pleonastic type” (following Schwarze
1985) in Chapter 2 (cf. section 2.1):
(11)

a.
b.
c.
d.

giù.
I pompieri sono
scesi
the firemen aux.3pl go down-ptcp-m.pl prt(down)
‘The firemen went/came down.’
su.
I bambini sono
saliti
the children aux.3pl go up-ptcp-m.pl prt(up)
‘The children went/came up.’
uscito
fuori.
Il ladro è
the thief aux.3sg go out-ptcp-m.sg prt(outside)
‘The thief went/came out.’
Il professore è
entrato
dentro.
the professor aux.3sg go in-ptcp-m.sg prt(inside)
‘The professor went/came in.’

While the presence of such apparently redundant structures hints at an
ongoing semantic bleaching of Romance verbs of directed motion (cf. a.o.
Iacobini & Masini 2006:164-166), the possibility to strenghten the spatial
information by means of the particles represents a good piece of evidence for
the increasing relevance of spatial particles in the system of contemporary
Standard Italian.
Given the presence of both “verb-framed” and “satellite-framed” strategies in Italian (cf. again the paradigm in (7) to (10)), the hypothesis can be
made that Italian instantiates a mixed type in Talmy’s typology. This is indeed what some scholars maintain (cf. Cordin 2011, Iacobini & Masini 2006,
Iacobini 2009a). According to another view, the similarity between Italian
verb-particle constructions and authentic Germanic “satellite-framed” con-
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structions is only superficial, because important structural differences can
be identified (cf. Acedo-Matellán & Mateu 2013, Mateu & Rigau 2010, and
Schwarze’s 1985 remarks illustrated in Chapter 2, section 2.1).
Acedo-Matellán & Mateu (2013) tackle this issue by comparing Latin (a
satellite-framed language) with Catalan (a verb-framed language). They
consider four grammatical properties, which they show to be attested in
Latin but not possible in Catalan:
(12)

a.
b.
c.
d.

Unselected Object Construction
Complex Directed Motion Construction
Locative Alternation
Aspectual satellites

The authors adopt a “L(exical)-Syntax” approach to argument structure (cf.
Hale & Keyser 1993). Talmy’s typology is derived as follows: “satelliteframed” languages (like Latin and Germanic) involve syntactic conflation
of a manner-encoding root with an abstract head v, encoding an event. This
structure type is depicted in (14), corresponding to the English sentence in
(13). On the other hand, in “verb-framed” languages (like Romance) the v
head conflates with a path-encoding root. This structure type is depicted in
(16), corresponding to the Catalan sentence in (15).
(13)

(English)
The bottle floated into the cave.

(14)

vP
PathP

v
v

√
dance

Path(= to)

PlaceP
Place′

the bottle

Place(= in)
(15)

(Catalan)
La botella entrà
a la cova flotant.
the bottle go in-pf to the cave float-ger
‘The bottle entered the cave floating.’

(16)

vP
PathP

v(= entrà)
v

Path

Path

PlaceP
la botella

Place′
Place(= a)

la cova

the cave
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Acedo-Matellán & Mateu’s (2013) structural account predicts that a range of
constructions will occur in “satellite-framed” languages, but not in “verbframed” languages. While I will not expound their analysis, I will report
the examples they provide for the four relevant constructions in Latin.
U(nselected) O(bject) C(onstructions) are exemplified in (17), C(omplex)
D(irected) M(otion) C(onstruction)s in (18), the L(ocative) A(lternation) in
(19) and constructions involving A(spectual) S(atellites) in (20):
(17)

(Latin)
{E-dormi
// *Dormi}
crapulam,
inquam.
out-sleep-imp.2sg out-sleep.imp.2sg intoxication-acc.sg say-1sg
‘Sleep of that intoxication, I said.’
(Cic. Phil. 2, 30)

(18)

(Latin)
[...] vallum
ubi ad-equitavit portis
Qui
wall-acc.sg
rel-nom.m.sg when at-ride-pf-3sg door-dat.pl
intravit.
enter-pf-3sg
‘As soon as he rode up to the doors, he entered the camp.’
(Liv., 22, 42, 5)

(19)

(Latin)
frigida
aqua
tamen
Caput
head-acc.sg nonetheless water-abl.sg cold-abl.sg
per-fundere.
through-throw-inf
‘Wash the head, nonetheless, with cold water.’ (Cels., 1,4)

(20)

(Latin)
Ausculta
porro, dum hoc
[...] per-lego
listen-imp.2sg forth while this-n.acc.sg
through-read-1sg
‘Keep listening until I have read this over.’
(Plaut., Bacch. 1005)

In (17), the prefix e(x) ‘out’ enables the otherwise strictly intransitive verb
dormiri ‘to sleep’ to govern an obj, in completely similar fashion to English
constructions like to work the debts (*off) or German constructions like den
Frust (*weg) tanzen ‘to dance the frustration away’. The sentence in (18)
features the complex verb ad-equitare, consisting of the prefix ad ‘at, to’ and
the pure manner-verb equitare ‘to ride’. The resulting construction involves
the attainment of a (spatial) end-result, i.e. a telic eventuality. The Locative Alternation (also known as “Ground Promotion”, cf. McIntyre 2007)
is exemplified by (19), where the prefix per ‘through’ allows the syntactic
promotion of its Ground-argument (caput ‘head’) to a sentence-level obj
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grammatical function. Finally, the same prefix appears in (20), where it
denotes perfective aspect, much similarly to English through, over in I think
it through//over (cf. also Roßdeutscher 2012 for similar constructions in German). As the reader may have noticed, all of the above examples feature
affixal satellites (in this case, prefixes). This situation is typical for both
literary and classical Latin, where particles comparable to the ones existing
in present-day Germanic languages are quite absent. Nonetheless, particlelike satellites are attested in other diachronic and diastratic varieties of Latin
(cf. Iacobini & Masini 2006, Masini 2006), a pattern that seems to be found in
other ancient Indo-European languages as well (cf. Haug 2007 for Homeric
Greek, Luraghi 2001 for Hittite, Vincent 1999 for Sankrit and Vedic). In
particular, expressions like (21) are easily found in both archaic authors
employing a “colloquial” style (e.g. Plautus, who wrote between the 3rd
and the 2nd century B.C.) and late texts (e.g. the anonymous Peregrinatio
Etheriae, written between 381 and 384 A.D.):
(21)

(Latin)
{intro // foras} ire
inside outside go-inf
‘to go in(side)//out(side)’

What such attestations suggest is that a strategy featuring a verb and a
non-affixal, particle-like satellite was already available in Latin, albeit in
non-high registers and with a lower degree of productivity (Christoph
Schwarze, p.c.). Along these lines, a hypothesis worth exploring in future work consists in taking the rise of PVs in Italian to be an internal and
autonomous development, whereby constructions already present in the
ancestor language have been strenghtened and extended in productivity
(cf. Masini 2006 for a similar conclusion).
Let me now turn to Italian. In what follows, I focus on three of the four
phenomena discussed by Acedo-Matellán & Mateu (2013), namely CDMC,
LA and AS.
As Mateu & Rigau (2010) showed, Italian and Germanic languages deeply
differ in licensing directed motion constructions with particle-like satellites. In particular, bounded CDMC’s, i.e. telic constructions encoding the
attainment of a spatial result-state, are more constrained in Italian than in
Germanic. Bounded CDMC’s are allowed in both Germanic and Italian
with so-called “put-verbs” (in Italian e.g. saltare ‘to jump’, correre ‘to run’,
volare ‘to fly’), but only in Germanic with “swim-verbs” (in Italian: ballare ‘to
dance’, camminare ‘to walk’, galoppare ‘to gallop’). The difference between
the two verb-classes, whose labels are due to Gehrke (2008), had been already discussed by Folli & Ramchand (2005), who provide a longer list of
verbs. This contrast can be seen by comparing the paradigm in (22) to the
one in (23). In both (22) and (23), the examples come from Italian, English,
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German and Swedish:
(22)

a.
b.
c.
d.

(23)

a.
b.
c.
d.

il ladro salta dentro.
the thief jumps prt(inside)
‘The thief jumps in.’ // ‘The thief jumps while being inside.’
Mary jumped in.
Maria springt hinein.
M.
jumps hin-prt(in)
‘Mary jumps in.’
Han hoppa in.
he jumps prt(in)
‘He jumps in.’
Lucia balla dentro.
dances prt(inside)
L.
*‘Lucia dances in.’ // ‘Lucia dances while being inside.’
Lucy dances in.
Luzia tanzt hinein.
dances hin-prt(in)
L.
‘Luzia dances in.’//*‘Luzia dances while being inside.’
Lucia dansar in.
dansar prt(in)
L.
‘Lucia dances in.’ // *‘Lucia dances while being inside.’

Further inspection shows that telic directed motion events are only licensed
in presence of “put-verbs” (cf. (24)), but not in presence of “swim-verbs”
(cf. (25)):
(24)

Il ladro è
saltato
dentro
in un secondo.
the thief aux.3sg jump-ptcp-m.sg prt(inside) in one second
‘The thief jumped in (in one second).’

(25)

a. *Lucia ha
ballato
dentro
in un secondo.
L.
aux.3sg dance-ptcp prt(inside) in one second
b. Lucia ha
ballato
dentro
per un’ ora.
L.
aux.3sg dance-ptcp prt(inside) for one hour
‘Lucia danced inside for one hour.’

Importantly, the same holds also of Class-II P-items (cf. Chapter 3, section
3.3):
(26)

L’ aquila è
volata
{avanti
// indietro
//
the eagle aux.3sg fly-ptcp-f.sg prt(forward) prt(backward)
// giù}.
// su
via
prt(away) prt(up) prt(down)
‘The eagle flew {ahead // back // away // up // down}.
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(27)

Marco ha
ballato
{? avanti
// ? indietro
//
M.
aux.3sg dance-ptcp prt(forward) prt(backward)
*via
// su
// giù}.
prt(away) prt(up) prt(down)
‘Marco danced while being {ahead // back // upstairs // downstairs}.’,
NOT ‘Marco danced {forward // back // up // down}.’

The data in (27) suggest that even Italian P-items contributing “Path”information at s(emantic)-structure cannot enforce a telic eventuality in
absence of an appropriate verb (cf. the discussion about transitional vs.
non-transitional Paths in Chapter 3 section 3.3.2).
In the Locative Alternation (a.k.a. “Ground promotion”), the Ground is
realised as a direct argument of the verb after demotion of the Figure, and
the P-item displays particle syntax (cf. McIntyre 2007:352). In Germanic
languages, examples like the following can be found:
(28)

(English)
a. Alex squeezed juice out of the orange.
b. Alex squeezed the orange out. [McIntyre (2007:353)]

(29)

(German)
a. Sie malt grüne Farbe an den
Schrank.
she paints green paint on the-acc.f.sg closet
‘She spreads green paint onto the closet.’
b. Sie malt den
Schrank (mit grüner
Farbe)
she paints the-acc.m.sg closet with green-dat.f.sg paint
an.
prt(on)
‘She paints the closet with green paint.’ [adapted from Stiebels
(1996:105)]

In contrast, Italian verb-particle constructions do not display Ground Promotion. As I demonstrated in Chapter 4 (cf. especially sections 4.3.1 and
4.3.3), the case-marked clitics and PPs appearing in the Particle+GroundConstruction are not governed by a V, but by a P that is stranded. Similarly,
the constructions involving “Source”-particles do not display Ground Promotion. There are no other cases where a Ground is encoded through an
obj subcategorised for by the verb. For example, in both (30b) and (31b)
below, the clause-level obj is necessarily interpreted as a Figure:
(30)

a.

Aldo spreme il succo fuori
dall’
arancia.
A. squeezes the juice prt(outside) from-the orange
‘Aldo squeezes the juice out of the orange.’
b. #Aldo spreme fuori
l’ arancia.
A. squeezes prt(outside) the orange
‘Aldo takes the orange out (of something) by squeezing.’
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a.

Carlo lava
via
la macchia dal
maglione.
C.
washes prt(away) the stain from-the sweater
‘Carlo washes the stain off the sweater.’
il maglione.
via
b. #Carlo lava
washes prt(away) the sweater
C.
‘Carlo takes the sweater away (from something) by washing.’

Interestingly, sentences like (31b) are perfectly possible with a “Ground
Promotion”-interpretation (similarly to English to wipe/rinse the plate off; cf.
McIntyre 2007) in northern varieties of Italian (for example, in Lombardia). While a scrutiny of the a-structural behaviour of particles in Northern
Italian Dialects is beyond the scope of this dissertation, this topic remains
crucial for a thorough understanding of the position of Romance languages
in Talmy’s typology.
As far a Aspectual Particles are concerned, Italian appears not to display
a rich and productive system like the one of Germanic languages (cf. the
discussion in Chapter 2, section 2.1). In particular, the only Italian particle
that can be described as having the function of a marker of aspect and/or
Aktionsart is via ‘away’. However, there is no consensus on this point:
Iacobini & Masini (2006) argue that via indeed qualifies as an aspectual
marker, whereas Mateu & Rigau (2010) claim that this particle just strengthens a kind of (spatial/resultative) information already contained in the verb.
While subscribing to the latter position, I would like to provide additional
evidence that the Germanic constructions involving Aspectual Particles are
deeply different from the Italian constructions with via. Once again, this
difference also involves argument structure.
McIntyre (2007) describes structures where an aspectual particle systematically affects the verb’s argument structure. According to the author,
two types of such particles exist: “atransitive” and “non-atransitive” ones.
The former block the realisation of an otherwise expected direct object (cf.
(32) and (33)), whereas the latter allow or even force direct objects, even
unselected ones (cf. (34) and (35)):
(32)

(English)
a. hammer (*the metal) around/away
b. fight (*battles/*enemies) on
c. sing (*the song) along

(33)

(German)
Sie hat (*ein
Lied) losgesungen.
she has a-acc.n.sg song part(off)-sing-ptcp
‘She started singing a song.’
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(34)

(English)
a. eat the chicken up
b. think the matter *(through/over)

(35)

(German)
Gabi will {das
Buch anlesen
// das
Problem
G. wants the-acc.n.sg book prt.(on)-read the-acc.n.sg problem
*(an)denken}.
prt(on)-think
‘Gabi wants to start {reading the book // thinking about the problem.}

Italian via, which is the only Italian particle feasible to be analysed as aspectual, does not trigger either of these phenomena. This can be seen in
(36):
(36)

a.

Il fabbro ha
martellato
via
*(il metallo).
the smith aux.3sg hammer-ptcp prt(away) the metal
‘The smith removed the metal by hammering.’
b. *Paolo ha
pensato
prt(away) il problema.
P.
aux.3sg think-ptcp prt(away) the problem

The evidence collected in this section is fully compatible with the findings
illustrated in Chapter 4 with respect to the interaction of verb and particle at
a-structure. The data I provided here lend further support to the view that,
in spite of a superficial similarity (to be captured e.g. at c-structure), Italian
PVs do not qualify as true “satellite-framed” constructions, but as “verbframed” ones. Perhaps the most perspicuous characterisation of the “verbframedness” in Italian is that in this language, like in Romance and other
“verb-framed”-languages, event structure can be altered only in the lexicon.
Recall from the pattern in (27) that even Class-II P-items, which contribute
information about the Path of motion, disallow a telic interpretation when
occurring with pure manner-verbs. A hypothesis worth exploring is thus
that in Italian (as well as in Romance), a transition from eventuality e′
(process) to eventuality e′′ (end-state) cannot be brought about in syntax.
In this respect, Romance and Germanic differ sharply.

6.3 Taking stock
In this dissertation, I hve investigated the grammatical properties of Italian
verb-particle constructions with respect to three main research questions:
(37)

a.
b.
c.

the category of the particle
the interaction between V and Prt at argument structure
the cohesion of V and Prt
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To answer these questions, I scrutinised the lexical, syntactic, semantic,
argument-structural and prosodic behaviour of both PVs and particles in
a wide range of constructions. The theoretical framework adopted was
Lexical-Functional Grammar, which in its architectural design qualifies as
appropriate for factoring apart pieces of information pertaining to different
levels of grammatical representation.
With respect to (37a), I came to the conclusion that Italian particles belong
to the lexical category P(reposition), and are further better divided in three
main classes: Class-I P-items (which can subcategorise for a gf and are
Place-oriented), Class-II P-items (which are intransitive and Path-oriented),
“flexible” P-items (which can exhibit both Class-I and Class-II behaviour)
and the class of via ‘away’ (which shares important properties with Class-II
items).
As regards the question in (37b), a thorough inspection of f-structure allowed me to conclude that verb and particle do not interact at the level
of a-structure, but at the level of f-structure, as happens in run-of-the-mill
constructions featuring a verb and an oblloc . Crucially, no process of “Argument Merger” (cf. Butt 2014) takes place: the a-structures of verb and
particle remain separate, which is reflected by the presence of separate
pred’s at f-structure.
Finally, I explored both the phrase-structural and the prosodic behaviour
of PVs (with respect to the research question in (37c)). As I showed, verb
and particle indeed display a higher cohesion than sequences of a verb
and a (fully-fledged) PP. I argued that this difference can be explained under the assumption that Italian particles optionally forfait their c-structural
and p-structural autonomy, occurring as non-projecting nodes (P) and as
non-projecting ω’s (or Clitic Groups) respectively.
There is still much research to carry out on Italo-Romance verb-particle
constructions, especially with respect to the syntax and semantics of these
constructions in non-standard varieties. If this contribution will succeed
in opening up the way for subsequent work on the syntax, semantics,
argument-structure and prosody of PVs in these languages, it will have
served its main purpose.
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Appendix A

Lexical entries
A.1 Class I
P0

accanto

{

(1)
P0

davanti

{

(2)

(3)

P0

dietro1

{ @(TRANS dietro1 )

P0

{

(4)
P0

lontano

{

(5)
oltre
sopra

P0
P0

(7)

{

P0

∨

@(TRANS dietro1 )
@DOM
@PLACE
∨

@(TRANS lontano)
@ABLATIVE
@PLACE

∨

{ @(TRANS sopra)

∨
∨

{ @(TRANS sotto)
@PLACE
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∨

@(INTRANS davanti) }
@PLACE

@(TRANS intorno)
@DOM
@PLACE

@(TRANS oltre)
@PLACE

@(INTRANS accanto) }
@PLACE

∨

∨

@PLACE
sotto

(8)

@(TRANS davanti)
@DOM
@PLACE

@PLACE
intorno

(6)

@(TRANS accanto)
@DOM
@PLACE

∨

@(INTRANS dietro1 ) }
@PLACE

@(INTRANS intorno) }
@PLACE
@(INTRANS lontano) }
@PLACE

@(INTRANS oltre) }
@PLACE
@(TRANS sopra)
@DOM
@PLACE
@(TRANS sotto)
@DOM
@PLACE

∨

@(INTRANS sopra) }
@PLACE

∨

@(INTRANS sotto) }
@PLACE

P0

vicino

{

(9)

@(TRANS vicino)
@DOM
@PLACE

@(INTRANS vicino) }

∨

@PLACE

A.2 Class II
P0

@(INTRANS avanti)
@PATH

(10)

avanti

(11)

giù

(12)

indietro

(13)

su

P0

@(INTRANS su)
@PATH

via

P0

{

P0

@(INTRANS giù)
@PATH
P0

(14)

@(INTRANS indietro)
@PATH

@(TRANS via)
@ABLATIVE
@PATH

@(INTRANS via) }

∨

@PATH

A.3 Flexible P-items
(15)

(16)

P0

dentro

{ @(TRANS dentro)

∨

@PLACE
fuori

P0

{

@(TRANS fuori)
@ABLATIVE
@PLACE

∨

@(TRANS dentro)
@DOM
@PLACE
@(INTRANS fuori) }
{ @PLACE ∨ @PATH }

A.4 Minor P-classes
A.4.1 Restricted P-items
(17)

appresso

(18)

dietro2

(19)

incontro

P0
P0
P0

@(RESTRICTED appresso)
{ @PLACE ∨ @PATH }

@(RESTRICTED dietro2 )
{ @PLACE ∨ @PATH }

@(RESTRICTED incontro)
@PATH

A.4.2 Deictic P-items
(20)

altrove

P0

@(INTRANS altrove)
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∨

@(INTRANS dentro) }
{ @PLACE ∨ @PATH }

(21)

là

P0

@(INTRANS là)
@UNBOUNDED

(22)

lı̀

P0

@(INTRANS lı̀)
@BOUNDED

A.5 Invoked templates
(23)

TRANS (P)

(24)

INTRANS (P)

(25)
(26)

DOM

=

(↑ pred) = ‘P <obj>’

=

(↑ pred) = ‘P’

=

(↑ obj case) = dative
(↑ obj animacy) =c animate

{

RESTRICTED (P)

=

∨

(↑ pred) = ‘P <[+objective, +restricted]>’
(↑ gf case) = dative

(27)

ABLATIVE

=

(28)

PLACE

(29)

PATH

↑σ = ((gf ↑)σ place)

(30)

UNBOUNDED

=

(31)

BOUNDED

(↑σ boundedness) = bounded

=
=

(↑ obj case) = ablative

↑σ = ((gf ↑)σ path)
=

(↑ obj case) = locative
(↑ obj animacy) =c inanimate

(↑σ boundedness) = unbounded
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